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Microscopic and Chemical Analysis of Slag from 
Loughbown 1, Co. Galway 

Introduction  
This report details the results of a microscopic and chemical analysis of a selection of the 
excavated slag assemblage from a ringfort in the townland of Loughbown, Co. Galway. The 
excavation was carried out by Eachtra Archaeological Projects for Galway County Council and 
the National Roads Authority in preparation for the construction of the proposed N6 
motorway. The report builds on a previous macroscopic and contextual evaluation carried out 
by Therese Kearns (2009). The complete assemblage consisted of 130kg of ironworking slag. 
This assemblage was sampled by Kearns. Both representative examples and unusual material 
were selected. The samples discussed here were selected from this sub-assemblage on the 
basis of similar criteria. 

The Site 
The excavated site represented about half the area of a large ringfort enclosure measuring 
60m north/south and 30m east/west. Two ringforts nearby, one in the same townland, 
another a short distance away in the townland of Mackney were also investigated as part of 
the project. The ringfort is in a prominent position near the top of a hill on well drained soil 
with excellent views of its neighbours. It is bivallate and has a central souterrain which was 
partially excavated. Other features include a possible gatehouse at the entrance, a Victorian 
forge building just outside the outer ditch and a metalworking area to the southeast of the site 
between the two ditches. Dates from the site cluster between the eleventh and thirteenth 
centuries, the fifth and sixth centuries, and a solitary Middle Bronze Age date. The ringfort 
itself and the souterrain are almost certainly early medieval in date and appear to have been 
re-used during the medieval period and later.  
 
The metalworking area identified between the two ditches of the ringfort contained a large 
amount of slag retrieved from a variety of features: three bowl shaped features (identified as 
furnaces by the excavator), a large pit tentatively identified as a cistern, and a number of 
spreads/deposits. The area may be associated with some small stone walls, possibly built to 
contain the ironworking debris. The fill of one of the bowl features returned a date of cal AD 
1047-1257 and it is assumed that the rest of the ironworking evidence is relatively 
contemporary, although perhaps being deposited on a seasonal basis (Kearns 2009). The 
ironworking activity post-dated the backfilling/disuse of the early medieval ditches and clearly 
was not contemporary with its construction and initial use.  

Macroscopic  
Macroscopic examination of the total slag assemblage (Kearns 2009) revealed two distinct 
morphological categories. The first incorporated the majority of pieces which were amorphous 
in shape, size and weight and were not diagnostic. A second group of plano-convex, sub-
circular cakes were interpreted as smithing hearth bottoms with a possible distinction 
between large, primary smithing slags and smaller, secondary smithing bottoms. A significant 
quantity of hammerscale was also recovered from the limited amount of soil (from sample 
bags) available for testing.  
 

The Analysis 
Samples were taken from eight separate pieces of slag (Numbers 1, 2, 4, 5, 5a, 7, 8, 8a; Table 
1), one iron artefact (Sample 3) and two surviving pieces of vitrified furnace wall (Samples 6, 
6a). The samples were mounted in blocks, polished and examined using reflected light 
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microscopy. XRF analysis was carried out directly on the blocks rather than pellets and this 
combined with the heavy corrosion on all of the samples accounts for the low analytical totals 
in Table 2 and makes the data from the chemical analysis indicative at best. 
The XRF results (Table 2) show the samples are uniformly dominated by iron oxide and silica. 
Other elements occur in very low concentrations with few exceptions. The low alumina 
content in relation to the high silica content is unusual, falling in the region of 0.6:12 to 1.2:20. 
This suggests an additional source of silica from the ore gangue, or a flux.  
 

Table 1 Sample contexts and location 

Sample No. Cat. No. Location Context 

1 Find No. 3 
Area C Grid 
26C 

15 

2 None 
"Smelting 
area" 

C1 (cleanback) 

3 Find 1 
Area C Grid 
26D 

37 

4 Find No. 6 
Area C Grid 
26D/27 

37 

5, 5a Find No. 2 Grid 30A 44 

6, 6a None 
Area C Grid 
26C 

15 

7 Find no. 19 A024/4 10 C1 (cleanback) 

8, 8a Find no.13 Grid 31 
Cleanback 
smelting area 

 

Slag 

Failed Blooms 

Two of the pieces of slag examined (Samples 2 & 5) were interpreted as evidence for failed 
blooms; the products of smelts that had either gone wrong or had been interrupted for some 
reason. One was d-shaped in plan, very heavy and had a plano-convex section, the other was 
an amorphous and heavy lump with one flat side. Samples from both pieces (Samples 2 and 5) 
revealed large amounts of metallic iron dispersed through homogenous areas of densely 
packed wustite dendrites. Much of the metallic iron in both samples retained a dendritic shape 
and had clearly formed from wustite. Large amounts of corrosion in the form of iron 
hydroxides were also identified. Chemical analysis of both samples revealed very low levels of 
silica and particularly high levels of iron. Sample 5 had an elevated level of manganese, 
possibly suggesting it was derived from a bog-ore source.  

Smithing Slag 

Only one example of a smithing slag was identified. This was very surprising considering the 
macroscopic analysis which indicated that smelting was not taking place on the site. Sample 7 
was taken from an amorphous piece of slag with flow structures that was sampled to rule out 
the possibility it could be a tap slag. Microscopic examination showed a very heterogenous 
sample with significant ceramic inclusions. Distinct breaks between fayalitic and wustite 
phases could be identified as well as some hammerscale in the form of magnetite. While these 
properties, along with the flow structures on the slag piece, could be seen as indicative of a tap 
slag, the survival of quartz far into the interior suggests it was not held at the kind of 
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temperature that would be expected in a tap slag and so it was interpreted as an amorphous 
smithing product. Chemical analysis showed relatively high levels of potash indicators calcium 
and aluminium, to be expected from a smithing slag. The high proportion of manganese is 
more difficult to explain and may be indicative of an original ore with similarly high levels. 

Smelting Slag 

Four pieces of slag were identified as furnace slag following microscopic examination. Sample 
1 was taken from distinctive circular, convex-concave slag cake that had been interpreted as a 
classic smithing hearth bottom. Microscopic analysis revealed a homogenous interior made up 
of wustite and fayalite in a glassy matrix. In some areas dense dendritic wustite predominated 
and in others a euctectic mix of the two. Small clumps of metallic iron as well as tiny flecks 
distributed throughout the sample indicated reducing conditions as did corroded metallic iron 
at the edge of the sample retaining dendritic shapes. This is clear evidence that the slag was a 
product of a smelting process. The mistaken interpretation of the morphology of the slag, 
which could be considered a ‘classic’ smithing hearth bottom, is a reminder that macroscopic 
identification of ironworking processes can only be tentative at best and is not always 
sufficient for confident interpretation of ironworking sites. In retrospect, the depression on the 
surface of the slag may be a result of the separation of the bloom, an idea supported by the 
large lumps of iron visible in the upper layers when the piece was sectioned.  
 
Sample 4 was taken from an unusual slag with large crystals on its upper surface, a sub-
rectangular plan and a thin, plano-convex section. The slag fell into the ‘amorphous’ 
macroscopic category. The sample revealed a large amount of embedded charcoal, and an 
interior made up largely of a wustite/fayalite eutectic mix. Some localised areas were 
dominated by more developed wustite dendrites. Flecks of metallic iron in the process of 
forming were found throughout the sample. This is very likely to have been a smelting slag and 
the large crystals on its exterior are fayalite crystals formed through a long period of cooling. 
Chemically, the sample had a larger proportion of silica compared to iron than other samples, 
probably contributing to the formation of the fayalite crystals.  
Sample 5a was taken from an amorphous slag, almost cylindrical in shape and quite heavy. Its 
microstructure revealed a very homogenous makeup of densely packed wustite dendrites with 
very little porosity and occasional flecks of metallic iron. One clump of metallic iron was 
adhering to one edge of the sample but it isn’t clear if this wass a result of local reduction or 
had adhered to the slag. The unusually large amount of iron in the form of wustite and 
homogenous nature of this sample suggests this is a furnace slag. 
 
The final piece of smelting slag identified was sampled twice (Samples 8, 8a) to get a picture of 
two very distinct layers visible macroscopically in section. It was circular in plan, convex-convex 
in shape and was heavy. The upper layer was porous and highly corroded with ceramic 
inclusions while the base layer was thicker, denser and far more homogenous. Microscopic 
examination also showed a homogenous base layer, made up of large euhedral fayalite crystals 
interspersed with flecks of metallic iron indicative of smelting. The upper layer was far more 
heterogenous with large amounts of corrosion, ceramic and quartz grains, hammerscale and 
sedimentary iron ore fragments. This has been interpreted as the rubbish swept up from the 
workshop floor by the smith and dumped into the furnace following a successful smelt 
represented by the lower layer. This bi-layer morphology was also identified in a number of 
other slag cakes which were not sampled. 

Furnace Wall 

Two samples (6 and 6a) were taken from two separate ceramic/slag pieces which were 
attached to each other by a thin section of soil. They represent an accumulation of vitrified 
soil, ceramic and slag; interpreted as a remnant from the vitrified superstructure or lining of a 
hearth or furnace. Both samples contain a mix of ceramic including quartz crystals shattered by 
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intense heat, magnetite and some glassy matrix but mainly with a silica matrix dominating. 
Sample 6a has clear vertical layering with preserved bands of slaggy material whch penetrated 
gaps in the soil when molten. They run parallel to the vitrified surface indicating they dripped 
down from above. The sample came from c.15, a deposit of 34kg of slag with significant 
amounts of hammerscale as well as macroscopically identified ‘smithing hearth bottoms’ 
which the current analysis indicates could also be smelting products. 

Iron Artefact 

One iron artefact was selected for study. Microscopic analysis revealed it was the remains of a 
forged iron artefact. Macroscopically it bears a superficial resemblance to a knife blade. The 
sample was heavily corroded but sufficient evidence remained for interpretation 
Only a small proportion of the original iron had not become iron hydroxide but fortunately this 
had exposed and preserved ghost carbon-alloy structures suggesting the artefact was made 
from a mild-steel. The iron hydroxide preserved the distorted line of the original surface and 
the remains of hammerscale suggesting the artefact was burnt (most likely in the forge during 
smithing). The fact that the artefact was recovered from a large pit full of slag and other waste 
materials makes it very likely that the artefact was discarded after being worked on-site. It is 
not clear if the artefact was made from bloom steel or deliberately carburised. 

Conclusion 
The analysis of the slag from Loughbown 1 has been significant in demonstrating the serious 
difficulties involved in assessing a site like this on a purely visual basis. Macroscopically the slag 
assemblage indicated a smithing site with little or no definite evidence for iron smelting. The 
analysis detailed above makes clear that all stages of the production process from smelting, 
through primary smithing to the production of artefacts, and possibly even their carburisation, 
were taking place within the Loughbown ringfort. It is very interesting that none of the ‘classic’ 
smithing hearth bottoms sampled turned out to be smithing products. At Mackney, smithing 
hearth bottoms were also found to actually be the products of smelting when microscopically 
examined. Clearly, it is dangerous to rely too heavily on macroscopic analyses of slag 
assemblages for interpretation of site functions. 
 
Unfortunately, it has not been possible to tell what processes the bowl-shaped features 
identified in the metalworking area at Loughbown were associated with. The two truncated 
pits (C.89, C.85) appear too large, when compared with known Irish furnace pits, to have been 
used for smelting while the other pit (C.94) is smaller than would be expected for either a 
smithing hearth or a furnace pit. Despite this, the numerous spreads of material, focused in 
one discrete area of the site suggest that the excavated residues do represent smelting and 
smithing in situ. A seasonal tradition of metalworking with no permanent structure, as 
suggested by Kearns (2009) is certainly possible although the intermittent deposition may have 
taken place over much shorter or, possibly much longer periods than a year.  
 
When compared with the analysis of slag and metalworking features from Mackney ringfort 
(Dolan 2008), in a townland adjacent to Loughbown, very similar industries can be identified. 
These involved small-scale smelting and smithing on ringfort sites in spatially restricted areas 
with bowl shaped features among various other pits and postholes. Chemically both 
assemblages are broadly similar with high silica to alumina ratios and traces of manganese in 
some samples suggestive of bog ore as a source of raw material. Both sites are possible 
contemporaries although the radiocarbon dates do also allow for significant chronological 
gaps. This is not unusual in an Irish context where broadly similar bloomery technologies 
appear to have been used from the early medieval period right up to the post medieval period 
(e.g. Young 2006). The industries present at Loughbown 1 and Mackney appear to have been 
relatively in-efficient with large amounts of wustitic iron remaining in most slags, and with two 
failed blooms and partially reduced ore being identified at loughbown. This does not 
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necessarily mean that the processes used were seen as inefficient in the past; they may have 
fulfilled the limited needs of those medieval smelters and smiths who created the 
assemblages. 
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Table 2 XRF Results from Loughbown 1 Samples 

 

. 

Element 
 

Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 P2O5 SO3 Cl K2O CaO TiO2 V2O5 Cr2O3 MnO Fe2O3 Co3O4 CuO As2O3 SrO Ba anal. Total 

Dimension LB1 % % % % % % % % % % % % % % µg/g µg/g µg/g µg/g µg/g % 

Sample 1 LB1 0.53 0.00 0.63 12.39 0.00 0.39 1.11 0.28 0.37 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.42 83.77 789 47 112 10 81 26.6 

Sample 1_r01 LB1 0.00 0.00 0.60 12.90 0.00 0.40 1.17 0.31 0.40 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.44 83.66 700 45 118 0 86 22.6 

Sample 1_r02 LB1 0.28 0.00 0.63 12.83 0.00 0.38 1.16 0.30 0.39 0.02 0.00 0.01 0.43 83.47 730 42 117 8 67 22.9 

Sample 2 LB1 0.95 0.00 0.47 7.59 0.00 0.04 3.51 0.32 1.33 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.41 85.26 595 53 455 32 100 66.4 

Sample 2_r01 LB1 0.53 0.00 0.41 7.65 0.00 0.03 3.51 0.31 1.35 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.41 85.63 563 79 469 31 99 67.3 

Sample 2_r02 LB1 0.00 0.00 0.49 7.64 0.00 0.05 3.51 0.33 1.37 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.41 86.08 619 59 468 32 105 66.4 

Sample 3 LB1 0.00 0.72 0.48 4.72 0.07 0.19 2.60 0.25 0.14 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.07 90.07 1181 246 5272 0 51 15.7 

Sample 3_r01 LB1 0.00 0.73 0.40 4.67 0.07 0.20 2.60 0.24 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.07 90.18 1284 322 5237 0 0 15.8 

Sample 3_r02 LB1 0.93 0.64 0.38 4.55 0.00 0.19 2.60 0.25 0.13 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.06 89.56 1183 263 5235 4 0 16.0 

Sample 4 LB1 0.40 0.12 1.24 18.67 0.17 0.04 0.73 0.21 1.09 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.88 76.32 660 95 38 21 127 44.9 

Sample 4_r01 LB1 0.22 0.10 1.22 18.77 0.18 0.04 0.73 0.22 1.11 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.87 76.40 454 73 36 22 119 45.2 

Sample 4_r02 LB1 0.00 0.08 1.27 18.68 0.17 0.04 0.73 0.21 1.10 0.05 0.00 0.00 0.87 76.72 569 102 38 26 137 44.4 

Sample 5 LB1 0.66 0.07 0.55 6.45 0.03 0.27 1.14 0.27 1.06 0.02 0.00 0.01 2.16 87.24 241 24 59 30 134 37.8 

Sample 5_r01 LB1 0.00 0.06 0.56 6.31 0.04 0.27 1.15 0.28 1.07 0.03 0.00 0.00 2.21 87.97 242 41 56 31 132 37.9 

Sample 5_r02 LB1 0.00 0.00 0.51 6.34 0.04 0.27 1.15 0.28 1.06 0.02 0.01 0.01 2.20 88.05 384 57 56 35 118 38.2 

Sample 5a LB1 0.51 0.11 1.25 15.64 0.18 0.04 0.74 0.54 2.39 0.09 0.01 0.00 1.64 76.71 484 60 9 59 754 43.1 

Sample 5a_r01 LB1 0.00 0.14 1.31 15.66 0.17 0.05 0.70 0.51 2.35 0.08 0.01 0.00 1.62 77.27 345 70 12 63 766 43.7 

Sample 5a_r02 LB1 0.48 0.00 1.27 15.63 0.18 0.04 0.67 0.49 2.36 0.08 0.01 0.00 1.64 77.03 429 62 8 60 746 43.9 

Sample 7 LB1 0.46 0.24 2.61 40.60 0.21 0.19 1.29 1.28 4.29 0.10 0.01 0.01 3.08 45.52 0 91 60 175 723 30.4 

Sample 7_r01 LB1 1.12 0.24 2.59 40.12 0.21 0.19 1.32 1.26 4.22 0.10 0.00 0.00 3.08 45.41 125 105 57 177 762 30.4 

Sample 7_r02 LB1 0.30 0.00 2.57 40.34 0.21 0.19 1.36 1.36 4.30 0.10 0.01 0.01 3.09 46.02 160 105 62 175 752 29.7 
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Microscopic and Chemical Analysis of Slag from 
Mackney, Co. Galway 

Introduction 
This report details the results of a microscopic and chemical analysis of a selection of the 
excavated slag assemblage from a ringfort in the townland of Mackney, Co. Galway. The 
excavation was carried out by Eachtra Archaeological Projects for Galway County Council and 
the National Roads Authority in preparation for the construction of the proposed N6 
motorway. The report builds on a previous macroscopic and contextual evaluation carried out 
by Therese Kearns (2009). The complete assemblage consisted of 43kg of ironworking slag. 
This assemblage was sampled by Kearns; who selected both representative examples and 
unusual material. The samples discussed here were selected from this sub-assemblage on the 
basis of similar criteria. 

The Site 
The excavated site revealed an enclosure more than fifty-five metres in diameter with a bank 
and large external ditch. The site lies on a level platform on a small hill which rises to the 
north. The interior revealed a variety of features including a substantial soutterain, a circular 
structure, a metalworking area and a large number of more ambiguous features. Dates from 
the site reveal some ephemeral activity in the Bronze Age, preceding the enclosure, and a 
sequence of later dates spanning cal AD 728-1634. The enclosure and soutterain support the 
dating evidence and are likely to belong to the earlier part of the sequence, dating to the early 
medieval period. The later dates indicate continuing (although not continuous) use of the site 
through to the seventeenth century.  
 
Radiocarbon dating evidence for the metalworking area is confined to one context: the fill of a 
bowl-shaped hearth or furnace (cxt. 808) dated to cal AD 988-1153. Two probable bowl 
furnaces/hearths, which had both been re-cut at some point, were identified along with a 
series of pits and post-holes which all contained burnt material and/or slag. One rectangular 
pit contained slag as well as an angular stone with slag adhering to its surface. The spatial 
association of this metalworking evidence and the re-cutting of a number of the features 
suggest they are chronologically related and represent one or more discrete episodes of 
metalworking activity. The plan of the site suggests the metalworking area underlay the bank 
of the ringfort although it seems that it was covered by collapse rather than the primary bank. 
This suggests metalworking was being carried out in the lee of the bank which may have 
contributed some shelter.  

Macroscopic Examination 
Macroscopic examination of the total slag assemblage (Kearns 2009) revealed three distinct 
morphological categories. The first consisted of heavy, large plano-convex pieces which 
revealed homogenous interiors when sectioned and metallic iron concentrated in a band at 
their base. These were interpreted as probable smelting furnace bottoms. The second group 
were smaller in weight and size, plano-convex or convex-convex in shape, often had 
depressions in their upper surfaces and were more heterogeneous in section. These were seen 
as smithing hearth bottoms. The final group had indistinct morphologies and could not be 
associated with a particular ironworking process. Soil contained in some of the sample bags 
revealed both spheroidal and flake hammescale, indicative of smithing.  
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The Analysis 
Four pieces of slag were selected (Samples 9, 10, 11 and 12, Table 1) for preparation of 
polished blocks for metallographic analysis. The samples were examined using reflected light 
microscopy and XRF chemical analysis. XRF analysis was carried out on the polished blocks, this 
combined with the heavy corrosion of all of the samples account for the low analytical totals 
and makes the data from the analysis indicative at best.  
The XRF results (Table 2) shows the samples are uniformly dominated by iron oxide and silica. 
Other elements occur in very low concentrations with few exceptions. The low alumina 
content in relation to the high silica content is unusual, falling in the region of 1.5:12 to 1.6:18. 
This suggests an additional source of silica from the ore gangue or a flux.  

Table 1 sample contexts and location 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sample 9 

No context number was available for this sample. Macroscopically it was interpreted as a 
smithing hearth bottom due to its distinctive concave-convex shape and medium weight. 
Microscopic examination revealed a dense, wustite-rich slag with significant areas of 
secondary iron hydroxide. The wustite exists in a fayalitic glassy matrix. The iron hydroxide 
probably results from the corrosion of metallic iron and in places ghost-structures of iron alloy 
can be seen within the corrosion. Scattered throughout the sample, tiny flecks of metallic iron 
forming from wustite dendrites are suggestive of smelting. These combined with the 
homogenous nature of the slag, residual evidence of metallic iron and the lack of porosity are 
highly suggestive of smelting. 

Sample 10 

This sample was identified as one of a group of possible smelting slags with bands of metallic 
iron along their bases, heavy in weight, with plano-convex shapes and relatively homogenous 
interiors. The sample was made up mainly of wustite and fayalite in a eutectic solution as well 
as areas with a predominance of dense wustite dendrites. Localised areas with significant 
lumps of metallic iron are identifiable. Flecks of Fe forming from wustite also occur throughout 
the sample and particularly in bands around the edges. Corrosion is widespread and in a 
number of areas the glassy matrix has been eaten away. Secondary iron hydroxide is common 
and is probably formed from metallic iron although no residual structures survive. The 
evidence for the formation of metallic iron throughout the sample along with localised clumps 
and significant areas of iron hydroxide confirm the macroscopic interpretation of this slag as a 
smelting furnace bottom. 

Sample 11 

Sample 11 was identified as a non-diagnostic globular lump of flowy slag of a medium weight. 
Microscopic analysis revealed a porous wustite rich slag with flecks of metallic iron forming 
from the dense wustite dendrites. The large size of the crystals and the homogeneity of the 
sample suggests this is a furnace slag and not a smithing product. Chemical analysis 
demonstrates a higher proportion of silica when compared with the other samples, accounting 
for the flowy nature of the slag. The source of the silica is unclear. 

Sample No. Old Cat. No. Location Context 

9 Sample 876 None Cxt 'too hard to read' 

10 None None 1054 

11 Sample 732 None 900 

12 Sample 759   911 
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Sample 12 

This sample was identified macroscopically as an unusually heavy, amorphous lump of slag. 
Microscopic examination revealed an extremely dense wustite rich slag with some cavities. 
The wustite was in a fayalitic glassy matrix and was very homogenous in shape and density 
throughout the sample. Evidence for the formation of metallic iron in the shape of tiny flecks 
and secondary iron hydroxide retaining the dendritic shape of the wustite the corroded iron 
had formed from, strongly suggest this is a smelting slag; possibly a partially reduced ore. 
Chemical analysis revealed a high proportion of manganese suggesting the sample may 
represent partially reduced bog ore. 

Conclusion 
The results of the slag analysis have confirmed the presence of smelting residues on the site 
but did not provide any evidence for smithing. However, this can be inferred from the 
hammerscale identified during the original analysis. The evidence from features excavated on 
the site is also strongly suggestive of both smelting and smithing. Three conjoined features 
(C.937, C.950 and C.956) appear to consist of the remains of two furnace pits and a smaller, 
shallower pit with an angular stone, potentially used as a smithing hearth. Conjoined pits such 
as these are not unusual in the Irish record (e.g. Kilmacredock Upper), forming a figure-of-eight 
shape in plan. It is not clear if they relate to parallel working of two furnaces or the 
construction of a new furnace in very close proximity to a previous one.  A rectangular shallow 
pit (C.809) located about 30cm from the furnaces had an angular stone with slag adhering to it, 
presumably an anvil and is very likely to represent a smithing hearth. Other features excavated 
in the metalworking area include numerous pits and a group of postholes that likely represent 
a structure or structures associated with the ironworking.  
The calibrated dates for the metalworking area at Mackney range widely from the eight to the 
twelfth century but the association with the early stages of a ringfort would suggest a date 
prior in the 10th century or earlier (assuming all of the features and residues are contemporary. 
Interestingly, there is a striking similarity between the location and technology of the 
ironworking at Mackney and that at Loughbown 1 (Dolan 2008; Bower 2009; Kearns 2009) in 
the adjacent townland. There is some possibility that they overlap chronologically in the 
eleventh or twelfth centuries but they could equally have been created as much as 500 years 
apart. This similarity seems to echo a general conservatism in Irish iron technology from the 
early medieval (and possibly earlier) period to the post-medieval period. However, considering 
the lack of research in the area this apparent pattern may well be due to a paucity of analysis 
rather than a historic reality.  
 



 
 

 
 

Table 2 XRF Results from Mackney Samples 

 

Element 
 

Na2O MgO Al2O3 SiO2 P2O5 SO3 Cl K2O CaO TiO2 V2O5 Cr2O3 MnO Fe2O3 Co3O4 CuO As2O3 SrO Ba anal. Total 

Dimension 
 

% % % % % % % % % % % % % % µg/g µg/g µg/g µg/g µg/g % 

Sample 9 MKY 0.00 0.00 1.42 12.60 0.13 0.25 0.69 0.37 1.06 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.38 82.96 686 73 56 28 81 36.0 

Sample 9_r01 MKY 0.00 0.17 1.48 12.77 0.11 0.24 0.68 0.35 1.06 0.05 0.00 0.01 0.40 82.59 498 98 50 29 69 36.8 

Sample 9_r02 MKY 0.49 0.09 1.46 12.62 0.11 0.25 0.69 0.35 1.07 0.04 0.00 0.01 0.40 82.30 977 0 64 31 98 36.7 

Sample 10 MKY 0.78 0.13 1.66 15.61 0.05 0.05 1.97 0.47 0.69 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.50 77.87 541 131 612 34 99 56.2 

Sample 10_r01 MKY 0.43 0.09 1.65 15.78 0.05 0.06 2.00 0.49 0.68 0.04 0.01 0.01 0.50 78.02 926 145 615 36 106 56.1 

Sample 10_r02 MKY 0.64 0.07 1.67 15.61 0.06 0.05 1.96 0.49 0.68 0.05 0.01 0.00 0.51 78.06 578 117 607 33 99 56.6 

Sample 11 MKY 0.00 0.28 1.65 17.97 0.53 0.22 0.41 0.34 2.78 0.04 0.02 0.00 1.36 74.30 479 68 98 63 228 36.6 

Sample 11_r01 MKY 0.00 0.31 1.66 17.98 0.54 0.21 0.40 0.32 2.78 0.04 0.02 0.00 1.37 74.26 554 80 98 69 219 37.2 

Sample 11_r02 MKY 0.29 0.31 1.67 17.69 0.52 0.21 0.40 0.33 2.77 0.04 0.00 0.01 1.36 74.27 612 85 103 69 223 37.4 

Sample 12 MKY 0.18 0.17 1.68 14.36 1.34 0.15 0.48 0.33 2.48 0.08 0.00 0.00 3.70 74.89 279 317 20 163 790 51.9 

Sample 12_r01 MKY 0.32 0.18 1.71 14.46 1.30 0.14 0.47 0.28 2.44 0.08 0.00 0.00 3.69 74.76 0 337 22 159 773 52.7 

Sample 12_r02 MKY 0.53 0.18 1.70 14.44 1.32 0.14 0.48 0.30 2.44 0.08 0.00 0.01 3.73 74.48 172 324 16 155 793 52.9 
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Appendix 2: Experimental Report 
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Report on an Experimental Iron Smelt at the 
National Heritage Park, Ferrycarrig, Co. Wexford.  
 
This report details the experimental smelting of ore from Derryarkin Bog, Co. Offaly in a 
reconstructed low-shaft, slag-pit furnace at the National Heritage Park, Ferrycarrig, Co. 
Wexford in March 2010. The experiment was carried out as part of PhD research into early 
Irish smelting by Brian Dolan. It was undertaken in collaboration with Thomas Birch, University 
of Aberdeen, who collected residues from the experiment for analysis as part of his own PhD 
research. Niall Kenny, an independent archaeologist supervised the experimental charcoal 
production carried out at the same time as the smelt. with a number of collaborators including 
Niall Kenny who carried out an  
 
The aims of the experimental work were: 
 

 To reconstruct, fire and control a bloomery iron smelting furnace. 

 To understand more clearly the processes and skills involved in bloomery iron 

production. 

 To produce a reference collection of slag to be compared with excavated examples 

from Ireland. 

 To smelt iron from Irish bog ore for the first time in at least fifty years 

 To evaluate the archaeological imprint left by the smelting operation.  

 To test current interpretations of the bloomery technology involved in early Irish iron 

industries.  

 To promote research and collaboration. 

Archaeological Basis  
The site chosen as a model was Cloncollog 2, Co. Offaly (Clark 2008; Young 2008). This site 
produced an isolated circular furnace pit measuring 0.60m x 0.57m. Photos of the feature (Fig. 
1) suggested the pit had been lined with clay originally. Much of the slag in the pit was thought 
to be re-deposited rather than in situ. A radiocarbon date from oak charcoal found in the base 
of the furnace gave a date of 360-94 cal. BC (2158±34; UB-8278) for the feature. It was 
suggested by the specialist (Young 2008b) that the furnace was probably used to smelt bog 
ore, given its geological context close to the large midlands bogs.  

Ore Collection 
Ore was collected prior to the smelt from Derryarkin Bog, Co. Offaly in December 2009. The 
ore spread was identified through aerial photography, showing up as a distinct orange colour 
against the black cut-away bog (Fig. 2). The bog ore occurred in large, distinct spreads in the 
bog and some of the spreads were as much as a metre deep. 41.2 kg of ore was collected (Fig. 
3).  
 
Samples of the ore were analysed by Dr. Lorna Anguilano, Brunel University (Figs. 4-7; Table 1) 
to test their iron content. The results suggested they had sufficiently high iron content for 
smelting, though the low silica content indicated an external source would be required. For 
this reason sand was added to the ore for the actual smelt. The main mineral present was 
goethite with secondary siderite.  
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The Furnace 
The experimental furnace was constructed following the dimensions of the Cloncollog furnace 
with a wall built of an equal mix of potter’s clay, horse dung and coarse sand and no arch (Fig. 
8). It was built up around an organic form which helped support the wet clay walls. A single 
tuyere was used, placed at a slight angle just above the furnace pit. The tuyere was pre-fired 
and made of clay with crushed grog and grit and was supplied by James Hayes, who also 
supplied a leather bag bellows with two bags (Fig. 9).  

The Smelt 
The ore for the smelt was pre-roasted the night before on a large open bon-fire which broke 
up the ore and changed its colour from orange/yellow to a deep red. The resulting ore, when 
mixed with sand to provide silica was very fine, though this does not appear to have been a 
problem when smelting. The furnace was preheated using charcoal, with the smelt 
commencing once flames could be seen at the top of the furnace. The smelt was carried out 
over 7 hours, with the bellows being constantly worked and charcoal and the ore mix being 
added on a 1:1 basis.  
 
The bloom was removed from the furnace from above once the charcoal and burned down to 
just above the level of the tuyere. It was a large mass attached firmly to the side of the 
furnace, just below the tuyere. It was split when hot in order to provide a sample for analysis 
by Thomas Birch (Fig. 10). Visual examination of the bloom showed filaments of orange/red 
material which appears to be rusted iron, indicating iron was produced during the smelt but 
did not coalesce into globules (Fig. 11). A small amount of slag was recovered subsequently 
from the furnace pit (Fig. 12).   

Conclusions 
He experimental smelt was a success, demonstrating the possibility of producing iron from 
Irish bog ore, though a large bloom was not produced. The furnace shaft was very big and 
much of the area around the wall opposite the tuyere did not heat up to a significant degree. It 
seems likely that the original furnace may have had more than one air inlet in order to use the 
fuel and ore more efficiently. Smelting with a single tuyere would be more efficient using a 
smaller furnace chimney.  
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Fig. 1. Furnace pit excavated at Cloncollog 2, Co. Offally (after Clark 2008). 
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Fig. 2. Spread of ore at Derryarkin Bog, Co. Offaly. 

 
 

Fig. 3. Collecting ore at Derryarking bog.  
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Fig. 4 Results of chemical analysis of bog ore collected for the smelt (courtesy of Lorna Anguilano). 

 
 

Fig. 5. Results of chemical analysis of bog ore collected for the smelt (courtesy of Lorna Anguilano). 
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Fig. 6. Results of chemical analysis of bog ore collected for the smelt (courtesy of Lorna Anguilano). 

 
 
 

Fig. 7. Results of chemical analysis of bog ore collected for the smelt (courtesy of Lorna Anguilano).
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Fig. 8. Plan, section and elevation drawing of the experimental furnace (drawing courtesy of Thomas Birch). 
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Fig. 9 The experimental furnace prior to the smelt showing the bag bellows attached to the tuyere and the form 
around which the furnace shaft was built.   
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Fig. 10 The broken up raw bloom following cooling.  

 
 

Fig. 11 Rusted iron visible in the bloom.  
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Fig. 12 Slag excavated from the furnace pit. 

 
 

Table 1. Chemical analysis .of bog ore from Derryarkin Bog, Co. Offaly (Courtesy of Lorna Anguilano). 

Spectrum In stats. C O F Si Ca Mn Fe Total 

          

Spectrum 1 Yes 4.93 43.58 0 0.76 0.91 0.36 49.46 100 

Spectrum 2 Yes 5.02 43.8 0 0.88 0.85 0.37 49.08 100 

Spectrum 3 Yes 4.35 44.33 0 1.05 0.88  49.38 100 

Spectrum 4 Yes 4.96 44.19 0 0.94 0.93  48.97 100 

Spectrum 5 Yes 4.56 43.57 0 0.85 0.91 0.4 49.7 100 

          

          

Max.  5.02 44.33 0 1.05 0.93 0.4 49.7  

Min.  4.35 43.57 0 0.76 0.85 0 48.97  
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Appendix 3: Tables 
1. Chapter 1  
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Table 1.1 Alphabetical list of sites included in the study including Irish Iron Database (IID) number and relevant 
references.  

Site Name IID County References 

Adamstown 1 1 Waterford (Russell and Ginn 2007) 
Aghadegnan 2 Longford (Carroll 1991; 1992b; 1992a; 1993b; 1993a) 
Aghamore 3 Westmeath (Byrnes 2002; Grogan et al. 2007) 
Altanagh Phase 1 4 Tyrone (Williams 1986) 
Altanagh Phase 2 5 Tyrone (Williams 1986) 
Ardan 3 6 Offaly (Clark and Janes 2008a) 
Ardcloon 7 Mayo (Rynne 1956) 
Ardsallagh 5 8 Meath (Clarke 2008) 
Armagh – Abbey Street 9 Armagh (Hurl 2003) 
Armagh - Cathedral Hill 10 Armagh (Gaskell-Brown and Harper 1984; Kerr et al. 2009) 
Armagh – English Street 11 Armagh (Crothers 1999 ) 
Ballinderry II 12 Offaly (Hencken 1942; Newman 2002) 
Ballinvinny North 13 Cork (Sherlock 2005a) 
Ballyarra 14 Cork (Fahy 1953) 
Ballybrit 15 Galway (Waddell 1971) 
Ballybrowney Lower 1 16 Cork (Cotter 2005; 2008) 
Ballycasey More (Part 1) 17 Clare (Murphy 2001; 2002; O'Neill 2003; Tobin 2003; 

Murphy 2004a; O'Neill 2004b; 2004a; Murphy 
2006a; Tobin 2006; 2007) 

Ballycasey More (Part 2) 18 Clare (Murphy 2001; 2002; O'Neill 2003; Tobin 2003; 
Murphy 2004a; O'Neill 2004b; 2004a; Murphy 
2006a; Tobin 2006; 2007) 

Ballycatteen 19 Cork (Ó'Ríordáin and Hartnett 1943) 
Ballydavis 1 20 Laois (Keeley 1996a; 1996b; Lanting and Brindley 1998; 

Keeley 1999) 
Ballydavis 2 21 Laois (Young 2005d; Fegan 2006)  
Ballydavis 3 22 Laois (Young 2005d; Ó'Maoldúin 2006; 2010)  
Ballyfounder 23 Down (Waterman 1958) 
Ballyhenry 24 Antrim (Lynn 1983; Scott 1990) 
Ballykilmore 6 25 Westmeath (Channing and Quinney 2006; Young 2006d; 

Channing 2007; Young 2009a) 
Ballymacash 26 Antrim (Jope and Ivens 1998) 
Ballynagallagh 27 Limerick (Cleary 2006) 
Ballyvollen 28 Antrim (Williams 1985b) 
Ballywee 29 Antrim (Lynn 1988d; Kerr et al. 2009; N.I.S.M.R. 2010) 
Baronstown 1 30 Meath (Linnane and Kinsella 2007; Linnane and Kinsella 

2009a; Linnane and Kinsella 2009b) 
Bofeenaun 31 Mayo (Lawless 1992; Keane 1995) 
Boho 32 Fermanagh (Proudfoot 1953) 
Brigown 33 Cork (Carroll 2005; 2006) 
Bushfield 1 34 Laois (Wiggins and Kane 2007; Wiggins 2009; N.R.A. 

2010e) 
Cahercommaun 35 Clare (Hencken 1938; Ó'Donnabháin 1980; Cotter 

1999a) 
Caherlehillan 36 Kerry (Sheehan 1994; 1996; 1997; 1998; 2000b; 2000a; 

2004; Doyle 2009, 40; Sheehan 2009; O'Sullivan 
et al. 2010b) 

Caherweelder 7 37 Galway (Hegarty 2010) 
Cahircalla More 38 Clare (Hull and Taylor 2005; Taylor 2006a; Hull and 

Taylor 2007) 
Carn 39 Fermanagh (Brannon 1981-2) 
Carnmeen 40 Down (Cruickshanks and McLaren 2009; Masser and 

Dalland 2010) 
Carraig Aille I 41 Limerick (Ó'Ríordáin 1949a) 
Carraig Aille II 42 Limerick (Ó'Ríordáin 1949a)   
Carrickmines Great 43 Dublin (Young 2003d; 2006g; Ó'Drisceoil 2007b) 
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Carrigoran 44 Clare (Reilly 2000b; 2000a; Young 2005a; Fiona Reilly 
2010 Pers. Comm.) 

Carrowdotia 45 Clare (Taylor 2006b) 
Carrowkeel 46 Galway (Lalonde and Tourunen 2007; Wilkins and Lalonde 

2008; 2009; Lehane et al. 2010) 
Carrowkeel 47 Mayo (Zajac 2004a; Zajac 2004b) 
Castlefarm 1 48 Meath (O’Connell 2006; O'Connell and Clark 2009; 

O’Connell 2009) 
Cavanapole 49 Armagh (Crothers 1997) 
Caw 50 Derry (Bowen 2006) 
Chapelbride 1 51 Meath (Bayley 2005; Danaher and Ginn 2008) 
Cherryville Site 12 52 Kildare (Breen 2005; Young 2005e) 
Church Island 53 Kerry (O'Kelly 1958; Hayden 2007; 2008)  
Claureen 54 Clare (Hull 2006a) 
Clogher 55 Tyrone (Warner 1971; 1972; 1973a; 1973b; 1974; 1976; 

1987/8; 1988; Scott 1990; Warner 2000) 
Cloghermore 56 Kerry (Coyne 2000; Frank Coyne 2010 pers. comm.) 
Cloncollog 2 57 Offaly (Clark 2008; Young 2008b) 
Clonfad 58 Westmeath (Stevens 2006; 2007b; 2009; 2010) 
Clonmacnoise Bridge 59 Offaly (Boland 1996; Comber 2001) 
Clonmacnoise 'Monastic 
Core' 

60 Offaly (Manning 1986; Ó'Floinn 1987-8; Manning 1990; 
1991b; Ó'Floinn and King 1998; Murphy 2003a; 
Anon 2009; King 2009) 

Clonmacnoise New 
Graveyard 

61 Offaly (King 1991; 1992; 1993; 1994b; 1995b; 1996; 
1997; 1998; 2000; Anon 2009; King 2009)  

Clonmacnoise Old 
Graveyard 

62 Offaly (King 1994a; 1995a; Anon 2009; King 2009) 

Clonmacnoise Water 
Treatment 

63 Offaly (King 2004; Young 2005h; King 2006; Anon 2009; 
King 2009) 

Cloongownagh 64 Roscommon (Henry 2000; Lennon 2000; Lennon and Henry 
2001) 

Conva 65 Cork (Doody 2008) 
Coolcran 66 Fermanagh (Williams 1985a; 1988) 
Coonagh West 67 Limerick (Hull 2007; Taylor 2007; Taylor and Ruttle 2008) 
Corrin 1 68 Cork (Fairburn 2005a; O'Connell 2006a, Aidan 

O'Connel 2010 pers. comm. ) 
Creevykeel 69 Sligo (Hencken 1939) 
Croom East 70 Limerick (Shee-Twohig 1977) 
Cuffsborough 4 71 Laois (Murphy 2006c; 2008; 2009b) 
Curraheen 1 72 Cork (Danaher 2004; Danaher and Cagney 2004) 
Cush 73 Limerick (Ó'Ríordáin 1940) 
Dalkey Island 74 Dublin (Liversage 1968; Doyle 1998) 
Deer Park Farms 75 Antrim (Lynn 1987b; 1987a; Lynn 1988e; Lynn and 

McDowell 1988; Kerr et al. 2009)  
Deerfin 76 Antrim (Bratt 1975; Bratt 1976) 
Derrinsallagh 4 77 Laois (Lennon 2009c) 
Derrinsallagh 5 78 Laois (Lennon 2008c; 2009d) 
Derryhowlaght East 79 Fermanagh (Williams 1994) 
Derryvorigan 1 80 Laois (Lennon 2009b; N.R.A. 2010d) 
Dollas Lower 81 Limerick (Grogan et al. 2007) 
Dooey 82 Donegal (McGill 1947; Ó Riordáin and Rynne 1961; Greene 

2009) 
Doras 83 Tyrone (McDowell 1987) 
Dowdstown 2 84 Meath (Cagney and O’Hara 2009; Cagney et al. 2009) 
Downview Park West 85 Antrim (Davison 1964) 
Dressogagh 86 Armagh (Collins 1966) 
Dromore 87 Antrim (Collins 1968) 
Dromthacker 88 Kerry (Cleary 2008) 
Drumadoon 89 Antrim (McSparron and Williams 2009) 
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Dun Emer Estate 90 Dublin (Giacometti 2007b; 2008) 
Dun Eoghanachta 91 Galway (Cotter 1995; 1996) 
Dunbell 5 92 Kilkenny (Cassidy 1990; 1991a; 1991c; 1991b; Kerr et al. 

2009) 
Dunbell 6 93 Kilkenny (Foley 2006) 
Dunmisk 94 Tyrone (Henderson 1988; Ivens 1988; 1989; Henderson 

and Ivens 1992) 
Dunnyneill Island 95 Down (McCormick et al. 2002; McCormick and 

Macdonald 2003; McCormick and MacDonald 
2004; Young 2006a; McCormick and MacDonald 
2010) 

Dunsilly 96 Antrim (McNeill 1992) 
Feerwore 97 Galway (Raftery 1944) 
Feltrim Hill 98 Dublin (Hartnett and Eogan 1964) 
Freestone Hill 99 Kilkenny (Raftery 1969; 1995; Ó'Floinn 2000) 
Galgorm 100 Antrim (Evans 1946) 
Gallen Priory 101 Offaly (Kendrick 1939) 
Garranes 102 Cork (Ó'Ríordáin 1942; Power 1989; O’Donnell 1991; 

1992; Photos-Jones and Wilson 2006b; Doyle 
2009, 47-52) 

Garryduff 1 103 Cork (O'Kelly 1946; 1963) 
Glebe 104 Dublin (Seaver 2004; 2005a; 2007a; 2009b) 
Gortlaunaght 105 Cavan (Chapple 2008; 2010c) 
Gragan West 106 Clare (Cotter 1989; 1990) 
Grange (Lough Gur) 107 Limerick (Ó'Ríordáin 1949b) 
Grange 2 108 Meath (Kelly 2010c; Wallace and Anguilano 2010a; Kelly 

2011a) 
Gransha 109 Derry (Chapple 2004; 2010a) 
Hardwood 3 110 Meath (Carlin et al. 2008a) 
Harlockstown 111 Meath (O'Connor 2007; 2008) 
Haynestown 112 Louth (O'Sullivan 1994a; 1994b) 
Henning's Land 113 Down (Cruickshanks and McLaren 2009; Masser and 

Dalland 2010) 
High Island 114 Galway (Marshall and Rourke 2000; Scally 2000b; 2000a; 

2001; 2004; Young 2006b) 
Inch/Ballyrenan 115 Down (MacManus 1998) 
Inishkea North 116 Mayo (Henry 1945) 
Johnstown 1 117 Meath (Carlin et al. 2008a; Clarke and Carlin 2008; Clarke 

2010) 
Johnstown 3 118 Kildare (Carlin et al. 2008a) 
Kells, townparks 119 Meath (Byrne 1988; 1989) 
Kilgobbin 120 Dublin (Larsson 2007; Bolger 2008) 
Killanully 121 Cork (Mount 1992; 1995) 
Killickaweeny 1 122 Kildare (Walsh and Harrison 2003; Carlin et al. 2008a; 

Walsh 2008) 
Killoran 123 Tipperary (Cross-May et al. 2005) 
Kilmacthomas Area 16 124 Waterford (Johnston et al. 2008) 
Kilmacthomas Area 25 
(Treacy's Hill) 

125 Waterford (Johnston et al. 2008) 

Kilpatrick 126 Westmeath (Swan 1976; Scott 1990; Swan 1995) 
Kilrussane 127 Cork (Sherlock 2005b) 
Kiltenan South 128 Limerick (Grogan et al. 2007) 
Kiltera 129 Waterford (MacAlister 1938) 
Kinnegad 2 130 Westmeath (Carlin et al. 2008a) 
Knockbrack 131 Kerry (Hull and Taylor 2006) 
Knockcommane 132 Limerick (McQuade et al. 2009) 
Knockea 133 Limerick (O'Kelly 1967) 
Knockmore 134 Antrim (Nicol and Barkley 2010) 
Lagore 135 Westmeath (Hencken 1950; Scott 1978b; Lynn 1985-86; 
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Warner 1985-86; Comber 1997; Eogan 2000; 
Comber 2004) 

Larrybane 136 Antrim (Childe 1936; Proudfoot and Wilson 1961-62) 
Leacanabuaile 137 Kerry (Ó'Ríordáin and Foy 1941) 
Leap 1 138 Laois (Kane 2009; N.R.A. 2010c) 
Lisanisk 139 Monaghan (Coughlan 2003; 2004; 2006; Photos-Jones et al. 

2007; Coughlan 2010) 
Lislackagh 140 Mayo (Walsh 1993a; 1993b; 1995; Ó'Drisceoil 2007b) 
Lisleagh I 141 Cork (Monk 1983; 1984; 1985; 1988; 1995; 1998; 

McLarnen et al. 2004; Cherubini 2005) 
Lisleagh II 142 Cork (Monk 1990; 1991; 1993; 1994; 1995; 1998; 

McLarnen et al. 2004; Cherubini 2005; Monk 
2010) 

Lisnagar Demesne 1 143 Cork (Murphy 2006b) 
Lisnagun 144 Cork (O'Sullivan et al. 1998) 
Lissue 145 Antrim (Bersu 1947; 1948; Warner 1986-7; Gahan 2000) 
Lough Faughan 146 Down (Collins 1955; Scott 1990; Doyle 2009) 
Loughboy 147 Kilkenny (Cotter 1999b; McCutcheon 1999; Cotter 2000) 
Lowpark 148 Mayo (Gillespie 2009; 2010; Gillespie and Kerrigan 

2010; Wallace and Anguilano 2010b) 
Mackney 149 Galway (Dolan 2008a; Delaney 2009a) 
Manusmore AR 100 150 Clare (Hull 2006b; Hull and Taylor 2007) 
Marlinstown 151 Westmeath (Keeley 1991a; 1991b; 1992) 
Marshes Upper 152 Louth (Mossop 2002; 2004) 
Meadowbank Rath 153 Antrim (Crothers 1995; Halpin and Crothers 1996; Kerr et 

al. 2009) 
Monganstown 154 Westmeath (Lehane 2009) 
Mooghaun 155 Clare (Grogan 2005b; 2005a) 
Movilla Abbey 156 Down (Yates and Hamlin 1983; Ivens 1984) 
Moyally 2 157 Offaly (Bayley 2007a; Photos-Jones 2008b; Bayley 2010) 
Moynagh Lough 158 Meath  (Bradley 1983; 1984; 1986a; 1986b; 1991b; 

1991a; 1993; 1995; 1997; 1999) 
Muckridge 159 Cork (Noonan 2001; N.R.A. 2010a) 
Mullagh 160 Longford (Hull 2009) 
Mullaghbane 161 Tyrone (Harper 1972) 
Navan 162 Meath (Giacometti 2007a; 2009) 
Nendrum 163 Down (Lawlor 1925; Crothers 2000; 2001; MacDonald 

2006; McErlean and Crothers 2007b) 
Newrath 164 Kilkenny (Wilkins 2006; 2007) 
Newtown 1 165 Westmeath (Stevens 2007d; N.R.A. 2010b) 
Ninch, laytown 166 Meath (McConway 2001b; 2001a; 2002; 2004; Buckley 

2010; McConway 2010) 
Oldcourt 167 Cork (Murphy 1961) 
Parksgrove 1 168 Kilkenny (Stevens 2000; 2005b) 
Randalstown 169 Meath (Kelly 1976a; 1981) 
Rathdooney Beg 170 Sligo (Mount 1999) 
Rathgall 171 Wicklow (Raftery 1970; 1971a; 1971b; 1971c; 1972; 1973; 

1974; 1976b; 1976a; 1987/8; Scott 1990; Rehren 
2007; Conor McDermott 2010 pers. comm.) 

Rathgurreen 172 Galway (Comber 2002) 
Ratoath 173 Meath (Dehane 2007a; Wallace 2007; 2010) 
Raystown (Part 1) 174 Meath (Seaver 2005b; 2006; 2007b; 2009a; 2010; In 

Prep) 
Raystown (Part 2) 175 Meath (Seaver 2005b; 2006; 2007b; 2009a; 2010; In 

Prep) 
Reask 176 Kerry (Fanning 1981) 
Rinnaraw 177 Donegal (Comber 2006b) 
Roestown 2 178 Meath (O'Hara 2007; O’Hara 2009b; 2009a) 
Rossan 6 179 Meath (Carlin et al. 2008a) 
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Shaneen Park 180 Antrim (Evans 1950; Proudfoot 1958) 
Shane's Castle 181 Antrim (Warhurst 1971) 
Simonstown 182 Meath (Kelly 1976b; 1981) 
Sluggary 183 Limerick (Shee-Twohig 2000) 
The Spectacles 184 Limerick (Ó'Ríordáin 1949a) 
Sroove 185 Sligo (Fredengren 1998; 2000; 2001; 2002) 
St Patrick's Church 186 Antrim (Williams 1992; Nelis et al. 2007; Nelis 2008) 
St. Gobnet's House 187 Cork (O'Kelly 1952) 
Tallaght 188 Dublin (O'Brien 1991) 
Tara 189 Meath (Roche 1999; Crew and Rehren 2002; Roche 

2002) 
Terryhoogan 190 Armagh (McSparron 2004; 2007) 
Tonybaun 191 Mayo (Nolan 2006a; 2006b; Wallace and Anguilano 

2010b) 
Toureen Peekaun 192 Tipperary (Ó'Carragáin 2008; 2009; Young 2010) 
Trantstown 193 Cork (Sherlock 2001; 2005a) 
Trumra 4 194 Laois (Young 2008f; O'Neill 2009; O'Neill and Kane 

2009) 
Tullerboy 195 Limerick (Grogan et al. 2007) 
Tullyallen 6 196 Louth (Campbell 2000; 2003; Young 2003c; 2003d) 
Tullylish 197 Down (Ivens 1987) 
Twomileborris A (Part 1) 198 Tipperary (Ó Droma 2008) 
Twomileborris A (Part 2) 199 Tipperary (Ó Droma 2008) 
Urney Park 200 Tyrone (Scott 1971c; 1971b) 
Waterunder 201 Louth (McQuade 2005; 2006) 
Whiterath 202 Louth (Ó'Drisceoil 2000; 2008b) 

 

2. Chapter 2  

 

3. Chapter 3  

 

4. Chapter 4  
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Table 4.1 Data fields in the Master Table with descriptions. 

Data Field Description 

Metadata 
  
Database ID Unique numerical identifier for each site in database 

Scott ID Identification number in Scott’s (1990) Appendix listing Irish ironworking 
sites. 

SMR ID Sites and Monuments Record number for the site, where one exists.  

Site Name The name of the site used in this study. This is often but not always the 
same as the townland.  

County The county the site is situated in.  

Townland The townland the site is situated in.  

Easting Six digit National Grid reference. Where six digit references were 
unavailable noughts were appended 

Northing Six digit National Grid reference. Where six digit references were 
unavailable noughts were appended 

Find Circumstances Whether the ironworking evidence (usually slag) was found during 
excavation, surface survey or indeterminate circumstances.  

Period of work The period when the site was under excavation or survey.  

Primary Investigator Usually the site director. Where more than one director was involved, they 
are all listed. 

Organisation The company, institution or public body under whose auspices a site was 
investigated.  

References References used in the compilation of the database entry (see Table 1.1).  

Specialist Report Indicates a specialist report or some specialist analysis was available for a 
site (published or unpublished). Some sites are known to have had 
specialist analysis carried out but it was not possible to obtain the report. In 
these cases this field is negative.  

Published Indicates if a site has been fully published (i.e. no further publication is 
expected/needed).  

Unpublished Indicates if a site has no published accounts. 

Final Report Indicates an unpublished final archive report was available. 

Preliminary Report Indicates an unpublished preliminary or interim report was available. 

Part Published Indicates publication of some, generally preliminary, information on the 
site. 

Site Description 
 
Site Type An initial classification of the site type e.g. ringfort, ecclesiastical, barrow. 

See further discussion in Chapter 4. 
Site Category Site category is an initial attempt at classifying the social function of a site. 

See further discussion in Chapter 4. 
Site Notes General information on the site including a brief summary of features, 

chronology and finds from the site.  
Location of Ironworking The location of ironworking evidence on the site; where possible this 

relates to locations where smelting or smithing took place rather than 
dump locations.   

Cardinal The quadrant in which ironworking took place. Only applicable to circular 
enclosed sites with only one area of ironworking.   

Site Interpretation A short summary interpretation of the site and its ironworking evidence. 

Associated Features Detailed information on non-metallurgical features potentially associated 
with ironworking evidence. 

Discrete Area Indicates that ironworking was limited to a specific area or areas of a site.  

Work Surface Indicates evidence of a deliberately created ground surface thought to be 
associated with ironworking.  

Stake-Holes(s) Indicates the presence of stakeholes potentially associated with 
ironworking activity. 

Post-Hole(s) Indicates the presence of postholes potentially associated with ironworking 
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activity. 

Midden Indicates the presence of ironworking evidence in the context of apparent 
dump or midden material. 

Pits Indicates the presence of pits potentially associated with ironworking 
activity.  

Associated Flint Indicates finds of worked flint in association with ironworking material. 

Associated Pottery Indicates pottery in association with ironworking material.  

Associated Burial Indicates human remains in association with ironworking material. 

Associated Kiln Indicates a cereal drying kiln or kilns in association with ironworking 
material. 

Chronology 
  
Scott Chronology Chronological phase assigned to the site by Scott (1990) where the site was 

included in his list of Irish ironworking sites.  
Broad Chronology Broad chronological period assigned to the ironworking material from the 

site e.g. Iron Age, Early Medieval, Iron Age/Early Medieval. 
Date Quality Indicates the reliability of the dating evidence for ironworking on the site 

(See Table 4.? for further details) 
Scientific Date (SD) Indicates the availability of relevant radiocarbon or dendrochronological 

dates. 
Chronology Notes A brief description of the chronological evidence for the site.  

BA 
 

Yes/no field indicating site potentially dates to the Bronze Age, prior to c. 
700 cal. BC. 

Early Iron Age (EIA) Yes/no field indicating site potentially dates to the Early Iron Age between 
c. 700 cal. BC and c. 400 cal. BC. 

Developed Iron Age (DIA) Yes/no field indicating site potentially dates to the Developed Iron Age 
between c. 400 cal. BC and c. 0 cal. AD. 

Late Iron Age (LIA) Yes/no field indicating site potentially dates to the Late Iron Age between c. 
0 cal. AD and c. 400 cal. AD. 

Early Medieval A 
(EMEDA) 

Yes/no field indicating site potentially dates to the early medieval A period 
between c. 400 cal. AD and c. 650 cal. AD. 

Early Medieval B 
(EMEDB) 

Yes/no field indicating site potentially dates to the early medieval B period 
between c. 650 cal. AD and c. 900 cal. AD. 

Iron Age (IA) Yes/no field indicating site can be only broadly dated to the Iron Age 

Early Medieval (EMED) Yes/no field indicating site can be only broadly dated to the early medieval 
period 

Late Yes/no field indicating the chronology of the ironworking on a site may 
extend later than c. 900 cal. AD.  

Finds 
  
Bullaun Quantity Indicates the number of bullauns on the site.  

Bullaun Notes Details of the bullaun stones on the site. 

Grinding Stones Indicates the number of grindstones, whetstones and honestones on the 
site. 

Grinding Notes Details of the grindstones, whetstones and honestones on the site. 

Metalworking Tools Indicates the presence of tools that could have been specifically used for 
metalworking (not including anvils; see below) 

Tongs Indicates that tongs were found on site.  

Hammer Indicates that a hammer or hammers were found on site. 

Other Indicates that other possible metalworking tools were found on site. 

Tool Notes Details of metalworking tools found on the site. 

Other Industrial Evidence 
  
Other Metallurgy Indicates the presence of evidence for non-ferous metallurgy such as 

copper-alloy, lead, gold, silver or other metalworking on the site.  
Other Industrial Indicates evidence for other industrial activities on the site including 
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glassworking, leatherworking, boneworking and stoneworking. 

Tuyere/Bellows 
Protector 

Indicates the presence of clay tuyeres or other apparatus for introducing air 
into a furnace or hearth.  

Quantity Indicates the quantity of clay tuyeres or other apparatus for introducing air 
into a furnace or hearth present. 

Details Details of the evidence for industrial activity on site including tuyeres etc.  

Ironworking Remains 
  
Slag Indicates the presence of slag on a the site.  

Slag Weight The weight of metallurgical residues recovered from the site in 
kilogrammes. Often this figure might include metallurgical ceramics from a 
site as well as slag.  

Furnace Bottom Indicates the presence of plano-convex slag pieces, referred to variously as 
furnace bottoms, smithing hearth bottoms and  plano-convex bottoms. 

Furnace Bottom Qty The number of plano-convex slag pieces from a site. 

Slag Notes A summary of the character of slag from the site.   

Hearth Indicates the presence of evidence for a smithing hearth or hearths on the 
site. 

Furnace Indicates the presence of evidence for a smelting furnace or furnaces on the 
site. 

Furnace Lining Furnace lining reported from the site. 

Furnace/Hearth Notes Summary of the evidence for ironworking smelting furnaces and hearths. 
Detailed information for each feature is included in the Features Table. 

Flux Indicates evidence for the possible use of materials such as bone or shell 
that may have been added as a flux to the ironworking process. 

Smelting Indicates that smelting took place on the site.  

Smelting Notes A summary of evidence relating to the smelting process on the site.   

Ore Indicates the identification of ore from the site. 

Bloom Indicates the identification of a bloom or blooms from the site.  

Roasting Indicates evidence for roasting found on the site.  

Smithing Indicates that smithing took place on the site. 

Primary Indicates that primary smithing took place on the site. 

Secondary Indicates that secondary smithing took place on the site. 

Anvil Indicates the presence of an anvil on the site. 

Hammerscale Indicates that hammerscale is reported from the site.  

Smithing Notes A summary of evidence relating to the smithing process on the site. 

Smithing Floor Indicates that a smithing floor (a hard pan of hammerscale and other 
metallurgical debris) is reported from the site.  

Fuel  
  
Charcoal Production Indicates evidence for charcoal production contemporary with the 

ironworking evidence from the site. 
Peat Indicates evidence for the use of peat or peat charcoal on the site.  

Fuel Notes A summary of evidence relating to the fuels on the site. 
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Table 4.2 Number and definition of ‘site types’ used in project database. 

Site Type No. Description 

Burial 1 A burial site.  
Cashel 9 Stone-built settlement enclosure. 
Court Tomb 1 Megalithic tomb type. 
Crannog 7 Artificial islands/platforms in lakes.  
Ecclesiastical 30 Sites with evidence for ecclesiastical activity.   
Enclosure 9 Enclosures not clearly related to settlement. 
Hilltop Enclosure 7 Enclosed sites located in elevated positions.  
Indeterminate 9 Sites of unknown type.  
Ironworking Site 44 Sites dedicated primarily to ironworking, e.g. isolated 

smelting furnaces.  
Promontory Fort 2 A settlement on a promontory defined by banks/ditches on 

at least one side. 
Raised Rath 5 An enclosed settlement with a raised interior.  
Ring Barrow 2 Circular burial monument, generally a mound with a 

surrounding ditch. 
Ring Ditch 3 A circular ditch enclosing a space associated with burial.  
Settlement - enclosed 47 Settlement sites with enclosing elements, includes ‘ringforts’ 

and other non-circular enclosures.  
Settlement - unenclosed 5 Settlements with no evidence for enclosure.  
Settlement complex 9 Settlements with multiple phases of use, including both 

enclosed and unenclosed phases.   
Settlement/cemetery 9 A recent site type defined by the association of a large 

cemetery with settlement evidence that is not thought to be 
ecclesiastical.  

Souterrain 3 An isolated underground tunnel constructed from stone or 
wood.  

 202  
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Table 4.3 Data fields in the Features Table with descriptions.  

Data Field Description 

Metadata 
 
Database ID Unique numerical identifier relating to each site and linked to the Master 

Table. 
Feature ID Unique numerical identifier assigned to each feature. Where features also 

have a number assigned to them in original reports/publications this is 
given in the notes field.  

Morphology 
 
Notes Description of the morphology of the feature and other relevant 

information. 
Length (cm) The maximum dimension of the feature.  
Width (cm) The dimension of the feature measured at right-angles to the length.  
Depth (cm) The maximum depth of the feature.  
Maximum Internal 
Diameter (MID) 

Indicates maximum internal dimension of furnace or hearth pit when in 

use. This was estimated based on a re-assessment of available plans, 
section drawings and photographs 

Base The profile of the hearth pit or furnace pit 
Side The profile of the hearth pit or furnace pit 
Plan The shape of the hearth pit or furnace pit in plan.  
Superstructure Indicates the presence of superstructure, either in situ or collapsed.  
Arch/Opening Indicates the presence of an arch or other opening in the superstructure 

of the feature,  
Blowhole Indicates evidence for a blowhole or other opening in the furnace for the 

introduction of air.  
Lining Indicates the type of lining present in the feature.  
Stake/Post holes Indicates the existence of stake or post holes within or directly reated to 

the furnace or hearth.  
Flue/Pit Indicates a pit or flue directly associated with the main hearth or furnace 

cut.  

Location 
 
Context Indicates whether other ironworking furnaces or hearths are present in 

the immediate vicinity.  
In ditch Indicates whether the feature was located in the area of a ditch, silted-up 

or otherwise. 
Sunken Indicates the feature was constructed within a sunken area.  

Fill 
 
Description A description of the fill(s) within the feature.  
Slag In Situ Indicates if slag in the feature is thought to be in situ following an episode 

of smithing or smelting rather than dump material.  
Slag Weight Indicates the weight, in kilogrammes, of slag found in the feature.  
Tap Slag Indicates the presence of tap-slag associated with the feature.  

Interpretation 
 
Furnace Indicates probable use of the feature in smelting. 
Hearth Indicates probable use of the feature in smithing. 
Indeterminate Indicates that the feature was used for ironworking, either smithing or 

smelting.  
Non-Ferrous Indicates use of the feature in non-ferrous metallurgy. 
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Table 4.4 Data fields in the Chronology Table with descriptions.  

Data Field Description 

Database ID Unique numerical identifier relating to each site and linked to the Master 
Table. 

Feature ID Unique numerical identifier relating to a feature recorded in the Feature 
Table. Used only where a date originates from the fill of one of these 
features.  

Chronology ID Unique numerical identifier relating to each recorded date. Used to link 
the Chronology Table to the Features Table 

BP Date Conventional Radiocarbon Age. 

Standard Dev Standard Deviation 

From Earliest date in calibrated range in cal. BC/AD.  

To Latest date in calibrated range in cal. BC/AD. 

Context The context of the dated sample 

Substance Dated Material dated, including indicators of reliability (e.g. wood species) 
where available.  

Dating Method Indicates the method of dating: Radiocarbon or Dendrochronology. 

Date Quality Numerical indicator of the ‘quality’ of a date, i.e. the level of confidence 

in its association with the ironworking activity it dates (see Table 4.?). 

Lab No. The identification number given to the date by the dating laboratory. 

 

Table 4.5 Sites excluded from the final database with references and reasons for exclusion. 

Site Name County Scott ID  References Reason for Exclusion 

Achonry Sligo 86 (Scott 1990) Listed by Scott (1990) but no 
other information available.  

Adamstown 2 Waterford   (Russell 2006a; Young 
2006e) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Adamstown 3 Waterford   (Russell 2006b; Young 
2006e) 

Ore found but not necessarily 
indicative of use.  

Aghaloo Tyrone   (Carver 2005; Young 
2006c) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Aghavea Fermanagh  (Baoill 2000) Ironworking evidence possibly 
Medieval. 

Aghnaskea Cairn A Louth 73 (Evans 1935) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Aghnaskea Cairn B Louth 74 (Evans 1937) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Anatrim Laois   (Delany 2000) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Ardnamullan Meath   (Carlin et al. 2008a) No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Ask Wexford   (Stevens 2007a) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Aughinish Limerick   (Cleary 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Balgatheran 1 Louth   (Chapple 2000a) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Ballyarnet Derry   (Ó'Neill et al. 2002; 
Young 2005g) 

Ironworking evidence probably 
Post-Medieval. 

Ballycorick Clare   (Grogan et al. 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Ballycrone Wicklow   (McLoughlin 2008) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Ballydoolough Fermanagh 53 (Wakeman 1871; 
McSparron 2009) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 
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Site Name County Scott ID  References Reason for Exclusion 

Ballydowny Kerry   (Fairburn 2003; 
http://timespaces.eu/B
allydowney%20folder/
Ballydowney/index.ht
ml) 

Ironworking probably Medieval 
(13th-14th Century) 

Ballyegan Kerry   (McLoughlin 2000) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Ballyhamage Antrim   (Crothers 2006a) Ironworking evidence possibly 
Medieval. 

Ballymacrea Antrim  (Flanagan 1966) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Ballymakellett Louth 75 (Scott 1990) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Ballymulholland 1 Derry  (Mallory and 
McCormick 1988) 

Site identified too late for 
inclusion.  

Ballynacally Clare   (Grogan et al. 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Ballynameelah Waterford   (Ussher 1885-86) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Ballynarry 
(Ballinarry) 

Down 40 (Davison 1961-2) Ironworking probably Medieval 
(13th Century). 

Ballynasrah Clare   (Clark and Janes 
2008b) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Ballyonan Kildare   (Carlin et al. 2008a) Ironworking probably Medieval 
(13th-14th Century) 

Ballyshaneduff or 
the Derries 

Laois   (Breen 2006) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Balregan Louth   (Roycroft 2006) Insufficient data available.  

Balriggan Louth   (Delaney and Roycroft 
2003) 

Ironworking possibly Post-
Medieval 

Beginish Kerry 61 (O'Kelly 1954-56; 
Sheehan et al. 2001) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Bewley Waterford   (Ussher 1885-86) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Big Glebe Derry 32 (Lynn 1981-2, 167; 
Lynn 1988a) 

Listed by Scott (1990) but no 
ironworking evidence reported 
in publication.  

Blackchurch Kildare   (Duffy 2006; 2007a) Insufficient data available. 

Bride Street Dublin   (McMahon 2002) Ironworking probably Medieval 
(12th or 13th Century). 

Brother's Cave Waterford 100 (Forsayeth 1931; Scott 
1990; Dowd and 
Corlett 2002)  

Listed by Scott (1990) but no 
other information available. A 
bloom reported by Scott (1990) 
from this site may actually be 
from Carrigmuirish.  

Bushypark Sligo   (Timoney 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Caherconnell Clare  (Hull and Comber 
2008; Comber and Hull 
2010) 

Ironworking probably Medieval 
(10

th
-13

th
 centuries) 

Cahergal Kerry   (O'Brien 1987a; 
Manning 1991a; 1992) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Cahirvagliair Cork  (Manning 1987-88) Site probably Medieval (10
th

-
11

th
 centuries 

Cappakeel 3 Laois    (Dempsey 2005)  Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Cappakeel C Louth   (Fairburn 2004) Ironworking evidence not 
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Site Name County Scott ID  References Reason for Exclusion 

dated. 

Cappakeel F (east) Laois  (Ó'Maoldúin 2005; 
Young 2005d) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Cappakeel F (west) Laois   (Young 2005d) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Cappaloughlin/ 
Clonard/Clonrud 

Laois   (O'Connell 2008) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Cappydonnell Big 1 Offaly   (Coughlan 2009) Ironworking Late Medieval 
(15th-17th Century) 

Carhoomengar 
East 

Kerry   (Coyne 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Carrickmacross Monaghan   (Bermingham 2000) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Carrickmines 
Castle 

Dublin   (Young 2003d; 2006g) Ironworking is Medieval or 
post-Medieval 

Carrickmines Site 
56 

Dublin   (Young 2003a; Reilly 
2004) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Carrigagower Cork   (Ussher 1880; 1885-86) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Carrigmuirish Waterford 101 (Ussher 1885-86; 
Tylecote 1986, 191-
193) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Carrigogunnell Limerick   (Collins 2004) Insufficient data available. 

Carrowntemple Sligo 88 (Wallace 1987a) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Castleroan Offaly   www.archaeology.ie: 
OF045-047---- 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Castleskreen 2 Down 41 (Dickinson and 
Waterman 1959) 

Listed by Scott (1990) but no 
ironworking evidence reported 
in publication.  

Celbridge 5 Kildare   (Young 2003d; 2003b) Site not dated.  

Charlesland 1 Wicklow   (Molloy 2006b) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Charlesland 1a Wicklow   (Molloy 2006a) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Church Island Roscommon   (Young 2006f) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Clareabbey Clare   (Hull 2008) Ironworking probably Medieval 
or Post-Medieval. 

Clasheen Kerry   (Connolly 1994a) Possible ore found but not 
necessarily indicative of use.  

Cleggan Antrim 6 (Mogey 1946) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Clonard Meath   (Kenny 2007a) Ironworking probably Medieval 

Cloncowan 2 Meath  (Baker 2007) Identified too late for inclusion 

Clonfeacle Tyrone   (Young 2004) Ironworking probable Post-
Medieval 

Clonmoney North Clare   (Brady 2001) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Coldwinter Dublin  (Opie 2001) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Colp West (ACS) Meath   (Clarke and Murphy 
2001) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Colp West (MGL) Meath   (Gowen 1988) No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Cookstown Meath   (Clutterbuck 2011) Ironworking probably Medieval 
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Site Name County Scott ID  References Reason for Exclusion 

(13th Century). 

Coolamurry 7 Waterford   (referred to in Young 
2009a) 

Insufficient data available.  

Coolbanagher Laois   (Delany 2003) Ironworking probably Medieval 
or Post-Medieval. 

Coolbeg Wicklow   (Young 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Coolkeeragh Derry   (Halpin 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Coolnakisha Carlow   (Cleary et al. 1987) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Corcagh Demesne Dublin   (Carroll 2001; 2004) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Craanlusky Carlow   (Cleary et al. 1987) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Craigywarren Antrim 7 (Coffey 1906-1907) Listed by Scott (1990) but no 
ironworking evidence reported 
in publication.  

Creaghanboy Mayo   (Elliott 2001a) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Cuffsborough 3 Laois   (Murphy 2009a) Insufficient data available.  

Cuilmore Mayo  (Grant 2004) Ironworking evidence Medieval 
(10

th
-12

th
 centuries) 

Curraghprevin 2 Cork   (O'Neill 2006) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Curries 2 Westmeath  (Lynch 2008) Ironworking evidence Medieval 
(10

th
-12

th
 centuries) 

Derrinsallagh 1 Laois   (Lennon 2008a) Insufficient data available.  

Derrinsallagh 3 Laois   (Lennon 2008b) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Derryleghan Sligo  89 (Scott 1990) Listed by Scott (1990) but no 
other information available.  

Derryloran Tyrone   (MacManus 2006) Ironworking possibly Medieval 

Downpatrick Down  42 (Tylecote 1962a, 263; 
Brannon 1981-2; 1988) 

Ironworking Medieval (13th 
Century). 

Drinnanstown 
South 

Kildare   (Elliott 2001b; 2004a; 
Ó'Maoldúin 2004; 
Ó'Drisceoil 2008a) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Drumbaun Mayo  (Grant 2004) Ironworking evidence medieval 
(10

th
 to 11

th
 century) 

Drumcliffe South Sligo 90 (Enright 1986; 1987) Listed by Scott (1990) but no 
ironworking evidence reported 
in publication.  

Drummany Cavan   (Ó'Neill 1998; John 
Ó'Neill 2010 pers. 
comm.) 

No evidence for ironworking.  

Drumnakil Cavan  (Lawlor 1937; Evans 
1945) 

Ironworking not clearly dated 

Dunboyne 2 Meath   (O'Hara 2009) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Dunfanaghy Donegal   (Evans 1941) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Dungeer Wexford   (Noonan and Johnston 
2009) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Dysart (Kilkenny) Kilkenny   (Murtagh 1994) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 
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Site Name County Scott ID  References Reason for Exclusion 

Dysart 
(Roscommon) 

Roscommon   (Higgins 1994) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Eaglehill Carlow   www.archaeology.ie: 
CW004-051and 
CW004-052 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Edgeworthstown Longford   (Carroll 2008) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Faughart Louth 76 (O'Connor 1966) Ironworking probably Medieval 
(12th Century). 

Flemington Dublin   (Bolger 2009) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Furness Kildare   (Grogan 1983-84) No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Garraundarragh Kerry   (Kiely 2007) No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Garretstown 1 Meath   (Dempsey 2004; 
Rathbone 2007) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Glannafeen Cork 28 (Ó'Cuileanáin 1955) Site not dated.  

Glen Munire Dublin 50 (O'Brien 1986; 1987b; 
1987/8) 

Ironworking probably Medieval 
(13th or 14th Century). 

Glenbaun Mayo   (mentioned in Keane 
1995) 

Site not dated.  

Glendalough Wicklow   (Manning 1983-4) Ironworking Medieval  

Gneevebeg Westmeath   (Wallace 2002; Grogan 
et al. 2007) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Graiguenakill Kilkenny  (Ó'Drisceoil 2004; 
2007a) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Grange (Kilumney) Cork   (Ní Loingsigh 2006) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Grange 3 Meath  (Kelly 2010b; 2010d) Identified too late for inclusion 

Grange 
(Roscommon) 

Roscommon  (Ó'Ríordáin et al. 1997) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Griffinstown 3 Westmeath   (Carlin et al. 2008a) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Halftown Road Tyrone   (mentioned in 
Cruickshanks and 
McLaren 2009) 

Insufficient data available.  

Hardwood 2 Meath   (Carlin et al. 2008a) No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Harristown Louth   (Murphy 1994) Ironworking probably Medieval 

Hill of Rath Louth   (Duffy 2000a) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Inchanappa Wicklow   (Delaney 2008) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Inishcealtra Clare 22 (de Paor 2010) Ironworking probably Medieval 
(12th or 13th Century). 

Island 
(Bracklaghboy) 

Mayo  (Grant 2004) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Island West Galway  (Grant 2004) Identified too late for inclusion. 

Jamestown Laois   (Young 2005d) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Johnstown 2 Meath   (Cotter 2007; 
Schweitzer and Ginn 
2008; Schweitzer 2009) 

No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Keeloguesbeg Galway   (Tierney 2001; Tierney 
and Tierney 2001) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 
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Site Name County Scott ID  References Reason for Exclusion 

Kilbreckan Clare   (Grogan et al. 2007) No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Kill Laois   (Young 2005d) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Killegland (CRDS) Meath   (McGowan 2007) No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Killegland (ICON) Meath   (Kavanagh 2009) Insufficient data available.  

Killegland (MGL) Meath   (Frazer 2007) No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Killinakin Down   (Gilmore 2001) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Kilmacthomas 
Area 28 

Waterford   (Fairburn 2008; 
Johnston et al. 2008) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Kilmacthomas 
Area 4 

Waterford   (Fairburn 2008; 
Johnston et al. 2008) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Kilmacthomas 
Areas 8, 9, 11, 21 

Waterford   (Fairburn 2008; 
Johnston et al. 2008) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Kilmaniheen West Kerry   (Hull and Taylor 2006) Ironworking probably Medieval 
(11th-12th Century) 

Kilrathmurray Kildare   (Clarke 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Kilroot Antrim   (Young 2005f) Ironworking Post-Medieval  

Kilsmullan Fermanagh   (Williams 1984) Non-Ferrous  

Kiltiernan East Galway 59 (Duignan 1951; 
Waddell and Clyne 
1995) 

Slag not well dated, potentially 
Medieval.  

Kiltotan 
Collinstown 14 

Westmeath  (Richardson and 
Johnston 2009) 

Ironworking evidence dates 
outside the study period 
(tenth/eleventh or-fifteenth-
seventeenth century) 

Kiltullagh Hill Roscommon/
Mayo 

 (Grant 2004) Ironworking evidence Medieval 
(11

th
 to 13

th
 century) 

Kilwarden Meath   (Grogan et al. 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Knockaulin Kildare  (Johnston and Wailes 
2007) 

Site identified too late for 
inclusion 

Knowth Meath 81 (Eogan 1968; 1973; 
1974; 1977; Scott 
1990; Eogan 2004; 
McCormick and 
Murray 2007; Eogan et 
al. 2010) 

Ironworking evidence dates 
outside the study period 
(tenth-eleventh century) 

Knowth Site M Meath   (Stout and Stout 2008) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Labbamolaga 
Middle 

Cork   (Cleary 2000) No evidence for ironworking. 

Lackagh Tyrone   (Ó'Cathmhaoil 2000) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Lahard Kerry   (Connolly 1994b) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Letterkeen Mayo  79 (Ó'Ríordáin and 
MacDermott 1952) 

Listed by Scott (1990) but no 
ironworking evidence reported 
in publication.  

Liathmore (leigh) Tipperary 91 (Leask and MacAlister 
1946; Holmes 1970) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Lismahon Antrim   (Waterman 1959) Ironworking probably Medieval 
(12th or 13th Century). 
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Site Name County Scott ID  References Reason for Exclusion 

Lismurphy Derry  (Lynn 1980) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Lisnagade 2 Down  43  (mentioned in 
Proudfoot 1953) 
 

Insufficient data available.  

Lissanoure Antrim 14 (Evans 1945)  Undated surface find of slag. 

Lough Carrick Down 57 (Gaffikin and Davies 
1938) 

Undated surface find of slag. 

Lough Enagh Derry 35 (Davies 1941) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Lough Enagh 
(duplicate) 

  97  Site listed twice by 
Scott (1990) as 
numbers 35 and 97 

Included in database as IID:159 

Lough Gowna Cavan   (Coughlan 2000) Ore found but not indicative of 
use.  

Lough Island Reevy 
(Reavy?) 

Down 45 (Gaffikin and Davies 
1938) 

Undated surface find of slag. 

Loughbown 1 Galway   (Bower 2009) Ironworking probably Medieval 
(11th-14th Century) 

Loughlion Site 8 Kildare   (Young 2005e) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Lughill Laois   (Young 2005d) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Macosquin Derry   (Crothers 2006b) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Maghera Down   (Lynn 1989-90) Ironworking possibly Medieval 

Magheragallan Donegal 36 (Evans 1941) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Manor West Kerry   (West 2000) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Manusmore 
AR102 

Clare   (Hull and Taylor 2005; 
Hull 2006c) 

No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Marlinstown 1 Westmeath   (Stevens 2007c; N.R.A. 
2010f) 

No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Maulane East 1 Cork   (Fairburn 2005c; 
O'Connell 2006b) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Mell 2 Louth   (Chapple 2000b; 2001) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Modeshil Tipperary   (Clutterbuck 2008) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Moigh Lower Roscommon  (Grant 2004) Ironworking evidence Medieval 
(15

th
 century) 

Mondaniel 2 Cork   (Cotter 2006) No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Moneycooly Kildare   (Duffy 2005; 2007b) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Moneytucker Wexford   (Young 2005c; 
Ó'Maoldúin 2007) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Moore Cemetry Roscommon   (Lavelle 1994; 1995) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Morett Laois   (Cotter 2004; Young 
2005d) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Moylederg Donegal 37 (Davies 1946) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Moyvalley 1 Kildare   (Carlin et al. 2008a) No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Moyvalley 2 Kildare   (Carlin et al. 2008a) No clear evidence for 
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Site Name County Scott ID  References Reason for Exclusion 

ironworking. 

Mucklagh Offaly   (Twomey 2008; Young 
2008c)  

Ironworking Post-Medieval  

Mulderricksfield Limerick   (Grogan et al. 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Mullagh Cavan   (Russell 2008) Insufficient data available.  

Murlough Bay 
(Duplicate) 

  16  (Scott 1990) Listed by Scott (1990) but 
appears to be same site as 
Drumnakill (IID:097) 

Murphystown Dublin   (Young 2003a) Modern ironworking.  

Newcastle 2 Meath  (Carlin et al. 2008a) Ironworking dated from late 9
th

 
to 13

th
 centuries A.D. 

New Downs Westmeath   (Dennehy 2000) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Newtownlow Westmeath  (Bourke 1986; 1987; 
Scott 1990; Kerr et al. 
2009) 

Ironworking evidence probably 
late (10

th
-12

th
 centuries) 

Newtown 3 Westmeath   (Stevens 2005a) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Old Relic Road Westmeath   (Corcoran 2008) Ironworking probably Medieval 

Oldcourt Dublin   (Dehane 2007b) Insufficient data available.  

Parknahown 2 Laois   (O'Neill 2008) Insufficient data available.  

Petitswood Westmeath   (Channing 1993) Insufficient data available. 

Platin Meath   (Lynch 2001) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Poulacapple Tipperary  (Reynolds 1972) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Powerstown East Kilkenny   (Dehane et al. 2004; 
Dehane 2007c) 

Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Rampark Louth   (Campbell 2007b) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Rath, Site 27 Meath  (Schweitzer 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Rathbane South II Limerick   (Hayes 2001) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Rathglass Galway   (Muñiz-Pérez 2008) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Rath-Healy 1 Cork   (Fairburn 2005d; 
O'Connell 2006c) 

Only minimal, potentially 
intrusive, evidence for 
ironworking. 

Rathlogan Kilkenny   (Devine 2008) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Rathmullan Down 48 (Lynn 1981-2) Ironworking probably Medieval 
(11th or 12th Century). 

Rossan 3 Meath   (Carlin et al. 2008a) Ironworking probably Medieval 
(11th-13th Century) 

Rossan 4 Meath   (Carlin et al. 2008a) Ironworking probably Medieval 
or later 

Rossan 5 Meath   (Carlin et al. 2008a) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Roughan Hill 
Settlement 1 

Clare   (Jones 1998) Slag may be non-ferrous. 

Scrahane 1 Kerry   (O'Donnell 1998; 2000) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Shallon Meath   (Russell 2001a; 2001b) Insufficient data available.  
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Site Name County Scott ID  References Reason for Exclusion 

Shanboe 6 Laois   (Kenny 2007b) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Skellig Michael Kerry 65 (Anon 2008) Post-Medieval ironworking.  

Sranure Offaly   (Delany 2001) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Steelstown Dublin   (Duffy 2007c) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Stradbally Limerick   (Hodkinson 1991) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Tabor Lodge Cork   (Breen 1993; 1994) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Taylorsgrange Dublin 52 (Keeley 1988) Ironworking evidence not 
dated 

Temple Bar West Dublin   (Stillman et al. 2003) Non-native site.  

Towlaght Meath   (Carlin et al. 2008a) No clear evidence for 
ironworking. 

Towlerton Limerick   (Cummins 2007) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Tullyallen 4 Louth   (Duffy 2000b) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Tyone Tipperary   (Elliott 2004b) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Well Glass Spring Derry 33 (Herring 1938) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Williamstown Waterford   (Gleeson 2006) Insufficient data available.  

Woodside Dublin   (McCabe 2004) Ironworking evidence not 
dated. 

Woodstown 6 Waterford   (Young 2006e) Non-native site.  

 

5. Chapter 5  
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Table 5.1 Definite smelting sites in this study.  

Site Name Slag (kg) Furnace Ore Smithing Primary Secondary 

Derrinsallagh 4 296 Yes No No No No 

Clonmacnoise Water 
Treatment 

271 No No Yes Yes Yes 

Monganstown 61 Yes Pos. Yes Yes No 

Mackney 43 Yes Pos. Yes Yes Pos. 

Grange 2 42.68 Yes No No No No 

Tonybaun 31.85 Yes No Yes Pos. Pos. 

Knockbrack 31 Yes No Yes Yes Pos. 

Carrigoran 30.4 Yes Pos. Yes Pos. Pos. 

Ballykilmore 6 20 Pos. Yes Yes Pos. Pos. 

Adamstown 1 18.6 Yes No No No No 

Coonagh West 17 Yes No Yes Yes Pos. 

Cherryville Site 12 16.3 Yes No Yes Pos. No 

Kilrussane 11.5 Yes No No No No 

Hardwood 3 11.144 Yes No Pos. Pos. No 

Lislackagh 10.5 Yes No No No No 

Dun Emer 6 No Yes Yes Pos. Pos. 

Rossan 6 5.376 Yes No Pos. No No 

Cuffsborough 4 5.1 Yes No No No No 

Knockcommane 4.2 Yes No No No No 

Trantstown 3.899 Yes No No No No 

Ballydavis 2 3 Pos. No Yes Pos. Pos. 

Newrath 2.9 Yes No No No No 

Newtown 1 2.2 Pos. Pos. Yes Pos. Pos. 

Ballydavis 3 1.7 Yes No No No No 

Johnstown 3 1.6 Yes No No No No 

Leap 1 1.3 Yes No No No No 

Cloncollog 2 1.212 Yes No No No No 

Carrickmines Great 1.2 Yes No No No No 

Moyally 2 1 Yes Yes Pos. Pos. No 

Derrinsallagh 5 0.909 Yes No No No No 

Garryduff 1 ? Pos. Yes Yes Pos. Pos. 

Dollas Lower ? Yes No Yes Yes No 

Caherweelder 7 ? Yes No No No No 

Tullyallen 6 ? Yes No Pos. No No 

Ballyhenry ? No Yes No No No 

Waterunder ? yes No Yes Yes Pos. 

Ballycasey More (Part 1) ? Yes No No No No 

Oldcourt ? No Yes Pos. No No 
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Table 5.2 Evidence for ore from sites in this study. 

Site Name IID Ore Type  

Ballyhenry 24 Yes ? Scott (1990, Table 6.2.1) lists ore analysed from 
Ballyhenry in a table; the type is not specified. 

Dun Emer 90 Yes Siderite Specialist analysis (Photos-Jones and Wilson 
2006a) identified fragments of siderite ore. 

Garryduff 1 103 Yes Yellow Ochre Ore was found all over the site, “particularly in 
the vicinity of the furnaces”, and was identified 
as a hard, stony yellow ochre by Geologist W. E. 
Nevill (O'Kelly 1963, 103). It was presumed to be 
local.  

Lough Faughan 146 Yes Bog Ore Analysis by Proudfoot of slag from the site also 
mentioned “specimens of bog iron ore” 
(Proudfoot in Collins 1955).  

Oldcourt 167 Yes Rock Limonite Rock limonite reported, including one apparently 
roasted piece (Murphy 1961, 90).  

Raystown (Part 
2) 

175 Yes Bog Ore A piece of bog ore was identified (though not 
analysed), un-reacted fragments were also 
reported from microscopic analysis of slag 
(Photos-Jones and Wilson 2007b, 219-220). 

Ballykilmore 6 25 Yes Bog Ore A piece of bog ore from the early phase of the 
site was identified and analysed (Young 2006d). 
Unusually, it was relatively low in manganese.  

Clonfad 58 Pos. Bog Ore? Some 2.5 tonnes of low grade bog ore was found. 
It had formed around dumps of iron (smithing) 
slag and probably was not used for smelting 
(Young 2005b). 

Carrigoran 44 Pos. Oxide Two small pieces of iron ore recovered from the 
excavation but no clear indication that they had 
any relationship with the smelting on site (Young 
2005a). 

Mackney 149 Pos. Bog Ore? One sample of slag, on microscopic analysis, 
proved to be a possible partially reduced piece of 
ore - probably bog ore (Dolan 2008a, Appendix 
1). 

Monganstown 154 Pos. ? Some possible iron ore was identified in small 
quantities in natural deposits on the site. Not 
thought to be in sufficient quantities for smelting 
(Lehane 2009, 10). 

Newtown 1 165 Pos. Bog Ore? Stevens (2007d) noted large lumps of 'pig iron' in 
the peat of the adjacent bog; presumably bog 
ore. 

Aghamore 3 Pos. ? Nine ‘ore-extraction pits’ (Byrnes in Grogan et al. 
2007, 333-334) identified: dug along bands of 
distinct compact grey/white sand in the subsoil, 
apparently with a view to extract the natural 
iron-rich nodules that formed there. 

Harlockstown 111 Pos. ? A ‘ferruginous material’ reported from the 
'storage pit' F541: not necessarily used as an ore 
(Photos-Jones and Wilson 2007c). 

Lisleagh I 141 Pos. Haematite? Visual identification of some stones as possible 
haematite ore by both Scott (1990) and 
Cherubini (2005). 

Nendrum 163 Pos. Ironstone A number of ‘nodules of ironstone’ reported 
(Lawlor 1925). 

St. Gobnet's 
House 

186 Pos. Iron Pan 
(Limonite) 

Thick layers of iron pan on the site seen as 
possible ore (O'Kelly 1952). However Scott (1990, 
Table 6.2.1) reports a low iron content for the 
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material. 

Sroove 184 Pos. Lake Ore? Pieces of ‘penny ore’ identified by Gert 
Magnusson reported from the site (Fredengren 
2002, 237) 

Cush 73 Pos. Bog Ore? Davies’ (in Ó'Ríordáin 1940, 154) analysis of 
samples from fort 4 revealed some potential bog 
ore: "There is also a small nodule which seems 
like ore, perhaps from the bog." 

Freestone Hill 99 Pos. Limonite and 
haematite? 

Hollows in the junction between the limestone 
and dolomite in the hill were seen as mining 
hollows by Bersu who also recorded frequent 
occurrence of limonite and haematite ores in the 
habitation layer (cf. Raftery 1969, 41-44). The 
mining hollows were dismissed as natural by 
Scott (1990, 155).  

Killanully 121 Pos. ? Iron ore was reported from disturbed contexts 
and from the souterrain (Mount 1995). 

 
 

Table 5.3 Evidence for ore from smelting sites excluded from this study. 

Site Name Reference Ore Type  

Cappakeel C (Fairburn 
2004) 

Pos. ? Two pieces of slag reported with pieces 
of 'unreduced ore' amongst the 
material. 

Ballydowny (Fairburn 
2003) 

Pos. ? Ore reported adhering to the inside wall 
of the large piece of superstructure. 

Adamstown 3 (Young 2006e) Yes Goethite Two large blocks of goethite (hydrated 
iron oxide) ore found but not in an 
ironworking context.  

Loughlion Site 8 (Young 2005e) Yes Goethite Some rock fragments identified 
including goethite and one piece of slag.  

Magheragallan (Evans 1941) Yes Bog Ore Bog iron-ore reported. 
Knowth (Bayley 

2007b) 
Pos. Bog Ore A piece of 'probable bog ore' was 

identified from metalworking Area 3. 
Aghnaskea Cairn A (Evans 1935) Yes Haematite Cist 5 had small hollow nodule of iron 

ore 'hydrated on the surface'. A nodule 
of haematite with a core of hydrated 
oxide of iron and a skin of magnetite 
was found in the pit to the southwest of 
the 'furnace' .  

Clasheen (Connolly 
1994a) 

Pos. Bog Ore Iron pan/possible bog ore located in a 
layer of burnt soil, stone and iron pan. 

Kilmacthomas 
Area 28 

(Tierney and 
Logan 2002) 

Pos. ? Reported quarry pits possibly related to 
ore rich stones.  

Temple Bar West (Stillman et al. 
2003) 

Pos. Haemetite Reports one sample "composed of a 
highly vesiculated mass of iron oxide - 
hematite, with patches of hydrated iron 
oxide - limonite or goethite, in some of 
the cavities" - seen as possibly 
imperfectly smelted ore. 
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Table 5.4 Morphological information for furnaces identified in this study. 

 Plan (of furnace pit) No. 

Circular 37 

Figure of eight 5 

Indeterminate 1 

Oval/Sub-Circular 45 

Sides  

Indeterminate 8 

Overhanging 4 

Sloping 37 

Steep 39 

Base  

Concave 36 

Flat 37 

Indeterminate 8 

Irregular 6 

V-Shaped 1 

 

Table 5.5 Profiles of furnaces identified in this study. 

Side Base No. 

Steep Flat 21 

Sloping Concave 17 

Steep Concave 16 

Sloping Flat 15 

Indeterminate Indeterminate 7 

Sloping Irregular 4 

Overhanging Concave 3 

Steep Irregular 1 

Steep Indeterminate 1 

Sloping V-Shaped 1 

Overhanging Flat 1 

Indeterminate Irregular 1 

  88 
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Table 5.6 Average maximum internal dimension of furnaces identified in this study, with chronological ranges.  

Site Name BA EIA DIA LIA EMEDA EMEDB IA EMED Late No. Avg. MID 

Cloncollog 2          1 60 

Monganstown          5 59.75 

Waterunder          4 55 

Tullyallen 6          1 50 

Carrigoran          1 50 

Cherryville Site 12          2 49 

Hardwood 3          1 45 

Trantstown          1 45 

Rossan 6          1 45 

Adamstown 1          2 45 

Newrath          2 43.5 

Kilrussane          4 43 

Lislackagh          1 41 

Leap 1          1 40 

Carrickmines Great          1 40 

Tonybaun          1 40 

Caherweelder 7          1 38 

Derrinsallagh 4          40 36.4 

Moyally 2          2 36 

Cuffsborough 4          2 36 

Knockbrack          2 36 

Johnstown 3          2 31.5 

Ballydavis 3          2 31 

Ballycasey More 
(Part 1) 

         2 30 

Derrinsallagh 5          1 25 

Knockcommane          1 23 

Grange 2          1 17 

Dollas Lower          1 N/A 

Mackney          2 N/A 
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Table 5.7 Dates of definite smelting sites in this study.  

Site Name Furnace BA EIA DIA LIA EMEDA EMEDB Late IA EMED 

Newtown 1 Pos.          

Adamstown 1 Yes          

Ballydavis 3 Yes          

Rossan 6 Yes          

Johnstown 3 Yes          

Cherryville Site 12 Yes          

Derrinsallagh 5 Yes          

Cloncollog 2 Yes          

Hardwood 3 Yes          

Carrickmines Great Yes          

Kilrussane Yes          

Moyally 2 Yes          

Ballycasey More (Part 1) Yes          

Trantstown Yes          

Tonybaun Yes          

Newrath Yes          

Monganstown Yes          

Lislackagh Yes          

Knockcommane Yes          

Caherweelder 7 Yes          

Derrinsallagh 4 Yes          

Waterunder Yes          

Leap 1 Yes          

Cuffsborough 4 Yes          

Dollas Lower Yes          

Grange 2 Yes          

Ballykilmore 6 Pos.          

Knockbrack Yes          

Coonagh West Yes          

Dun Emer No          

Garryduff 1 Pos.          

Mackney Yes          

Carrigoran Yes          

Ballydavis 2 Pos.          

Tullyallen 6 Yes          

Clonmacnoise Water 
Treatment 

No          

Ballyhenry No          

Oldcourt No          

6. Chapter 6  
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Table 6.1 Definite smithing sites with evidence for primary and secondary smithing.  

Primary Secondary  

Yes Yes 3 
Yes Possible 5 
Yes No 3 

Possible Yes 5 
Possible Possible 16 
Possible No 1 

No Yes 21 
No Possible 2 
No No 3 
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Table 6.2 Smithing sites with evidence for charcoal production.  

Site Smithing Smelting Charcoal 
Prod. 

 

Castlefarm 1 Yes No Yes A charcoal production pit was identified 
but dated much later than the 
ironworking. 

Carnmeen Yes Pos. Yes Pit 20055 thought to be a charcoal 
production pit due to a layer of well-
preserved charcoal fragments along its 
base. 

Raystown (Part 
2) 

Yes Indet. Yes A ‘charcoal clamp’, containing large 
quantities of oak charcoal, found in the 
Northern Habitation Area. 

Glebe Yes No Yes A rectangular pit, measuring 1.3m by 60cm 
by 24cm, contained pure hazel charcoal, 
much of which was in the form of 
roundwoods. 

Aghamore Pos. Pos. Yes Three shallow sub-rectangular charcoal 
production pits reported . 

Hardwood 3 Pos. Yes Yes A rectangular charcoal production kiln with 
in situ charcoal. A small amount of fines 
identified from one of its fills. 

Kinnegad 2 Pos. Pos. Yes A circular charcoal production pit 
identified with a lining of pure charcoal. It 
was not dated. 

Monganstown Yes Yes Pos. Two definite charcoal production pits were 
identified but they are not likely to be 
contemporary with the Iron production. 

Cherryville Site 
12 

Yes Yes Pos. Feature 9 seen as a possible production pit 
due to charcoal-rich fills, though it was 
very irregular in shape. 

Reask Yes Indet. Pos. Peat charcoal identified, including in slag. 
Fire pit in Structure C a possible peat 
charcoal kiln. 

Rinnaraw Yes Pos. Pos. The pure charcoal in the fire pit may 
indicate it was used for producing charcoal 
but it would have been on a very small 
scale. 

Dooey Pos. No Pos. Large flat-bottomed and straight sided fire 
pits, about 2m in diameter and 0.7m deep, 
are possible charcoal kilns. 

Ballycasey 
More (Part 2) 

Indet. Indet. Pos. Tobin identified a sub-rectangular pit as a 
possible charcoal production pit. 

Clonmacnoise 
New Graveyard 

Indet. Indet. Pos. A large spread of charcoal 20cm deep in 
Cutting 1 might be from charcoal 
production. Seen as the result of burning 
of the monastery by King. 

Caherlehillan Indet. Indet. Pos. Two shallow rectangular pits with burnt 
sides may be charcoal production pits. At 
least one had a small amount of iron slag 
in it. 

Bushfield 1 Indet. Indet. Pos. The excavator identified numerous 
'charcoal-rich pits'  with lots of charcoal 
and some unidentified bone. They await 
dating but may possibly be related to 
metallurgy - possibly charcoal production? 
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Table 6.3 Sites in the study with evidence for anvils.  

Site Name Anvil   

Clogher Yes A large flat-topped stone identified as an anvil by Scott (1990) 

Garryduff 1 Yes A small iron anvil excavated. 

Kilmacthomas 
Area 16 

Yes The smithing hearth contained a large fragmented boulder thought to have 
been used as an anvil. 

Lisleagh I Yes An anvil stone associated with a layer of slag and baked clay was embedded 
in the side of the smithing hearth.  

Lowpark Yes A socketed stone, thought to have been used as an anvil base identified as 
well as a number of flat anvil stones associated with hearths.  

Mackney Yes A shallow rectangular pit, interpreted as a smithing hearth, had an angular 
stone thought to be an anvil within it. The stone had slag adhering to it. 

Bofeenaun pos.  Several flag stones damaged by heating, possibly suggesting their use as 
anvils. 

Cahircalla More pos. Two stone artefacts identified as pos. mini anvils or work surfaces.  

Caherlehillan Pos. A possible anvil stone reported from the site 

Coolcran pos. The plan of hearth F33 shows a large stone making up one corner of the 
feature; a possible anvil. 

Grange (Lough 
Gur) 

pos. Large stones near burnt area may have been used as anvils. 

Navan pos. A stone found beside the hearth and apparently deliberately placed may 
have served as an anvil or possibly a bellows/tuyere rest. 

Rathgall pos. A stone, depicted on the plan, close to the smithing hearth, but associated 
with another pit may have been used as an anvil. 

Rathgurreen pos. A 'heat-affected flagstone' was identified and could potentially be an anvil 
or possibly simply a flat workspace. 

Rinnaraw pos. A large flat-topped boulder from the site, similar to that found at Clogher, 
may have been an anvil stone though there is no direct evidence for its use.  

Sroove pos. A large flat stone, possibly used as an anvil, was found beside the area of 
slag. 

Tonybaun pos. A large boulder in second ironworking area may be an anvil and was 
associated with smithing slag. 

 
 

Table 6.4 Number of sites with evidence for smithing and smithing hearths.  

Smithing Hearth No. 

Yes Yes 25 

Yes Possible 15 

Yes No 19 

Possible Possible 16 

Possible No 9 

No No 47 

Indeterminate Possible 13 

Indeterminate No 58 
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Table 6.5 Evidence for smelting as well as primary and secondary smithing and numbers of definite hearths on 
smithing sites in this study. 

Site Name Smelting Primary Secondary Hearth  

Clonmacnoise Water Treatment Yes Yes Yes No  
Mackney Yes Yes Pos. Yes 1 
Coonagh West Yes Yes Pos. No  
Waterunder Yes Yes Pos. No  
Knockbrack Yes Yes Pos. No  
Monganstown Yes Yes No Pos.  
Dollas Lower Yes Yes No Pos.  
Carrigoran Yes Pos. Pos. Yes 1 
Garryduff 1 Yes Pos. Pos. Yes 1 
Ballydavis 2 Yes Pos. Pos. Pos.  
Ballykilmore 6 Yes Pos. Pos. Pos.  
Newtown 1 Yes Pos. Pos. Pos.  
Tonybaun Yes Pos. Pos. Pos.  
Dun Emer Yes Pos. Pos. No  
Cherryville Site 12 Yes Pos. No Pos.  
Clonfad Pos. Yes Yes Yes 2 
Johnstown 1 Pos. Pos. Yes Yes 1 
Carnmeen Pos. Pos. Yes No  
Killickaweeny 1 Pos. Pos. Pos. Yes 1 
Lisleagh I Pos. Pos. Pos. Yes 1 
Lisanisk 2 Pos. Pos. Pos. Yes 2 
St. Gobnet's House Pos. Pos. Pos. Pos.  
Harlockstown Pos. Pos. Pos. Pos.  
Garranes Pos. Pos. Pos. No  
Raystown (Part 2) Pos. No Yes No  
Altanagh Phase 1 Pos. No No Yes 1 
Rinnaraw Pos. No No Pos.  
Tara - Rath na Rí No Yes Yes Yes 1 
Trumra 4 No Yes No Pos.  
Lowpark No Pos. Yes Yes 8 
Glebe No Pos. Yes No  
Church Island No Pos. Pos. No  
Altanagh Phase 2 No No Yes Yes 1 
Ballycatteen No No Yes Yes 1 
Toureen Peekaun No No Yes Yes 1 
Carrowdotia No No Yes Yes 1 
High Island No No Yes Yes 1 
Chapelbride 1 No No Yes Yes 1 
Kilmacthomas Area 16 No No Yes Yes 1 
Navan No No Yes Yes 1 
Rathgall No No Yes Yes 1 
Sroove No No Yes Pos.  
Dowdstown 2 No No Yes Pos.  
Roestown 2 No No Yes No  
Dunnyneill Island No No Yes No  
Baronstown 1 No No Yes No  
Bofeenaun No No Yes No  
Cahircalla More No No Yes No  
Sluggary No No Yes No  
Castlefarm 1 No No Yes No  
Ratoath No No Yes No  
Dressogagh No No Pos. Yes 1 
Armagh - English Street No No Pos. No  
Reask Indet. Pos. Yes Yes 5 
Clogher Indet. Pos. Pos. Yes 1 
Kilpatrick Indet. Pos. Pos. Yes 1 
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Rathgurreen Indet. Pos. Pos. Pos.  
Lagore Indet. Pos. Pos. Pos.  
Coolcran Indet. No Yes Yes 1 

     38 

 
 
 

Table 6.6 Smithing hearth morphology. 

Plan  

Circular 10 

Indeterminate 3 

Irregular 1 

Oval/Sub-Circular 15 

Rectangular 2 

Sub-Rectangular 7 

Side  

Concave 1 

Indeterminate 11 

Irregular 1 

Sloping 11 

Steep 13 

Straight 1 

Base  

Concave 11 

Flat 8 

Indeterminate 14 

Irregular 4 

V-shaped 1 
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Table 6.7 Chronology of smithing hearths by plan.  

Site Name EIA DIA LIA EMEDA EMEDB Late IA EMED Plan No. 

Rathgall         Circular 1 

Reask         Circular 1 

Clogher         Circular 1 

Killickaweeny 1         Circular 1 

Lowpark         Circular 4 

Lisanisk 2         Circular 2 

Tara - Rath na 
Rí 

        Indeterminate 1 

Reask         Indeterminate 1 

High Island         Indeterminate 1 

Altanagh Phase 
1 

        Irregular 1 

Altanagh Phase 
2 

        Oval/Sub-Circular 1 

Reask         Oval/Sub-Circular 2 

Clonfad         Oval/Sub-Circular 2 

Kilpatrick         Oval/Sub-Circular 1 

Carrigoran         Oval/Sub-Circular 1 

Dressogagh         Oval/Sub-Circular 1 

Kilmacthomas 
Area 16 

        Oval/Sub-Circular 1 

Navan         Oval/Sub-Circular 1 

Lisleagh I         Oval/Sub-Circular 1 

Lowpark         Oval/Sub-Circular 3 

Garryduff 1         Oval/Sub-Circular 1 

Ballycatteen         Rectangular 1 

Mackney         Rectangular 1 

Chapelbride 1         Sub-Rectangular 1 

Johnstown 1         Sub-Rectangular 1 

Reask         Sub-Rectangular 1 

Toureen 
Peekaun 

        Sub-Rectangular 1 

Carrowdotia         Sub-Rectangular 1 

Lowpark         Sub-Rectangular 1 

Coolcran         Sub-Rectangular 1 

          38 

 
 
 

Table 6.8 Average length of various hearth types 

Plan Avg. Length 

Circular 70 

Oval/Sub-Circular 86 

Rectangular 60 

Sub-Rectangular 112 

All 84 
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Table 6.9 Average size of hearths by site showing site chronology.  

Site Name BA EIA DIA LIA EMEDA EMEDB Late IA EMED Avg. (cm) No. 

Chapelbride 1          68 1 

Tara - Rath na 
Rí 

         110 1 

Rathgall          50 1 

Altanagh 
Phase 2 

         110 1 

Johnstown 1          185 1 

Clogher          60 1 

Altanagh 
Phase 1 

         130 1 

Kilpatrick          135 1 

Ballycatteen          35 1 

Reask          56.4 5 

Clonfad          109.5 2 

Lisleagh I          48 1 

Carrowdotia          60 1 

Lisanisk 2          77 2 

Navan          78 1 

Lowpark          81.625 8 

Toureen 
Peekaun 

         87 1 

Coolcran          120 1 

Garryduff 1          122 1 

High Island          38 1 

Kilmacthomas 
Area 16 

         80 1 

Dressogagh          90 1 

Mackney          90 1 

Killickaweeny 
1 

         97 1 

Carrigoran          115 1 

 

 
 

Table 6.10 Plan and dimensions of hearths from Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo.  

Feature I.D. Plan Length Width Depth 

132 Sub-Rectangular 161 67 20 
134 Circular 95 95 24 
138 Circular 90 90 55 
131 Oval/Sub-Circular 90 70 26 
135 Circular 80 62 14 
133 Circular 47 47 21 
137 Oval/Sub-Circular 45 45 30 
136 Oval/Sub-Circular 45 37 10 
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Table 6.11 Sites with evidence for tuyeres and associated activities carried out on site.  

Site Name Smelting Smithing Tuyere Non-Ferrous 
Industry 

Carrigoran Yes Yes Yes No 

Garryduff 1 Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ballykilmore 6 Yes Yes Yes No 

Clonmacnoise Water 
Treatment 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Garranes Yes Possible Yes Yes 

Ballyvollen Yes Possible Yes No 

Waterunder Yes Yes Yes Possible 

Lisleagh I Possible Yes Yes No 

Johnstown 1 Possible Yes Yes No 

Lisanisk 2 Possible Yes Yes No 

Killickaweeny 1 Possible Yes Yes No 

Clonfad Possible Yes Yes Yes 

St. Gobnet's House Possible Yes Yes Yes 

Lisnagar Demesne 1 Possible Possible Yes No 

Nendrum Possible Indeterminate Yes Yes 

High Island No Yes Yes Yes 

Lowpark No Yes Yes No 

Navan No Yes Yes No 

Toureen Peekaun No Yes Yes No 

Trumra 4 No Yes Yes No 

Armagh - English Street No Yes Yes Yes 

Dalkey Island No Possible Yes No 

Knockea No Possible Yes No 

Meadowbank Rath No Indeterminate Yes No 

Coolcran Indeterminate Yes Yes No 

Reask Indeterminate Yes Yes Possible 

Lagore Indeterminate Yes Yes Yes 

Rathgurreen Indeterminate Yes Yes Yes 

Kilpatrick Indeterminate Yes Yes Yes 

Moynagh Lough Indeterminate Possible Yes Yes 

Killanully Indeterminate Indeterminate Yes No 

Movilla Abbey Indeterminate Indeterminate Yes Yes 

Dunmisk Indeterminate Indeterminate Yes Yes 

Cavanapole Indeterminate Indeterminate Yes Yes 

Armagh - Cathedral Hill Indeterminate Indeterminate Yes Yes 

Ballycasey More (Part 2) Indeterminate Indeterminate Yes No 

Tullylish Indeterminate Indeterminate Yes Yes 

Clonmacnoise 'Monastic 
Core' 

Indeterminate Indeterminate Yes Yes 
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Table 6.12 Measurements (in centimetres) of well-preserved large tuyeres from sites in the study (after Williams 
1985b; Photos-Jones 2004; Photos-Jones et al. 2007; Wallace 2008).  

Site Diameter Aperture (Small)* Aperture (large)* Surviving Length 

Lowpark 12-14 2.5 5 8 

 12-14 2 ? 2.5 

 14-15 2.5 7 8.5 

Lisanisk 10-13 2.5 4 6? 

 10-13 2 4 6? 

 10-13 2 5 6? 

 10-13 3 5.5 6? 

Killickaweeny 6-8.5 
(incomplete) 

1.7 3 ? 

Ballyvollen 12 2.1 6.9 12 

 12 1.5 2.1 4.5 

 12 1.8 4.2 9 

*The smaller aperture relates to the vitrified face of the tuyere. 
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Table 6.13 Chronology of sites with evidence for tuyeres or tuyere fragments 

Site Name DIA LIA EMEDA EMEDB Late IA EMED 

Lisnagar Demesne 1        

Waterunder        

Johnstown 1        

Ballykilmore 6        

Kilpatrick        

Trumra 4        

Garranes        

Armagh - Cathedral 
Hill 

       

Meadowbank Rath        

Clonfad        

Nendrum        

Rathgurreen        

Reask        

Dalkey Island        

Coolcran        

Lisanisk 2        

Garryduff 1        

Lisleagh I        

Lowpark        

Ballycasey More 
(Part 2) 

       

Moynagh Lough        

Navan        

Toureen Peekaun        

Ballyvollen        

Carrigoran        

Dunmisk        

High Island        

Armagh - English 
Street 

       

Cavanapole        

Tullylish        

Lagore        

Movilla Abbey        

Killickaweeny 1        

Killanully        

St. Gobnet's House        

Clonmacnoise 
Water Treatment 

       

Knockea        

Clonmacnoise 
'Monastic Core' 
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Table 6.14 Number of sites with definite evidence for smithing by chronological period 

BA EIA DIA LIA EMEDA EMEDB Late IA EMED No. 

         1 

         1 

         4 

         2 

         2 

         1 

         1 

         10 

         7 

         12 

         11 

         2 

         1 

         4 

 

Table 6.15 Evidence for smithing on smelting sites in the study. 

Smelting Smithing primary Secondary No. 

Yes Yes Yes Yes 1 

Yes Yes Yes Possible 4 

Yes Yes Yes No 2 

Yes Yes Possible Possible 7 

Yes Yes Possible No 1 

Yes Possible Possible No 2 

Yes Possible No No 3 

Yes No No No 18 

 

Table 6.16 Sites dating to the Iron Age with evidence for non-ferrous metallurgy. 

Site Name DIA LIA EMEDA IA Other 
Metallurgy 

Smithing Smelting Other 
Industrial 

Twomileborris 
(Part 1) 

    Yes Possible Possible No 

Tonybaun     Yes Yes Yes No 

Tara - Rath na 
Rí 

    Yes Yes No Possible 

Ballydavis 1     Yes Indet. Indet. No 

Bushfield 1     Yes Indet. Indet. No 

Gransha     Possible Possible No No 

Waterunder     Possible Yes Yes No 

Mooghaun 
South 

    Yes Indet. Indet. Yes 

Feerwore     Yes Indet. Indet. Yes 

Rathgall     Yes Yes No No 

Freestone Hill     Yes Indet. Indet. No 

Tullyallen 6     Possible Possible Yes No 
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Table 6.17 Sites dating to the Early Medieval period with evidence for non-ferrous metallurgy. 

Site Name EMEDA EMEDB Late EMED Other 
Metallurgy 

Smithing Smelting Other 
Industrial 

Garranes     Yes Yes Possible Yes 
Armagh - 
Cathedral Hill 

    Yes Indet. Indet. Yes 

Coonagh West     Yes Yes Yes No 
Kilpatrick     Yes Yes Indet. Yes 
Clogher     Yes Yes Indet. Yes 
Clonfad     Yes Yes Possible Yes 
Nendrum     Yes Indet. Possible No 
Ballycatteen     Yes Yes No No 
Ratoath     Yes Yes No No 
Reask     Possible Yes Indet. Yes 
Roestown 2     Yes Yes No Possible 
Twomileborris 
(Part 2) 

    Yes Possible Possible No 

Rathgurreen     Yes Yes Indet. Yes 
Caherlehillan     yes Possible Indet. No 
Dooey     Yes Possible No Yes 
Garryduff 1     Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Ardcloon     Yes No No No 
Moynagh Lough     Yes Possible Indet. Yes 
Kilmacthomas 
Area 25 (Treacy's 
Hill) 

    Possible Indet. Possible No 

Kilgobbin     Yes Indet. Indet. Yes 
Dunnyneill Island     Yes Yes No No 
Armagh - English 
Street 

    Yes Yes No Yes 

Dunmisk     Yes Indet. Indet. Yes 
Cavanapole     Yes Indet. Indet. No 
Carraig Aille II     Yes No No No 
Clonmacnoise 
New Graveyard 

    Yes Indet. Indet. Yes 

Lagore     Yes Yes Indet. Yes 
Movilla Abbey     Yes Indet. Indet. Yes 
High Island     Yes Yes No No 
Tullylish     Yes Indet. Indet. No 
Kilmacthomas 
Area 16 

    Possible Yes No No 

St Patrick's 
Church 

    Possible Indet. Indet. Yes 

Castlefarm 1     Yes Yes No Yes 
Ballynagallagh     Yes No No No 
St. Gobnet's 
House 

    Yes Yes Possible No 

Sluggary     Possible Yes No Yes 
Carnmeen     Yes Yes Possible No 
Lough Faughan     Yes Indet. Possible No 
Clonmacnoise 
'Monastic Core' 

    Yes Indet. Indet. Possible 

Clonmacnoise 
Water Treatment 

    Yes Yes Yes No 

Creevykeel     Yes Indet. Indet. No 
Marlinstown     Yes Indet. Indet. No 

7. Chapter 7  
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Table 7.1 Sites located within the Iron Age study region including chronology, function and number of furnaces 
(no definite hearths were identified on sites within the case-study region). 

Site Name Smelting Furnace(s) Smithing BA EIA DIA LIA IA 

Newtown 1 Yes Pos. Yes      
Kinnegad 2 Pos. Pos. Pos.      
Rossan 6 Yes Yes Pos.      
Derrinsallagh 5 Yes Yes No      
Ballydavis 3 Yes Yes No      
Parksgrove 1 Indet. Pos. Indet.      
Cherryville Site 12 Yes Yes Yes      
Ardan 3 No No No      
Johnstown 3 Yes Yes No      
Cloncollog 2 Yes Yes No      
Monganstown Yes Yes Yes      
Bushfield 1 Indet. Pos. Indet.      
Moyally 2 Yes Yes Pos.      
Ballydavis 1 Indet. Pos. Indet.      
Hardwood 3 Yes Yes Pos.      
Derrinsallagh 4 Yes Yes No      
Leap 1 Yes Yes No      
Cuffsborough 4 Yes Yes No      
Ballydavis 2 Yes Pos. Yes      

 
 

Table 7.2 Evidence for primary and secondary smithing in the Iron Age study region.  

Site Name Smithing Primary Secondary 

Monganstown Yes Yes No 

Newtown 1 Yes Pos. Pos. 
Ballydavis 2 Yes Pos. Pos. 
Cherryville Site 12 Yes Pos. No 

Moyally 2 Pos. Pos. No 

Kinnegad 2 Pos. Pos. No 

Hardwood 3 Pos. Pos. No 

Rossan 6 Pos. No No 

Parksgrove 1 Indet. No No 

Bushfield 1 Indet. No No 

Ballydavis 1 Indet. No No 
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Table 7.3 Reported slag quantities on sites in the Iron Age study region. 

Site Name Smelting Smithing Slag (KG)* Furnaces Slag per Furnace 

Derrinsallagh 4 Yes No 296 40 7.4 

Monganstown Yes Yes 61 5 12.2 

Moyally 2 Yes Pos. 1 2 0.5 

Johnstown 3 Yes No 1.6 2 0.8 

Cuffsborough 4 Yes No 5.1 2 2.55 

Cherryville Site 12 Yes Yes 16.3 2 8.15 

Ballydavis 3 Yes No 1.7 2 0.85 

Rossan 6 Yes Pos. 5.376 1 5.376 

Newtown 1 Yes Yes 2.2 1 2.2 

Leap 1 Yes No 1.3 1 1.3 

Hardwood 3 Yes Pos. 11.144 1 11.144 

Derrinsallagh 5 Yes Indet. 0.909 1 0.909 

Cloncollog 2 Yes No 1.212 1 1.212 

Bushfield 1 Indet. Indet. 80 0 N/A 

Parksgrove 1 Indet. Indet. 10 0 N/A 

Kinnegad 2 Pos. Pos. 6.302 0 N/A 

Ballydavis 2 Yes Yes 3 0 N/A 

Ballydavis 1 Indet. Indet. ? 0 N/A 

Ardan 3 No No ? 0 N/A 

*Figure for slag quantity is the best available based on reported figures and should be taken as a 
minimum 

 
 

8. Chapter 8  
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Table 8.1 Reported quantities of slag from sites with early medieval dates showing site types and the presence of 
smelting and/or smithing. 

Site Name Slag (Kg) Site Type Smelting Smithing 

Johnstown 1 2017 Settlement/Cemetery Possible Yes 

Clonfad 1440 Ecclesiastical Possible Yes 

Lowpark 1371.75 Settlement complex No Yes 

Lisanisk 2 850 Settlement - enclosed Possible Yes 

Lisleagh I 800 Settlement - enclosed Possible Yes 

Clonmacnoise Water 
Treatment 

271 Ecclesiastical Yes Yes 

Ballyvollen 170 Ironworking Site Possible Possible 

Twomileborris (Part 2) 142.74 Settlement/Cemetery Possible Possible 

Trumra 4 116.6 Ironworking Site No Yes 

Killickaweeny 1 86 Settlement - enclosed Possible Yes 

Castlefarm 1 75.597 Settlement/Cemetery No Yes 

Bofeenaun 74 Crannog No Yes 

Ratoath 73 Settlement/Cemetery No Yes 

Kilmacthomas Area 16 54 Ironworking Site No Yes 

Carnmeen 51 Settlement - enclosed Possible Yes 

Mackney 43 Settlement - enclosed Yes Yes 

Grange 2 42.68 Ironworking Site Yes No 

Knockbrack 31 Ironworking Site Yes Yes 

Carrigoran 30.4 Enclosure Yes Yes 

Creevykeel 30 Court Tomb Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Rinnaraw 30 Settlement - enclosed Possible Yes 

Dromthacker 24 Settlement complex Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Toureen Peekaun 23.9 Ecclesiastical No Yes 

Rathgurreen 23 Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Yes 

Baronstown 1 20 Settlement complex No Yes 

Ballykilmore 6 20 Ecclesiastical Yes Yes 

Coonagh West 17 Settlement - enclosed Yes Yes 

Cahircalla More 16.6 Settlement - enclosed No Yes 

Rathgall 16 Hilltop Enclosure No Yes 

Henning's Land 15.5 Indeterminate No No 

Kilmacthomas Area 25 
(Treacy's Hill) 

15.5 Ironworking Site Possible Indeterminate 

Conva 15 Enclosure Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Navan 14.9 Settlement complex No Yes 

Ballycatteen 13 Settlement - enclosed No Yes 

Raystown (Part 2) 10.683 Settlement/Cemetery Possible Yes 

Roestown 2 10.35 Settlement complex No Yes 

Aghadegnan 8 Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Doras 7.913 Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Cush 7.26 Settlement Complex Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Clonmacnoise 'Monastic 
Core' 

6.7 Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Killanully 6.5 Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Dun Emer 6 Settlement - enclosed Yes Yes 

Gortlaunaght 6 Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Glebe 5.2 Settlement - enclosed No Yes 

Moynagh Lough 3.8 Crannog Indeterminate Possible 

Aghamore 3.5 Ironworking Site Possible Possible 

Ardcloon 2.353 Settlement - enclosed No No 

Dunnyneill Island 1.75 Enclosure No Yes 

Corrin 1 1.6 Enclosure Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Dowdstown 2 1.351 Settlement complex No Yes 

Carrowdotia 0.54 Cashel No Yes 

Loughboy 0.452 Settlement/Cemetery No No 

Downview Park West 0.368 Souterrain Indeterminate Indeterminate 
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Site Name Slag (Kg) Site Type Smelting Smithing 

High Island 0.194 Ecclesiastical No Yes 

Ballynagallagh 0.065 Settlement complex No No 
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Table 8.2 Sites with early medieval dates and no reported slag quantities, showing site type and the presence of 
smelting and/or smithing. 

Site Name Site Type Smelting Smithing 

Cahercommaun Cashel Indeterminate Possible 

Garryduff 1 Cashel Yes Yes 

Carraig Aille II Cashel No No 

Carraig Aille I Cashel No No 

Carn Cashel No No 

Leacanabuaile Cashel Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Deerfin Cashel Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Dun Eoghanachta Cashel Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Lough Faughan Crannog Possible Indeterminate 

Derryhowlaght East Crannog No No 

Sroove Crannog No Yes 

Ballinderry II Crannog Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Lagore Crannog Indeterminate Yes 

Kiltera Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Movilla Abbey Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Kilpatrick Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Yes 

Killoran Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Kilgobbin Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Kells, Townparks Ecclesiastical No No 

Clonmacnoise Old Graveyard Ecclesiastical No No 

Inishkea North Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Possible 

Clonmacnoise New Graveyard Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Clonmacnoise Bridge Ecclesiastical No No 

Gallen Priory Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

St Patrick's Church Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Armagh - Abbey Street Ecclesiastical No No 

Tullylish Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Armagh - Cathedral Hill Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Armagh - English Street Ecclesiastical No Yes 

St. Gobnet's House Ecclesiastical Possible Yes 

Church Island Ecclesiastical No Yes 

Caherlehillan Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Possible 

Reask Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Yes 

Randalstown Ecclesiastical No No 

Nendrum Ecclesiastical Possible Indeterminate 

Dunmisk Ecclesiastical Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Ballyhenry Enclosure Yes No 

Brigown Enclosure Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Ballybrowney Lower 1 Enclosure Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Clogher Hilltop Enclosure Indeterminate Yes 

Feltrim Hill Hilltop Enclosure Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Freestone Hill Hilltop Enclosure Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Dooey Indeterminate No Possible 

Gragan West Indeterminate Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Ardsallagh 5 Indeterminate Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Ballycasey More (Part 2) Indeterminate Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Tallaght Indeterminate No No 

Caw Ironworking Site Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Dollas Lower Ironworking Site Yes Yes 

Kiltenan South Ironworking Site Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Tullerboy Ironworking Site Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Dalkey Island Promontory Fort No Possible 

Larrybane Promontory Fort No No 

Deer Park Farms Raised Rath Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Meadowbank Rath Raised Rath No Indeterminate 

Dromore Raised Rath No No 
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Site Name Site Type Smelting Smithing 

Drumadoon Raised Rath Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Ballyfounder Raised Rath No No 

Haynestown Ring Barrow Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Ballymacash Settlement - enclosed No No 

Carrowkeel 1 Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Mullaghbane Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Altanagh Phase 2 Settlement - Enclosed No Yes 

Oldcourt Settlement - enclosed Yes Possible 

Shaneen Park Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Shane's Castle Settlement - enclosed No No 

Ballywee Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Boho Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Sluggary Settlement - enclosed No Yes 

Ballybrit Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Urney Park Settlement - enclosed No No 

Simonstown Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Knockea Settlement - enclosed No Possible 

Garranes Settlement - enclosed Possible Yes 

Grange (Lough Gur) Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Possible 

Whiterath Settlement - enclosed No No 

Inch/Ballyrenan Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Altanagh Phase 1 Settlement - Enclosed Possible Yes 

Dunbell 6 Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Dressogagh Settlement - enclosed No Yes 

Cavanapole Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Curraheen 1 Settlement - enclosed No Possible 

Croom East Settlement - enclosed No No 

Coolcran Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Yes 

Lisleagh II Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Lisnagun Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Lissue Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Possible 

Dunsilly Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Dunbell 5 Settlement - enclosed Indeterminate Possible 

Terryhoogan Settlement - unenclosed Indeterminate Indeterminate 

The Spectacles Settlement - unenclosed No No 

Cloongownagh Settlement complex Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Marlinstown Settlement/Cemetery Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Ninch Settlement/Cemetery Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Carrowkeel 2 settlement/cemetery No No 

Ballyarra Souterrain Indeterminate Indeterminate 

Galgorm Souterrain No No 
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Table 8.3 Definite and possible smelting sites with early medieval dates showing number of furnaces and the 
ironworking activities present.  

Site Name Site Type Smelting Furnace Smithing Primary Secondary 

Coonagh West Settlement - enclosed Yes Yes Yes Yes Pos. 
Mackney Settlement - enclosed Yes Yes Yes Yes Pos. 
Knockbrack Ironworking Site Yes Yes Yes Yes Pos. 
Dollas Lower Ironworking Site Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Carrigoran Enclosure Yes Yes Yes Pos. Pos. 
Grange 2 Ironworking Site Yes Yes No No No 
Ballykilmore 6 Ecclesiastical Yes Pos. Yes Pos. Pos. 
Garryduff 1 Cashel Yes Pos. Yes Pos. Pos. 
Clonmacnoise 
Water Treatment 

Ecclesiastical Yes No Yes Yes Yes 

Dun Emer Settlement - enclosed Yes No Yes Pos. Pos. 
Oldcourt Settlement - enclosed Yes No Pos. No No 
Ballyhenry Enclosure Yes No No No No 
Clonfad Ecclesiastical Pos. Pos. Yes Yes Yes 
Johnstown 1 Settlement/Cemetery Pos. Pos. Yes Pos. Yes 
St. Gobnet's House Ecclesiastical Pos. Pos. Yes Pos. Pos. 
Killickaweeny 1 Settlement - enclosed Pos. Pos. Yes Pos. Pos. 
Rinnaraw Settlement - enclosed Pos. Pos. Yes No No 
Altanagh Phase 1 Settlement - Enclosed Pos. Pos. Yes No No 
Aghamore Ironworking Site Pos. Pos. Pos. No No 
Twomileborris 
(Part 2) 

Settlement/Cemetery Pos. Pos. Pos. No No 

Ballyvollen Ironworking Site Pos. Pos. Pos. No No 
Kilmacthomas 
Area 25 (Treacy's 
Hill) 

Ironworking Site Pos. Pos. Indet. No No 

Carnmeen Settlement - enclosed Pos. No Yes Pos. Yes 
Garranes Settlement - enclosed Pos. No Yes Pos. Pos. 
Lisleagh I Settlement - enclosed Pos. No Yes Pos. Pos. 
Lisanisk 2 Settlement - enclosed Pos. No Yes Pos. Pos. 
Raystown (Part 2) Settlement/Cemetery Pos. No Yes No Yes 
Nendrum Ecclesiastical Pos. No Indet. No No 
Lough Faughan Crannog Pos. No Indet. No No 
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Table 8.4 Chronology and site types of early medieval sites in this study.  

Site Name Site Type LIA EMEDA EMEDB Late IA EMED 

Freestone Hill Hilltop Enclosure       
Kiltera Ecclesiastical       
Altanagh Phase 2 Settlement - Enclosed       
Rathgall Hilltop Enclosure       
Caw Ironworking Site       
Johnstown 1 Settlement/Cemetery       
Dromthacker Settlement complex       
Altanagh Phase 1 Settlement - Enclosed       
Ballinderry II Crannog       
Armagh - Cathedral 
Hill 

Ecclesiastical       

Trumra 4 Ironworking Site       
Grange 2 Ironworking Site       
Coonagh West Settlement - enclosed       
Dowdstown 2 Settlement complex       
Knockbrack Ironworking Site       
Dollas Lower Ironworking Site       
Cahircalla More Settlement - enclosed       
Kilpatrick Ecclesiastical       
Killoran Ecclesiastical       
Garranes Settlement - enclosed       
Clogher Hilltop Enclosure       
Nendrum Ecclesiastical       
Gortlaunaght Settlement - enclosed       
Ninch Settlement/Cemetery       
Clonmacnoise Old 
Graveyard 

Ecclesiastical       

Randalstown Ecclesiastical       
Clonfad Ecclesiastical       
Kells, Townparks Ecclesiastical       
Meadowbank Rath Raised Rath       
Ratoath Settlement/Cemetery       
Ballyfounder Raised Rath       
Reask Ecclesiastical       
Ballycatteen Settlement - enclosed       
Church Island Ecclesiastical       
Roestown 2 Settlement complex       
Twomileborris 
(Part 2) 

Settlement/Cemetery       

Tullerboy Ironworking Site       
Caherlehillan Ecclesiastical       
Rathgurreen Settlement - enclosed       
Dalkey Island Promontory Fort       
Dooey Indet.       
Loughboy Settlement/Cemetery       
Aghadegnan Settlement - enclosed       
Ballykilmore 6 Ecclesiastical       
Corrin 1 Enclosure       
Downview Park 
West 

Souterrain       

Bofeenaun Crannog       
Drumadoon Raised Rath       
Moynagh Lough Crannog       
Derryhowlaght East Crannog       
Deer Park Farms Raised Rath       
Dunbell 5 Settlement - enclosed       
Curraheen 1 Settlement - enclosed       
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Site Name Site Type LIA EMEDA EMEDB Late IA EMED 

Dun Emer Settlement - enclosed       
Coolcran Settlement - enclosed       
Conva Enclosure       
Kilmacthomas Area 
25 (Treacy's Hill) 

Ironworking Site       

Carrowdotia Cashel       
Carrowkeel 2 settlement/cemetery       
Raystown (Part 2) Settlement/Cemetery       
Navan Settlement complex       
Garryduff 1 Cashel       
Ballyarra Souterrain       
Toureen Peekaun Ecclesiastical       
Inishkea North Ecclesiastical       
Ballyvollen Ironworking Site       
Ballycasey More 
(Part 2) 

Indeterminate       

Terryhoogan Settlement - unenclosed       
Lisleagh I Settlement - enclosed       
Lisanisk 2 Settlement - enclosed       
Ardcloon Settlement - enclosed       
Ballybrowney 
Lower 1 

Enclosure       

Kilgobbin Ecclesiastical       
Lowpark Settlement complex       
Kiltenan South Ironworking Site       
Aghamore Ironworking Site       
Dunnyneill Island Enclosure       
Lisleagh II Settlement - enclosed       
Killickaweeny 1 Settlement - enclosed       
Inch/Ballyrenan Settlement - enclosed       
High Island Ecclesiastical       
Haynestown Ring Barrow       
Armagh - Abbey 
Street 

Ecclesiastical       

Kilmacthomas Area 
16 

Ironworking Site       

Killanully Settlement - enclosed       
Glebe Settlement - enclosed       
Whiterath Settlement - enclosed       
Gallen Priory Ecclesiastical       
Armagh - English 
Street 

Ecclesiastical       

Dunmisk Ecclesiastical       
Dromore Raised Rath       
Dressogagh Settlement - enclosed       
Ballywee Settlement - enclosed       
Carraig Aille II Cashel       
Carrigoran Enclosure       
Cavanapole Settlement - enclosed       
Clonmacnoise New 
Graveyard 

Ecclesiastical       

Feltrim Hill Hilltop Enclosure       
Shane's Castle Settlement - enclosed       
Sroove Crannog       
Lisnagun Settlement - enclosed       
Lissue Settlement - enclosed       
Movilla Abbey Ecclesiastical       
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Site Name Site Type LIA EMEDA EMEDB Late IA EMED 

St Patrick's Church Ecclesiastical       
Lagore Crannog       
Galgorm Souterrain       
Mackney Settlement - enclosed       
Tallaght Indeterminate       
Shaneen Park Settlement - enclosed       
Tullylish Ecclesiastical       
Rinnaraw Settlement - enclosed       
Urney Park Settlement - enclosed       
Larrybane Promontory Fort       
Cloongownagh Settlement complex       

Castlefarm 1 Settlement/Cemetery       

Baronstown 1 Settlement complex       

Carrowkeel 1 Settlement - enclosed       

The Spectacles Settlement - unenclosed       

Ardsallagh 5 Indeterminate       

Simonstown Settlement - enclosed       

Carraig Aille I Cashel       

Carnmeen Settlement - enclosed       

Carn Cashel       

Sluggary Settlement - enclosed       

Ballymacash Settlement - enclosed       

Cahercommaun Cashel       

Brigown Enclosure       

Boho Settlement - enclosed       

Ballyhenry Enclosure       

St. Gobnet's House Ecclesiastical       

Ballynagallagh Settlement complex       

Ballybrit Settlement - enclosed       

Marlinstown Settlement/Cemetery       

Knockea Settlement - enclosed       

Henning's Land Indeterminate       

Leacanabuaile Cashel       

Grange (Lough Gur) Settlement - enclosed       

Gragan West Indeterminate       

Lough Faughan Crannog       

Dunsilly Settlement - enclosed       

Oldcourt Settlement - enclosed       

Dun Eoghanachta Cashel       

Doras Ecclesiastical       

Mullaghbane Settlement - enclosed       

Deerfin Cashel       

Cush Settlement Complex       

Clonmacnoise 
Water Treatment 

Ecclesiastical       

Croom East Settlement - enclosed       

Creevykeel Court Tomb       

Dunbell 6 Settlement - enclosed       

Clonmacnoise 
Bridge 

Ecclesiastical       

Clonmacnoise 
'Monastic Core' 

Ecclesiastical       
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Table 8.4 Chronology of early medieval smelting sites and reported slag quantities.  

Site Name Site Name EMEDA EMEDB EMED Late Weight (kg) 

Ballykilmore 6 Ecclesiastical     20 

Grange 2 Ironworking Site     42.68 

Dollas Lower Ironworking Site     0 

Knockbrack Ironworking Site     31 
Coonagh West Settlement - enclosed     17 

Garryduff 1 Cashel     0 

Dun Emer Settlement - enclosed     6 

Mackney Settlement - enclosed     43 

Carrigoran Enclosure     30.4 

Oldcourt Settlement - enclosed     0 

Clonmacnoise Water 
Treatment 

Ecclesiastical     271 

Ballyhenry Enclosure     0 

 

Table 8.5 Chronology of other early medieval sites. 

Site Name Site Type EMEDA EMEDB EMED Late Smithing Smelting Weight 
(KG) 

Altanagh Phase 2 Enclosure     Yes No 0 

Altanagh Phase 1 Enclosure     Yes Pos. 0 

Rathgall Hilltop 
Enclosure 

    Yes No 16 

Freestone Hill Hilltop 
Enclosure 

    Indet. Indet. 0 

Clogher Hilltop 
Enclosure 

    Yes Indet. 0 

Ballinderry II Crannog     Indet. Indet. 0 

Caw Ironworking 
Site 

    Indet. Indet. 0 

Dollas Lower Ironworking 
Site 

    Yes Yes 0 

Grange 2 Ironworking 
Site 

    No Yes 42.68 

Trumra 4 Ironworking 
Site 

    Yes No 116.6 

Knockbrack Ironworking 
Site 

    Yes Yes 31 

Tullerboy Ironworking 
Site 

    Indet. Indet. 0 

Dooey Indet.     Pos. No 0 

Dalkey Island Promontory 
Fort 

    Pos. No 0 

Kilmacthomas Area 
25 (Treacy's Hill) 

Ironworking 
Site 

    Indet. Pos. 15.5 

Moynagh Lough Crannog     Pos. Indet. 3.8 

Bofeenaun Crannog     Yes No 74 

Derryhowlaght 
East 

Crannog     No No 0 

Ballybrowney 
Lower 1 

Enclosure     Indet. Indet. 0 

Corrin 1 Enclosure     Indet. Indet. 1.6 

Dunnyneill Island Enclosure     Yes No 1.75 

Conva Enclosure     Indet. Indet. 15 

Ballycasey More 
(Part 2) 

Indet.     Indet. Indet. 0 

Kiltenan South Ironworking 
Site 

    Indet. Indet. 0 
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Site Name Site Type EMEDA EMEDB EMED Late Smithing Smelting Weight 
(KG) 

Ballyvollen Ironworking 
Site 

    Pos. Pos. 170 

Aghamore Ironworking 
Site 

    Pos. Pos. 3.5 

Ballyarra Souterrain     Indet. Indet. 0 

Downview Park 
West 

Souterrain     Indet. Indet. 0.368 

Sroove Crannog     Yes No 0 

Lagore Crannog     Yes Indet. 0 

Carrigoran Enclosure     Yes Yes 30.4 

Feltrim Hill Hilltop 
Enclosure 

    Indet. Indet. 0 

Tallaght Indet.     No No 0 

Kilmacthomas Area 
16 

Ironworking 
Site 

    Yes No 54 

Larrybane Promontory 
Fort 

    No No 0 

Haynestown Ring Barrow     Indet. Indet. 0 

Galgorm Souterrain     No No 0 

Creevykeel Court Tomb     Indet. Indet. 30 

Lough Faughan Crannog     Indet. Pos. 0 

Brigown Enclosure     Indet. Indet. 0 

Ballyhenry Enclosure     No Yes 0 

Henning's Land Indet.     No No 15.5 

Ardsallagh 5 Indet.     Indet. Indet. 0 

Gragan West Indet.     Indet. Indet. 0 
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Table 8.6 Potentially early medieval sites in the study with some evidence for settlement. 

Site Type No. 

Cashel 9 

Crannog 7 

Ecclesiastical 30 

Raised Rath 5 

Settlement - Enclosed 46 

Settlement - unenclosed 2 

Settlement complex 9 

settlement/cemetery 9 

Souterrain 3 

 120 

 

Table 8.7 Number of sites in the study by chronological period. 

Chronology No. 

Bronze Age 2 
Bronze Age/Iron Age 2 
Iron Age 47 
Iron Age/Early Medieval 6 
Early Medieval 72 
Early Medieval/Late 73 
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Table 8.8 Chronology of early medieval definite smithing sites. 

Site Name Site Type EMEDA EMEDB EMED Late Weight (kg) 

Ballykilmore 6 Ecclesiastical     20 

Kilpatrick Ecclesiastical     0 

Dollas Lower Ironworking Site     0 

Trumra 4 Ironworking Site     116.6 

Clogher Hilltop Enclosure     0 

Rathgall Hilltop Enclosure     16 

Cahircalla More Settlement - enclosed     16.6 

Dowdstown 2 Settlement complex     1.351 

Altanagh Phase 2 Enclosure     0 

Altanagh Phase 1 Enclosure     0 

Garranes Settlement - enclosed     0 

Knockbrack Ironworking Site     31 

Rathgurreen Settlement - enclosed     23 

Church Island Ecclesiastical     0 

Ballycatteen Settlement - enclosed     13 

Roestown 2 Settlement complex     10.35 

Reask Ecclesiastical     0 

Coonagh West Settlement - enclosed     17 

Clonfad Ecclesiastical     1440 

Ratoath Settlement/Cemetery     73 

Johnstown 1 Settlement/Cemetery     2017 

Lowpark Settlement complex     1371.75 

Coolcran Settlement - enclosed     0 

Bofeenaun Crannog     74 

Carrowdotia Cashel     0.54 

Navan Settlement complex     14.9 

Dunnyneill Island Enclosure     1.75 

Toureen Peekaun Ecclesiastical     23.9 

Glebe Settlement - enclosed     5.2 

Killickaweeny 1 Settlement - enclosed     86 

Lisanisk 2 Settlement - enclosed     850 

Lisleagh I Settlement - enclosed     800 

Dun Emer Settlement - enclosed     6 

Garryduff 1 Cashel     0 

Raystown (Part 2) Settlement/Cemetery     10.683 

Dressogagh Settlement - enclosed     0 

High Island Ecclesiastical     0.194 

Kilmacthomas Area 16 Ironworking Site     54 

Lagore Crannog     0 

Mackney Settlement - enclosed     43 

Carrigoran Enclosure     30.4 

Rinnaraw Settlement - enclosed     30 

Sroove Crannog     0 

Armagh - English Street Ecclesiastical     0 

St. Gobnet's House Ecclesiastical     0 

Sluggary Settlement - enclosed     0 

Carnmeen Settlement - enclosed     51 

Clonmacnoise Water 
Treatment 

Ecclesiastical     271 
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Baronstown 1 Settlement complex     20 

Castlefarm 1 Settlement/Cemetery     75.597 
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Table 8.9 Chronology of early medieval ecclesiastical sites. 

Site Name EMEDA EMEDB EMED Late Smithing Smelting Weight 
(kg) 

Ballykilmore 6     Yes Yes 20 
Armagh - Cathedral Hill     Indet. Indet.  
Kiltera     Indet. Indet.  
Kilpatrick     Yes Indet.  
Killoran     Indet. Indet.  
Clonmacnoise Old Graveyard     No No  
Caherlehillan     Indet. Indet.  
Reask     Yes Indet.  
Nendrum     Indet. Pos.  
Church Island     Yes No  
Clonfad     Yes Pos. 1440 
Randalstown     No No  
Kells, Townparks     No No  
Inishkea North     Pos. Indet.  
Clonmacnoise New Graveyard     Indet. Indet.  
Kilgobbin     Indet. Indet.  
Toureen Peekaun     Yes No 23.9 
Gallen Priory     Indet. Indet.  
Armagh - Abbey Street     No No  
Dunmisk     Indet. Indet.  
Tullylish     Indet. Indet.  
High Island     Yes No 0.194 
Movilla Abbey     Indet. Indet.  
St Patrick's Church     Indet. Indet.  
Armagh - English Street     Yes No  
Clonmacnoise Water 
Treatment 

    Yes Yes 271 

Clonmacnoise 'Monastic Core'     Indet. Indet. 6.7 
Clonmacnoise Bridge     No No  
St. Gobnet's House     Yes Pos.  
Doras     Indet. Indet. 7.913 

 

Table 8.10 Chronology of early medieval settlement/cemetery sites. 

Site Name EMEDA EMEDB EMED Late Smithing Smelting Weight (kg) 

Ninch     Indet. Indet.  

Twomileborris (Part 2)     Pos. Pos. 142.74 

Ratoath      Yes No 73 

Loughboy      No No 0.452 

Johnstown 1     Yes Pos. 2017 

Carrowkeel 2        No No   

Raystown (Part 2)        Yes Pos. 10.683 

Marlinstown        Indet. Indet.   

Castlefarm 1      Yes No 75.597 
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Table 8.11 Chronology of early medieval settlement sites (non-ecclesiastical). 

Site Name Settlement 
Type 

EMEDA EMEDB EMED Late Smithing Smelting Weight 
(kg) 

Cahircalla More enclosed     Yes No 16.6 

Dromthacker complex        Indet. Indet. 24 

Dowdstown 2 complex     Yes No 1.351 

Aghadegnan enclosed       Indet. Indet. 8 

Garranes enclosed     Yes Pos.  

Ballycatteen enclosed       Yes No 13 

Rathgurreen enclosed       Yes Indet. 23 

Coonagh West enclosed     Yes Yes 17 

Gortlaunaght enclosed       Indet. Indet. 6 

Roestown 2 complex     Yes No 10.35 

Meadowbank 
Rath 

Raised Rath     Indet. No 0 

Ballyfounder Raised Rath     No No 0 

Boho enclosed     Indet. Indet.  

Curraheen 1 enclosed       Pos. No   

Coolcran enclosed     Yes Indet.  

Lisanisk 2 enclosed        Yes Pos. 850 

Lisleagh II enclosed     Indet. Indet.  

Lisleagh I enclosed     Yes Pos. 800 

Dunbell 5 enclosed        Pos. Indet.   

Ballywee enclosed     Indet. Indet.  

Glebe enclosed        Yes No 5.2 

Killickaweeny 1 enclosed        Yes Pos. 86 

Ardcloon enclosed     No No 2.353 

Dun Emer enclosed        Yes Yes 6 

Terryhoogan unenclosed     Indet. Indet.  

Lowpark complex        Yes No 1371.75 

Navan complex     Yes No 14.9 

Carraig Aille II Cashel     No No 0 

Garryduff 1 Cashel     Yes Yes 0 

Carrowdotia Cashel     Yes No 0.54 

Deer Park Farms Raised Rath     Indet. Indet. 0 

Drumadoon Raised Rath     Indet. Indet. 0 

Inch/Ballyrenan enclosed       Indet. Indet.   

Whiterath enclosed     No No  

Killanully enclosed       Indet. Indet. 6.5 

Lisnagun enclosed     Indet. Indet.  

Lissue enclosed       Pos. Indet.   

Dressogagh enclosed     Yes No  

Shaneen Park enclosed       Indet. Indet.   

Urney Park enclosed     No No  

Shane's Castle enclosed       No No   

Rinnaraw enclosed     Yes Pos. 30 

Mackney  enclosed       Yes Yes 43 

Dromore Raised Rath     No No 0 
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Grange (Lough 
Gur) 

 enclosed     Pos. Indet.  

Ballymacash  enclosed     No No  

Ballybrit  enclosed        Indet. Indet.   

Carnmeen  enclosed        Yes Pos. 51 

Carrowkeel 1  enclosed     Indet. Indet.  

Sluggary  enclosed        Yes No   

Croom East  enclosed     No No  

Dunbell 6  enclosed        Indet. Indet.   

Dunsilly  enclosed     Indet. Indet.  

Oldcourt  enclosed     Pos. Yes  

Mullaghbane  enclosed        Indet. Indet.   

Knockea  enclosed     Pos. No  

Simonstown  enclosed        Indet. Indet.   

The Spectacles unenclosed     No No  

Ballynagallagh complex        No No 0.065 

Cloongownagh complex     Indet. Indet.  

Cush Complex        Indet. Indet. 7.26 

Cahercommaun Cashel     Pos. Indet. 0 

Carn Cashel     No No 0 

Carraig Aille I Cashel     No No 0 

Leacanabuaile Cashel     Indet. Indet. 0 

Deerfin Cashel     Indet. Indet. 0 

Dun Eoghanachta Cashel     Indet. Indet. 0 

Baronstown 1 complex     Yes No 20 
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Appendix 4: Figures 
 
(Reimer et al. 2009) 

1. Chapter 1  
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Figure 1.1 Sites in the study (Northwest). 
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Figure 1.2 Sites in the study (Northeast). 
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Figure 1.3 Sites in the study (Southwest).  
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Figure 1.4 Sites in the study (Southeast). 
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2. Chapter 2   
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Figure 2.1 A schematic illustration of the principle of the bloomery process (after Pleiner 2000, 134). 
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Figure 2.2 Reconstructions and schematics of the main types of bloomery furnace (after Tylecote 1986; Scott 
1990; Pleiner 2000; Young 2008a). 
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Figure 2.3 Reconstruction of a stone-lined ‘bowl-furnace’ or hellegryter being blown from the top with a bellows 
and tuyere (after Espelund 2006). 
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Figure 2.4 Two furnace bottoms or slag cakes from England (after Paynter 2007a). 
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Figure 2.5 An example of a ‘furnace bottom’ from a low-shaft furnace from Tullyallen 6 (IID:196), Co. Louth and a 
reconstruction of its position in the furnace pit (after Young 2003c). 
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Figure 2.6 A large slag prill from an experimental smelt in Co. Wexford (See Appendix 2) which preserved the 
shape of the block of wood it formed around in the base of the furnace.  
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Figure 2.7 Tap slag from Duddon, Stone Star, Cumbria, England (Image from the Historical Metallurgy Society 
National Slag Collection; www.hist-met.org/nsc.pdf).  

 
 

 

Figure 2.8 Schematic diagram of primary smithing using an enclosed tongs (after Sim 1998).  
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Figure 2.9 The formation of a pro-tuyere tongue above an SHC within a smithing hearth (after Young 2009d). 

 
 

Figure 2.10 A (probably medieval) smithing pan from Clonard, Co. Meath. 
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Figure 2.11 Marachi smiths using a stone anvil and hammer in Kenya (after Brown 1995, 7). 

 
 
 

3. Chapter 3  
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Figure 3.1 Variety of lake ores, including bean, pea and coin ore (top), rim ore attached to stones (bottom right) 
and bog ore (bottom left), all from Sweden (after Serning 1979). 
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Figure 3.2 Distribution of known iron ore deposits in Ireland (Information courtesy of Paul Rondelez). 
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Figure 3.3 Deposits of bog ore visible in Ordnance Survey Ireland high-flown ortho-photography (2005) as orange 
patches in Derryarkan Bog, Co. Offaly (http://maps.osi.ie/publicviewer/#V1,648627,737843,5,0).  

 
 

Figure 3.4 Red staining in a stream close to the iron production site of Riddarhyttan, Västmanland, Sweden 
caused by lake and bog ore (after Serning 1979). 
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Figure 3.5 Distinctive bog ore deposits showing up against black peat in Derryarkan Bog, Co. Offaly.  

 
 

Figure 3.6 Section through a bog ore deposit from Derryarkan Bog, Co. Offaly showing the similarity in colour 
between ore exposed to the air and buried ore. 
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Figure 3.7 Roasted Irish bog ore from Derryarkin Bog, Co. Offaly showing colour change (yellow to red) and 
breakdown of ore grain size.  
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Figure 3.8 Distribution of modern bogs in Ireland (after Aalen et al. 1997, 107) with known locations of bog ore 
(information courtesy of Paul Rondelez). 
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Figure 3.9 Peat charcoal produced in an experimental charcoal pit.  

 
 

Figure 3.10 Wood charcoal produced in an experimental charcoal pit. 
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Figure 3.11 An experimental charcoal mound covered in layers of straw, fresh branches and sod.  

 

4. Chapter 4   
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Figure 4.1 The Database Structure (Refer to Tables 4.1, 4.3 and 4.4 for breakdowns of fields in individual tables).  

 
 
 

Figure 4.2 Number of sites in the dataset compared to Scott’s (1990) corpus.  
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Figure 4.3 Sectors responsible for excavation of sites included in this study.  

 
 
 

Figure 4.4 Sectors responsible for excavation of sites included in Scott’s (1990) corpus of sites.  
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Figure 4.5 Publication profile of sites in this study.  

 
 
 

 

Figure 4.6 Percentage of sites in this study with specialist analysis of their ironworking remains available.  
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Figure 4.7 Availability of specialist analysis for sites in Scott’s (1990) corpus of ironworking sites (Excludes two 
duplicate sites: Murlough Bay and Lough Enagh).  
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Figure 4.8 Chronological grading of sites included in initial database (top) and sites in the final database (bottom).  
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Figure 4.9 Number of sites assigned to each chronological period including multiple entries for sites spanning 
more than one period. Grey columns indicate sites only broadly dated to the Iron Age or early medieval periods. 
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Figure 4.10 Date quality of sites by broad chronological date.  
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Figure 4.11 Distribution of all sites in study with topography.  
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Figure 4.12 Comparative plot of sites included in this study and in Scott’s (1990) showing county boundaries. 
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Figure 4.13 Breakdown of sites per county for sites in Scott’s (1990) study (excluding two duplicated sites 
Murlough Bay and Lough Enagh), Scott’s (1990) sites included in the study (some sites split and counted more 

than once), new sites included in the study, and total sites included in the study.  
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Figure 4.14 Sites in the study with motorways and national primary roads on the island of Ireland. 
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5. Chapter 5  

Figure 5.1 Distribution of all definite and possible smelting sites identified in this study. 
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Figure 5.2 Definite smelting sites in the study and modern distribution of Irish bogs (after Aalen et al. 1997, 107).  
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Figure 5.3 Plan and mid-excavation photograph of furnaces F1 and F2 from Adamstown 1 (IID:001), Co. Waterford 
(after Russell and Ginn 2007). 

 
 
 

Figure 5.4 Pre, mid and post-excavation photographs and section drawing of furnaces F148 and F149 from 
Moyally 2 (IID:157), Co. Offaly (after Photos-Jones 2008b). 
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Figure 5.5 Plan of furnace F41 from Derrinsallagh 4 (IID:077), Co. Laois (after Young 2008a). 
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Figure 5.6 Plan and mid-excavation photograph of furnace F15 and associated sunken area from Caherweelder 7 
(IID:037), Co. Galway (after Hegarty 2010). The photograph shows the linear charcoal deposit, probably 

associated with an arch, in the collapsed furnace superstructure.  
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Figure 5.7 Mid-excavation photographs of the sunken area associated with furnace F94 and associated working 
area from Grange 2 (IID:108), Co. Meath (after Kelly 2011a). The black arrow indicates a possible linear ‘raking 

out’ deposit. 
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Figure 5.8 Plan of iron smelting and smithing complex at Knockbrack (IID:131), Co. Kerry showing furnaces F122 
and F123 (after Hull and Taylor 2006). 

 
 

Figure 5.9 Mid-excavation photographs of ironworking feature F121 from Kinnegad (IID:130), Co. Westmeath 
(after Murphy 2003b). 
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Figure 5.10 Sections, profiles and plan of furnaces F36 and F37 from Cuffsborough 4 (IID:071), Co. Laois (after 
Murphy 2009b). 
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Figure 5.11 Mid and post-excavation photographs and section of furnace F63 from Derrinsallagh 4 (IID:077), Co. 
Laois (after Photos-Jones and Wilson 2007a; Lennon 2009c). 

 
 
 

Figure 5.12 Size ranges of furnaces in this study based on the Minimum Internal dimension (MID) database field. 
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Figure 5.13 Size ranges of furnaces in this study, excluding those from Derrinsallagh 4 (IID:077), Co. Laois, based 
on the Minimum Internal dimension (MID) database field.  

 
 

Figure 5.14 Size ranges of furnaces from Derrinsallagh 4 (IID:077), Co. Laois, based on the Minimum Internal 
dimension (MID) database field.  
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Figure 5.15 Mid and post-excavation photographs of furnace F28 from Cloncollog 2 (IID:057), Co. Offaly (after 
Clark 2008). 
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Figure 5.16 Mid-excavation photographs of the surviving superstructure from furnace F94, Grange 2 (IID:108), Co. 
Meath (after Kelly 2011a).  
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Figure 5.17 Front (left) and rear (right) images of the conserved superstructure from Grange 2 (IID:108), Co. 
Meath showing the basal arch. The pictures have been inverted to show the furnace in its correct orientation 

 

Figure 5.18 Calibrated radiocarbon dates of furnaces with direct dating evidence showing their MIDs in 
chronological order (see Chronology Gazetteer, Appendix 5 for further details). 
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Figure 5.19 Lining types identified on furnaces in this study.  

 
 
 
 

Figure 5.20 Pre and mid-excavation photographs of furnace F168 from Trantstown (IID:193), Co. Cork (after 
Sherlock 2005a). 
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Figure 5.21 Mid-excavation photograph of furnace F166 from Tonybaun (IID:191), Co. Mayo (after Wallace and 
Anguilano 2010b). 

 
 

 

Figure 5.22 Mid-excavation photographs of stone-lined furnaces from Culduthel, Inverness, Scotland (after 
Murray 2006). 
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Figure 5.23 Conjectural reconstruction of furnace F41 from Derrinsallagh 4 (IID:077), Co. Laois with a simple 
straight-sided chimney rising from the overhanging shaft-base (after Young 2008a). 
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Figure 5.24 Sections, pre and post-excavation photographs and plan of furnaces F66-F68 from Derrinsallagh 4 
(IID:077), Co. Laois (after Photos-Jones and Wilson 2007a; Lennon 2009c). 
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Figure 5.25 Mid and post-excavation photographs of furnace F66 from Derrinsallagh 4 (IID:077), Co. Laois (after 
Photos-Jones and Wilson 2007a). 
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Figure 5.26 Pre and mid-excavation photographs of furnace F67 from Derrinsallagh 4 (IID:077), Co. Laois (after 
Photos-Jones and Wilson 2007a).  
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Figure 5.27 Pre and mid-excavation photographs of furnace F68 from Derrinsallagh 4 (IID:077), Co. Laois (after 
Photos-Jones and Wilson 2007a). 
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Figure 5.28 Mid and post-excavation photographs of furnace F62 from Derrinsallagh 4 (IID:077), Co. Laois (after 
Photos-Jones and Wilson 2007a). A possible raking out hollow, probably associated with an arch, can be seen to 

the left of the furnace pit. 

 
 

Figure 5.29 Lining and blowhole fragments from Waterunder (IID:201), Co. Louth (after Scully 2010). 
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Figure 5.30 Photographs of blowhole fragments from Johnstown 1 (IID:117), Co. Meath (after Photos-Jones 
2003d). 

 
 

Figure 5.31 Run slag, identified as tap slag by Scully (2010) from Waterunder (IID:201), Co. Louth.  
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Figure 5.32 Calibrated radiocarbon dates relating to ironworking from smelting sites in the study.  
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Figure 5.33 Calibrated radiocarbon dates relating to ironworking from smelting sites in the study (see Chronology 
Gazetteer, Appendix 5 for further details). 
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Figure 5.34 Calibrated radiocarbon dates relating to ironworking from smelting sites in the study (see Chronology 
Gazetteer, Appendix 5 for further details). 
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Figure 5.35 Plan of Knockcommane (IID:132), Co. Limerick (after Molloy 2007). 
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Figure 5.36 Plan of Lislackagh (IID:140), Co. Mayo (after Walsh 1995). 
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Figure 5.37 Plan of Carrickmines Great (IID:043), Co. Dublin (after Ó'Drisceoil 2007b). 

 

Figure 5.38 Plan of ironworking site at Dollas Lower (IID:081), Co. Limerick (after Dowling and Taylor 2007). 
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Figure 5.39 Plan of ironworking area at Mackney (IID:149), Co. Galway (Delaney 2009a). 

 
 

 

Figure 5.40 Section of linear feature from Carrigoran (IID:044), Co. Clare (Image courtesy of Fiona Reilly). 
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Figure 6.1 Distribution of all definite and possible smithing sites identified in this study. 
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Figure 6.2 Distribution of known primary and secondary smithing sites in this study. 
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Figure 6.3 Photographs of socketed boulder (E338:467:262) from Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo (after Higgins 
2008). 
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Figure 6.4 Drawings of stone artefacts from Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo (after Higgins 2008). 
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Figure 6.5 Mid-excavation photograph of the ironworking area at Clogher (IID:055), Co. Tyrone and hearth F27 
(after Scott 1990). 

 
 
 

Figure 6.6 Flat-topped boulder from Rinnaraw (IID:177), Co. Donegal (Photo courtesy of Robert Chapple). 
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Figure 6.7 Mid-excavation plan of hearth F129 (in Yellow) and slag overlying the anvil stone (depicted in red) from 
Lisleagh 1 (IID:141), Co. Cork (after Cherubini 2005). 

 
 

Figure 6.8 Pre-excavation photograph of hearth F129 from Lisleagh 1 (IID:141), Co. Cork (after Cherubini 2005). 
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Figure 6.9 Anvil stone in hearth F111 from Kilmacthomas Area 16 (IID:124), Co. Waterford (after Tierney 2005; 
Tierney and Elliott 2008) 
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Figure 6.10 Plan and sections of ironworking Area 3 and hearth F133 from Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo (after 
Gillespie 2010). 
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Figure 6.11 Mid-excavation photographs of ironworking Area 3 and hearth F133 from Lowpark (IID:148), Co. 
Mayo (after Gillespie 2010). 
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Figure 6.12 Mid excavation photograph of hearth F131 showing anvil stones and post-excavation photograph of 
Ironworking Area 1 from Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo (after Gillespie 2010). 
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Figure 6.13 ‘Mini-anvils’ from Cahircalla More (IID:038), Co. Clare (after Comber 2006a). 

 
 

Figure 6.14 Anvil fragment from Caherconnell. Co. Clare (Photo courtesy of Michelle Comber). 
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Figure 6.15 Drawings of stones with concave surfaces from Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo (after Carroll and Quinn 
2008) 
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Figure 6.16 Photographs of stones with concave surfaces from Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo (after Carroll and 
Quinn 2008) 
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Figure 6.17 Mid- and post-excavcation photographs of Ironworking Area 2 and hearth F132 from Lowpark 
(IID148), Co. Mayo (after Gillespie 2010). 
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Figure 6.18 Mid and post-excavation photographs of hearths F135 and F138 from Ironworking Area 4, Lowpark 
(IID:148), Co Mayo (after Gillespie 2010). Black arrows indicate the probable location of a tuyere.  
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Figure 6.19 Plan and sections from ironworking Area 4 showing hearths F135 and F138 from Lowpark (IID:148), Co 
Mayo (after Gillespie 2010).   
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Figure 6.20 Broken concave stone (E338:424:303 and 304) from Ironworking Area 4, Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo 
under excavation (after Gillespie 2010). 

 
 
 

Figure 6.21 Drawing and photograph of possible mortar stone from Bofeenaun (IID:031), Co. Mayo (after Keane 
1995). 
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Figure 6.22 Photograph of second possible mortar stone from Bofeenaun (IID:031), Co. Mayo (after Keane 1995). 

 
 

Figure 6.23 Photograph of ‘possible saddle quern’ from Bofeenaun (IID:031), Co. Mayo (after Keane 1995). 
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Figure 6.24 Mortar (269) and heel stones from Reask (IID:176), Co. Kerry (after Fanning 1981). 

 
 

Figure 6.25 Possible mortar stones from Lagore (IID:135), Co. Westmeath (after Hencken 1950). 
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Figure 6.26 Possible mortar stones from Garranes (IID:102), Co. Cork (after Ó'Ríordáin 1942) 

 
 

Figure 6.27 A hoe being work by a Tula smith in Northern Nigeria on a stone anvil. The dished stone mould used 
to curve the hoe is visible to the left of the anvil and a large stone hammer used to shape the iron is visible above 

it (after Fagg 1952).  
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Figure 6.28 Mortar/Bullaun stone excavated at The Carrick, Loch Lomond, Scotland (Photo courtesy of David 
Sneddon).  
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Figure 6.29 Possible Hammer/punch from Knockcommane (IID:132), Co. Limerick (after Molloy 2007). 

 
 
 

Figure 6.30 Iron round-hammers used by African smiths from Burkino Faso (screenshot from Roy 2008) 
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Figure 6.31 Sizes and plans of hearths in this study.  

 
 
 
 

Figure 6.32 Plan of ironworking Area 2 at Lowpark, Co. Mayo (IID:148) showing hearth F132 (after Gillespie 2010). 
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Figure 6.33 Plan of Reask (IID:176), Co. Kerry (after Fanning 1981). 
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Figure 6.34 Plan of Structure D showing F159, F160, F161 and F163 from Reask (IID:176), Co. Kerry (after Fanning 
1981). 
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Figure 6.35 Plan of ironworking phase at Lowpark, Co. Mayo (IID:148) showing hearths F136 and F137 (after 
Gillespie 2010). 
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Figure 6.36 Plan of ironworking areas 1-4 at Lowpark, Co. Mayo (IID:148) showing hearths F136 and F137 (after 
Gillespie 2010). 

 
 
 
 

Figure 6.37 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from the fills of smithing hearths in this study (see Chronology 
Gazetteer, Appendix 5 for further details).  
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Figure 6.38 Chart of hearth lining types from hearths in this study.  

 
 
 
 

Figure 6.39 Mid-excavation photograph and section of hearth F127 from Lisanisk 2 (IID:139), Co. Monaghan (after 
Coughlan 2010). 
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Figure 6.40 Pre, mid- and post-excavation photographs of hearth F165 from Rath na Rí (IID:188), Co. Meath (after 
Roche 2002). 
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Figure 6.41 Mid-excavation photographs and section drawing of hearth F109 from Killickaweeny (IID:122), Co. 
Kildare (after Walsh 2006). 
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Figure 6.42 Mid and post-excavation photographs and section of hearth F126 from Lisanisk 2 (IID:139), Co. 
Monaghan (after Coughlan 2010). 

 
 
 

Figure 6.43 Mid-excavation photographs of feature F114 from Kilpatrick (IID:126), Co. Westmeath (after Scott 
1990; Swan 1995). 
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Figure 6.44 Mid-excavation photograph of hearth F27 from Clogher (IID:055), Co. Tyrone showing stone and clay 
lining and in-situ SHC (after Scott 1990). 

 
 

Figure 6.45 Plan of ironworking area at Clogher (IID:055), Co. Tyrone (after Scott 1990). 
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Figure 6.46 Hearth F92 from Garryduff 1 (IID:103), Co. Cork (after O'Kelly 1963). 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 6.47 Plan of possible forge/smithy structure from Clonfad (IID:058), Co. Westmeath (after Stevens 2009). 
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Figure 6.48 Well-preserved tuyeres: oblique, front and rear views, from Lisanisk (IID:139), Co. Monaghan (after 
Photos-Jones et al. 2007). White arrows indicate the locations of ‘slag beards’ formed at the base of the tuyeres. 

Tuyere 268.12 may have been rotated during use, leaving two possible slag beards/basal edges.  
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Figure 6.49 The selection of Irish tuyeres illustrated by Scott (1990). 
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Figure 6.50 Examples of Pleiner’s four European tuyere types (after Pleiner 2000). The second ‘block’ tuyere is 
one of Pleiner’s (2000) ogival examples.   

 
 

Figure 6.51 Conjectural reconstruction of a smithing hearth using a ‘clay disc’ in a similar way to a clay or stone 
shield, a stone example of which is also illustrated (after Scott 1990). 
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Figure 6.52 Schematic reconstruction of two hearth types: one with a penetrating clay tuyere and another with a 
blowhole and clay shield (after Young 2009d). 

 
 
 

Figure 6.53 Drawing and photographs of tuyeres from Lowpark (IID:148), Co Mayo (after Wallace 2008). 
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Figure 6.54 Tuyeres from Killickaweeny (IID:122), Co. Kildare (after Photos-Jones 2004; Walsh 2006). 

 
 

Figure 6.55 Tuyere 269.10 from Lisanisk 2 (IID:139), Co. Monaghan showing the conical shape of the air channel 
(after Photos-Jones et al. 2007). 

 
 

Figure 6.56 Tuyeres from Ballyvollen (IID:028), Co. Antrim (after Williams 1985b). 
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Figure 6.57 Tuyere fragments from Lisleagh I (IID:141), Co. Cork (after Cherubini 2005). 
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Figure 6.58 Baked clay and a tuyere fragment from Waterunder (IID:201), Co. Louth (after Scully 2010). 

 
 

Figure 6.59 Tuyere fragments from Cathedral Hill (IID:010), Armagh (after Gaskell-Brown and Harper 1984). 
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Figure 6.60 Example of a tuyere fragment from Clonfad (IID:058), Co. Westmeath (after Young 2009d).  
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Figure 6.61 Fragments of ‘furnace covers’ (tuyeres) and a ‘furnace bottom’ (probably an SHC) from St Gobnets 
House (IID:186), Co. Cork (after O'Kelly 1952). 

 
 

Figure 6.62 Tuyeres from Garryduff 1 (IID:103), Co. Cork (after O'Kelly 1963). 
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Figure 6.63 Tuyere and crucible fragments from Reask (IID:176), Co. Kerry (after Fanning 1981). 

 
 

Figure 6.64 Tuyere from Carrigmuirish, Co. Waterford (after O'Kelly 1963). 
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Figure 6.65 Probably smithing pan from Clonard, Co. Meath. 

 
 

Figure 6.66 Upper and lower portions of a smithing pan with embedded stone excavated at Baronstown 1 
(IID:030), Co. Meath (Wallace 2009a). 
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Figure 6.67 ‘Smithing concretion’ or smithing pan from Lowpark, Co. Mayo (after Wallace 2008; scale increments 
5cm). 

 

Figure 6.68 Fragment of consolidated bloom from Raystown (IID:175), Co. Meath (after Photos-Jones 2009) 
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Figure 6.69 Iron bar/ingots from Garranes (IID:102), Co. Cork (after Ó'Ríordáin 1942). 
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Figure 6.70 Hearth F165 from Rath na Rí, Tara (IID:188), Co. Meath (after Roche 2002).  
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Figure 6.71 Plan of Harlockstown (IID:111), Co. Meath (after O'Connor 2008). 
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Figure 6.72 Plan of possible ironworking structure from Gransha (IID:109), Co. Derry (after Chapple 2010a). 
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Figure 6.73 Plan of smithing area and hearth F155 from Rathgall (IID:171), Co. Wicklow (after Scott 1990) 
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Figure 6.74 Plan of Ironworking Area 1 showing hearth F131 from Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo (after Gillespie 
2010) 
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Figure 6.75 Reconstruction drawing of forge from Ironworking Area 4, Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo (after 
Gillespie 2010). 

 
 

Figure 6.76 Calibrated radiocarbon dates relating to ironworking from Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo and Lisanisk 2 
(IID:139), Co. Monaghan (after Coughlan 2010; Gillespie 2010).  
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Figure 6.77 Plan of Industrial Area 1 and hearth F127 from Lisanisk (IID:139), Co. Monaghan (after Coughlan 
2010). 
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Figure 6.78 Reconstruction drawing of forge from Industrial Area 1, Lisanisk 2 (IID:139), Co. Monaghan (Drawing 
courtesy of Niall Roycroft). 

 
 

Figure 6.79 Plan of Industrial Area 2 and hearth F126 from Lisanisk (IID:139), Co. Monaghan (after Coughlan 
2010). 
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Figure 6.80 Plan of ironworking Areas from Johnstown 1 (IID:117), Co. Meath (after Clarke and Carlin 2008). 
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Figure 6.81 Ironworking Area 1 from Johnstown 1, Co. Meath (after Clarke 2004) 

 
 

Figure 6.82 Incised stone object from Knockbrack (IID:131), Co. Kerry (after Hull and Taylor 2006) 
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Figure 6.83 Plan of enclosure and circular structure from Cahircalla More (IID:038), Co. Clare (after Taylor 2006a) 
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Figure 6.84 Plan of structure G from Reask, Co. Kerry (IID:176) showing hearth F162 (after Fanning 1981). 
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Figure 6.85 Plan of excavations at Church Island (IID:053), Co. Kerry (after O'Kelly 1958).  

 
 

Figure 6.86 Plan of Phase 1 at St Gobnet’s House (IID:186), Co. Cork (after O'Kelly 1952). 
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Figure 6.87 Plan of Phase 2 at St Gobnet’s House (IID:186), Co. Cork (after O'Kelly 1952). 
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Figure 6.88 Plan of ironworking features from Clonfad (IID:058), Co. Westmeath (after Stevens 2010). 
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Figure 6.89 Plan of enclosure and associated structures from Killickaweeny 1 (IID:122), Co. Kildare (after Walsh 
2008) 
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Figure 6.90 Plans and sections from Structures 1-3 from Killickaweeny 1 (IID:122), Co. Kildare (after Walsh 2008) 

 
 

Figure 6.91 Plan of excavations at Bryn y Castell hillfort, Wales (Downloaded from 
http://www.heneb.co.uk/merionethforts/7brynycastell.html on 28/07/2010). 
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Figure 6.92 Comparison of the shapes of two ironworking structures from Killickaweeny 1 (IID:122), Co. Kildare 
and Bryn y Castell Hillfort, Wales (after Crew 1987; Walsh 2008) 
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Figure 7.1 Smelting and smithing sites in the study dating to the Iron Age showing study region.  
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Figure 7.2 Sites in the study region showing major Iron Age sites mentioned in the text, topoography and known 
bog ore deposits (information courtesy of Paul Rondelez).  
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Figure 7.3 Calibrated radiocarbon dates relating to ironworking from sites in the study region (see Chronology 
Gazetteer, Appendix 5 for further details). 
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Figure 7.4 Calibrated radiocarbon dates relating to ironworking from sites in the study region (see Chronology 
Gazetteer, Appendix 5 for further details). 
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Figure 7.5 Distribution of Iron Age smelting and smithing sites in the study showing the study regions and major 
modern roads.  
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Figure 7.6 Smelting and smithing sites with modern bog distribution (after Aalen et al. 1997, 107) and other 
putative regions. 
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Figure 7.7 Radiocarbon dates from all smelting sites dating to the Iron Age (see Chronology Gazetteer, Appendix 5 
for further details). 
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Figure 7.8 Radiocarbon dates from all smelting sites dating to the Iron Age (see Chronology Gazetteer, Appendix 5 
for further details). 
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Figure 7.9 Radiocarbon dates from all smelting sites dating to the Iron Age (see Chronology Gazetteer, Appendix 5 
for further details). 
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Figure 7.10 Radiocarbon dates from ironworking phases at Derrinsallagh 4 (IID:077), Co. Laois (after Lennon 
2009c). 

 
 
 
 

Figure 7.11 Plan of Derrinsallagh 4, Co. Laois (IID:077) showing possible furnace ‘groups’ in blue (after Lennon 
2009c). 
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Figure 7.12 The distribution of slag from the summit of Knockaulin, Co. Kildare (after Johnston and Wailes 2007).  
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Figure 7.13 Fluxgate gradiometer survey of the Hill of Tara, Co. Meath showing the metalworking workshop at 
Rath na Rí (white arrow) and the ditched pit enclosure surrounding it (black arrow; after Fenwick and Newman 

2002). 
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Figure 8.1 Distribution of all smelting and smithing sites in this study dated to the early medieval period.  
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Figure 8.2 Calibrated radiocarbon dates from Johnstown 1 (IID:117), Co. Meath (after Carlin et al. 2008a). 

 
 
 

Figure 8.3 Calibrated radiocarbon dates relating to ironworking from Lowpark (IID:148), Co. Mayo and Lisanisk 2 
(IID:139), Co. Monaghan (after Gillespie 2008; Coughlan 2010). 
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Appendix 5: Gazeteers 



 

 

 

Sites Gazetteer 
 



IID: 1

Scott ID:

SMRName Adamstown 1

Co. WaterfordTownland Adamstown

NGR 25335 10948

P.I. Russell, Ian Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Indeterminate

Bronze Age

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

No direct dates were obtained for the 
ironworking features but Structure 2 
was dated through charcoal in a post-
hole to between the 10th-13th centuries 
BC. One piece of slag in one of the post 
holes of the house may be intrusive. The 
latest date from the site came from a 
stakehole and dated 40 BC-AD 250.

Slag Yes kg18.6

The fragmented remains of a a slag block with a reconstructed 
weight of 18.6kg were identified from F194 (Fill of furnace F223) 
and F102 (a surface find). The block represents the remains of a 
smelt in a non-tapping slag-pit furnace. Other slag from the site 
was not particularly diagnostic.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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w
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g
 F

e
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s

Two features were identified that may be the remains of 
furnaces. One had the possibly in-situ remains of a slag 
block within it.

YesSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The site revealed a large number of isolated features as well as evidence for two structures and and some 
ironworking features. Structure 1 was an undated arc of post-holes interpreted as a probable animal pen. 
Structure 2 was a post-built roundhouse with Bronze Age pottery and numerous post-holes. Within the area 
of this structure, stratigraphically isolated, evidence for iron smelting was uncovered.

Location

The slag was primarily found in features 
F230 and F223 within Structure 2, a Bronze 
Age roundhouse. One piece from the fill 
(F229) of a post-hole (F228) associated 
with the roundhouse may be intrusive.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A shallow pit with finds of smelting slag found adjacent to the furnace. The house-structure may be 
contemporary with the ironworking, but if so it is likely that the RC date is based on old-wood and the its 
true age is later, either LBA or IA.

Published Unpublished ReportPart Published Preliminary Rep
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IID: 2

Scott ID:

SMR 	LF013-013---Name Aghadegnan

Co. LongfordTownland Aghadegnan

NGR 21338 27688

P.I. Judith Carroll Organisation

Judith Carroll & Co.Site_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Two radiocarbon dates were taken from 
the phase one ironworking spread and 
dated it to the 5th/6th centuries AD. The 
second ironworking phase probably 
dated to the 10th century.

Slag Yes kg8

The layer of charcoal contained waste fragments of ironworking 
activity consisting of small slag fragments approximately 5 - 15 
mm. In diameter, 'extracted iron particles' and burnt clay. There 
were fragements of iron attached to red burnt clay suggesting 
'kiln bottom'. In phase two a dump of c.8kg of slag was reported.

Heart NoFurnace No
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s

No features were identified that could be associated with 
ironworking apart from the rectangular feature identified 
as a possible trench type roasting pit by the excavator.

IndeterminSmelting

No roasted ore is reported from the possible roasting 
pit.

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A large circular earthwork. The earliest phases on the site showed evidence for a large pallisade enclosure 
represented by a trench with some packing stones for posts. The first phase of ironworking occurred over 
the pallisade trench and was associated with a circular post-built structure. This activity predated the 
construction of the large univallate banked and ditched enclosure. A second phase of ironworking was 
contemporary with the bank and ditch and consisted of a possible ore roasting pit and a spread of charcoal 
and slag. Structures and post-holes in the interior of the enclosure were not stratigraphically linked to the 
different phases of enclosure.

Location

No locational details. North half of the 
ringfort excavated.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Phase 1 Ironworking: This consisted of a long thin spread of charcoal and slag (F59/F147) following the line of 
and filling the pallisade trench in cuttings 8 and 10. It was about 3 - 4 cm thick and c. 15 cm wide. A circular 
structure seems to have been built in the same area in this phase, overlying the pallisade trench. 
Phase 2 Ironworking: 
This consisted of a cigar-shaped area of brown heavy grained fill in a man-made depression. In the middle of 
this was a thick deposit of charcoal F28. This overlay a group of stones arranged to form a sort of rough 
rectangular open trough (F16) c. 1.30 cm long and 50 cm wide.  A date came from this charcoal deposit F28 
(late 10th C). A deposit of slag and oxidised clay was found adjacent to this feature weighing c. 8 kg.

Published Unpublished ReportPart Published Preliminary Rep
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IID: 3

Scott ID:

SMRName Aghamore

Co. WestmeathTownland Aghamore

NGR 26122 24664

P.I. Byrnes, Emmett Organisation

Margaret Gowen & Co.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The date from the ironworking feature is 
Early Medieval with a later date from 
the charcoal kiln.

Slag Yes kg3.5

Iron slag reported including a 'furnace bottom' weighing 3-4kg 
from F15. This may represent an SHC but it is not entirely clear.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible

Iro
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w

o
rk
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g
 F

e
a
tu

re
s

Three distinct potential 'bowl furnaces' were identified 
by the excavator as well as the five sequential cuts noted 
in the charcoal kiln F17. Only one, F15 can be confidently 
identified as a metalworking feature but it is not clear if it 
relates to smithing or smelting. Its relatively large size 
may indicate the former.

PossibleSmelting

Nine ore-extraction pits identified: dug along bands 
of distinct compact grey/white sand in the subsoil, 
apparently with a view to extract the natural iron-
rich nodules that formed there.

Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A total of 22 archaeological features associated with ironworking and/or charcoal production.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Nine 'pits or scoops' on the site were identified as ore extraction features. Three probable charcoal making 
pits were identified. They were all sub-rectangular and had primary fills that were very charcoal rich. F17 had 
multiple pit-like cuts in it (F27-31), post-dating its use as a charcoal kiln and these were interpreted as 'bowl 
furnace' cuts.

Published Unpublished ReportPart Published Preliminary Rep
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Scott ID: 93

SMR TYR 044:045Name Altanagh Phase 1

Co. TyroneTownland Altanagh

NGR 26225 36933

P.I. Williams, B. B. Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Settlement - Enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Radiocarbon date from a pit associated 
with ironworking dates  it to the Early 
Medieval period.

Slag Yes kg0

'Substantial quantities' of slag reported in the north of the 
enclosure. Plan of findspots indicates c.23 finds of slag.

Heart YesFurnace Possible
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A number of pits identified filled with slag, charcoal and 
burnt clay. Only two have evidence for burning in-situ. 
One of these, F59 may be a smelting furnace. The other, 
F8 is too large to be a smelting furnace and may be a 
smithing hearth.

PossibleSmelting

Smelting tentatively identified through the 
identification of a possible smelting furnace base 
(F59).

Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Smithing is likely to have occured considering the 
amount of slag on the site and the identification of a 
probable smithing hearth.

A multi phase site with extensive prehistoric activity in a mound subsequently re-used as an 
enclosure/ringfort with two distinct phases, both with evidence for ironworking. The earliest phase, Layer 4 
was probably enclosed by a bank and provided little evidence of domestic activity despite the survival of 110 
features.

Location

Ironworking in North of site.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Phase 1 represented by Layer 4, a chocoloate brown occupation surface 6-15cm thick. 110 features but no 
evidence for domestic activity.  A stone pavement, F64 appears to have provided a work surface for F59, F63, 
F6, F65. Pottery from the area was redeposited prehistoric material.
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Scott ID: 93

SMR TYR 044:045Name Altanagh Phase 2

Co. TyroneTownland Altanagh

NGR 26225 36933

P.I. Williams, B. B. Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Settlement - Enclosed

Iron Age/Early Medi

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

RC date gives broad date range - 4th or 
5th century.

Slag Yes kg0

6 'cakes' of iron slag found in NE cutting together with many small 
pieces of iron slag, c. 118 in all based on plan of findspots; c.15 
slag pieces came from a cluster in the SE of the site.

Heart YesFurnace No
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A number of simple shallow pits with burning in-situ and 
charcoal and slag in close proximity were interpreted as 
bowl furnaces by the excavator. They are all listed as 
over 1m in maximum dimension and are therefore 
unlikely to be smelting furnaces. One had slag in its fill 
and has been interpreted as a smithing hearth.

NoSmelting

No evidence of smelting identified.

Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ Yes

Hammerscale reported. Considering iron artefacts 
identified on the site (iron penannular brooch and 
iron sword), secondary smithing probably took place.

A multi phase site with extensive prehistoric activity in a mound subsequently re-used as an enclosure with 
two distinct phases, both with evidence for ironworking. The later phase, Layer 3 was represented by a 
cobbled occupation surface extending over the entire site with the same limits as phase 1. A low stony bank 
with no ditch was identified which enclosed the site. Very little evidence for domestic occupation was 
recovered.

Location

Slag primarily in NE but also a smaller 
concentration in the SE corner along with 
a series of shallow pits associated with 
ironworking.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A pavement of sandstone slabs (F14), laid over F10 may have provided a working area in the vicinity of the 
'furnaces'. Flint is seen as E. Med and not residual prehistoric flint. Cremated bone appears in many of the 
ironworking-related features.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Ardan 3

Co. OffalyTownland Ardan

NGR 23495 22821

P.I. Janes, Tom Organisation

Headland ArchaeologySite_Type Indeterminate

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

One RC date giving a firm Iron Age date

Slag Yes kg0

Occasional ferrous slag reported.

Heart NoFurnace No
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The pits had no clay linings, no evidence for burning so 
not interpreted as furnaces/hearths.

NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Two isolated pits.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The first pit, (006), was circular in plan with vertical sides and an irregular base; it measured 0.25 m in 
diameter and 0.1 m in depth. However, these dimensions do not represent the original extent of the feature, 
as it had been truncated by a modern field drain. The fill, a black‐brown, firmly‐compacted sandy‐silt (005), 
contained occasional inclusions of ferrous slag, and charcoal flecking and Fragments. The second pit, (004) 
(Plates 1 ‐ 4), was located approximately 0.35 m to the west of (006). It measured 0.35 m in diameter and 
0.19 m in depth. It had a circular shape in plan with vertical sides and a slightly concave base. It was filled by 
firmly compacted, grey‐brown sandy‐silt (007), which also contained occasional inclusions of ferrous slag, 
and charcoal flecking and fragments.
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Scott ID: 77

SMR MA070-072Name Ardcloon

Co. MayoTownland Ardcloon

NGR 12687 29737

P.I. Rynne, Etienne Organisation

National Museum of IrelandSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Dated using a bronze pin to 7th-8th 
century.

Slag Yes kg2.353

One piece of slag reported: iron slag from fosse, weighed 5lb 3oz.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Simple ringfort with probable stone faced rampart. Interpreted as a single generation of habitation. Lots of 
animal bone.

Location

The fosse, particularly in the west seemed 
to be used as a rubbish dump, filled with 
unburnt animal bone and charcoal. A large 
lump of slag came from the fosse at the 
south side

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Slag found in a midden dump in the ditch of the ringfort
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Scott ID:

SMRName Ardsallagh 5

Co. MeathTownland Ardsallagh

NGR 28809 26391

P.I. Linda Clarke Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Indeterminate

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Finds included a blue glass bead and a 
bone.

Slag Yes kg0

Slag found in 'significant quantities'

Heart NoFurnace No
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None of the three pits are likely candidates for 
metalworking features.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The remains of a circular house structure, two linear ditches, pits, a drying kiln and two metalled stone 
surfaces. Three of the pit features had evidence for burning and lots of slag.

Location

It was situated 88m from the ruins of 
Cannistown church and graveyard.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Three pits produced slag. The first was large (1.16m by 2.2m by 0.43m) but was not fully exposed as it 
extended outside the road take. It contained 'a significant amount of slag' as well as layers of charcoal and 
burning. The further two pits (0.9m by 0.75m and 2.25m by 0.85m) contained animal bone and slag and both 
probably functioned as refuse pits. 
Additional features included a keyhole-shaped drying kiln three linear ditches, four small shallow linear 
features, two stone-metalled surfaces and two isolated post-holes.
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Scott ID:

SMR ARM 012:090Name Armagh - Abbey Street

Co. ArmaghTownland Armagh

NGR 28739 34536

P.I. Hurl, Declan Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The radiocarbon date of the ditch fill 
gives a terminus ante quem for the slag 
between the seventh and tenth 
centuries. .

Slag Yes kg0

Slag identified, but appears to have been a small amount and no 
details given.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A rescue excavation north of Armagh cathedral which revealed primarily medieval and later evidence. One 
ditch was identified in two trenches and was interpreted as a section of a ring ditch dating from the seventh 
to the tenth centuries.

Location

The site is located north of the monastic 
core of Armagh, in the Trian Saxon.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Some associated souterrain ware identified.
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Scott ID: 19

SMR ARM 012:066Name Armagh - Cathedral Hill

Co. ArmaghTownland Armagh

NGR 28744 34511

P.I. Brown, C. G. Organisation

Ministry of Finance, NISite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Radiocarbon dates surprisingly early but 
give a broad late Iron Age/Early 
Medieval range. Finds of stratified E-
ware at the base of the ditch provides a 
date range of late sixth to early eight 
century AD (Doyle 2009). Together they 
indicate a probable sixth century date.

Slag Yes kg0

Table 1: lists 8 pieces 'Tap Slag', 30 pieces of 'Cinder'. Ditch Phase 
1: 6 lumps of slag found in base (phase 1) with ass. RC date. 3 
more pieces from a posthole in the base. Ditch Phase 2: 3 pieces 
of slag. Ditch Phase 3, 2 lumps of slag layer 11a, 2 from layer 7. 
EMED pit E two lumps of 'tap slag'. Area G: clay area, used as a 
workshop; 12 lumps of slag from upper layers. Specialist analysis 
by Mr. E. Donaldson, QUB  showed iron slag. Identified as 
cinder/tap slag according to Tylecote (1962).

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavation focused on a large ditch, RC dated. Ditch filled in over time with bits of slag in the fill. Also an 
unusual articulated burial with osteo-perosis and a skull. Later phases of ditch have lots of evidence for 
bronze and enamel working. Final phase a causeway built in the ditch depression (a point of entry) and there 
seems to have been a workshop inside the ditch.

Location

South of the centre of the monastic 
enclosure, c.100 feet from it.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMR ARM 012:092Name Armagh - English Street

Co. ArmaghTownland Armagh

NGR 28749 34541

P.I. Crothers, Norman Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Dated by souterrain ware to the early 
medieval period but slag also found with 
medieval pottery. Not clear if 
redeposited or a continuation of 
ironworking.

Slag Yes kg0

67 pieces of 'slag and tuyere' identified. This includes some pieces 
of 'furnace lining'. Three 'furnace bottoms' noted and illustrated. 
They are interpreted here as SHCs.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Possible

H/ No

Three slag pieces illustrated that are clearly SHCs. 
The absence of evidence for smelting is suggestive of 
secondary smithing.

A rescue excavation showed up a series of late medieval features as well as evidence for industrial activity in 
the form of crucible fragments, iron slag, amber fragments & many lignite chips, flakes & ring fragments, 
which may date to the early medieval period. The terminals of two ditches were idnetified with sealed early 
medieval layers containing slag.

Location

Slag found distributed throughout the site 
which was very disturbed. Slag found in 
the fill of the ditches apparently not 
disturbed.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Slag in the ditches found associated with souterrain and in later fill with everted rim ware. Flint was also 
found throughout the site.
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Scott ID: 84

SMR OF001-001----Name Ballinderry II

Co. OffalyTownland BALLYNAHINCH

NGR 22158 23898

P.I. Hencken Organisation

Harvard ExpeditionSite_Type Crannog

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Newman (2002) dates the slag to the 
late 6th century based on artefactual, 
art-historical and stratigraphic analysis.

Slag Yes kg0

Hencken reported no 'positive iron slag', the 'conglomerated 
ferruginous matter' that was found was seen as probably natural. 
However the description of  it which mentions a deposit with 
agglomerations of hearth remains, charcoal and the ferruginous 
matter mentioned above suggests it does represent iron slag.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A small island in Ballinderry Lough excavated by Hencken in 1942 and re-interpreted recently by Newman. 
The Bronze Age phase was followed by an early medieval phase with evidence for wicker baskets, antler 
working high-status  brooches , gaming pieces, a hearth and some iron slag. The main crannog layer was built 
over this.

Location

Newman reports the slag as coming from 
Section III, 2 in the western quadrant of 
the crannog.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

slag comes from pre-crannog layer
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Scott ID:

SMR CO064-164----Name Ballinvinny North

Co. CorkTownland BALLINVINNY NORTH

NGR 17446 80342

P.I. Sherlock, Rory Organisation

Sheila Lane and AssociatesSite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The site produced an Iron Age date.

Slag Yes kg0

"slag was of the black dense heavy and metallic sounding 
(clinkery) variety".

Heart NoFurnace Possible
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Specialist analysis of the pit showed a lack of magnetic 
material and stopped short of identifying it as a furnace. 
The truncated nature of the feature mean a definitive 
interpretation is not possible.

PossibleSmelting

The slag was thought by the specialist to be from 
processing of bog iron ore.

Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

AR26 consisted of a single small, isolated pit which was clearly truncated by agricultural activity subsequent 
to its period of use.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 23

SMR CO045-055----Name Ballyarra

Co. CorkTownland Ballyara

NGR 18502 91678

P.I. Fahy, E.M. Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Souterrain

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Date of souterrain fill is based on a 
bronze ring-pin from the 7th century AD.

Slag Yes kg0

The souterrain fill contained a small quantity of iron slag and one 
'furnace botttom' of the type found at ballyvourney.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An isolated, unenclosed souterrain that may never have been completed

Location

The slag was found in the souterain

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Three wast flint flakes found
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Scott ID:

SMR GA082-013---Name Ballybrit

Co. GalwayTownland BALLYBRIT

NGR 13365 22741

P.I. Waddell, John Organisation

National University of Ireland, GalwaySite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Dated by site type. Find of a bronze 
spearhead may sugggest an earlier date 
but not securely contexted.

Slag Yes kg0

Slag reported, no details.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Rescue monitoring of a ringfort being partially destroyed by a race track. Revealed a masonry structure and a 
few finds including a bronze spearhead, possibly quite early as well as some slag, an early modern potsherd 
and a hone stone.

Location

Iron slag reported as coming mainly from 
the NW of the site

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Ballybrowney Lower 1

Co. CorkTownland Ballybrowney Lower

NGR 17914 90645

P.I. Cotter, Eamonn Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Enclosure

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Enclosure 4 was radiocarbon dated to 
the seventh or eight century AD as was a 
Kiln also found on site.

Slag Yes kg0

Only three pieces of slag, originally interpreted as copper 
smelting slag by Neil Fairburn but confirmed as iron slag by 
Marcos Matinon-Torres. One piece from a probable Bronze Age 
house/enclosure is probably intrusive.

Heart NoFurnace No
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The slag in the ditch of enclosure four came from a burnt 
clay context that appears to have been dumped in the 
ditch.

IndeterminSmelting

The slag was identified by the specialist as from 
smelting but no related features were identified.

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A bronze age settlement complex with an apparently EMED sub-rect enclosure to the north near an 
unexcavated ringfort. Excavation of a small portion of the ditch of the enclosure revealed a small amount of 
slag as well as deposits of clay and slag.

Location

The slag came from the ditch of enclosure 
4, the corner of which was excavated. The 
iron slag may have been associated with 
the extant ringfort which stands c. 50m to 
the west of the motorway route.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The southeast corner of a rectangular enclosure was excavated (enclosure 4).  Fragments of iron slag were 
recovered from this ditch. A cereal drying kiln also dated to the EMED was located at the southern end of the 
site.
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Scott ID:

SMR CL051-17601Name Ballycasey More (Part 1)

Co. ClareTownland Ballycasey More

NGR 14230 16309

P.I. Murphy, D.; O'Neill, T.; Tobin, R. Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd; Margaret GowSite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The large excavated area showed two 
phases of ironworking: Iron Age 
(Ballycasey More Part 1) and early 
medieval (Ballycasey More Part 2), both 
with radiocarbon dates.

Slag Yes kg0

One piece of early medieval slag was microscopically analysed but 
no proper study of the slag assemblages from any period on the 
site has been completed.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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The Iron Age pits C150 and C136 are morphologically 
very likely to be furnace pits. No furnaces or hearths 
were identified from the EMED area.

YesSmelting

The Iron Age furnace pits are indicative of smelting.

Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Cremated bone was associated with charcoal and 
slag in the Iron Age spreads. No clear evidence for 
smithing was reported.

A large area in Ballycasey More was excavated by a variety of different directors and companies. These 
revealed multi-period evidence including ironworking areas dating to the early medieval and Iron Age 
periods as well as an undated area. The Iron Age evidence (excavated by Deirdre Murphy) came from the 
south east of the excavated areas and consisted of potential 'bowl furnaces' and pits. The early medieval 
evidence (excavated by Tara O'Neill) came from the north of the area and was contemporary with the early 
phases of an EMED enclosure in the centre of the excavated areas. An undated spread of charcoal and slag 
was excavated by Red Tobin in the southwest of the site.

Location

The Iron Age evidence was located to the 
south east of the site on the margins of a 
waterlogged boggy area in the vicinity of 
Bronze Age fulachts. The early medieval 
evidence was located on high ground 
north of the contemporary enclosure. The 
undated spread excavated by Red Tobin 
was located to the southwest of the site.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Iron Age: Two spreads with iron slag and charcoal were identified. C068 had no cut and was spread on 
natural, it was over 2m wide and c.30cm deep. C139 was c.50cm in diameter and 8cm deep. The soil 
underneath it was oxidised.
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Scott ID:

SMR CL051-17601Name Ballycasey More (Part 2)

Co. ClareTownland Ballycasey More

NGR 14230 16309

P.I. Murphy, D.; O'Neill, T.; Tobin, R. Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd; Margaret GowSite_Type Indeterminate

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The large excavated area showed two 
phases of ironworking: Iron Age 
(Ballycasey More Part 1) and early 
medieval (Ballycasey More Part 2), both 
with radiocarbon dates.

Slag Yes kg0

One piece of early medieval slag from pit F160 was 
microscopically analysed (and was not diagnostic) but no proper 
study of the slag assemblages from any period on the site has 
been completed.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No furnaces or hearths were identified from the early 
medieval area.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A large area in Ballycasey More was excavated by a variety of different directors and companies. These 
revealed multi-period evidence including ironworking areas dating to the early medieval and Iron Age 
periods as well as an undated area. The Iron Age evidence (excavated by Deirdre Murphy) came from the 
south east of the excavated areas and consisted of potential bowl furnaces and pits. The early medieval 
evidence (excavated by Tara O'Neill) came from the north of the area and was contemporary with the early 
phases of an emed enclosure in the centre of the excavated areas. An undated spread of charcoal and slag 
was excavated by Red Tobin in the southwest of the site.

Location

The early medieval evidence was located 
on high ground north of the contemporary 
enclosure. The undated spread excavated 
by Red Tobin was located to the southwest 
of the site.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Iron Age: Two spreads with iron slag and charcoal were idnetified. C068 had no cut and was spread on 
natural, it was over 2m wide and long and c.30cm deep. C139 was c.50cm in diameter and 8cm deep. The soil 
underneath it was oxidised. It produced an Iron Age date. 
Early Medieval: Two clusters of pits and spreads were identified, seperated by a quarried area indicating they 
were originally related. Early medieval dates were returned for two pits (F163 and F160), one in each cluster.
Undated: A spread of charcoal and slag represented dump material with no in-situ burning.
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Scott ID: 24

SMR CO124-03400Name Ballycatteen

Co. CorkTownland Ballycatten

NGR 15820 45920

P.I. O'Riordain and Hartnett Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

E-ware dates black layer to the late sixth 
to early eight century. Its absence in the 
centre of the site and in souterrains 
suggests they represent a later 
phase/phases. An early medieval date is 
also supported by other artefacts.

Slag Yes kg13

30 lbs (13Kgs) of iron slag found in pieces from 20mm to 130mm 
in greatest dimension. About half from the early black deposit. 
Two 'furnace bottoms' identified. Heavier than rest of slag. Similar 
to those at Cahercommaun and Garranes.  One of the 'furnace 
bottoms' was found beside hearth IX.

Heart YesFurnace No
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Hearth V is interpreted as a rectangular smithing hearth.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

The 'furnace bottoms' combined with the description 
of Hearth V are very suggestive of secondary 
smithing activity.

Trivallate, large ringfort c.14 miles from Garranes with a complex defended gateway and 3 souterrains in the 
area excavated. Also a variety of hearths, pits and post-holes.

Location

A thick black organic deposit - 
approximately 0.3m deep - was uncovered 
immediately inside the wooden palisade in 
the southwest quadrant of the site. Half 
the slag came from this, but it also appears 
to have been spread in other areas.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

At the edge of, and just outside, the black layer a stone-built kiln was found.
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Scott ID:

SMR 	LA013-1120Name Ballydavis 1

Co. LaoisTownland Ballydavis

NGR 25086 20022

P.I. Keeley, Valerie Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Ring Ditch

Iron Age

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Ring-ditch 1 is dated firmly to the Iron 
Age through artefactual and radiocarbon 
dating. The other Ring-ditches are likely 
to be broadly contemporary and the 
finds of slag within the ditches of two 
Ring-ditches suggest the ironworking is 
contemporary.

Slag Yes kg0

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Eight pits identified in the vicinity of the group of ring 
ditches were seen as furnaces. They varied in size from 
55cm to 2.30m in diameter. All of them were roughly 
circular in plan apart from one figure of eight shaped 
feature. They were filled with layers of charcoal, burnt 
orange clay and iron slag. No detailed information is 
available to allow further interpretation.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An Iron Age complex excavated, covering 250m x 130m. It consisted of four ring-ditches, pits and a series of 
features interpreted as furnaces. Finds from the site included iron artefacts, a bronze box with parallels in 
Yorkshire, a large number of beads, cremation deposits, a bronze bracelet and four pieces of stone bracelets.

Location

Slag was found in the ditches of ring-
ditches one and two as well as from the 
features identified as furnaces by the 
excavator.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

In-situ burning was identified in the base of the biggest ring-ditch. This may have been associated with a 
crucible fragment and iron slag.
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Scott ID:

SMR LA013-02600Name Ballydavis 2

Co. LaoisTownland Ballydavis

NGR 25088 20035

P.I. Fegan, Grace Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Hilltop Enclosure

Iron Age

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

The ironworking evidence is not well 
dated but the site has radiocarbon dates 
ranging from the Late Bronze Age to the 
end of the Iron Age.

Slag Yes kg3

A small amount of slag was identified. This included characteristic 
smelting slags as well as some SHCs and fragments of smithing 
floor indicative of smithing. It is not clear if the slag is all 
contemporary.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Slag was associated with a number of negative features 
but there is insufficient information available to identify 
them as metallurgical features. Some of the features may 
have had dual purposes as both furnaces and hearths.

YesSmelting

Smelting slag identified but not in large quantities.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ Yes

It is not clear if the smithing activity relates to 
primary smithing or secondary smithing, though the 
presence of smelting slag is suggestive of the former.

The site consisted of the remains of a complex of burial monuments and ceremonial structures thought to 
date from the Late Bronze Age through to the Iron Age (c. 500 BC to AD 400). During this time the prominent 
hilltop was encircled by a large oval ditch measuring over 100m in diameter. Three smaller circular ditches 
were discovered within the larger enclosure as well as numerous other features including burials. The site is  
in close proximity and thought to be related to Ballydavis 1.

Location

Slag was found in a number of different 
contexts around the site.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Ballydavis 3

Co. LaoisTownland Ballydavis

NGR 25095 20013

P.I. Ó'Maoldúin, Ros Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Oak charcoal from the fill of furnace pit 
C015 was radiocarbon dated to the early 
Iron Age. A later, Early Medieval, date 
came from a pit in a different area of the 
site and appears to relate to a later 
phase of use.

Slag Yes kg1.7

Analysis identified slag indicative of smelting in a slag pit furnace.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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Two furnace pits were identified.

YesSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The excavation uncovered a number of features, including two deep bowl-shaped features and a pit that was 
partially surrounded by a slot-trench.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Two areas of burning (C020 & C020) in the same area as the furnaces (C015, C017) consisted simply of 
charcoal rich spreads of dark brown silty sand lying above heavily oxidised surfaces.
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Scott ID: 39

SMR DOW 032:014Name Ballyfounder

Co. DownTownland Ballyfounder

NGR 36207 34954

P.I. Waterman, D. M. Organisation

Archaeological Survey of Northern IrelandSite_Type Raised Rath

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

E-ware from the primary occupation 
layer provides a date range of late sixth 
to early eight century AD (Doyle 2009) 
for slag.

Slag Yes kg0

"Fragments of slag from the primary occupation levels probably 
indicate ironworking on the site."

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A 4m high mound built up over time from occupation levels. The primary occupation layer dated to the 
EMED period. Evidence for two circular buidings, hearths, post-holes and stake-holes were also identified. 
The final phase consisted of a 13th century Anglo-Norman Motte. Animal bone, mollusc shells, a bronze pin, 
part of a bone comb and souterrain ware were uncovered from these occupation layers. A fragment of E-
ware pottery, from a bi-conical pot, was also discovered in the primary occupation layer, as were a 
fragmentary iron ploughshare, chisel and door-hinge.

Location

No information

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Souterrain ware and e-ware found in the primary occupation layer.
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Scott ID: 3

SMR ANT 051:035Name Ballyhenry

Co. AntrimTownland Ballyhenry

NGR 33122 38517

P.I. Lynn, C.J. Organisation

Ministry of Finance, NISite_Type Enclosure

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

RC dates indicate early medieval date. 
Also, souterrain ware found in 
abundance on Ballyhenry II. Not  clear 
how dates relate to ironworking.

Slag Yes kg0

Scott (1990,162) identified slag lumps from the site

Heart NoFurnace No
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No furnace remains recovered

YesSmelting

Scott (1990, 154, 162) lists ore analysed from 
Ballyhenry in a table and reports two fragments of a 
small unconsolidated bloom.

Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Two enclosures excavated. Ballyhenry I had an enigmatic row of posts just inside the entrance and a possible 
circular structure at its centre. Ballyhenry II may have originated in prehistory and had two ditches on either 
side of a bank enclosing it. It is not clear which enclosure produced ironworking evidence.

Location

It is not clear which enclosure produced 
the ironworking evidence.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Ballykilmore 6

Co. WestmeathTownland Ballykilmore

NGR 24184 23724

P.I. Channing, John Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Two phases of ironworking. The early 
phase of  is dated by one RC date from 
feature C137 to the 5th-7th century AD 
and probably pre-church. The second 
phase dated to 14th or 15th century AD 
It is not known whether there was 
continuity between the early and later 
phases of ironworking.

Slag Yes kg20

The assemblage comprised a total of approximately 110kg, the 
majority of which (c.90kg) related to the later phase of 
metalworking. The early slag was primarily from smelting and was 
distinct chemically from the later assemblage. A small amount of 
smithing slag came from the two possible furnaces/hearths 
including an SHC from c139 resembling those from Clonfad.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Only four features identified potentially related to 
ironworking. Two of these belong to the EMED phase of 
ironworking. It is not clear if they are smithing hearths or 
smelting furnace pits. A charcoal spread in the vicinity of 
these (c1247) could possibly be the remains of a 
smithing  hearth but the evidence is not conclusive.

YesSmelting

The bog ore used in the early period was quite low in 
manganese and was chemically distinct from the 
later ore.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ Yes

Smithing slags including SHCs were found from the 
early phase of the site. Smithing pan and 
hammerscale also identified but it is not clear to 
which phase they belong.

A burial ground enclosed by a ditch and with over 900 burial events. Evidence for ironworking consisted of 
110kg of metallurgical residues. These split into two assemblages: an early medieval one with primarily 
smelting slag and a large medieval collection with primarily smithing evidence and a large number of unusual 
tuyeres. Only the early material is dealt with here. The stone foundations of a church were identified that 
postdate some of the ironworking and pre-date the second, medieval, phase of ironworking. The site is very 
close to the monastery at Clonfad.

Location

Evidence for iron smelting at an early 
period came from the area of the east end 
of the medieval church and to the south of 
the enclosure. The pair of furnace/hearths 
were located in the south of the enclosure

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Early slags were found primarily ..
Small quantities of residues were recovered from cut features within the enclosure, at least some of which 
could be demonstrated stratigraphically to be early in the history of the site and one of which has given a 
very early 14C date (c137; 5th-7th century AD).

Later slags were primarily found in the upper fills of the enclosing ditch
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Scott ID: 1

SMR N/AName Ballymacash

Co. AntrimTownland Ballymacash

NGR 32320 36632

P.I. Jope, E.M. Organisation

Ministry of Finance, NISite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Material culture is early medieval but 
the radiocarbon date is unusually late 
and probably anomolous.

Slag Yes kg0

Scraps of 'slag-like material' found.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A univallate banked and ditched enclosure with three phases. Unusually a rectangular structure in the centre 
of the site in the second phase was replaced with a circular structure in the third.

Location

'Slag like material' found scattered sparsely 
but widely over the whole of the 
excavated area.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A drying kiln was excavated outside the enclosure and souterrain ware was a common find on the site.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Ballynagallagh

Co. LimerickTownland Ballynagallagh

NGR 16431 13928

P.I. Cleary, Rose M. Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Settlement complex

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Radiocarbon dates from the site place it 
firmly in the early medieval period.

Slag Yes kg0.065

A tiny amount of slag recovered including one 'furnace bottom'.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The site consisted of an initial late sixth/seventh-century unenclosed settlement of circular houses, followed 
slightly later by a late seventh/eighth-century fence  and track-way which preceded a late-eighth/ninth 
century double palisaded enclosure and part of an eleventh-twelfth century enclosing ditch and track-way.

Location

The slag was found in residual secondary 
contexts.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 4

SMR ANT 058:040Name Ballyvollen

Co. AntrimTownland Ballyvollen

NGR 31323 37283

P.I. Williams, B.B. Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Ironworking Site

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The author dated the site to the seventh 
century, though the evidence from 
souterrain ware and radiocarbon dates 
can only confidently be narrowed to a 
date somewhere within a span from 
about the seventh to the ninth centuries 
AD.

Slag Yes kg170

A 'furnace bottom' found in the base of F4 and F1, cutting 1, also 
F1 (Cutting 2) and 170KG of slag in total from the site.

Heart NoFurnace Possible
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F4 is morphologically very similar to the base of a 
smelting furnace but this cannot be confirmed, 
particularly considering the reported possible SHC in its 
fill.

PossibleSmelting

Smelting is possible based on the morphological 
identificaiton of a possible smelting furnace.

Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The 'furnace bottom' may be an SHC produced in 
smithing.

Identified through circular cropmark but no evidence of a bank or ditch found on excavation. Some 
ephemeral evidence for a possible structure in the S. End of Cutting 1 but no evidence for domestic activity 
so unlikely to be a house.

Location

Slag found almost everywhere on site. Slag 
found almost everywhere on site. The 
deep trenches F1, 13, 20 and 21 seem 
most associated with the metalworking 
process. Numerous features in Cutting 1 
had slag and a few in cutting 2. In cutting 2 
a crescentic arc that ran beyond the 
cutting was partially excavated and had a 
'furnace bottom' at its base.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Souterrain ware directly associated with the iron slag. Fragments of bone are reported from F13 along with 
a  tuyere and it is suggested they may have been related to the ironworking. Flint finds were mostly 
'unworked or without retouch'
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Scott ID: 5

SMR ANT 050:036Name Ballywee

Co. AntrimTownland Ballywee

NGR 32185 38987

P.I. Lynn, C. J. Organisation

Ministry of Finance, NISite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

The site is dated artefactually and by 
radiocarbon to the ninth/tenth centuries.

Slag Yes kg0

Scott lists slag from the site and the online Northern Ireland Sites 
and Monuments Register mentions an ironworking area.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A well preserved early medieval enclosure with extensive stone foundations of houses and ancillary buildings 
as well as souterrains. One specific area noted as containing evidence for ironworking and non-ferrous 
working.

Location

An ironworking area was located to the 
west, just inside the larger bank of the 
enclosure.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Plan suggests the area was discrete and appears to co-incide with a paved area. There is also an ancillary 
rectangular building in close proximity which may be related. Some souterrain ware was found on the site.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Baronstown 1

Co. MeathTownland Baronstown

NGR 29440 25936

P.I. Linnane, Stephen J. Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Settlement complex

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Occupation on site probably from the 
6th to the 11th centuries. No clear 
dating for the metallurgical material.

Slag Yes kg20

A small amount of slag (3.36kg) found as well as a smithing pan 
(16.9kg). Mostly stray finds from ditch fills and isolated features.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ Yes

A large 16.4kg smithing pan identified. Found in a 
recut of the large inner enclosure ditch. Wallace 
appears to interpret it as the base of a smithing 
hearth, a stone lodged in it was interpreted as the 
lining of the hearth. The absence of smelting slag 
indicates secondary smithing.

A large ringfort with additional enclosures occupied for a number of centuries. Evidence for cereal drying, 
lots of animal bone, preservation of wooden vessels in ditch. Bridge into enclosure at south east with horse-
head burial. In vicinity of Collierstown burial ground. Interpreted as a large fortification for the protection of 
cattle. Abandoned about C11 or C12

Location

Not clear precisely where the smithing 
took place - probably outside the 
excavated area

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

One small spherical nodule of slag came from a figure of eight shaped cereal-drying kiln
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Scott ID:

SMR MA059-011---Name Bofeenaun

Co. MayoTownland BOFEENAUN

NGR 11131 30412

P.I. IAWU Organisation

Irish Archaeological Wetland UnitSite_Type Crannog

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD No

Chronology

Single phase crannog, Dendro dated to 
804±9

Slag Yes kg74

1845 pieces of slag recorded. Ranged in max diameter from 
10.62cm to 17.85cm. Depth 0.27cm to 9.36cm. The heaviest slag 
block 2.10kg. (found on the lakeshore outside crannog) - 
potential for discarding of ore into lake and also for it having 
been washed off. A single example of possible tap slag identified. 
Not definite evidence of tapping or even of smelting. 34 
fragments of furnace lining reported. 8 kg of slag examined by 
Gerry McDonnell.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting

McDonnell identified one piece of potential tap slag 
and some 'smelting slag' - very flowed, difficult to 
differentiate from smithing slag.

Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

One unfinished "partly-forged" iron artefact found 
suggesting secondary smithing. Several flag stones 
damaged by heating, possibly suggesting their use as 
anvils.

A single phase crannog with a stone paving and a ring of posts used for stabilisation rather than defence.

Location

Slag concentrated heavily in the north, just 
inside the ring of posts. Also heavy 
concentration of vitrified clay lining just 
beside.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 54

SMR FER 210:030Name Boho

Co. FermanaghTownland Carn

NGR 21281 34440

P.I. Proudfoot, V. B. Organisation

Queens University BelfastSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Date based on site morphology.

Slag Yes kg0

Fragments of iron slag 'similar  to  those  found  at  such  sites  as  
Lagore  Crannog' - possible SHCs? Spectrographic analysis: spectra 
of the soils very similar to those of the slags. Analysis done on 
samples of boulder clay showed that the fire-reddening observed 
in the 'fire pits' were caused by temps c.800-900C and  
subsequent quenching.

Heart NoFurnace No
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Two pits identified but no plan or section so not clear if 
they are associated with ironworking. No slag reported 
from their fills.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A univallate rath on an upland plateau with two possible phases of activity. Bank but no ditch detected. 
Evidence for circular hut settings and two hearths/fire pits.

Location

Unknown

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Brigown

Co. CorkTownland Brigown

NGR 18230 11190

P.I. Carroll, Miriam Organisation

John Purcell Archaeological ConsultancySite_Type Enclosure

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

No radiocarbon date as the charcoal was 
too contaminated but site morphology 
and historical sources suggest a date in 
the Early Medieval Period.

Slag Yes kg0

A 'large amount' of 'metal slag' that is very likely to be from 
ironworking identified.

Heart NoFurnace Possible
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One pit C88 had in-situ burning, vitfrified clay and some 
metal slag. It measured 62x51x15c. No detailed 
information is available to allow further interpretation.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavation partially revealed the western outer limits of a possible enclosure with metalworking waste and a 
possible furnace at its NW end. Several other pits and linear features were also excavated in its interior and 
exterior. The site is bordered to the SE by a river and an early monastery (‘Brigown’) with a church, holy well, 
round tower and millstone. The Book of Lismore records the place-name ‘Bri-gobh-unn’ or the ‘bree’ or hill 
of the smith and it may have been named in honour of the seven master smiths who worked there.

Location

The metallurgical evidence was found in 
the NW of the site, dumped in the ditch 
and in features in the vicinity.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The northern end of ditch C8 had large amount of charcoal and slag-rich fills with occasional lumps of 
redeposited clay. Possibly for lining.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Bushfield 1

Co. LaoisTownland Bushfield

NGR 22876 18550

P.I. Wiggins, Ken Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The ironworking area is spatially 
associated with the early medieval 
enclosure but a radiocarbon date from 
one of the pits (it is unclear which pit) 
associated with ironworking indicates an 
Iron Age date. At the same time pit F050 
produced an erroneous mesolithic date.

Slag Yes kg80

Only a very small amount of slag came from the area with the 
possible furnaces. It seems that the majority of the slag came 
from the pits and post-holes excavated within the enclosure. It is 
not clear what type of slag was found.

Heart NoFurnace Possible
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A group of five clay-lined and heat-affected pits were 
identified as furnaces although only one had slag in its 
fill. More of these pits may have been present outside 
the land take. Without specialist analysis of the site it is 
not possible to confirm the function of the pits or their 
association with ironworking.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An Iron Age ironworking area adjacent to a settlement/cemetery dating to the EMED. A number of 'slagpit 
furnaces' were located in Zone A, 13m northwest of the early medieval enclosure that formed the main part 
of the site. They were grouped together in a 3m x 3m area forming a sub-circular shape.

Location

Five possible furnaces (C086, C088, C090, 
C092, C095) were located outside the main 
enclosure, they formed a sub-circular 
shape in a 3x3m area. A second, seperate 
area with slag lay in the western half of the 
enclosure contained the large pit C050 as 
well as post-holes and charcoal rich pits. .

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The largest pit on site, an 'industrial pit' F050 was dated to the Mesolithic by charcoal from its base - thought 
to be old wood effect. It showed no evidence of burning but had burnt and unburnt bone, charcoal and a 
large amount of slag. Other features in the vicinity of the pit included postholes and charcoal-rich pits.
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Scott ID: 21

SMR CL010-06400Name Cahercommaun

Co. ClareTownland Tullycommon

NGR 12818 19649

P.I. Hencken, H. O'Neill Organisation

Harvard ExpeditionSite_Type Cashel

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

The ironworking is not clearly dated but 
material culture from the site can be 
dated from the fifth/sixth centuries to 
the ninth/tenth centuries AD

Slag Yes kg0

Dozens of small pieces of slag found throughout the fort as well 
as three large circular cakes 12-20cm in diameter and 4-10cm 
thick.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No clear ironworking features identified although some 
ash  spreads were found associated with slag.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A large multi-vallate stone fort with c.12 circular hut structures inside. Stratigraphy basic - earlier and later 
layer, later re-assessment added one more, earlier phase. Some slag found but no definite ironworking 
features although the large number of honestones may suggest smithing. Interestingly, a brazed handbell 
was recovered during excavation.

Location

Cakes from souterrain B and lower level of 
white ashes from hearth G and from upper 
layer

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 36

Scott ID:

SMR KE070-04301Name Caherlehillan

Co. KerryTownland CAHERLEHILLAN

NGR 57228 83515

P.I. Sheehan, John Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

The earliest phase of the site dated to 
the mid-5th to early 6th centuries by 
radiocarbon dates and imported  E and 
B ware. The site continued to develop in 
the later sixth and seventh century.The 
metalworking in the domestic area may 
have been early: two radiocarbon dates 
from an overlying layer dated to cal. A.D. 
570-661 and cal. A.D. 647-779.

Slag Yes kg0

Slag and 'furnace bottoms' reported but no analysis.

Heart NoFurnace No
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A shallow  subrectangular pit with burnt sides was found 
in the south-west of cutting 3 measuring 107x67x17cm. 
One small piece of iron slag was found in the fill. No 
further details available. Other features with burnt sides 
also reported.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A possible anvil stone reported from the site 
suggested smithing activity.

An early eccelesiastical site with later child-burials. The earliest phase, dated to the mid 5th to early 6th 
centuries AD consisted of the construction of drainage ditches, an enclosing stone wall and a wooden 
church. Some of the burials on the site were contemporary with the earliest church, including a possible 
founders grave. The centre and southwest of the site had a domestic area including structures, imported 
pottery and an ironworking area.  The site continuted in use until the seventh or eight century AD.

Location

The metalworking area was in cutting 3 in 
the SW

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Cutting 3 had most of the metalworking evidence. It included post-holes, a pit backfilled with stones was also 
found. There were two phases: a compact spread with evidence for metalworking and a charcoal-rich layer 
with occasional pieces of slag suggesting an earlier period of metalworking. Large quantities of imported 
pottery were found in area 3. Area 7 was an extension of Area 3 and had E and B ware, whetstones, spindle-
whorls and metal slag as well as a number of post and stake holes. Cutting 1, under the cillin had an l-shaped 
trench with a moderate amount of slag and a corroded nail.
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IID: 37

Scott ID:

SMRName Caherweelder 7

Co. GalwayTownland Caherweelder

NGR 14462 21659

P.I. Hegarty, Linda Organisation

Eachtra ArchaeologySite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The two radiocarbon dates acquired for 
the site revealed dates tightly clustered 
in the Iron Age period (cal BC 92 –cal AD 
60).

Slag Yes kg0

No details of slag quantities are given. Specialist analysis 
identified the slag as being from a pit furnace but no specialist 
report is included in the final report. A modest quantity of flow 
slags is reported from sieved samples. C9 appears to be a mass of 
slag and baked clay , probably the in-situ remains of smelting slag 
combined with furnace superstructure.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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The features excavated probably represent the remains 
of a sunken shaft furnace.

YesSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The excavation of a charcoal-rich layer atop a gravel ridge at Caherweelder revealed an ironworking hearth 
or furnace which produced two Iron Age dates. A single chert piece, identified as a possible hone stone, was 
found, and along with a small but varied animal bone assemblage, including cattle, pig, sheep/goat and red 
deer may represent detritus from a broad time span.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 38

Scott ID:

SMRName Cahircalla More

Co. ClareTownland Cahircalla More

NGR 13251 17553

P.I. Taylor, Kate Organisation

TVAS Ireland LtdSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Dates 6th-7th centuries. Enclosure dated 
by cattle bone from a ditch slot to 
AD467-655. The structure was dated by 
cereal grains from one of the foundation 
slots to AD 559-663. RC dates give date 
of backfilling. Later dates from fills of 
associated field systems - went out of 
use after the enclosure and structure.

Slag Yes kg16.6

16.6KG of slag and related material recovered. Bulk slags like PCBs 
dumped in the enclosure ditch, including 4 PCBs and a possible 
chisel.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No clear hearth but some evidence of in-situ burning in 
one of the pits in the structure. Frags of hearth lining 
reported.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ Yes

Waste pieces of iron identified from one of the pits in 
the structure. Two stone artefacts identified as 
possible mini anvils or work surfaces. Quantities of 
hammerscale and other micro-slags found in the pits 
in the structure and in the gulies.

An early medieval sub-circular enclosure, majority excavated. Foundations of a small building revealed and 
analysis of the iron slag in the structure indicates it was a smithy. Several elements of a large system of rect 
field boundaries associated with the enclosure.

Location

The small oval structure was located in the 
S of the enclosure and appears to have 
been the focus of activity. Slag was also 
recovered from the fill of the enclosure 
ditch

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The enclosure was 38m X 26m and sub-circular. An oval structure was identified in the enclosure. Two pits- 
1.41m by 0.5m and 0.15m deep; and 1.19m by 0.75m and 0.3m deep- were excavated within this building. 
The fills of both pits produced quantities of iron slag and charcoal as well as burnt mammal bone fragments 
and cereal grains. Another two early medieval pits were excavated within the enclosure. The pits - 0.50m by 
0.70m and 0.43m deep; and 0.23m by 0.40m and 0.20m deep produced iron fragments, iron slag, burnt 
animal bone and cereal grains. Both pits were irregular-shaped and were interpreted as possible stone 
sockets in which domestic refuse collected. Patches of grey or white sandy clay were noted around the site, 
particularly near the structure and may be to do with the metalworking.
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Scott ID: 55

SMR FER 154:046Name Carn

Co. FermanaghTownland Carn

NGR 22312 36349

P.I. Brannon, N.F. Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Cashel

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Slag not dated. Dated through 
morphology and possible spindle whorl. 
A saddle quern may suggest an earlier 
date.

Slag Yes kg0

"Quantities of slag were recovered during the excavation, from 
trenches 3, 4, 5, 7 , 8, 9. The absences of detailed stratigraphy 
and variations in area exploitation prevented useful conclusions 
being draw from analysis, which revealed that the slags suggested 
the presence of crude iron smelting, some of the pieces 
containing a large proportion of the compound fayalite 2FeO 
SiO2."

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A possible Cashel or promontory fort. A large stone d-shaped enclosure with an escarpment on one side. No 
stratigraphy inside the walls.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 40

Scott ID:

SMRName Carnmeen

Co. DownTownland Carnmeen

NGR 30884 33089

P.I. Paul Masser and Magnar Dalland Organisation

Headland ArchaeologySite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

The ironworking dated to an early 
medieval phase on the site, though 
there was also medieval activity.

Slag Yes kg51

56 SHCs found between both sites, Carnmeen and Henning's land. 
Two 'Slag Amalgams' or vitrified lining frags found with slag 
attached.

Heart NoFurnace No
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PossibleSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Yes

H/ Yes

The SHCs seem small enough and fit comfortably into 
a smithing range although the author identifies 5 big 
ones that she suggests could be from smelting. Also 
identifies "superimposed PCSCs" where multiple 
smithing episodes produced big slag cakes. 
Hammerscale and slag spheres identified from 25 
contexts at CR and HL, mostly from pit 2007. Slag 
spheres also identified. Smithing floor identified from 
Pit 20007.

A ringfort that seems to have been re-worked in the medieval period. It is some 20m in internal diameter 
enclosed by a stone or stone-revetted bank, which may have been to some extent levelled into the outer 
ditch which was 3.6m wide x at least 0.6m deep (it was not excavated to full depth).  A souterrain was 
excavated in the NE of the site. Post-holes indicated the presence of at least two round houses and a 
possible rectangular house in the NW of the ringfort. An occupation spread in this area produced slag, 
pottery, iron artefacts, a lignite bracelet and a pounding stone. A second souterrain was excavated 50m to 
the west of the ringfort. Two figure-of-eight-shaped corn-drying kilns were excavated to the south-west and 
west of the ringfort. An industrial area (Hennings Land: IID:113) lay to the southeast. Much of the slag from 
that site is thought to have rolled downhill from Carnmeen.

Location

No plan so not clear where slag 
concentrated but the centre of the site 
was not excavated

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Area A: Souterrain - 14.3KG of vitrified material. Slag is homogenous and ash-rich and interpreted by the 
author as not from ironworking. Sooting of interior walls and burnt organic deposits suggest some burning in-
situ, possibly late use for cereal drying.
Area D: concentration of ironworking residues including pits and stakeholes with PCBs, hammerscale and 
slag spheres. 
Area C: Pit 2007- Contained smithing pan plus most of the hammerscale and slag spheres. A probable dump 
from smithing.
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Scott ID: 67

SMR LI032-053001Name Carraig Aille I

Co. LimerickTownland Lough Gur

NGR 16528 14070

P.I. O'Riordain, S. P. Organisation

University College DublinSite_Type Cashel

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Site dated artefactually and 
morphologically.

Slag Yes kg0

"The presence of iron slag at both forts on Carraig Aille shows 
that iron-working was being carried out by the inhabitants"

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A stone walled univallate enclosure or cashel with evidence for early medieval structures and hearths in the 
interior

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 67

SMR LI032-053003Name Carraig Aille II

Co. LimerickTownland Lough Gur

NGR 16534 14064

P.I. O'Riordain, S. P. Organisation

University College DublinSite_Type Cashel

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Site thought to date c8th - 10th century. 
Ring pins etc suggest viking 
contact/influence

Slag Yes kg0

"The presence of iron slag at both forts on Carraig Aille shows 
that iron-working was being carried out by the inhabitants"

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A univallate stone enclosure with extensive evidence for strucutres and craft activities. A number of silver, 
possibly viking-related finds discovered in a hoard secreted in the wall.

Location

"Iron working was attested by the finding 
of a small quantity of iron slag near the 
north wall of House I". House 1 lay to the 
north of the main enclosure, in a seperate 
rectangular enclosure.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMR N/AName Carrickmines Great

Co. DublinTownland Carrrickmines Great

NGR 32228 22377

P.I. Ó'Drisceoil, C Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Settlement - unenclosed

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Radiocarbon dated furnace and 
associated remains.

Slag Yes kg1.2

Slag assemblage from furnace consists of 550g of dense, well 
flowed, slag prills and blebs. Also some slag from the large pit - 
670g, broadly resembling those from the furnace.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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1 slag pit furnace identified. In-situ slag at base but above 
this more mixed detritus.

YesSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An open excavation that turned up an unenclosed 'homestead' (Structure 1) with evidence for cereal use, a 
furnace and possibly charcoal production.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Structure 1: the hut or house structure radiocarbon dated to 400Bc - 0AD was broadly contemporary with 
the  ironworking but the material dated may be later than the structure. In the vicinity were a number of 
post holes that may have been a fence line, undated. Also a large irregular 'fire place' that may have been 
used for charcoal production and also had some slag as a secondary fill.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Carrigoran

Co. ClareTownland Carrigoran

NGR 13894 16719

P.I. Reilly, Fiona Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Enclosure

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Ironworking dated to the ninth or tenth 
centuries by two radiocarbon dates

Slag Yes kg30.4

12.2KG of SHCs. 8.4KG from smelting, 8.1KG indeterminate
0.6kg Vitrified/slagged lining material, 1.1kg of clinker, coal etc 
from top soil.

Heart YesFurnace Yes
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Two potential furnaces were identified: C767 and C887. 
The interpretation of both furnaces is not certain as one 
has an unusual slag assemblage and the other has no 
evidence for in-situ burning. C768 may be a smithing 
hearth- slag assemblage is consistent with smithing. It is 
1.15m x 0.77m.

YesSmelting

Two small pieces of iron ore recovered from the 
excavation but no clear indication that they had any 
relationship with the smelting on site.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

Characterisation of the SHCs suggests the 
assemblage, though small, lies between those from 
primary production sites and smithing sites.

A multi-phase site starting with Phase 1: post-holes and stake-holes, pos. buildings; Phase 2: build up of 
material after Phase 1; Phase 3 Dated to EMED, field wall and trench activity with ironworking evidence; 
Phase 4: post-field  system construction; Phase 5 field system destruction; Phase 6: C19

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Phase 3: several small, stone-walled and ditched fields located on the site. Evidence of ironworking found in 
two areas in form of pits and slag. Area A: Pit C887 and a thin-crust type SHC indicate smelting and bloom-
smithing. C714 was an unusual linear stone feature near C887 with flanking upright slabs and a flat slab at 
one end. It may potentially be linked to the ironworking on the site. Area G:
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Scott ID:

SMRName Carrowdotia

Co. ClareTownland Carrowdotia

NGR 13692 18309

P.I. Taylor, Kate Organisation

TVAS Ireland LtdSite_Type Cashel

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

An RC date of 687-937 cal. AD from 
short lived wood.

Slag Yes kg0.54

Slag analysis identified hammerscale and no other diagnostic 
slags, only 540g recovered, all from Pit 2.

Heart YesFurnace No
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One pit (2) contained slag and a quantity of hammerscale 
indicating use as a hearth.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ Yes

The identification of hammerscale is indicative of 
smithing, probably secondary.

An area adjacent to a probable EMED cashel was excavated. Two small pits, one with evidence of 
metalworking, were possibly related to the fort. One of these pits was radiocarbon dated to between the 8th 
and 9th centuries AD. A gravel-surfaced roadway and flanking ditches were also examined. Pottery found in 
association with the roadway suggests that it was in use by the 17th century.

Location

Two small pits located fairly close to the 
possible cashel site

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Pit 1 oval in plan, 82cm x 65cm x 20cm with a steep sided concave profile.  Upper two fills rich in charcoal, 
lower fairly sterile.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Carrowkeel 1

Co. MayoTownland Carrowkeel

NGR 10965 31705

P.I. Zajaz, Suzanne Organisation

Mayo County CouncilSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Quernstones, ringpin from ringfort ditch 
indicate EMED date.

Slag Yes kg0

Slag found

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A univallate ringfort site with evidence for a previous ditch under surviving bank. Much later use as a 
children's burial ground.

Location

The north of the site was fully excavated

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

An oval pit 2.2m long by 1.15m wide, dug into natural gravel, underlay disturbed ploughsoils in the interior 
of the site.An organic deposit overlay natural gravel to the south of the pit. Both features contained slag, 
corroded metal objects, animal bone and bone pins. The pins were identified as possible weaving tools
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Scott ID:

SMRName Carrowkeel 2

Co. GalwayTownland Carrowkeel

NGR 15932 22394

P.I. Wilkins, Brendon Organisation

Headland ArchaeologySite_Type settlement/cemetery

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Ditch dated to seventh or eight centuries.

Slag Yes kg0

Not a large amount of slag. Residual, found mainly in fill of ditches

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A multi-period enclosure and cemetery site, partially excavated. Four separate phases of burial activity. 132 
burials. General indicators of settlement include a large animal bone assemblage, pits, two cooking pits, and 
iron slag recovered from ditch features.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Castlefarm 1

Co. MeathTownland Castlefarm

NGR 30039 24160

P.I. O'Connell, Aidan Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Settlement/Cemetery

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

6 PHASES: Prehistoric, EMED inner 
enclosure ditch, EMED outer enclosure 
ditch, EMED enclosure annex, EMED 
outer enclosure ditch extension, Later 
MED. RC dates indicate settlement from 
c.400-1000. All short lived samples. 
Ironworking not well dated as the one 
'bowl furnace' dated did not contain slag.

Slag Yes kg75.597

A total of 75.597Kg of iron slag was recovered. 17 SHCs identified, 
two conjoined SHCs and some fragments. The 17 SHCs ranged in 
diameter from 6-16cm, they ranged from circular to oval and had 
a variety of profiles. They weighed between 0.249-1.762Kg, 
averaging 0.643Kg. 10.932Kg total weight representing 14.46% of 
the assemblage.

Heart NoFurnace No
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Three features were identified as potential furnaces 
initially and then as smithing hearths. However, it 
appears that two of the pits (F943 and F177) contained 
no slag making their identification as hearths very 
uncertain. F623 was not seen as a hearth by the specialist 
who identified F304, F622 and F60 as potential hearths. 
However, all of these were interpreted as secondary 
deposits by the excavator.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

Slag analysis points conclusively to secondary 
smithing, including indications that welding was 
taking place.

Multi-period site with Neo eivdence, an IA ring ditch and then a continous occupation between the fifth and 
13th centuries in a succesion of ditched enclosures. No structural evidence survived. Large animal bone 
assemblage (700kg). Evidence for metalworking in both iron and copper as well as a series of eight early 
medieval wells.

Location

The 'furnaces' are located between the 
inner and outer enclosure, to the west and 
southwest, with one inside the inner 
enclosure, to the north.  The majority of 
the pieces were recovered from ditch fills 
from the outer and inner enclosure ditch, 
with occasional pieces coming from 
features interpreted as rubbish pits, 
gullies, and charcoal deposits.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

F304 was a shallow pit which produced slag, and F622 was a charcoal deposit associated with oxidised clay, 
the analytical results indicates both these features were likely to have been used as smithing hearths where 
forging of iron artefacts took place. F50 and F201 are ditch fills and slags were probably dumped into these 
features when hearths were being cleaned out. The associated artefacts of an iron blade and nail fragment 
from F50 and an iron mount and hook from F201 points to the type of artefacts being forged.
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IID: 49

Scott ID:

SMRName Cavanapole

Co. ArmaghTownland Cavanapole

NGR 27820 34350

P.I. Crothers, Norman Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Dated artefactually by the souterrain 
ware

Slag Yes kg0

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Monitoring of topsoil stripping beside a quarry uncovered a broad shallow ditch in the area of a destroyed 
ringfort. Finds recovered, the vast majority from the ditch, include a sherd of souterrain ware, ironworking 
slag, crucible fragments, a fragment of tuyere, a small piece of amber, and several metal objects including a 
complete ring-pin, with the ring articulate.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A sherd of souterrain ware possibly associated with the slag
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Scott ID:

SMRName Caw

Co. DerryTownland Caw

NGR 22460 44183

P.I. Bowen, Peter Organisation

Archaeological Development Services LtdSite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age/Early Medi

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

A charcoal sample (unknown species) 
from one of the possible furnaces was 
dated AD376-426 (1 sigma) but details 
are not available.

Slag Yes kg0

Some of the slag appears to have ben deliberately cut, perhaps 
when seperating the bloom. Some of it "has the characteristics of 
having formed on a furnace base", possibly a reference to SHCs.

Heart NoFurnace Possible
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The remains of two subsoil-cut 'bowl furnaces' were 
excavated in Area 7. No details available for further 
interpretation.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A site excavated as it was recorded in the annals as a battle site. Areas 5-10 all had evidence for ironworking 
with a large amount of slag being recovered. Two potential furnaces were excavated in Area 7 with one 
being radiocarbon dated to the Late Iron Age

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Areas 5/10 and Area 12 were located running in a westerly direction across the high ground. They consist of 
isolated groups of pits and post-holes, none of which form part of a structure. Evidence indicative of 
ironworking has been found in all these areas, with a large amount of slag being recovered. A few badly 
corroded iron nails have been recovered and it is possible that they were produced on-site, although they 
may represent later intrusions or stray finds. These are the only iron artefacts that have been found from an 
archaeological deposit on the site.
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IID: 51

Scott ID:

SMRName Chapelbride 1

Co. MeathTownland Chapelbride

NGR 27031 27493

P.I. Danaher, Ed. Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Both pits were dated to the early-mid 
Iron Age and are probably contemporary

Slag Yes kg0

A very small amount of slag seems to have been recovered, less 
than 1kg.

Heart YesFurnace No
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A small sub-circular pit was found filled with charcoal, 
stones and burnt clay. A second pit with slag and 
hammerscale is likely to be a smithing hearth.

NoSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ Yes

Likely to relate to secondary smithing considering the 
small amount of slag. Ribwort plantain seeds were 
found in the fill of the hearth and may relate to 
kindling.

Very few features were present within this site. Two Iron Age features, one of which contained evidence for 
ironworking, were recorded at the site as well as a spread and a field drain. Earlier testing had identified a 
posthole and a stakehole

Location

The two pits are located a good 30m apart.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Testing prior to M3 uncovered a number of dispersed features, including a post-hole and a stake-hole and an 
oval pit that contained a small amount of slag material. Full excavation revealed an undated ditch/drain 
(F10), a natural depression (F6) and two pits dating to the iron age that probably relate to ironworking.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Cherryville Site 12

Co. KildareTownland Cherryville

NGR 26945 21190

P.I. Breen, Thaddeus Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

One RC date from furnace giving a 
definite Iron Age date.

Slag Yes kg16.3

Two groups of slag: probable in-situ fine-grained residues and 
reworked assemblages of larger residue pieces. Two extremely 
large blocks of vitrified lining and lining slag came from F4 (2.8kg) 
and F5 (0.8kg).

Heart PossibleFurnace Yes
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Two features (F2 and F7) were interpreted as furnace 
bases based on their slag assemblages. Two others (F8 
and F6) are possible furnaces but F6 had a non-diagnostic 
slag assemblage and F8 yielded no slag.

YesSmelting

First slag group (indicative of smelting) includes: 
Dense descending slag prills "coffee bean" spheroidal 
slag droplets, dull slag blebs, porous material 
resembling sinter, sandy lining material and lining-
dominated slag.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. No

H/ No

A single example of a smithing hearth cake identified 
from coarser material. Likely to be primary 
considering context.

A spread out group of 9 features (in a strip 25m long and 5m wide), four of which are probable smelting pits 
with the rest possibly related to corn-drying. The features are known to have originally spread in a long line 
as areas outside the road take were also stripped and no features were identified.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Feature 1: No slag, circular depression, clay lined, function unknown. Flint found in this feature
Feature 3: Figure of 8 shaped feature. Little slag in lower levels. Top fills lots of smelting slag. Abandoned 
feature filled with slag, possibly a corn-drier. Flint found in this feature
Feature 4: Large bowl-shaped. Natural is burnt. Much larger than remains of furnaces. Contained large lumps 
of vitrified clay. Function unclear. Feature 5: Key hole shaped. Filled with metallurgical debris very similar to 
that in Feature 4. Kiln? Feature 9: Irregular feature. Several charcoal-rich fills, one of which (c7) yielded four 
small pieces of probable smelting slags. Slags prob don't relate to usage. Potentially a charcoal production 
pit. Flint interpreted as residual
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Scott ID: 62

SMR KE079-03200Name Church Island

Co. KerryTownland Church Island

NGR 43025 78570

P.I. O'Kelly, M.J. Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Earliest phase of the site is dated to the 
early medieval period through site 
morphology, art-historical evidence, an 
ogham inscription and artefactual 
evidence. Slag found in this primary 
phase related to the wooden 
roundhouse. 33 burials from the first 
phase suggests it lasted some time.

Slag Yes kg0

A 'considerable quantity of iron slag' from the wooden round hut. 
Both inside and outside. Winkle and  limpet shells found on site.

Heart NoFurnace No
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A shallow pit (50cm in diameter, 10cm deep) found to 
the west of the stone roundhouse hearth was identified 
as a bowl furnace belonging to the wooden roundhouse. 
However, the lack of evidence for burning does not 
support interpretation as a hearth or furnace.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

The activity on the island is likely to represent 
smithing as smelting ore on the island would be 
extremely impractical.

An early church site with a number of phases starting with two wooden buildings (1 circular, 1 rect) and a 
graveyard. Later phases include a stone oratory, roundhouse and rect house and finally an enclosing wall. 
Recent excavations revealed a stepped shrine belonging to the earliest phase.

Location

The iron pit was from earliest phase, inside 
wooden roundhouse. Located at the 
centre of the island

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The slag was associated with an occupation deposit in and around the partial remains of the stone setting of 
a wooden circular house/hut.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Claureen

Co. ClareTownland Clayreen

NGR 13252 17804

P.I. Hull, Graham Organisation

TVAS Ireland LtdSite_Type Ring Ditch

Iron Age

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Ring ditch dated to IA but slag not in a 
safe context.

Slag Yes kg0

A very small quantity of what appears to be ferruginous slag 
(04E0026:21) was recovered by sieving from a disturbed portion 
of the gully fill (cut 5). This material may represent ancient 
metalworking or be intrusive modern deposits.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A small ring-ditch 6m in diameter. Cremated human bone and glass beads recovered. RC dated to the late IA.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 94

SMR TYR 058:033Name Clogher

Co. TyroneTownland Clogher Demesne

NGR 25387 35133

P.I. Warner, R. B. Organisation

Ulster MuseumSite_Type Hilltop Enclosure

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The ironworking dates to the 5th or 6th 
century, prior to the construction of the 
ringfort. This is also the period the 
penannular brooch 'factory' dates to, 
with the dating being supported by finds 
of B-amphorae.

Slag Yes kg0

No analysis of the slag is available although 'furnace bottoms' are 
indicated on the plan in Scott (1990) as well as pieces of 'large' 
and 'small' slag.

Heart YesFurnace Possible
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Warner (1973) records one 'furnace' and the stone lined 
feature. Scott records two 'furnaces' plus the stone lined 
feature. The plan of the area indicates the stone lined 
feature and one other heat-affected feature, indicating 
Warner is correct. It is not possible to say without 
analysis of the slag if 'Furnaces' 1 and 2 are related to 
smelting or smithing.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ Yes

The plan of the ironworking area in Scott (1990) 
shows what looks like a large stone anvil beside the 
stone lined feature. Scott (1983, 61) reports 
hammerscale from around the stone anvil.

The first enclosure at Clogher was a unique stone and timber fort dated to the 5th century BC. This was 
followed sometime between the first and fourth centuries AD by a second hillfort of sub-rectangular shape. 
Warner (2000) suggests this was re-occupied in the fourth century by Romano-British invaders who built an 
oval, ditched enclosure, possibly with an outer bank and pallisade. This was occupied until late in the sixth 
century when a large univallate ringfort was constructed together with an inauguration mound and a 
possible cattle enclosure. The site had extensive exotic material culture including pottery, jewellery and 
weaponry together with evidence for glass and enamel working and a large bronze workshop in use over a 
long period and contemporary with the ironworking.

Location

The iron-working furnaces had been dug 
into the silted-up ditch of the second Hill-
Fort, on a platform which had removed the 
Hill-Fort bank. Ironworking features were 
only found in one area despite slag being 
found in other areas where enamel work, 
non-ferrous metallurgy and glass making 
were being undertaken.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The ironworking was undertaken in a hollow in the ditch of the second hillfort and appears to have been on 
a platform. The plan of the ironworking area indicates the 'furnaces' were located within hollows.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Cloghermore

Co. KerryTownland Cloghermore

NGR 90500 11270

P.I. Coyne, Frank Organisation

Aegis ArchaeologySite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

A 'forging pit' dated by radiocarbon to 
the late Iron Age. One pit from the site 
with no burning or slag gave a Bronze 
Age date suggesting two seperate 
phases on the site

Slag Yes kg0

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Hearths and furnaces identified by the excavator but no 
details available.

PossibleSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A significant area of ironworking activity uncovered in the vicinity of the cave burial complex of cloghermore.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

6 circular features found ranging in diameter from 0.55m to 1.45m, 4 contained iron slag and charcoal. 
Further features uncovered later - 11 subcircular features, similar size. Some did not have intense burning.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Cloncollog 2

Co. OffalyTownland Cloncollog

NGR 23585 22330

P.I. Hegarty, Linda Organisation

Headland ArchaeologySite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

RC date from Oak charcoal.

Slag Yes kg1.212

The furnace contained a small amount of smelting slag. Those 
from the basal fill may be in situ but the middle fills were 
interpreted by the specialist as accumulation after abandonment.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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The pit was interpreted as a large furnace by the 
specialist.

YesSmelting

Given geological context of the site this is  likely to 
have been smelting from bog ore.

Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A small pit with charcoal and slag inclusions identified.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMR WM032-089--Name Clonfad

Co. WestmeathTownland Clonfad

NGR 24059 24059

P.I. Stevens, Paul Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Ironworking appears to have begun very 
early in the site's history, in the 5th or 
6th centuries AD. The large slag dump in 
the river may date from this period or 
later, or possibly spans a wide 
timeframe. Ironworking appears to have 
continued through to the  seeming 
abandonment of the site in the tenth 
century.

Slag Yes kg1440

The slag was dominated by SHCs ranging widely in size.

Heart YesFurnace Possible
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Two certain early hearths were identified but a number 
of other hearths were identified on the site. A cluster of 
these were dated to the post-medieval period and for 
this reason the undated hearths are not included in this 
database. Analysis of the early medieval tuyeres suggest 
the use of a wide hearth for smithing, with a central pit 
fed by elongated tuyeres.

PossibleSmelting

Two pieces of slag are potentially from smelting but 
their is significant uncertainty about this 
identification. Some 2.5 tonnes of low grade bog ore 
was found. It had formed around dumps of iron 
(smithing) slag.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Yes Sec. Yes

H/ No

Detailed analysis of the SHCs concluded these 
represented smithing on various scales, with the 
large SHCs representing bloom-smithing of large 
blooms probably associated with bell manufacture.

A church site probably founded in the mid-6th century, although radiocarbon dating suggests an even earlier 
foundation is possible. Ironworking present from the first phase which had little evidence besides some 
linear trenches and pits, and probably a major slag dump in a stream. Large enclosing ditches were 
constructed around the monastery in the the 7th-8th centuries. This phase had evidence for ironworking in 
the form of hearths as well as a cobbled area. In the 8th-9th centuries the enclosing ditches were 
deliberately filled with the outer ditch being filled in one go. Its fill produced evidence for craft activities 
including ironworking, non-ferrous metallurgy, boneworking, woodworking and leatherworking. Ironworking 
ceased on the site in the late 9th or early 10th century. Geophysical evidence of unexcavated areas suggest 
the debris from ironworking extended well beyond the excavated area. Evidence for post-medieval smithing 
was also found on the site.

Location

The slag dump and hearths were in the 
south of the excavated site, adjacent to an 
old stream bed. This area is southeast of 
the monastic core but geophysical survey 
suggests more evidence for ironworking 
awaits excavation to the west (south of the 
monastic core.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Ephemeral evidence for an ironworking workshop was identified in the SE corner of the site. Evidence for the 
structure, which probably had mud or light timber walls was in the form of a drip gully surviving on two 
sides, internal partitions indicated by differential slag deposition and a stone footing, possibly a furnace or 
hearth base. It easured c.7-9.5m long x c. 7.5m in width. It sealed the inner enclosure ditch.
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Scott ID:

SMR OF005-065----Name Clonmacnoise Bridge

Co. OffalyTownland Clonmacnoise

NGR 20068 23068

P.I. O'Sullivan, Aidan Organisation

Office of Public works; Management for Archaeology USite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

The bridge is dated to AD804 by 
dendrochronology. While the slag is 
undated, it is ikely to be early medieval 
considering evidence from elsewhere on 
the site.

Slag Yes kg0

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Slag was identified during diving on an early medieval bridge associated with the Monastic site at 
Clonmacnoise.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 60

Scott ID:

SMR OF005-00400Name Clonmacnoise 'Monastic Core'

Co. OffalyTownland Clonmacnoise

NGR 20103 23068

P.I. King, Heather, Murphy, Donald Organisation

Office of Public Works; National Museum of Ireland; ACSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

The ironworking evidence from this area 
of the site is not directly dated but is 
likely to date to the early medieval 
period considering other evidence from 
the site.

Slag Yes kg6.7

The 1979 excavations at St Ciaran's school produced 4kg of slag, 
including one 'furnace bottom' weighing 0.68kg and 12cm in 
diameter. Slag was also identified from excavations at the visitors 
centre. King's later excavations at St Ciaran's school produced at 
least 2.7kg of slag. Manning: a dark layer containing much iron 
slag excavated west of a cereal kiln 
King: reported slag from the vicinity of the school as well as 
spreads of charcoal. No details from Murphy

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Two potential ironworking features were identfied, one 
in the vicinity of St Ciaran's school and another to the 
northeast. It is not clear if they relate to smelting or 
smithing.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The monastic core includes the areas to the West and South of the Old graveyard. Excavations at St Ciaran's 
school and around the visitors centre provided evidence for ironworking. O'Floinn excavated near St Ciaran's 
school after the discovery of a silver hoard. Manning 1991 excavated in the steeple garden, just to the south 
of the visitor centre. King 1993 found a possible furnace to the south of St. Ciaran's. Murphy 2002 excavated 
near the visitor's centre.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 61

Scott ID:

SMR OF005-00400Name Clonmacnoise New Graveyard

Co. OffalyTownland Clonmacnoise

NGR 20103 23068

P.I. King, Heather Organisation

Office of Public WorksSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Early medieval activity in the New 
Graveyard seems to have started in the 
eight century and was also significant in 
the ninth century. Activity continued 
into the thirteenth century. It is not 
clear to what phase the ironworking 
belongs but slag appears to have been 
ubiquitous throughout the excavations.

Slag Yes kg0

Stratified slag reported from every year of excavation, including 
'furnace bottoms'

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Extensive excavations showing evidence for a metalled 9th century road, houses, workshops, non-ferrous 
metalworking, ironworking, lignite and bone working.

Location

All in the new graveyard east of the 
monastic core.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

King (1994) reported a large hollow 7.5 x 5m cut into natural. The north end of this had six flat flags (steps?) 
leading from the south wall of the rectangular structure down into the hollow. To the south at the earliest 
level there was a deep layer of charcoal which contained a number of furnace bottoms and slag together 
with a large amount of animal bone. Above this there were over 20 different deposits of ash and charcoal.
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Scott ID:

SMR OF005-00400Name Clonmacnoise Old Graveyard

Co. OffalyTownland Clonmacnoise

NGR 20103 23068

P.I. King, Heather Organisation

Office of Public WorksSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

The old graveyard became a graveyard 
in the 7th century, the ironworking is 
likely to pre-date this.

Slag Yes kg0

Iron slag reported from an old habitation layer below the west 
cross.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Very early evidence for ironworking prior to the erection of crosses and redesignation as a burial ground in 
the seventh century. Excavated prior to the removal of high crosses to the visitor's centre

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMR OF005-00400Name Clonmacnoise Water Treatment

Co. OffalyTownland Clonmacnoise

NGR 20103 23068

P.I. King, Heather Organisation

Office of Public WorksSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Early medieval based on artefactual 
dating.

Slag Yes kg271

Majority of the slag from a single dump of residue from the 
production and working of iron. Of the 141KG of material above 
50mm, some 50KG can confidently be attributed to smithing and 
at least 35KG to smelting.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No hearths or furnaces were located within the limited 
scope of the excavation. Large slabs of vitrified clay lining 
were identified.

YesSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Yes Sec. Yes

H/ No

SHCs range in weight up to 5.5Kg. It is not clear if the 
smithing residues relate to primary or secondary 
smithing but it seems likely both are represented.

A long trench running north from monastic core to the shannon, 1m wide, 18m long and dominated by 
extensive ironworking remains

Location

Located north of the central area of the 
monastery

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Cloongownagh

Co. RoscommonTownland Cloongownagh

NGR 19064 29997

P.I. Henry, M.; Lennon, Anne-Marie Organisation

Mary Henry Archaeological Services LtdSite_Type Settlement complex

Iron Age/Early Medi

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Much of the iron slag and 'fragments of 
bowl furnaces' came from the topsoil or 
furrow fills. However, some pieces were 
found in both Early Christian and Iron 
Age contexts, suggesting that iron 
working was common to both periods of 
occupation.

Slag Yes kg0

'Fragments of bowl furnaces' are likely to be SHCs.

Heart NoFurnace No
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The excavator identified no furnace or hearth.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavation of a banked and ditched enclosure revealed an underlying Iron Age settlement dating C1BC-C4AD. 
Almost no artefacts were recovered and the stratigraphy of the site was very confused.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

One pit dating to the Iron Age (C1228) had alternate phases of clay and charcoal (re-use) with signs of 
intense burning and is likely to have been industrial (perhaps charcoal making?), though there was no slag 
found in its fill. The fill of the foundation trench of structure 5 "was a dark grey silty clay (CI63) which 
contained occasional flecks of charcoal, red burnt clay and lumps of slag including the remains of the 
rounded base of a bowl furnace for iron smelting". The lower fill of the circular pit (C 190)  contained flecks 
of red burnt clay, slag and fragments of burnt bone.
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Scott ID:

SMR CO034-07200Name Conva

Co. CorkTownland Conva

NGR 17152 99676

P.I. Doody, Martin Organisation

Discovery ProgrammeSite_Type Enclosure

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Slag from the basal fill of Enclosure 4's 
ditch was radiocarbon dated to the Early 
Medieval period.

Slag Yes kg15

15kg of 'iron slag' and four 'furnace bases' reported from the 
whole site.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The site was identified as a number of crop mark enclosures and pits and limited excavation was undertaken 
to date the site. Most of the enclosures were post-medieval but one enclosure (4) and One pit (F163) dated 
to the early medieval period. Iron slag came from features from both date ranges and it is not definite 
whether this represents separate episodes of working or residual early medieval slag in later features.

Location

Iron slag, including 'furnace bottoms' was 
found all over the site with some iron slag 
in the basal fills of enclosure 4 ditch.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 56

SMR FER 194:006Name Coolcran

Co. FermanaghTownland Cool cran

NGR 23649 35002

P.I. Williams, B.B. Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

The souterrain (dendro dated to 822±9 
A.D.) was seen as contemporary with 
construction of the enclosure and with 
the ironworking activity.

Slag Yes kg0

Four 'furnace bottoms' and 'lots of smithing slags' - no definition 
of what is meant by smithing slags is given.

Heart YesFurnace Possible
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A number of shallow depressions identified as 'furnaces' 
by the excavator. F64 is likely to be a smithing hearth 
given its morphology and the presence of a possible anvil 
stone. Two other features F40 F36 are likely to be 
metallurgical but their function is not clear. A tuyere 
fragment was found in F40.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

A possible stone anvil in F64 suggests smithing.

On excavation, the site was revealed as a univallate rath with bank and ditch which may have been preceded 
by a pallisaded enclosure. The site was 'enhanced' in the nineteenth century. Two important areas survived 
relatively intact: a wooden souterrain and an ironworking area. No evidence was found for any domestic 
structures although much damage had been done by the cultivation of lazy beds.

Location

An area of ironworking found 
concentrated on the E side of C2. Slag 
found scattered across area 5m x 3m.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Three 'furnaces' identified and other shallow pits without slag. Stake holes and post holes in vicinity.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Coonagh West

Co. LimerickTownland Coonagh West

NGR 15330 15687

P.I. Hull, Graham and Taylor, Kate Organisation

TVAS Ireland LtdSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Site dated artefactually by a pair of 
sixth/seventh century copper-alloy 
penannular ring-brooches. This dating 
has been confirmed by radiocarbon 
dating (Kate Taylor 2011 pers. com.)

Slag Yes kg17

Specialist analysis of the slag found diagnostic smithing and 
smelting slags. The SHCs found were quite small and it is not clear 
if they related to primary or secondary smithing or both

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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One pit (626) was identified through its slag assemblage 
as a truncated smelting furnace. No further details about 
the pit are available. A number of other pits may also 
have been associated with metallurgical activities.

YesSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Yes Sec. Possible

H/ Yes

Small amounts of hammerscale and a number of 
SHCs combined with evidence for smelting suggest 
primary smithing, the small size of the SHCs mean 
secondary smithing is also a possibility.

A possible ringfort, located in an area of former salt-marsh. Excavation of the interior of the circular 
enclosure revealed a rectangular post-built structure. Finds from the ditch include early medieval penannular 
rings and significant amounts of animal bone.

Location

The slag was found scattered around the 
site in pits and ditches. It is not clear 
where the potential furnace (626) was 
located.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 68

Scott ID:

SMRName Corrin 1

Co. CorkTownland Corrin

NGR 18128 95364

P.I. O'Connell, Aidan Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Enclosure

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Three radiocarbon dates from the ditch 
with the earliest dating cal AD 635-774. 
The two other dates span the eleventh 
to fourteenth centuries. It is presumed 
the early date dates the ironworking 
since it was found in the 'base' of the 
ditch but details are not available. If the 
tap slag identification is correct the date 
must be treated with some caution.

Slag Yes kg1.6

Metal slag from two fills (C32, C27). Pieces of slag from C27 
identified as tap slag by specialist. A piece of SHC identified from 
the overlying fill (C32).

Heart NoFurnace No
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No evidence for metalworking features.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A substantial earthwork enclosure 100m in diameter. Excavation clipped the eastern edge and none of the 
interior. Revealed an external ditch 4m wide, 5-7 fills in the ditch. 4 pieces of metal slag in the base of the 
ditch. External features include post-holes, trackways, stake-holes, pits.

Location

Slag discarded in a ditch in the east of the 
enclosure, not clear where the ironworking 
took place.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

12 fills found in the ditch (C12, C14, C15, C26, C27, C28, C29, C31, C32, C33, C34, C36, C37). The earliest fills 
(C27, C32, C37) were re-deposited boulder clay. The basal fills were overlain by a blue/grey plastic clay (C15) 
that dated to AD 1000-1170. Charcoal from the upper fill (C29) was dated to AD 1230-1400.
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Scott ID: 87

SMR SL003-032----Name Creevykeel

Co. SligoTownland Creevykeel

NGR 17195 35456

P.I. Hencken, H. O'N Organisation

Harvard ExpeditionSite_Type Court Tomb

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Iron slag found with 'Early Christian' 
artefacts and seems likely to be early 
despite much mixing with later 
deposits.  The stone structure is possibly 
later.

Slag Yes kg30

30KG minimum found just around the 'early christian structure'. 
Possible furnace lining reported from the northern edge of 
chamber C1

Heart NoFurnace No
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Some of the hearths may be related to metalworking but 
descriptions are not sufficient to make a judgement.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A prehistoric court tomb with evidence for later activity in one of the courts including various hearths and a 
key-hole shaped stone structure.

Location

Slag from all over the site apart from the 
megalithic layers. Concentrated in the first 
chamber and the court

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

It is not clear how the slag relates to other features and it seems likely much of it is redeposited.
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Scott ID: 68

SMR LI030-022----Name Croom East

Co. LimerickTownland Croom

NGR 15009 14022

P.I. Elizabeth Shee-Twohig Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Dated by site morphology to the early 
medieval period.

Slag Yes kg0

1 'furnace bottom' max. Width 10cm

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Site disturbed by bulldozing. A univallate ringfort with lots of bone, postholes and some pits.

Location

'furnace bottom' found in a posthole in the 
south-eastern quadrant.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Cuffsborough 4

Co. LaoisTownland Cuffsborough

NGR 23432 18281

P.I. Murphy, Deirdre Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Most of the activity on site is dated to 
the Bronze Age. The 'furnaces' were to 
the east  and one of them was dated to 
the late Iron Age

Slag Yes kg5.1

The slag appears to be the fine material left in the two furnaces 
after they had been cleared out. Not complete smelting 
assemblages.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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The two 'bowl furnaces' were identified by the specialist 
as slag-pit furnace bases.

YesSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A multi-period site with Bronze Age to Post-Medieval evidence. To the east of the site two 'bowl furnaces' 
containing iron slag were found.

Location

The furnaces were found in isolation to the 
east of the multiperiod site.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Iron Age activity on Cuffsborough 4 was represented by two furnaces and two isolated features. The isolated 
features, F320 (pit) and F306 (curvilinear trench), dated to 550-390 BC and 210-40 AD respectively.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Curraheen 1

Co. CorkTownland Curraheen

NGR 16072 69228

P.I. Danaher, Ed and Cagney, Lydia Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

A scorched pit dated  to the Iron  Age 
and identified as a possible bowl furnace 
by excavator had no slag in its fill. The 
ironworking is likely to belong to the 
Early medieval phase of the site which 
had RC dates centering around the 
seventh century AD.

Slag Yes kg0

Some slag, not a large quantity. No details.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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An Iron Age pit C33 had in-situ burning and was seen as a 
possible bowl furnace but there was no slag in its fills. 
One sub-rectangular pit (C209) with slag and oxidised 
clay may be a smithing hearth. It contained both animal 
and human burnt bone.

NoSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ Possible

It is not clear what is meant when iron shavings are 
referred to by Dannaher and Cagney (2004) as 
coming from C209. They may possibly be referring to 
hamerscale?

An early medieval enclosure, partly destroyed by quarrying, with a smaller annexe that is contemporary. Has 
good evidence for an oval building and various outhouses, pits, postholes and stakeholes. Dated well, 
probably to the seventh century.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A number of pits were excavated to the south of the oval structure inside the large enclosure. A large shallow 
oval pit (3m long and 0.32m deep) was found to contain cremated bone. This pit was separated from a 
smaller pit (C209), a possible smithing hearth, by a linear arrangement of stakeholes. Two rectilinear dug 
features were excavated in the interior of the enclosure. The first, 6.32m in length and 0.25-0.38m deep, 
contained four fills with inclusions of slag, charcoal, stone (including two possible hone-stones) and 
cremated animal and human bone. The second, 5m long, 1.2m wide and 0.6m deep, contained charcoal 
flecks and stone.
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Scott ID: 69

SMR LI048-034Name Cush

Co. LimerickTownland Cush

NGR 16980 12568

P.I. O'Riordain, S. P. Organisation

University College DublinSite_Type Settlement Complex

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

The site had both prehistoric and EMED 
phases but the stratigraphic 
understanding of the site is not good. 
The slag is thought to be early medieval 
based on association with ringfort type 
enclosures.

Slag Yes kg7.26

c. 16lbs of slag found. The pieces of slag from fort 7 were 
particularly big, some over 2 pounds. Davies analysed samples 
from fort 4 and reported "The material is iron slag containing no 
copper: a fairly light piece contained 45.74 per cent iron. Most of 
the pieces of that type, one is markedly heavier than the rest, and 
is probably furnace bottom where the slag would be less 
seperated from the bloom".

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting

Davies analysis of samples from fort 4 revealed some 
potential bog ore: "There is also a small nodule which 
seems like ore, perhaps from the bog."

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A group of clustered settlement enclosures, extensively excavated, along with some prehistoric tumuli, a 
rectangular 'enclosure' and  potential field boundaries. Extensive evidence of structures such as houses and 
souterrains was uncovered.

Location

A 'considerable amount of slag' was found 
on Fort 7, beside a low wall that served as 
facing for the inner bank to the south of 
the fort. No location information was 
noted for the others except that slag found 
on forts 4+6 scattered in various places. 
Also some found on forts 3 +10. The slag 
analysed from Fort 4 was found "under the 
loose stones near the centre of the fort at 
a depth of 2 feet".

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMR DU023-02900Name Dalkey Island

Co. DublinTownland Dalkey Island

NGR 32770 22646

P.I. Liversage Organisation

Freelance - ResearchSite_Type Promontory Fort

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Much of the slag is well dated to the 
EMED period through pottery 
associations (E and B ware) but the 
ironworking pit is not well dated. 
Liversage thought it might have been cut 
after the early medieval period.

Slag Yes kg0

Most of the pieces of slag from the ironworking pit had "a 
somewhat cellular structure, with slightly lustrous congealed 
droplets where the impurities have fused. Their magnetism can 
be detected with an ordinary magnet if the magnet is suspended 
on a thread."

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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An 'iron smelting pit' may or may not be evidence for 
smithing/smelting but few details are available and it 
may be late in date.

NoSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. Possible

H/ No

At the north end of Trial Cutting 2 about 1.8kg of iron 
slag, an iron bar ca.30cm. long, and a few small 
pieces of iron were found all together.

An enigmatic promontory fort constructed in the EMED period and then apparently occupied. Although 
probably not permanently. Few strucutures were identified apart from a rectangular building from site III. A 
large number of finds, particularly of exotic pottery were identified as well as hearths and other features.

Location

All the ironworking evidence was 
recovered within the promontory fort

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Two sherd of Bii amphora excavated from north side of ditch  fill in layer T8 which was made up of clays, 
stone, charcoal and slag. On Site III slag a rectangular building built on a bank was excavated and produced 
an occupation layer with fragments of a glass bowl, sherd of Eware and some iron slag amongst other finds. 
Trial cutting 1c was located at the west of the platform overlooking the harbour and revealed an ironworking 
pit complete with slag and a possible tuyere fragment.
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Scott ID: 8

SMR NoneName Deer Park Farms

Co. AntrimTownland Glenarm

NGR 32866 40878

P.I. Lynn, C.J. Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Raised Rath

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

The iron slag is dated stratigraphically by 
one radiocarbon date to 673-810 cal. AD.

Slag Possible kg0

A 'furnace bottom' and some slag were recovered from the infill 
of the ring ditch of the earliest phase on the site.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The site consisted of a raised mound built up over time with a large amount of preserved organic material. 
There were four major phases of occupation and  at least 46 structures . the earliest occupation phase 
consisted of a ring-ditch which may have had contemporary internal structures. It was in-filled prior to the 
next phase of construction and evidence for ironworking was identified from this fill.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMR ANT 038:006Name Deerfin

Co. AntrimTownland Deerfin

NGR 31562 40228

P.I. Bratt, A. Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Cashel

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Dated through site morphology and 
limited artefactual evidence

Slag Yes kg0

Heart NoFurnace Possible
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Five "industrial hearths" were found, each with shallow 
ancillary pits. No detailed information is available to 
allow further interpretation.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The enclosure was originally a cashel, 80m, in diameter. The wall was generally 1.50m. Wide and on the SW. 
It survived to a height of 1m. Subsequently, a ditch 2m. deep was dug around the cashel, the spoil being 
dumped on and around the wall to convert it into an earthern rampart. A counterscarp bank was also built. 
The cashel entrance (on the SW.) was retained in this period.

Location

Three of the hearths were concentrated on 
south side of enclosure and appeared 
contemporary. Two other hearths, one in 
the NE and one in the SW

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The NW. Quadrant was occupied by a wooden structure just behind the rampart. The evidence for this was a 
group of nine post holes, probably forming the base of a tower. Three of the hearths in the S. Half of the site 
were connected to their own long, curving gully, which is interpreted as the remains of a flue of some kind. 
The other two hearths (one in the NE. Quadrant, one is the SW.) had no gullies, but each was fringed by a 
multiple ring of close-set stakeholes (160 holes in one case) some of which had a slight slope inwards.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Derrinsallagh 4

Co. LaoisTownland Derrinsallagh

NGR 22506 18564

P.I. Lennon, Ann-Marie Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The Iron Age dates show that the 
structure (dated 400-200 BC) is earlier 
than the evidence for ironworking. The 
furnaces appear to date to sometime 
around the 1st centuries BC/AD 
although very few are dated.

Slag Yes kg296

No smithing slag was identified by the specialists, only bloomery 
smelting slag. No tap slag was identified.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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A large number of furnaces identified, with a variety of 
morphologies including some with stone lining, clay 'lips' 
and/or fragments of superstructure. One furnace was 
excavated off-site and revealed clear evidence for an 
overhanging superstructure and a non-tapping arch. The 
furnaces often occured in small groups, sometimes with 
associated pits. Furnace dimensions appear to be over-
estimated, relating to the extent of heat-affection rather 
than the pit dimensions in many cases.

YesSmelting

Analysis suggests potentially both bog iron ore being 
used and another mineral ore associated with copper 
deposits.

Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Topsoil stripping on this site revealed a large number of archaeological features interpreted as 6 linear and 
curvilinear ditches, 46 'bowl furnaces', 5 charcoal kilns, 45 pits, 23 postholes, 8 stakeholes, and 3 slot 
trenches. A Neolithic phase was represented by a single pit truncating two trenches with early Neolithic 
carinated bowl pottery. A late Bronze Age settlement consisted of a D-shaped structure and associated pits, 
one with pottery. The Iron Age activity included an early sub-circular structure with later evidence of 
ironworking in the form of 46 furnaces as well as charcoal production pits, one hearth, a linear ditch and an 
assortment of pits and postholes. Towards the south of the site and an assortment of associated pits and 
postholes. The late Bronze Age and Iron Age settlement evidence was located at the driest area of the site to 
the northeast.

Location

Clusters of furnace in a fairly big area.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A semi-circular structure was identified and dated to the Iron Age (cal BC 400- cal BC 200; similar in date to a 
furnace nearby at Derrinsallagh 5), but seemingly to an earlier period than the furnaces. The structure 
consisted of three curvilinear slot trenches C647, C645, and C603. The slot trenches formed an incomplete 
semi-circle that measured c. 7.5m. It had no evidence for a hearth. Four undated pits and one stakehole 
were  spatially associated with the structure. A number of pits, postholes, stakeholes, a hearth and a ditch 
are undated and may relate to Iron Age activity. Four charcoal production pits, three oval and one sub-
rectangular were undated but are likely related to the ironworking process.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Derrinsallagh 5

Co. LaoisTownland Derrinsallagh

NGR 22535 18595

P.I. Lennon, Ann-Marie Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

An oak charcoal date from the furnace 
indicates an EIA date but charcoal from 
hazel and ash in a pit (without slag) from 
the site  gave a later date spanning 155 
BC to 164 AD.

Slag Yes kg0.909

Majority of the slag clearly from smelting and retrieved from 
Furnace C070. Slag was also recovered from other features.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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One furnace identified on the site.

YesSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The site produced 16 pits, including one furnace as well as 9 postholes. The furnace and one of the pits were 
dated to the Iron Age. Finds from the site include two iron nails.

Location

Iron slag was found within the fills of 
several of the pits.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

There were 15 pits in total. One oval shaped pit 0.32m x 0.25m deep contained a single barley grain and 2 
structural iron nails. This pit was radiocarbon dated to Cal BC 120-70 AD. There were 9 postholes.These were 
scattered across the site not forming any discernible pattern.
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Scott ID:

SMR DerryhowlaghName Derryhowlaght East

Co. FermanaghTownland Derryhowlaght East

NGR 23003 33636

P.I. Williams, Brian Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Crannog

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Timbers from the crannog were dated to 
the EMED. The slag likely to be early as 
the crannog has been  completely 
submerged until recently.

Slag Yes kg0

A fragment of iron slag, a piece of burnt clay and an iron object 
found during underwater survey

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Towards the S shore of Derryhowlaght Lough. The crannog appears as an irregular oval island, 10.5m N-S x 
8.2m E-W, 0.3m above water level. Underwater inspection of the site by divers revealed a submerged 
wooden outer perimeter indicating an original diam. of 23m E-W. An area of extensive, complex woodwork 
was found under silt off the S side, extending 19m out from the centre. A rotary quern, iron slag & animal 
bones were found. A sample of wood gave a radiocarbon date of 666-872 CAL-AD (at 2 sigma).

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Derryvorrigan 1 East

Co. LaoisTownland Derryvorrigan

NGR 22648 18610

P.I. O'Connell, Aidan Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

One of the furnaces gave an Iron Age 
radiocarbon date. A slightly later, but 
still Iron Age, date from a post hole 
might indicate contemporaneity.

Slag Yes kg0

Iron slag recovered

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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No details are available on the furnaces but 'three bowl 
furnaces' and 'three figure of eight furnaces' are reported.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavation of the site revealed a variety of features including four sub-circular structures, a scatter of pits, 
postholes, stakeholes, a charcoal production pit, furnaces and a lime kiln, all of variable date.

Location

An area to the southwest of the site 
consisted of a possible metalled surface, 
three bowl furnaces, three figure of eight 
furnaces, several postholes, stakeholes 
and pits.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Several postholes, stakeholes and pits were found in the area of the furnaces.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Dollas Lower

Co. LimerickTownland Dollas Lower

NGR 14872 13926

P.I. Dowling, Marie and Taylor, Kate Organisation

Margaret Gowen & Co.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Two RC dates but from unknown 
samples. Closely correlate and from 
separate labs.

Slag Yes kg0

"preliminary examination of the slag and other material, including 
the hammerscale, suggests that the principal activity on the site 
was smithing, although some smelting may also have taken 
place". Fragments of white shell may indicate use as a flux

Heart PossibleFurnace Yes
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C7 seems morphologically a definite furnace pit. The 
adjacent pits show no in-situ burning and may be waste 
pits but one large pit could possibly be a smithing hearth.

YesSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Yes Sec. No

H/ Yes

The hammerscale reported combined with the 
evidenc e for smelting is suggestive of primary 
smithing. There is no available evidence to suggest 
secondary smithing took place on the site.

A small site only approx 5m square with two pits, a furnace/hearth and a post hole. Indicates a small 
smelting or smithing site.

Location

On a steep west slope in pastureland.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The two pits had charcoal-rich fills, although neither showed evidence of in situ burning. The main fill of the 
larger contained metal slag, hammerscale and some white shell fragments - may have been for waste 
material from the furnace, dated 412-559AD. The smaller pit contained charcoal and a small amount of slag 
as did the post-hole adjacent
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IID: 82

Scott ID:

SMR DG065-00300Name Dooey

Co. DonegalTownland DOOEY

NGR 17599 40171

P.I. O'Riordain Organisation

University College DublinSite_Type Indeterminate

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Four phases of activity dated 
artefactually. The earliest (phase 1) 
dated to the 5th or 6th century AD. 
Phase 2 was possibly 7th century and 
Phase 3 may date to the 9th century AD. 
Phase 4 appears to date to the 11th or 
12th century. It is not clear when 
precisely the ironworking was carried 
out.

Slag Yes kg0

a 'large amount' of slag reported but it is not clear how much this 
actually means

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. Possible

H/ No

The large quantity of iron artefacts, particularly 
knives ((over 120) is suggestive of secondary 
production.

The site was a grass-covered sandhill with four phases. The first phase was unenclosed and covered a large 
area. Phase 2 was enclosed by a roughly circular shallow ditch, possibly in the 7th century AD. When the 
fosse had become almost completely filled, the site appears to have been deliberately enlarged, around the 
9th century AD. The site appears to have been abandoned for a time before it was reused as a cemetery, 
possibly in the 11th or 12th century AD. A large amount of disturbance meant that many artefacts and 
features could not be securely assigned to stratigraphic phases.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 83

Scott ID: 95

SMR TYR 046:025Name Doras

Co. TyroneTownland Doras, Newmills

NGR 28149 36764

P.I. McDowell, J.A. Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD Yes

Chronology

Hut on site 1 dated by morphology to 
the E. Med period. Everted rim pottery 
nearby may suggest a medieval date. A 
ditch from site 2 was radiocarbon dated 
to the early medieval period.

Slag Yes kg7.913

On site 1, two post hole features F1 and F2 yielded about 20 slag 
fragments each, weighing a total of 580g. 62 pieces weighing 
2.5kg in total were recovered from site 1. Site 2 produced 26 
pieces weighing 2.763kg and Site 4 produced 1 furnace bottom 
weighing 750g  and one fragment weighing 155gm.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Site located in a D-shaped townland interpreted as a monastic enclosure. A number of trenches were 
excavated spread around the townland. Evidence for early medieval activity in the form of ditches and a 
possible hut were found along with evidence for medieval and later activity.

Location

The site is probably south of the presumed 
monastic core. Slag found all over the site, 
mainly in very small quanitites.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Souterrain ware and everted rim ware identified but not directly associated with the slag, slag was recovered 
from two features F1 and F2 potentially associated with the projected extent of G1 and G2: a curving line of 
stakeholes and a gully running concurrently.
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IID: 84

Scott ID:

SMRName Dowdstown 2

Co. MeathTownland Dowdstown

NGR 28968 26254

P.I. Cagney, L. Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Settlement complex

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Slag is probably early and contemporary 
with Enclosure 1 (426-600 AD) but could 
potentially be as late as enclosure 3 
dated c.A.D. 680-882. Slag in F2

Slag Yes kg1.351

Slag found in ditches. Also oxidised clay. There is a relatively small 
quantity of slag from this site (1.351Kg). All pieces were identified 
as being consistent with smithing.

Heart PossibleFurnace No

Iro
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w
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The presence of several hearths on the site may be 
associated specifically with iron smithing activity but no 
definite smithing hearth was identfied.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

The slag fragments were interpreted as pointing to 
probable repair and possible manufacture of iron 
artefacts on the site, the low quantity of iron slag, 
suggesting it was on a very small scale.

A multi-period, continuously occupied settlement complex starting with a circular and a rect enclosure that 
gradually transformed into a larger D-shaped enclosure. Slag was found in the ditches of early enclosures 
and from the interior of the original central enclosure.

Location

Slag came from ditches but not clear what 
part of site.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Lots of cereal kilns found but no association with metalworking
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IID: 85

Scott ID: 9

SMR ANT 057:025Name Downview Park West

Co. AntrimTownland Ballyaghagan

NGR 33308 37855

P.I. Davison, Brian Organisation

Ministry of Public Building and Works, NISite_Type Souterrain

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Association of slag and souterrain ware.

Slag Yes kg0.368

12 slag frags found: 7 from lower filling of souterrain C, all 
together 13oz.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The entrances to three souterrains uncovered by a buldozer. Flooded so not excavated fully.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 86

Scott ID: 20

SMR ARM 009:001Name Dressogagh

Co. ArmaghTownland Dressogagh

NGR 29307 35543

P.I. Collins, A.E.P. Organisation

Ulster MuseumSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Date of the hearth is not certain but it 
precedes the enclosure of the ringfort. 
Sherds of souterrain ware in an old turf 
line above the smithing hearth indicate 
it is definitely early medieval.

Slag Yes kg0

Heart YesFurnace No
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One ironworking feature was identified. Its large size is 
suggestive of a smithing hearth rather than a furnace.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Possible

H/ No

It is not clear what type of smithing was being 
undertaken, though the isolated nature of the hearth 
might indicate secondary work.

A strangely shaped ringfort, almost quadrilateral. Central excavation revealed figure eight house plan with 
two central hearths. An ironworking feature found under one of the banks may have been contemporaneous 
with the inner ditch or could pre-date the enclosing elements of the site. The stratigraphy was confused.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The souterrain ware is stratigraphically later than the  ironworking activity and therefore not associated.
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IID: 87

Scott ID: 10

SMR ANT 027:006Name Dromore

Co. AntrimTownland Dromore

NGR 30475 41354

P.I. Collins, A. E. P. Organisation

Ministry of Finance, NISite_Type Raised Rath

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

The 'hearth' area is sealed by souterrain 
ware layer and is likely to be EMED.

Slag Yes kg0

6 pieces found in area excavated

Heart NoFurnace No

Iro
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An enclosure at the top of a mound about 3m high. Excavations revealed three seperate houses and some 
souterrain ware. A small amount of slag was identified from a 'hearth ' area.

Location

the 'hearth' is located centrally but 
unlikely to be an ironworking area.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A 'hearth' area c.10 foot by 10 foot (3x3m), rectangular with a stone kerb had layers of black charcoaly soil, 
heat affected sand and about 6 pieces of iron slag. Probably industrial but not neccesarily to do with 
ironworking
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IID: 88

Scott ID:

SMR KE029-095----Name Dromthacker

Co. KerryTownland DROMTHACKER

NGR 85865 11622

P.I. Cleary, Rose M. Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Settlement complex

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Phase 1: RC date 432-610AD. Pre-
enclosure, vestiges of an oval shaped 
building and a cobbled area. Phase 2 
(ringfort): 2 structures, both round. 
Radiocarbon date of 545-637 cal. AD 
came from a pit (F44) between the 
buildings. F44 had some iron slag in its 
fill.

Slag Yes kg24

Pit F333 had 24KG of slag within the fill. Slag also from F44 
(dated), F253 and F347. Iron slag also recovered from Phase 1 and 
2 levels of occupation and from unstratified contexts.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Three pits were identified with potential metallurgical 
associations. Two (F333 and F347) do not appear to have 
burning in situ and the slag in their fills may be 
secondary. They could possibly be hearths or furnaces. 
F253 is unlikely, based on its large size, to be a furnace. 
Its fill appears to be dump material making identification 
as a hearth difficult.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. Indetermi Sec. Indeterminate

H/ No

A univallate ringfort with pre-enclosure settlement comprising an oval-shaped house dating to the early sixth-
early seventh century period. An enclosing bank and ditch were subsequently constructed and two 
structures of late sixth-early seventh century were associated with the ringfort phase. The ringfort ditch 
appears to have become redundant and was partly back-filled in antiquity. The surviving material culture was 
poor.

Location

The pits were located in the North, centre 
and south. Two of them including F333 
with most slag were located in the south at 
the site of a possible entrance to the 
ringfort. Pit F253 in the north is the only 
one with evidence for in-situ burning and 
may represent the location of ironworking 
activity.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Phase 2: Pit F44, located between structures 1 and 2: fill included oxidised clay , grey ash-like soil and some 
iron slag. Interpreted as probable dump material from elsewhere on site. RC dated to 560-620AD.  Pit F333: 
fill included compacted iron slag and charcoal with small amounts of silty clay and fire-shattered sandstone. 
Pit F347: fire-shattered stones and vitrified slag, with small amounts of charcoal. Slag came mainly from the 
upper part of fill.
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IID: 89

Scott ID:

SMR ANT 009:042Name Drumadoon

Co. AntrimTownland DRUMADOON

NGR 31674 44046

P.I. McSparron, Cormac Organisation

Queens University BelfastSite_Type Raised Rath

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Bayseian analysis on cereal dates 
suggests the EMED phase was 
continuously occupied for a relatively 
short period between the late 8th and 
early tenth centuries 10th centuries. The 
irownorking dated to the earliest phase 
of EMED occupation.

Slag Yes kg0

A small quantity of ferrous slag found in EMED phase 1

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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A badly disturbed  'bowl furnace' was identified but 
insufficient detail is available for further analysis.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A raised rath with excellent stratigraphy. Initial building phase identified with the construction of the bank 
and the souterrain. Then two phases of early medeival occupation. Evidence for sturcutres, hearths, 
souterrain and cereal storage. Also some evidence of medieval occupation.

Location

Difficult to locate because much of the 
mound has been eroded away but the 
furnace is located broadly to the north of 
the original enclosure

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The 'bowl furnace' was located beside a paved area, a hearth (hearth 1) and a post hole. These are 
interpreted by the author as potentially the remains of a rectangular house. The hearth is certainly later than 
the possible furnace but could still be associated.
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IID: 90

Scott ID:

SMRName Dun Emer

Co. DublinTownland Lusk

NGR 32081 25418

P.I. Giacometti, Antoine Organisation

Arch-Tech LtdSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

RC dating places the foundation of the 
site in the late 7th century and its 
abandonment in the 9th century.

Slag Yes kg6

A small amount of slag thought to be related to smelting and/or 
bloomsmithing identified by the specialist.

Heart NoFurnace No
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Slag was identified spread around the site, primarily in 
ditch fills and no metallurgical features were identified.

YesSmelting

Specialist analysis identified fragments of sideritie 
ore highly suggestive of smelting.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

Small smithing hearth bottoms were reported by the 
specialist. These could indicate either primary or 
secondary smithing.

A defended farmstead within a large field system. The enclosure was sub-rectangular in shape defined by a 
large ditch and an inner bank crossed by a bridge. Two oval or circular structures defined by post-holes were 
found within the enclosure. Immediately to the east of the main enclosure was a second sub-square 
enclosure.  A third smaller rectangular enclosure was located to the north of the main enclosure.

Location

Slag was found spread around the site, 
primarily in the ditches.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A rough metalled or cobbled surface was found along the base of the ditch and was tentatively associated 
with ironworking by the excavator.
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IID: 91

Scott ID:

SMR 	GA110-020--Name Dun Eoghanachta

Co. GalwayTownland ONAGHT

NGR 81150 21138

P.I. Cotter, Claire Organisation

Discovery ProgrammeSite_Type Cashel

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Earliest midden levels dated by artefacts 
to prob EMED.

Slag Yes kg0

One slag cake recovered from base levels in grikes and crevasses.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Limited excavation in interior of the stone fort. Most material from earliest phases in grikes or against fort 
walls. Much of the soil cover is gone and many of the interior structures may date either late or early.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The slag recovered from 'midden material' but not from a midden.
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IID: 92

Scott ID:

SMR KK024-01000Name Dunbell 5

Co. KilkennyTownland Dunbell Big

NGR 25572 15214

P.I. Cassidy, Beth Organisation

Archaeological Development Services LtdSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Radiocarbon dates centre on the 
seventh to ninth centuries.

Slag Yes kg0

Slag found but no details given

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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A potential metalworking feature was identified but 
there is insufficient detail for interpretation.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The lacklof a hearth in the structure is suggestive of 
smithing as the hearth may have been above floor 
level.

A rock cut ringfort oval in shape. Excavations revealed a square house, a round house, a 'slightly horseshoe 
shaped' structure and a possible metallurgical feature.

Location

A 'furnace' was identified in the south east 
part of the site, 18m south of the round 
house and just inside the main site 
entrance.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Internally the principal structural evidence found during excavation included a square house (6m x 6m), a 
round structure (diameter 6m), a slightly
horseshoe-shaped structure (diameter c. 2.5m) and the remains of a furnace.

The horseshoe-shaped structure was probably wattle-built and had its entrance to the west. The structure 
was c.2.5m in diameter and its small size and slag on its floor indicates it may have been a workshop. Its 
entrance to the west opened out towards the main doorways of the square and round
houses, with the bow of the horseshoe shape facing east and providing shelter from the prevailing winds. 
There was no direct evidence of a hearth within the structure, potentially indicating its use as a smithy.
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IID: 93

Scott ID:

SMR KK024-014----Name Dunbell 6

Co. KilkennyTownland DUNBELL BIG

NGR 25592 15191

P.I. Foley, Claire Organisation

Office of Public WorksSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Dating based on site morphology and 
comparison with nearby Dunbell 5.

Slag Yes kg0

Some pieces of iron slag came from a patch of undisturbed 
occupation debris in E1

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavated in advance of mining. Part of a group of nine ringforts. At least one circular house in the interior. 
Univallate. Very little stratigraphy.

Location

Slag was found in a patch of undisturbed 
occupation material to the east of the site

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 94

Scott ID: 96

SMR TYR 036:001Name Dunmisk

Co. TyroneTownland Dunmisk

NGR 26278 37070

P.I. Ivens, R.J. Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

A number of radiocarbon dates from the 
site suggest activity from the 6th to the 
10th centuries AD. The probable 
ironworking area in the SW appears to 
have been 'approximately' 
contemporary with the metalworking 
and burials on the site. One radiocarbon 
date from the ironworking area indicates 
a possible EMEDB date.

Slag Yes kg0

In the NE. quadrant most of the finds of slag were small, light 
fragments and contrasted very markedly with the large, dense 
pieces found in Trench 2 that presumably relate to ironworking.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Numerous negative features were recorded and 
interpreted as bowl furnaces by the author but the 
reported evidence is insufficient to identify either 
furnaces or hearths with any confidence, although in-situ 
burning is reported.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A circular enclosure at the summit of a hill with evidence for a large cemetery as well as industrial activity 
and a probable early wooden church. Two industrial areas were identified, one to the NE with evidence for 
glass production and bronze working and one in the SE, apparently with evidence for ironworking. Graves 
cut through the metalworking area.

Location

Large quantities of slag were recovered 
during the course of the excavations. It 
was found all over the site and even in 
some of the grave fills, but was particularly 
common in the NE. Quadrant and in 
Trench 2. SW yiedled only large amounts 
of heavy slags, pits and hearths. NE all the 
glass, crucibles and mould fragments. NW 
domestic

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

In Trench 2 to the SW an area was identified that was apparently used exclusively for ironworking, based on 
a lack of finds apart from iron slag, burnt clay and charcoal. The area consisted of a broad gully (30-50 cm. 
Deep), which served as a working hollow. This was filled with ash, charcoal and burnt clay. Several small 
hearths were cut into these deposits along with several small postholes. Ivens (1989) saw the working hollow 
as reminiscent of the ironworking area at Tullylish.
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IID: 95

Scott ID:

SMRName Dunnyneill Island

Co. DownTownland DUNNYNEILL ISLANDS

NGR 35474 35384

P.I. McCormick, Finbar Organisation

Queens University BelfastSite_Type Enclosure

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Well dated by radiocarbon, exotic 
pottery and glass. Ironworking likely to 
be 8th or 9th century.

Slag Yes kg1.75

The slag was identified as smithing slag.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

Smithing mainly in lower part of site where smithing 
slag came from ditch fill and bank construction. From 
phase 4 and mixed contexts. The small slag cakes 
were interpreted as being suggestive of general 
purpose blacksmithing. Potential evidence of the use 
of a quartz sand flux.

An enclosure on an island in strangford lock commanding a a strategic position. The first phase of the site in 
the 7th century, enclosure built after end of 7th century along with a rectangular structure. Phase of 
abandonent in the 8th or 9th century.

Location

Ferrous metalworking is represented 
mainly in the lower part of the site, where 
the low earthwork yielded a significant 
assemblage of smithing slags from the 
ditch fill and a small amount from the bank 
construction. The same area yielded a 
large collection of slag from disturbed 
contexts. A single small piece of slag was 
came from a Phase 3 context.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Associated with E-ware
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IID: 96

Scott ID:

SMRName Dunsilly

Co. AntrimTownland Dunsilly

NGR 31408 38890

P.I. McNeill, Dr. T. Organisation

Queens University BelfastSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Site radiocarbon dated to the early 
medieval period.  The dates were very 
broad, spanning the entire first 
millenium AD and thus not very useful.

Slag Yes kg0

From the ringfort came a 'furnace bottom' of iron and a little 
other slag.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A motte and bailey constructed over a ringfort. The ringfort had a number of phases and evidence for sod-
built buildings.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Earliest phases of the site are represented by the remains of circular structures, and a stone-built hearth. An 
enclosure bank was then built with an internal revetment or stone kerb. This was subsequently used as a 
supporting wall for a rectangular structure. The site had a number of sherds of souterrain ware.
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IID: 97

Scott ID: 58

SMR GA097-15000Name Feerwore

Co. GalwayTownland Turoe

NGR 16168 22259

P.I. Raftery, Joseph Organisation

National Museum of IrelandSite_Type Settlement - unenclosed

Iron Age

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

The site was artefactually dated from c. 
100BC - 500 AD. Not clear which phase 
the iron slag relates to. One piece of slag 
is assigned to phase 1, it is not clear 
what phase the rest of the slag came 
from.

Slag Yes kg0

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A settlement in the vicinity of the Turoe stone with four phases, a bank and ditch was constructed in phase 3. 
The slag appears to date from the pre-enclosure phase. A brazed iron bell from the site may indicate an 
ecclesiastical purpose for the site.

Location

Specimens from: SW humus; SE, upper 
level of ditch, humus on causeway, bottom 
of post-hole 9; NE humus inside bank and 
cobbling outside wall.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

One lump of slag was deposited in a post hole. A cobbled area had some slag but probably not a working 
area. Two burials, both female. Period 1: iron fibula, half-bronze ring. Period 2: crucible fragment, glass ring-
beads, bronze penannular ring and iron objects. Period 3: bank and ditch constructed,  cultural context can't 
be differenitatied from Period 4. Period 4: refurbishment of old bank, may also include female burial and cist 
burial.
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IID: 98

Scott ID: 51

SMR DU012-02500Name Feltrim Hill

Co. DublinTownland Feltrim

NGR 32004 24454

P.I. Hartnett and Eogan Organisation

Office of Public WorksSite_Type Hilltop Enclosure

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

The site was dated artefactually by 
comparison with Lagore to the 8th-10th 
centuries AD.

Slag Yes kg0

'Large quantities' of slag scattered about but no furnace bottoms 
and no furnaces identified

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A prominent hill with Neolithic remains and a stone built enclosure/cashel. Excavated due to quarrying of the 
hillside. A thick occupation deposit was found, though it was poorly stratified. Hearths and the partial 
remains of a house were identified along with numerous artefacts of bronze, iron, bone, glass and jet.

Location

There was no concentration of slag in any 
one area.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 99

Scott ID: 66

SMR KK020-01800Name Freestone Hill

Co. KilkennyTownland COOLGRANGE

NGR 25889 15619

P.I. Bersu, Gerhard; Raftery, Barry Organisation

University College DublinSite_Type Hilltop Enclosure

Iron Age/Early Medi

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

O'Floinn sees the iron objects and slag as 
likely being 'later Iron Age'. This phase 
was dated through close argument 
based on the artefactual assemblage to 
the 4th/5th centuries.

Slag Yes kg0

A thick black humus layer contained 'occupation debris' and slag 
(in the center of the fort). To the west of the fort another black 
layer had iron and bronze slag and may possibly have been a hut 
site. 18 amorphous lumps of iron slag listed in the finds list

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting

Hollows in the junction between the limestone and 
dolomite in the hill were seen as mining hollows by 
Bersu (Raftery 1969) but dismissed by Scott (1990) as 
natural. Bersu rescorded frequent occurrence of 
limonite and haematite ores in the habitation layers 
but Raftery did not fully accept this and suggested 
further excavation.

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A late B.A. hillfort site with a B.A. Cairn, re-used in late I.A. As a probable pagan ritual site (according to 
O'Floinn's re-assessment) with votive deposition. Finds of slag indicate ironworking. O'Floinn does not 
attempt to explain the slag.

Location

Iron slag found in the central area and also 
on a possible hut site to the northwest. 
Possibly elsewhere too.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

It is possible that the hut site may have been some kind of metalworking area.
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Scott ID: 12

SMR ANT 037:017Name Galgorm

Co. AntrimTownland Galgorm

NGR 30843 40152

P.I. Evans, E.E. Organisation

Queens University BelfastSite_Type Souterrain

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Date based on site morphology, also 
souterrain ware found in the fill.

Slag Yes kg0

Slag observed in the earth dug out from the souterrain.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An isolated infilled souterrain excavated prior to survey and sketching by Evans. Finds came from the spoil 
heaps.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Some crude pottery sherds found and some flint flakes.
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Scott ID: 85

SMR OF014-02900Name Gallen Priory

Co. OffalyTownland Gallen

NGR 21184 22358

P.I. Kendrick, T.D. Organisation

Freelance - ResearchSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Church is no earlier than C11th. Burial 
ground stratigraphically earlier and 
carved slabs may push date back to 7th - 
9th century at earliest. No finds 
associated with earliest burials and 
relationship with 'smelting' area is 
unclear. The bullaun suggests an early 
medieval date for the ironworking.

Slag Yes kg0

Deep pits of burnt earth containing iron slag were reported.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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The pits containing slag and burnt clay may be 
metallurgical.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An early church site with a burial ground and multiple early christian cross slabs. Slag found in association 
with a possible bullaun in a seperate area to the SW of the church.

Location

Slag and bullaun located 21m SW of the 
SW corner of the church.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

There was no evidence that the smelting-area was in any way defined or enclosed.
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Scott ID: 26

SMR CO084-084----Name Garranes

Co. CorkTownland Garranes

NGR 14733 64003

P.I. O'Riordain, S.P. Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

B-ware identified on site dates  to the 
late 5th to early 6th centuries AD.  Three 
sherds of e-ware also identified. 
Excavator saw an earlier date range as 
most likely.

Slag Yes kg0

Fragments of iron slag found 'everywhere on the excavation'. Two 
cakes of iron slag with irregular hollows at centre. One illustrated, 
120mm diameter- similar to cahercommaun- found near entrance.

Heart NoFurnace No
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One piece of slag analysed had ceramic furnace lining 
attached which may relate to either smelting or smithing.

PossibleSmelting

Analysis of three slag samples by Photos-Jones and 
Wilson (2006) suggested smelting on site but the 
sample was extremely small and cannot be 
considered in conclusive.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

The illustrated slag cake is almost certainly an SHC, 
indicating smithing on site. Fragments of probable 
bar iron also indicate smithing though it is not clear if 
they were being produced or used.

Multi-vallate ringfort with evidence for an elaborate entranceway and  abundant evidence for non-ferrous 
metallurgy and glass and enamel working lots of evidence for craft activity. Later excavations showed 
evidence for pre-enclosure habitation and a circular building suggestive of habitation.

Location

Most of the metalworking evidence came 
from area D, along south inner edge of 
rampart

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

In area D a number of post-holes were identified  as well as an irregular arc of stones.
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Scott ID: 27

SMR CO055-002----Name Garryduff 1

Co. CorkTownland Garryduff

NGR 19255 86166

P.I. O'Kelly, M.J. Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Cashel

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

The large number of finds enabled close 
artefactual dating to two, probably 
continuous phases  c. 650-750/800. 
Ironworking took place in both periods.

Slag Yes kg0

Fragments of at least 44 'furnace bottoms' found. A large quantity 
of slag from all parts of the site but particularly in vicinity of the 
'furnaces'. No clear evidence for smelting slags but the finds of 
iron ore suggest smelting was carried out.

Heart YesFurnace Possible
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In period 1 a substantial stone built feature was 
identified. This is likely to be associated with smithing 
considering the evidence for non-ferrous metallurgy and 
glassmaking also associated with it. Six other features, 
from period 2, were identified as smelting pits, although 
it is possible that these could also have been associated 
with smithing. Very little information is available 
regarding these six features.

YesSmelting

Ore used was a hard stony yellow ochre, presumably 
quarried from an outcrop of yellow sandstone or 
lower limestone shale, readily available in the 
locality. Pieces were found all over the site, 
particularly in the vicinity of the furnaces. Near one 
of the period II furnaces a small dump of red ore 
found. Geologically similar to the yellow. 
Experimentation showed that it was the result of 
roasting.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

The probable smithing hearth suggests smithing took 
place. Secondary smithing could be inferred from the 
large number of finished artefacts on the site while 
primary smithing is implied by the presence of 
evidence for smelting. The 'furnace bottoms' 
reported are likely to be SHCs

Well excavated ringfort/cashel site. Two forts - Garryduff 2 was sterile of finds but in close proximity and had 
unusual wooden entrance. Garryduff 1 was elaborately constructed with inner and outer stone facings and a 
rock-cut ditch. The banks showed evidence of a second phase of reconstruction. These co-incided with two, 
possibly continuous, occupation periods.

Location

The well preserved smelting furnace found 
to north. No indication where the other 6 
potential furnaces were found.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Two rectangular houses and two areas of pavement but not directly associated with iron furnace. Substantial 
quantities of E-ware were found, including two sherds from the same pot that were found in the separate 
occupation phases.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Glebe

Co. DublinTownland Glebe

NGR 22289 32362

P.I. Seaver, Matthew Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

The site was dated by radiocarbon to the 
late seventh to late ninth centuries.

Slag Yes kg5.2

A variety of smithing cakes found, quite variable in make-up and 
morphology. One fairly complete cake is quite large c900g; 
thought by specialist to indicate a longer task or a task involving 
greater wastage such as fire welding.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No hearths or furnaces identified.

NoSmelting

Some tabular slags could possibly be seen as smelting 
furnace bottoms but are more likely to be to do with 
smithing.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Yes

H/ No

One smithing hearth cake has an estimated 
reconstructed 3KG weight. Seen as from 
bloomsmithing.

A circular enclosure, largely ploughed out in the interior with evidence for grain processing prior to the 
construction of the enclosure to the west. Artefactual evidence from the site suggests possible ecclesiastical 
connections.

Location

Slag found in the ditch. Also from two pits 
containing slag and worked and unworked 
bone

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Gortlaunaght

Co. CavanTownland Gortlaunaght

NGR 22005 32515

P.I. Chapple, Robert Organisation

Northern Archaeological ConsultancySite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Ditch fills containing slag were dated to 
the early medieval period. The 
radiocarbon dates span the EMEDA and 
EMEDB periods. The wood used was not 
identified.

Slag Yes kg6

All the slag collected was from secondary contexts. It was a very 
small amount and was spread amongst a number of features.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No smithing hearths or smelting furnaces could be 
identified.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A multi-period site with evidence from the Neolithic through to the EMED period. The EMED phase saw the 
construction of a large enclosure with a small ditch and an internal bank.  Within the ditch evidence, in the 
form of a cluster of gullies in the southern part of  the site, for fences and small buildings was found. In the 
eastern part of the enclosure a collection of gullys, hearths and pits was identified as a possible ironworking 
area.

Location

The possible ironworking area was located 
in the east of the enclosure but slag was 
also recovered from the enclosing ditch 
and bank.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

In Grids F3-4 and G3-4, there was a disparate collection of features, some of which appeared to form a 
structural unity. The central concentration lay in Grids F4 and G4 and was composed of one linear gully 
(C133), one spread (C570), 10 pits (C69, C80, C87, C91, C93, C100, C112, C184, C196 & C574), nine stakeholes 
(C137, C141, C147, C153, C155, C157, C198, C211 & C272), two postholes (C192 & C248), one hearth (C121), 
and one possible hearth (C130).
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Scott ID:

SMRName Gragan West

Co. ClareTownland Gragan West

NGR 12000 20180

P.I. Cotter, Claire Organisation

National Museum of IrelandSite_Type Indeterminate

Early medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Lack of stratigraphy and contexts makes 
interpretation difficult. Slag was not 
found in a secure context but is likely to 
be early medieval considering other 
early medieval finds

Slag Yes kg0

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A large mound with some evidence for Bronze Age burial. Top 40cm of the mound revealed a large quantity 
of animal bone, some iron slag and occasional oyster and barnacle shells. Bulk of the finds came from 
disturbed western half including spindle whorls, a loom weight, hones etc. Due to disturbance no definitive 
interpretation is possible but might be a BA burial mound re-used in EMED. 35m north of the site some 
pockets of stratified material visible, includes charcoal, iron slag, animal bones and flecks of burnt clay. Also a 
stone dagger/knife and a bronze object

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 70

SMR LI023-068Name Grange (Lough Gur)

Co. LimerickTownland Lough Gur

NGR 16373 14263

P.I. O'Riordain, Sean P. Organisation

University College DublinSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Not directly dated. Hut and ringfort 
morphology strongly suggest an Early 
Medieval date. The iron slag was 'clearly 
contemporaneous' with the hut, with 
some also from the peat pre-dating the 
laying of the clay floor.

Slag Yes kg0

Pieces of iron slag found in hearths outside the hut. The slag is 
'unusually light and spongy'  but examined by Dr. A Farrington 
who assures that it is iron slag. Also found in the peat.

Heart PossibleFurnace No
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Hearths contained fragments of burnt bone and slag. 
They may have been smithing hearths but there is 
insufficient detail for definitive interpretation.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. Possible

H/ No

Large stones near burnt area may have been used as 
anvils. May suggest they are secondary smithing 
hearths.

Two phases. The first pre-enclosure and covered with a layer of peat. A small ringfort then built with the 
burnt remains of a 5m diameter hut just SE of centre. Clay floor laid down when built to provide drier 
conditions. Slag comes from peat and phase two.

Location

Hearths contemporary with the hut 
located just nw of the hut in the SE 
quadrant of the site.  An area with 'large 
stones' and a burnt area just to the east.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Flint found on the clay floor and in the peat.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Grange 2

Co. MeathTownland Grange

NGR 28058 27006

P.I. Kelly, Amanda Organisation

Irish Archaeological Consultancy LtdSite_Type Ironworking Site

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Two radiocarbon dates from the fill of 
the large pit the furnace was situated 
within conflict. The earlier date is on oak 
charcoal, possibly indicating an old 
wood effect. However, the date on grain 
came from a basal layer and appears to 
be more reliable.

Slag Yes kg42.68

42.68kg of metallurgical debris was forwarded to the specialist. It 
consisted mainly of small to medium grey-black drippy and blocky 
type slags as well as a large quantity of fired clay fragments. The 
large concentrations of slag (specifically around the base of the 
cylindrical shaft furnace feature) within the furnace cut in Grange 
2 were all black in colour

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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YesSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

This site revealed a number of skeletons as well as a seperate 'ceramic kiln' or furnace. The furnace was 
situated at one end of a substantial hollow.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Remains of cereal within the large sunken pit might indicate its use as a drying kiln at some point
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Scott ID:

SMRName Gransha

Co. DerryTownland Gransha

NGR 24607 41993

P.I. Chapple, Robert Organisation

Northern Archaeological ConsultancySite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

RC date on unidentifed wood gave Iron 
Age date.

Slag Possible kg0

Slag was recorded but no analysis was carried out.

Heart PossibleFurnace No
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C19108 is a possible hearth but lacks charcoal layers and 
in-situ burning.

NoSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The morphology of the site suggests a smithy. Scraps 
of iron in the pit C19108 are also suggestive of 
smithing.

A middle BA cemetery with evidence for a later, Iron Age ironworking workshop. The evidence included a 
probable sub-rectangular structure outlined by postholes and with open sides. A possible smithing hearth/pit 
with adjacent stakeholes was also identified  This subrectangular structure would have measured 5.93m 
(north-east/south-west) by 5.39m, with an internal floor space of 24.61m2. Owing to the lack of post-holes 
along one side, it is considered that it would have been open to the northwest. The large pit contained 
considerable quantities of metal slag and is interpreted as a hearth, protected from the prevailing winds by a 
windbreak composed of sixteen stake-holes.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

This subrectangular structure would have measured 5.93m (north-east to south-west) by 5.39m and had an 
internal floor space of 24.61m2, or 26.85m2. 16 stakeholes beside C19108, located at the edge of the 
putative structure were interpreted as a windbreak/series of windbreaks. This would make it likely that one 
or more of the sides of the structure would have been open when originally in use.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Hardwood 3

Co. MeathTownland Hardwood

NGR 26076 24464

P.I. Murphy, Deirdre Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Features with slag were not directly 
dated but C052 (dated to the Iron Age) 
appears to form part of a group of pits 
related to metallurgy including C056 
C063 C034

Slag Yes kg11.144

A relatively small amount of slag was found on the site with only 
one piece being identified as a possible SHC by the specialist. The 
majority of the slag seems to relate to smelting.

Heart PossibleFurnace Yes
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Originally four pits were tentatively identified as 'bowl 
furnaces'  with a number of potential smithing hearths 
also identified. However, the final report records slag 
from only three pits C056, C058, C063. Of these C063 is 
probably a furnace pit, the other two may be related to 
ironworking but the evidence is not definite.

YesSmelting

One polished block revealed a small fragment of an 
unconsolidated bloom indicating smelting on site.

Smithing Possible

Prim. Possible Sec. No

H/ No

There is no clear evidence for smithing on the site, 
though it is possible some primary smithing may 
have taken place.

Seven pits; originally four identified as bowl hearths with the others seen as potentially connected to the 
industrial process.  Also a rectangular pit with in-situ charcoal from production. One of the pits C044 was 
located away from the others and dated to the medieval period. Four pits spatialy associated in the centre of 
the site (C052, C056, C063, C034) may date to the Iron Age. A charcoal kiln to the west was dated to the Early 
Medieval period.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Harlockstown

Co. MeathTownland Harlockstown

NGR 25005 30625

P.I. O'Connor, David Organisation

CRDS LtdSite_Type Settlement - unenclosed

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

F97 contained metallurgical ceramic and 
dated to the Iron Age. A large number of 
other heat-affected hearths are not 
securely dated but are assigned to the 
Iron Age by the excavator based on 
inclusions of metallurgical waste. It is 
possible that the ironworking evidence 
dates to a later period.

Slag Yes kg10.5

10.5kg of slag was analysed though it is not clear if this represents 
the total amount of slag from the site. The final report refers to 
'significant quantities' of slag in a number of features but this 
does not tally with the small amounts recorded from these 
features in the specialist report.  Smithing and smelting slags 
were identified.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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A large number of features were heat-affected and could 
potentially relate to ironworking but the small amounts 
of slag they contained combined with a lack of good 
dating evidence make interpretation difficult.

PossibleSmelting

Ore is reported from the 'storage pit' F541 along with 
fragments of 'daub'. The pit is undated and the 
potential ore was not analysed. While a small 
amount of smelting slag was identified through 
chemical/microscopic analysis, the specialist did not 
consider the possibility that this could be non-
representative or derive from bloomsmithing.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

Evidence for smithing in the form of SHCs seems 
clear from the specialist analysis.

This was a multi-period site with final Neolithic/EBA burials followed by an Iron age phase with a possible 
house structure, numerous hearths (possibly connected with ironworking), pits, postholes, cobbled areas 
and a sunken structure. The final phase was Early Medieval and saw the construction of a sub-square 
enclosure with associated field boundaries.

Location

The majority of the slag reported in the 
specialist analysis came from ditch fills and 
other scraps of slag were spread around 
the site. It is possible that most, if not all 
the slag was in secondary contexts.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The excavator assigned a number of features to an Iron Age phase apparently contemporary with the 
ironworking evidence. These include a possible house structure, a sunken-floored feature with slag in its fill 
but no metalworking features, metalled areas and a large dump/mound of burnt material. The dump/mound 
was associated with ironworking by the excavator but this is very unlikely considering its lack of slag. 

The metal smelting at Harlockstown is represented by numerous pits, bowl furnaces, hearths and slot 
trenches spread across the site. Many of these pits showed evidence for re-use, being re-dug, re-lined and re-
heated. Often the final phase of smelting was found, with significant quantities of slag, vitrified fuel ash and 
metallurgical ceramic left in situ. Evidence for the prolonged use of the site for metal smelting can be seen in 
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Scott ID:

SMR LH012-082----Name Haynestown

Co. LouthTownland Haynestown

NGR 30407 30370

P.I. O'Sullivan, Muiris Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Ring Barrow

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The base of the ditch was RC dated to 
the Iron Age but upper disturbed/re-cut 
fills appear to have been early medieval 
as they contained early medieval 
pottery. The slag was found in 
association with the pottery and is 
therefore likely to be early medieval.

Slag Yes kg0

Slag came from the area of the barrow including its ditch fills and 
some related pits. Also from a plough-disturbed layer. No details 
available.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavation revealed a multi-phase site beginning with tentative evidence for EBA activity followed by the 
construction of a ring barrow with ditch fills dated to the late Iron Age. At the end of the first millenium AD a 
grain drying kiln and barn were constructed and appear to have ben associated with some field ditches. 
Evidence for ironworking in the form of slag was concentrated in the area of the ring barrow and its 
associated features.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The ringbarrow had an associated platform and slag was scattered across both, probably by ploughing. Slag, 
along with cremated bone and some pottery was recovered from a number of contexts in the fill of the 
ringbarrow ditch including a small stone-linded ditch. Slag was also found in a rectangular pit found close to 
the platform and south of the barrow which produced an Iron Age date.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Henning's Land

Co. DownTownland Unknown

NGR 30884 33089

P.I. Paul Masser and Magnar Dalland Organisation

Headland ArchaeologySite_Type Indeterminate

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

No dating evidence from the site - Date 
based on Carnmeen.

Slag Yes kg15.5

A lot of residual slag but 12 KG of material from a single pit 
21107 - interpreted as a dump deposit.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ Yes

Two of the SHCs from the pit identified as big enough 
to possibly be from smelting.

To the south-east of Carnmeen Ringfort lay an area of industrial activity with a number of pits and deposits. 
Many of the pits had heavily oxidised sides and lower fills of charcoal and ash. One of the pits contained a 
broken quernstone at its base, while another had its sides lined with stone. These pits also produced 
quantities of pottery, metalworking slag, hammer-scale and burnt bone.

Location

East of Carnmeen ringfort

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

One pit with a dump of SHCs, hammerscale and slag spheres.
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Scott ID:

SMR GA021-026Name High Island

Co. GalwayTownland HIGH ISLAND

NGR 50420 25740

P.I. Scally, Georgina Organisation

Office of Public WorksSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

The ironworking pre-dates Cell B and is 
certainly EMED. The crucible found in 
the possible hearth suggests a 7th - 10th 
century date.

Slag Yes kg0.194

One small SHC was found close to the hearth.

Heart YesFurnace No
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One pit under Cell B was identified as a probable 
smithing hearth. It is thought that the pit pre-dated the 
construction of the cell.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ Yes

The SHC is rather small (with an estimated maximum 
original weight of about 410g), suggesting it was 
produced during blacksmithing, rather than during 
the refinement of raw iron.

An island monastic site with early medieval and medieval phases. Features include a stone enclosure and a 
variety of stone structures including bee-hive huts. A pit below and predating cell B produced metalworking 
residue.

Location

Cell B lies to the east of the church and 
enclosure

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A rock-cut water holding pit excavated outside cell b
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Scott ID:

SMR DOW 030:037Name Inch/Ballyrenan

Co. DownTownland BALLYRENAN

NGR 34710 34624

P.I. Mac Manus, Ciara Organisation

Archaeological Development Services LtdSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Dated by association with souterrain 
ware

Slag Yes kg0

A large quantity.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavation of a levelled univallate ringfort. Evidence for a gateway strucutre, lots of posts and pits including 
some burnt, interpreted as cooking pits. Also evidence in the form of post-holes for a large rectangular 
structure.  A large quantity of souterrain ware and iron slag was recovered from the SW of the ditch

Location

Large quantity of slag found in the SW of 
the ditch.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Appears to be a slag dump in a ditch.
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Scott ID: 78

SMR N/AName Inishkea North

Co. MayoTownland Inishkea North

NGR 56992 32254

P.I. Henry, Francoise Organisation

University College DublinSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Site dated art historically to 7th-8th 
century but not definite at all, no direct 
date for the hearth.

Slag Yes kg0

'Clinkers of iron' in 'great quantity' found through only a 
superficial search.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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A semi-circular, very burnt hearth with no traces of wall 
and 'Lots of clinker' identified. Insufficient detail for a 
definitive interpretation.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The hearth may be related to smithng. It is not a 
furnace.

A complex of houses and beehive huts that excavator saw as an eremetic monastery.

Location

The 'forge' located away from any 
structure, to the north of a large mound.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Johnstown 1

Co. MeathTownland Johnstown

NGR 27698 24047

P.I. Linda Clarke Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Settlement/Cemetery

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Multi-period from LIA to 20th century. 
Three phases of enclosure: Phase 1: 
Animal bone dates 430-660. Phase 2: 
Souterrain ware, Animal bone dated 440-
670. Phase 3: Souterrain ware, medieval 
pottery. Burial in mid fill dated 990-
1225. A large pit (F553) associated  with 
ironworking in base 1030-1280. Ditch 
likely dug C9-C10. One mid-IA date of 
400-90 BC is probably old wood. 
Ironworking dates span IA to Med but 
probably largely EMED/MED.

Slag Yes kg2017

2017.5kg of metal waste from 55 contexts. 584kg examined. 
160kg of this from cxts 768 and 779 (a spread and a cobbled 
surface) were analysed in more detail. This included the reporting 
of 13 polished blocks though their implications are not discussed. 
The majority of the slag on the site (933kg) came from  the 
second (214kg) and third (297kg) enclosure ditches and a dump 
layer sealing the second ditch (F768; 422kg; dated 650-890AD). 
26kg came from the first ditch. Three overlay Phase 1 and 2 
ditches and probably date after C8 or C9.

Heart YesFurnace Possible
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A large number of features were identified by the 
excavator and specialist as potential metallurgical 
features. The specialist interpreted most as the bases of 
'bowl furnaces'. A re-assessment of the evidence suggests 
there is no clear evidence for furnace pits and only one 
feature that can confidently be called a smithing hearth 
given the evidence available.

PossibleSmelting

A number of probable furnace pits identified but a 
lack of ore, evidence for roasting or unconsolidated 
blooms means the identification of smelting on site is 
not clear cut.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Yes

H/ Possible

Iron from phase 2 ditch included sheeting and 
unfinished iron objects. SHCs identified in the report, 
some of substantial size. Analysis of an iron knife 
gave evidence findicated deliberate 
carburisation.Hammerscale was not systematically 
sampled, although some soil samples were analysed 
for 'magnetic content'. F558, F559, F560 and F1070 
had particularly high levels of magnetic material.

A multi-period settlement/cemetery and industrial site that was utilised for over 1000 years. Two areas of 
activity were evident. The first was a succession of enclosures that respected a burial mound, which 
originated in the late Iron Age, and defined areas of burial, settlement and industrial activity until potentially 
the seventeenth century. The second area was outside the enclosure and consisted of a mill-race ditch and 
the site’s final use as a cillín in the post medieval period. Ironworking evidence takes the form of large dump 
deposits, particularly in the ditches and a number of features interpreted as pits, smelting pits, spreads and 
smithing hearths.

Location

The site is located on a promontory of dry 
land between wet, boggy area. Seven 
areas of metalworking identified. These 
seem to be separate from the 'spreads' 
where a lot of slag was recovered, 
particularly from ditches.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

No structural remains were identified from any period. A cobbled work area sealed the large SE spread 
(F768) sealing the phase 2 ditch (F4). Ironworking features (in chronological order): Area 7: beside mill, AD 
240-540, a number of pits and hearths. Area 1: 2 pits cut into top fill of phase 1 + 2 ditches, dates after 7th 
century. Area 2: 4 pits, one dated 680-980. Area 3: one pit. Area 4: a pit and a possible hearth. A refuse pit 
with slag; seen as a workshop. Area 5: pit cut into burial 360. Area 6: Cut into phase 3 ditch 1420-1650 AD. 
Evidence for settlement activity included large quantities of animal bone, plant remains, 6 crop-drying kilns 
including one with an EMED date.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Johnstown 3

Co. KildareTownland Johnstown

NGR 27752 24013

P.I. O'Hara, R. Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

RC date spans EIA to DIA with a 94.7% 
chance of dating between 540-206 cal. 
BC and 0.7% chance of dating between 
706-695 BC

Slag Yes kg1.6

The specialist report details only the slag from furnace C004 
(1.602kg) which "produced three different types of slag, 
predominately the drippy type with nine pieces being collected; 
also fragments of each of dense crystalline and platy cake types.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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Both features are very likely to represent the basal pits of 
furnaces.

YesSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Two circular features, showing evidence for oxidisation and traces of slag.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 80

SMR 	ME017-0440Name Kells, Townparks

Co. MeathTownland TOWN PARKS

NGR 27389 27596

P.I. Byrne, Greta Organisation

Office of Public WorksSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Artefacts recovered sit comfortably into 
an early medieval context. The ditch had 
a bronze brooch, possibly 7th century in 
date at base.

Slag Yes kg0

A 'furnace bottom' found as well as some iron slag.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavations in advance of a new police station. Found a circular ditched enclosure with old (standing) church 
building located just outside it. Early medieval in date and appears to indicate settlement prior to the 
foundation of the monastery in c.804 A.D.

Location

Only the west section of the ditch 
excavated, included entrance

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMR DU025-01600Name Kilgobbin

Co. DublinTownland Kilgobbin

NGR 31899 22432

P.I. Larsson, Ellinor and Bolger, Teresa Organisation

Arch-Tech Ltd; Margaret Gowen & Co.Site_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The site had multiple phases, primarily 
early medieval but stretching into the 
medieval period. Ironworking in D1 
dated to Phases III-V, all early medieval.

Slag Yes kg0

Original slag analysis not available but smelting and smithing slags 
reported as well as lumps of manganese oxide, suggested to have 
been used to aid the smelting process.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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C70 was identified by the excavator and specialist as a 
potential furnace or hearth but the slag from its fills was 
not diagnostic and while it had evidence for in situ 
burning it was not clear that it had been used for either 
smithing or smelting.

IndeterminSmelting

There is insufficient information in the published 
material for the site to accept the identification of 
smelting slags pending viewing of the original slag 
analysis.

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Finds of iron sheeting and a number of bars of iron 
might indicate secondary working.

Excavation in advance of a housing development beside an EMED ecclesiastical site. Larsson carried out 
testing and monitoring excavations that identified a possible metalworking area with eight post-holes, one 
stake hole, two linear features and five pits in Area B6 to the SE of the church. A variety of other pits, 
postholes and burnt areas were also uncovered by Larsson. Bolger's excavations were to the W and SW of 
the church and uncovered evidence for a complex sequence of enclosures, cereal-drying kilns, field ditches 
and metalworking debris from ferrous and non-ferrous metallurgy. One possible metalworking area 
identified that may have been enclosed by an annex ditch. Metalworking debris also came from the upper 
fills of the main enclosure ditch C2. Radiocarbon dates for the site span the period AD650-950.

Location

Two main areas produced metallurgical 
residues: D1 directly to the west of the 
church and B6 to the south east. No 
definite hearths or furnaces were 
identified so the location of the 
metalworking is uncertain.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Possible metalworking area contained eight post-holes, one stake-hole, two linear features and five pits. The 
full extent of the site was obscured by the limit of the monitoring programme. Phase III: Pit C31 was 
subcircular measuring 1.6x0.96x0.8m and contained slag, crucible fragments, a copper-alloy strap connector 
and iron tweezers. Its tertieary fill C34 was dated. Phase IVc Pit C70 was subcircular, 1.24m in diamter x 
0.47m deep. Its sides were heat-affected and it contained lenses of charcoal, ash and burnt clay as well as 
fuel ash slag and ferrous slag. The primary fill C85 was dated. Phase V: C92 was the final deposit of ditch C21 
and dated to this phase . It produced fuel ash slag, ferric slag, crucible fragments and copper-alloy artefacts. 
C30 was an oblong pit with large amounts of ferric slag, an iron crook-headed gouge and a crucible fragment.
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Scott ID:

SMR CO086-04800Name Killanully

Co. CorkTownland KILLANULLY

NGR 16919 63586

P.I. Mount, Charles Organisation

Archaeological Development Services LtdSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Site radiocarbon dated to 8th - 10th 
centuries.

Slag Yes kg6.5

6.5kg of slag reported from the upper levels of the corn-drying 
kiln. Specialist analysis of the slag consisted of XRF analysis of one 
sample.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No furnace was identified

IndeterminSmelting

Iron ore was reported from disturbed contexts and 
from the souterrain.

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A univallate early medieval enclosure and souterrain with a  cereal-drying kiln outside it.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Slag and ore reported from cxt 16, the souterrain backfill/destruction layer and slag from F7, a pit of 
unknown use.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Killickaweeny 1

Co. KildareTownland Killickaweeny

NGR 28385 24067

P.I. Walsh, Fintan Organisation

Irish Archaeological Consultancy LtdSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Radiocarbon dates for site range from 
8th-10th centuries. Artefact typologies 
suggest C9-C10. Probably only lasted for 
one or two generations.

Slag Yes kg86

Large amount of phosphate from bone or peat. No morphological 
characterisation of the slag. More slag found in metalworking 
area around structures 2-4 than elsewhere. The metallurgical 
area is to the north of Structures 2 and 3 and is characterised by a 
number of 'potential bowl furnaces', curvilinear gullies, peripheral 
features and a large feature assumed to be a cistern (C364). An 
additional feature said to be a metallurgical furnace is located to 
the NE of the site (C861).

Heart YesFurnace Possible
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Original classifaction of metallurgical features identified 4 
'bowl furnaces' and some smithing hearths. This was 
based on morphological classification. However, re-
assesment of the evidence suggests there is no clear-cut 
evidence for a smelting furnace and only one smithing 
hearth that is clearly identifiable. Other features are 
likely to be metallurgical but a function cannot be 
assigned with any confidence.

PossibleSmelting

Slags from the site were identified as mainly from 
smelting but the criteria on which this is based is 
ambiguous. The specialist report gives no clear-cut 
evidence for smelting on the site.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ Yes

Hammerscale identified in Area A, two fragments of 
vitrified hearth lining. Artefacts also had calcium rich 
phases indicating either the addition of calcium 
through bone/peat or a sideritic ore.  
Analysis of chisel and knife indicated high level of 
craftsmanship.

A non-circular enclosure with two phases of ditch. Evidence that interior bank and the ditch would have 
been filled with water. Short occupation- only one or two generations. Clear interior divisions in the 
enclosure between North and South (post-date metalworking). No ecclesiastical associations despite 'Kill' 
element in placename.

Location

Main concentratin of metalworking 
concentrated in a small area to the west of 
the enclosure. 

Another, much smaller area located 
outside the enclosure to the north.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Structure 1: Plan not very clear but could be a roundhouse c.5m diameter. Not directly dated. Structure 2: 
Largest and most impressive. Sub-rect and with three interiror postholes that make a shape reminiscent of 
the snail-shaped enclosure at Byrn y Castell. Structure 3:A U-shaped structure seen as an outhouse or 
storage structure. Structure 4: A rect structure with post holes at corners. 2m x 2.7m. Right in the middle of 
the ironworking. Parallels at Kilpatrick. Metalworking Area A: a cluster of metalworking features in a specific 
area inside the enclosure. Area B consisted of a figure 8 shaped pit (861) isolated outside the main enclosure. 
Textile/settlement area: Finds suggest textile production. A weird funnelled water pit seen as providing a 
water source for the house.
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Scott ID:

SMR TN036-020----Name Killoran

Co. TipperaryTownland Killoran

NGR 22111 16613

P.I. Stevens, Paul Organisation

Margaret Gowen & Co.Site_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

RC dates from short-lived oak and yew 
branches from two pits.

Slag Yes kg0

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Three pits with evidence for industrial acitivity, one with 
a quantity of slag indicate some kind of ironworking on 
the site.

IndeterminSmelting

Raw bloom reported but no specialist analysis

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A 6m x 5m cutting on the footprint of an ESB pylon in the centre of a known monastic site founded in the 
sixth century. The site produced pits probably related to ironworking as well as  evidence for a wattle 
partition running through the centre of the site that post-dated the ironworking pits.

Location

The excavation took place at the centre of 
a monastic enclosure.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Two pits had slag: C26 circular 21cm diameter, 17cm deep. One piece of slag against a dark charcoal-rich 
matrix. C31 oval in plan, irregular in profile. 0.66x0.45x0.15 metres. Contained a large quantity of slag and 
'part of the stone base of a furnace'. Also a tiny fragment of bone. One pit may have been associated with 
these: C24 was a curved ovoid with a square profile , fire-reddened vertical sides and a flat bottom. 
1.32x0.43x0.20 metres.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Kilmacthomas Area 16

Co. WaterfordTownland Ahanaglogh

NGR 23795 10461

P.I. Tierney, J.;Elliot, R.; Frazer, W. Organisation

Eachtra ArchaeologySite_Type Ironworking Site

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Two RC dates, one from one of the 
hearths and one from the corn drying 
kiln. Span cal. AD 662-974 and 995-1216. 
Wood type not identified. The site is 
very close to Area 11 which dates to the 
13th century or later and it seems 
possible that it is contemporary, with 
the RC dates resulting from the 'old 
wood' effect.

Slag Yes kg54

Area 16: 54KG total slag. All from smithing.

Heart YesFurnace No
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Six hearths/pits identified by the excavator but only one 
can be called a smithing hearth with any confidence. The 
others may be hearths, storage pits or dumps.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ Yes

Area 16: Remains of 'iron pans' or smithing floors 
reported. Also plenty of evidence of SHCs. Furnace 5 
contained a large anvil boulder that looked 
fragmented and well-used. There is no suggestion of 
primary smithing.

Area 16 measured 20m x 20m with some prehistoric remains, six 'metalworking hearths', a pit, a slot-trench 
and a medieval corn-drying kiln. Located 25m west of the later, medieval ironworking site in Area 11. The 
area was confined in a rectangular space that may imply a building or enclosure existed.

Location

Spread along the road take but areas 16, 
11 and 21 all located within an area c. 20-
25m square. Areas 8+9 about 80-90m NE 
of them.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Area 16: A slot trench seperated two circular pits/hearths (C2862 and C2785) from the rest to the north. May 
have originally held a wooden beam. Stake holes identified in the base of two of the pits/hearths. Hearth 5, 
with the anvil stone had five stake/post-holes along northern and southern edge. Potential that the Area 16 
features, grouped tightly together may have been inside one building.
To the west of the group of hearths was a keyhole shaped kiln with a secondary fill containing ironworking 
debris.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Kilmacthomas Area 25 (Treacy's Hill)

Co. WaterfordTownland Cooltubbrid East

NGR 23947 10517

P.I. Tierney, Michael Organisation

Eachtra ArchaeologySite_Type Ironworking Site

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Two RC dates span 414-760 AD and 643-
774. May have old wood effect but still 
likely to be EMED and earlier than other 
Kilmacthomas sites. Likely to date to the 
EMED B period considering late range of 
both dates.

Slag Yes kg15.5

Slag from two of the features interpreted by the specialist as from 
smelting but no examples of the slag are shown and very little 
convincing evidence is put forward for the identification. Cxt 309 
contained 7kg, Cxt 769  contained 5kg. No SHCs found.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Two possible furnaces/hearths (C767 and C309) were 
identified but they were both quite ambiguous. C769 was 
seen as a bowl furnace with an adjacent pit for the 
bellows. The feature is very large and does not appear to 
have extensive in situ burning and its function is unclear. 
C309 is also very large, with limited in situ burning and a 
small amount of slag.

PossibleSmelting

Smelting slag identified by the specialist as probably 
forming in a 'bowl furnace', along the furnace wall.

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Stones found in the base of both pits/hearths that 
may have been used as bellows supports. Seen by 
Specialist as too small to be anvils. They could also 
have acted as partial lining for the pits. Possible 
hammerstones were found in the fil of C769

Measured 30m x 30m. Two furnaces or hearths and a large cut feature that was pos. used for water storage 
reported. Truncated an earlier Neolithic/Bronze Age occupation.

Location

The three pits are located in close 
proximity to one another.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A large pit (C330) was interpreted as a clay extraction pit subsequently used to store water. It may also be a 
prehistoric storage pit unrelated to the metalworking.
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Scott ID: 103

SMR WM020-049--Name Kilpatrick

Co. WestmeathTownland Corbetstown

NGR 25753 25587

P.I. Swan, Leo Organisation

Freelance - ResearchSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Ironworking phase confidently dated to 
the 6th-7th centuries AD from 
artefactual evidence including pottery 
and bronze objects.

Slag Yes kg0

A number of large plano-convex slag blocks identified associated 
with Furnace A. They measured up to 25cm in diameter and 10cm 
in depth.

Heart YesFurnace Possible
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A probable smithing hearth and two metallurgical 
features that cannot be interpreted definitively.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ Yes

All over the trampled area, but concentrated 
particularly in the centre, were large quantities of 
tiny spalls of iron - a probable smithing floor.

A large ecclesiastical enclosure with evidence of ironworking from its earliest phase. The site had evidence 
for one large round structure and ephemeral remains of many others. The centre of the site was occupied by 
a disused graveyard and medieval church.

Location

All three ironworking features were 
located close together in the southern 
sector.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Metalworking associated stratigraphically with E-ware. The three features were lying south of and almost 
contiguous to the footing trench of a house or shelter. Very likely to be contemporary. Two key-hole shaped 
kilns were identified on the site.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Kilrussane

Co. CorkTownland Kilrussane

NGR 17463 80658

P.I. Sherlock, Rory Organisation

Sheila Lane and AssociatesSite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Two identical RC dates from seperate 
features dating to the Iron Age.

Slag Yes kg11.5

Most of the fragments of slag recovered from this site were 
reported as black, dense, drippy and metallic-sounding or 
'clinkery'.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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Four features from the site can be accepted as probable 
smelting pits, though they are very truncated.

YesSmelting

The possible blooms were not sectioned so their 
identification remains uncertain.

Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Feature 7 was identified as a possible forging pit but 
specialist analysis concluded it had no metallurgical 
function.

A total of seven features were excavated, four of which were found to be furnaces following excavation and 
post-excavation analysis.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Feature 6 was identified as a possible posthole and consisted of a soft dark grey/black fill (Context 14) lying 
within a sub-oval cut (Context 15). The fill contained inclusions of small gritty stones and frequent charcoal 
pieces and there was also a notable inclusion of grey/white ashy material in the centre of the deposit. The 
cut of the feature measured 0.38m by 0.23m and was up to 80mm in depth with relatively steep sides and a 
concave base. The feature may represent a heavily truncated posthole, but the shallowness of the cut as 
excavated makes the feature difficult to interpret.
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Scott ID:

SMR LI030-165----Name Kiltenan South

Co. LimerickTownland Kiltenan South

NGR 14362 14176

P.I. Dennehy, Emer Organisation

Margaret Gowen & Co.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The pit beside the hearth/furnace dated 
cal. AD 693-887.

Slag Yes kg0

No slag analysis means the identification of a furnace cannot be 
definite.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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One feature can be identified as a probable metallurgical 
feature but without specialist anlaysis it is impossible to 
identify the function of the pit.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A 'bowl furnace' and an adjacent oval/linear pit.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The associated oval pit had a single brown silty fill containing some slag; it had no evidence of burning and 
little charcoal. The pit was dated AD 690-860.
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Scott ID: 102

SMR WA029-0420Name Kiltera

Co. WaterfordTownland Dromore

NGR 21051 91330

P.I. Macalister, R. A. S. Organisation

University College DublinSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Iron Age/Early Medi

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

The ogham inscriptions are suggestive of 
an early date

Slag Yes kg0

Quantity or nature of slag not specified.

Heart NoFurnace No
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A spread of water-worn stoned and clay identified as a 
possible furnace or hearth by the excavator but this 
seems unlikely from the limited description in the report.

IndeterminSmelting

The author "learned on enquiry that there is iron ore 
somewhere in the neighbourhood, and that it was 
exploited within recently deceased, if not within 
living, memory."

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A circular mound with ogham inscribed stones, ditches, multiple (late) burials and a bell shaped pit with 
associated slag. Ecclesiastical association based on site name, later burials and presence of ogham. The 
names on the ogham stones were connected with Lug and might indicate early pagan associations.

Location

Found in the pit and here and there 
around the site. Especially in an area of 
black clay 20ft away from the pit.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A spread of clay near the bell-shaped pit rested upon a footing of waterworn stones, and there were several 
fragments of iron slag embedded in it. A short distance further to the south there was a bed of ashes, 1 ft. 
Below the surface and 3 ft. Thick. There was another fragment of slag in the pit itself, and a few more were 
found scattered about here and there over the area.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Kinnegad 2

Co. WestmeathTownland Kinnegad

NGR 25838 24541

P.I. Murphy, Deirdre Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Bronze Age/Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The dating evidence comes from 
radiocarbon and pottery. The pottery 
suggests a LBA phase ending by 700BC 
with a later IA phase co-inciding with the 
ironworking.

Slag Yes kg6.302

A small amount (c.6Kg) of slag was identified from all features on 
the site and this figure appears to incorporate  furnace lining and 
other vitrified clay fragments.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Two pits were identified as 'bowl furnaces' F25 and F28. 
F28 had no evidence of burning in-situ or intact furnace 
fill and cannot be identified with certainty as a furnace. 
F25 is a sunken feature that may relate to either smelting 
or smithing. F42 was identified as a possible bloom-
smithing hearth on the basis of morphological similarities 
with other hearths on the the same road scheme but 
there is insufficient evidence for a definitive 
interpretation.

PossibleSmelting

Specialist confident bog-ore was used for smelting 
due to traces of manganese but an origin for the slag 
in smelting is not demonstrated convincingly.

Smithing Possible

Prim. Possible Sec. No

H/ No

A prominent flat ridge with 17 pits, 7 postholes, 2 stakeholes, two spreads, two 'bowl furnaces', two linear 
ditches and furrows. Dating evidence suggests both a  LBA and IA phase. A small amount of slag was 
recovered from a number of features including one sunken area with a pit in one corner that may relate to 
either smelting or smithing.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

F19 was a sub-rectangular pit filled with brown clay loam with charcoal flecks throughout and 100 crumbs 
and sherds of BA pottery. One piece of slag, classified as a "vitrified clay fragment" was identified by the 
specialist. The pit was interpreted as a domestic hearth with dump material dating to the BA. The slag need 
not have come from ironworking.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Knockbrack

Co. KerryTownland Knockbrack

NGR 10766 12126

P.I. Hull, Graham Organisation

TVAS Ireland LtdSite_Type Ironworking Site

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Three charcoal dates, the one from hazel 
is probably most reliable and dates the 
site to 565-666 AD. The others both 
indicate a LIA date.

Slag Yes kg31

Fragments of run slag, possibly broken-up tap slag were found in 
the shallow pits in front of the furnaces. Two SHC fragments 
found in the stone lined area probably relating to primary 
smithing. Pit/Post-hole 9 contained an SHC with hammerscale 
embedded in it.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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Pits 4 and 5 away from the main complex had smithing 
slags as well as hammerscale and are likely to be related 
to smithing but no clear smithing hearth identified.

YesSmelting

At the NW end of the complex a stone-lined oval pit 
measuring 2.9m by 1m and 20cm deep had a base 
baked hard and with a charcoal rich base-layer. The 
excavator suggested it may be associated with 
primary smithing, though it could also be a roasting 
pit.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Yes Sec. Possible

H/ Yes

The presence of smithing slag within the furnace area 
suggests primary smithing. Possibly in the stone lined 
area. Pits 4 and 5, away from the main complex 
produced significant amounts of hamerscale, broken 
fragments of slag and a flat piece of iron with 
hammerscale on its surface. A grooved sharpening 
stone might indicate the finishing of artefacts and 
thus secondary smithing.

Iron related features included a furnace complex and, about 20m north some pits potentially for smithing

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The furnace complex was composed of two small circular features, a large pit and a possible stone-lined 
feature. Four small post-holes and two shallow depressions were also recorded. A large pit was located to 
the northwest of the two furnaces and they are cut into the edge of it. It measured 2.1m x 2m and was 10cm 
deep. The centre of the pit showed evidence of in-situ burning. Secondary fill had lumps of fired clay 
(superstructure?). Flat stones in the fill suggest an enclosing wall. At the NW end of the area was a stone-
lined feature with an irregular base, baked hard. This is where the possible whetstone was found. Two 
pits/post-holes were symetrically aligned behind the furnaces and the pits and are probably related. At a 
distance of 20m NE of the smelting site, two possible pits were excavated. A moderate amount of slag from 
their fills.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Knockcommane

Co. LimerickTownland Knockcommane

NGR 18780 11622

P.I. Bernice Molloy Organisation

Margaret Gowen & Co.Site_Type Enclosure

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The furnace was dated by oak sapwood 
to 376-181 cal. B.C.

Slag Yes kg4.2

A large amount of drippy slags (c.2kg) found in the pit F3. Also, a 
small unworked bloom was recovered from the site.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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One central feature likely represents a truncated furnace 
base.

YesSmelting

Site 47001B revealed a small bloom (SASAA 299.5) 
with considerable amount of iron and weighing c. 
800 gram; it was discarded in F9, the fill of F8. The 
bloom itself weighed 800g or 1390g when the 
accretions are counted. Sulphur in the slag 
suggestive of a non-bog source. Edges of the bloom 
were carbon rich. The bloom was birds nest shape 
and appeared not to have been worked

Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

No evidence was identified for smithing on the site 
apart from one artefact identified tentatively as a 
possible hammerstone.

The site consisted of a subcircular enclosure with a circular structure within it. A furnace was identified 
within the structure. Artefacts from the site included a blue glass bead, a possible pin-beater and a stone 
punch.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The enclosure was defined by a segmented gully or ditch enclosing an area 15m in diameter. The gully had 
silted up naturally except for the south-eastern segments where slag and furnace fragments had been 
dumped as well as a fragment of iron bloom. The structure was circular, 8.5m in diameter and centrally 
positioned within the enclosure. A line of stakeholes within it may be the remains of internal furnishings. 
Part of the structure was defined by a slot trench and part by post holes.  A pit and a furnace were also 
identified within the structure. The pit contained a stone punch and a possible pin-beater.
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Scott ID: 71

SMR LI013-111002Name Knockea

Co. LimerickTownland KNOCKEA

NGR 16129 14945

P.I. O'Kelly, M. J. Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

The site morphology and general 
material culture of the site was 
suggestive of a broad EMED date.

Slag Yes kg0

Two partial fragments of 'furnace bottoms' were found with the 
tuyere frags in House A. Their maximum dimensions and 
thickness were 11cm/5cm and 12c/8cm. Max dimensions and 
thickness 11cm x 5cm and 12cm x 8cm

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An early medieval platform enclosure with internal structures and an adjacent rectangular burial enclosure 
with associated habitation evidence. The domestic enclosure (Site 2) had two phases, with ironworking 
evidence from the earliest. The chronology of the site is not clear but extensive evidence for structures in the 
interior demonstrated multiple phases of use.

Location

The slag was found in structure A to the 
north of the enclosure, the site was only 
partially excavated.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

No bank around the site in relevant phase, just a ditch. Lots of houses/small huts within the narrow strip 
excavated.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Knockmore

Co. AntrimTownland Knockmore

NGR 32331 36384

P.I. Nicol, Sarah Organisation

Northern Archaeological ConsultancySite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Three radiocarbon dates tie the different 
areas together. Area 7 also produced 
Bronze Age and early modern dates for 
some features.

Slag Yes kg70

A large dump of slag came from Area 12 with much smaller 
amounts coming from features in Areas 7 and 10.

Heart possibleFurnace No
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While some pits were potentially related to ironworking, 
no definite hearth or furnace was identified. C1086, 
within the stakehole structure in Area 10c may have 
contained hamerscale indicating a potential use as a 
hearth.

IndeterminSmelting

Bloom was reported from the dump in Area 12, 
though no details are given.

Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Soil processing revealed "small solidified droplets of 
iron" from the upper fill (F1088) of feature C1086 in 
Area 10c. This may possibly be hammerscale 
indicating smithing.

A large multi-period site with evidence from the Neolithic to the Early Medieval period. Evidence from three 
areas (7, 10 and 12) was found for ironworking activities including structures, slag dumps and pits. All of 
these are thought to date to the Iron Age.

Location

The three areas with evidence for 
ironworking were spread around the large 
excavated area.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Area 7: 12 of the features could be part of a structure C272, C273, C275, C277, C280, C293, C294, C304, 
C314, C325, C382, C399 with pit C294 dated to the Iron Age. Area 10C: This area comprised several pits, 
stakeholes and linear features, as well as a large area of scorched earth. The area featured a small sub-
circular structure created by stakeholes, or small postholes. Four pits were uncovered within the confines of 
the structure, C1054, C1066, C1086 and C1070. C1086 contained charcoal and slag. Area 12: the partial 
remains of a ditch, C455, and a large shallow cut, C486. Filling and overlying these cuts was a series of layers, 
some of which contained large quantities of iron slag (c.70 kg) suggesting metal working in the area.
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Scott ID: 104

SMR 	ME038-027-Name Lagore

Co. WestmeathTownland LAGORE BIG

NGR 29862 25284

P.I. Hencken Organisation

Harvard ExpeditionSite_Type Crannog

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Dated artefactually and historically. 
Phase 1a: Hencken saw as a construction 
phase but re-interpreted by Lynn as 
occupation - 7th century. Phase 1b, II, 
III - End in the 10th century. Ironworking 
probably in all periods but less definite 
in first phase and evidence most 
common in phase II.

Slag Yes kg0

Stratified examples of slag given : 10 specimens of slag or clinker 
in phase Ia, 4 in Ib, 19 in II and 1 in III. Three types of slag were 
identified by J. Cecil Maby. 1: 'Furnace Bottoms' - varied from 
12cms in diameter and 3cms thick to 19cms in diameter and 8cms 
thick. 34 all together including fragments.  2: Smaller lumps of 
coarser and less homogenous slag or clinker. Contained charcoal, 
fused silica, gritty sand and sometimes clay rich in ferritic iron, 
iron sulphide and a little magnetic iron. 276 lumps of this found. 
3: Vitreous Substance. Pieces of glassy drop-like material - sees as 
the overflowings of slag from furnaces or in some cases sands etc 
that had been close enough to the fire to be fused by heat. 125 
pieces noted.

Heart PossibleFurnace No
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Chemical analysis of hearth material indicated some of 
them may have been used in ironworking. A clear case 
was the series of hearths called A - these consisted of 
chalky powder coloured yellow and red by hydrated 
ferric oxide, wood charcoal, clay, free magnetic iron, 
oxide of iron, and a little fine sand. More were identified 
in the west area and sw area. "less real hearths than 
trodden floors containing a chalky substance" Chalky 
substance is probably lake mud.

IndeterminSmelting

No ore was identified from the site but tylecote 
(1986) suggests it must have contained sulphur as 
ferrous sulphide was found in some of the slag. An 
attempt at identifying ore source chemically from the 
slag was unsuccesful as trace elements difficult to 
find - "thought it could be mixing of ores or use of 
scrap iron" - or it could be because there was no 
smelting.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

References to 'ironworking floors' - could be smithing 
floors. Calcium carbonate found in some of the 
'Furnace bottoms' but not seen as a flux as not in all 
of them and would have changed to lime from the 
heat. The large number of probable SHCs indicate 
smithing on the site.

A large, possibly royal crannog site previously disturbed but with some surviving stratigraphically in 
undisturbed areas. The site produced numerous finds including extensive evidence for non-ferrous 
metallurgy in the seventh and tenth centuries. Evidence for other industries including leatherworking and 
boneworking was also found. Ironworking evidence was more limited but a large amount of slag was 
identified together with some 'ironworking floors'. The slag may be unrepresentative as much of it could 
have been thrown into the lake around the crannog.

Location

Slag generally from eastern area but also 
in other areas. Some pos. ironworking 
floors from the sw.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Very few details on the features.
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Scott ID: 13

SMR ANT 004:005Name Larrybane

Co. AntrimTownland Knocksoghey

NGR 30482 44512

P.I. Childe, V.G. Organisation

Edinburgh University; Ministry of Finance, NISite_Type Promontory Fort

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Dated artefactually (souterrain ware 
plus other artefacts) to a similar period 
to Lagore.

Slag Yes kg0

A few pieces of slag recovered in vicinity of hearth 1 period II. 
Samples submitted to Dr. Cecil Desch: 'evidently a piece of 
bloomery slag consisting of ferrous silicate'

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An early med prom fort with a substantial amount of souterrain ware. No structures were identified 
although hearths and paved floors suggest they may have been rectangular.

Location

No furnace found and not clear from plan 
where the slag found. Seems to be fairly 
central.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 63

SMR KE079-01601Name Leacanabuaile

Co. KerryTownland KIMEGO WEST

NGR 44570 80800

P.I. O'Riordain and Foy Organisation

University College DublinSite_Type Cashel

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

The site was dated artefactually and 
through site morphology to the early 
medieval period.

Slag Yes kg0

"A quantity of iron slag found"

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A cashel with remains of circular huts, one of which had later rect house attached. A souterrain leading to a 
wall chamber was also disocvered.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Leap 1

Co. LaoisTownland Leap

NGR 23445 18255

P.I. Cotter, Eamonn Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Three radiocarbon dates from the site 
relating to pits containing iron slag. A 
small amount of pottery from one pit 
was thought to be medieval.

Slag Yes kg1.3

Slag was all smelting slag from the base of slag-pit furnaces.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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One pit was identified as a furnace due to scorching. 
Some of the other pit features were heavily truncated 
and may also have been furnaces.

YesSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Five pits including at least one non-slag tapping iron smelting furnace (F007) and other possible 
smelting/waste pits (F008, F009, F010, F011) lay adjacent to one another above a layer of oxidised clay.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Pits F008, F010, F011 (0.25-0.6m x 0.25-0.4m x 0.1-0.15m) contained varying amounts of iron slag and 
charcoal although no in situ burning was evident. The fourth pit F009 (0.85m x 0.85m x 0.4m) was larger than 
the other pits and contained no iron slag or charcoal, but did include pottery sherds.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Lisanisk 2

Co. MonaghanTownland Lisanisk

NGR 28503 30370

P.I. Coughlan, Tim Organisation

Irish Archaeological Consultancy LtdSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Two radiocarbon dates from the working 
hollows give a range of cal. A.D. 660-886 
for the Ironworking. All of the 
ironworking is thought to be roughly 
contemporary (Niall Roycroft 2010 pers. 
comm.)

Slag Yes kg850

The majority of the slag was small and amorphous although there 
appears to have been a fair number of small slag cakes 
(presumably SHCs). Three large 'furnace bottoms' were identified, 
one weighing 17kg, the others 6kg each. SHCs of 6kg are not 
unusual in an early medieval context but the largest is difficult to 
explain.

Heart YesFurnace No
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Each industrial area had one feature identified by the 
excavator as a smithing hearth. These were re-
interpreted by the specialist as bowl furnaces but this 
seems unlikely.

PossibleSmelting

Specialist analysis identified the two industrial areas 
as representing smelting in bowl furnaces. The 
morphology of the sites, particularly the hearths are 
more suggestive of smithing. The largest 'furnace 
bottom' weighing 17kg may derive from smelting or 
it could have formed post-deposition from more than 
one slag mass.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ Yes

A large amount of hammerscale is noted by the 
excavator from the industrial area and the orange 
stained area in Industrial Area 1 may indicate a 
smithing floor.

A bivallate, tear drop shaped enclosure with a circular structure in centre. Two ironworking areas were 
identified in the inner ditch of the enclosure. The first was in a  substantial hollow with evidence for supports 
for a roof structure, with the second in a shallower hollow. Both had central pits interpreted as bowl 
furnaces by the specialist but probably representing smithing hearths.

Location

There were two industrial areas, one west 
and one 16m to its southeast which was 
later but probably not by any significant 
amount of time.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Industrial Area 1 consisted of a hollow (C96) cut into the inner ditch of the enclosure, through some ditch 
fills. The hollow was flat-bottomed and 0.80m N-S by 3.86m (max.) E-W with a maximum depth of 1.23m. 
Inside the hollow was the furnace/hearth C537 as well as an E-W linear slot (C528). Industrial Area 2 was a 
similar hollow to IA1 and the clay excavated for it may have been dumped in IA1 (C274/527). It had a stone 
and clay lined hearth (C584) as well as a rough stone kerb (C434) and a more substantial dry stone wall 
delineating the working area. To the E of the hearth there was a dense area of slag (C519) and to the N a 
second area of burning /scorching (C592) but without evidence for a hearth. The waste of the hearth was to 
the S of the stone kerb (C434) and was characterised by C518/590 and 430/95.  C273 which includes 
fragments of tuyeres sealed off IA1 and was associated with IA2.
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Scott ID:

SMR MA071-042---Name Lislackagh

Co. MayoTownland Lislackagh

NGR 13567 29755

P.I. Walsh, Gerry Organisation

Mayo County CouncilSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

RC dates from the site were consistently 
Iron Age but the enclosure ditch fill 
produced artefacts interpreted as EMED 
by the excavator. However, they are not 
particularly diagnostic and are not 
neccesarily inconsistent with the Iron 
Age date strongly suggested by the RC 
dates. One glass bead supports a DIA 
date.

Slag Yes kg10.5

A pit found associated with slag as well as 'furnace bottoms' and 
slag with a 'high iron content' that was interpreted as bloom by 
the excavator.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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The plan and section of C46 strongly suggest it is a 
truncated furnace base with an in-situ slag block.

YesSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An enclosure with evidence for both Iron Age and early medieval occupation. Three circular hut foundations 
found in the interior along with some pits related to ironworking. Finds from the enclosing ditch were early 
medieval in date while other finds were Iron Age and RC dates from the houses from unidentified charcoal 
were also Iron Age. It is possible that the circular ditches could also have been ring-ditches rather than 
foundations.

Location

The ironworking features were in the 
southern quadrant, seperate from the hut 
structures to the NW. However some slag 
was found in the upper fills of the trenches 
of Houses 3 and 1 (c106; dated).

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The foundation trenches of 2 circular wooden houses (3.5m and 4m in diameter) were revealed in the south-
western quadrant of the ringfort.
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Scott ID: 29

SMR CO027-029----Name Lisleagh I

Co. CorkTownland Lisleagh

NGR 17874 10648

P.I. Monk, Michael Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD No

Chronology

Based on radiocarbon dating and 
artefactual evidence the ringfort was in 
use from the early 7th to the 9th century 
AD. The ironworking appears to be early 
based on radiocarbon dating although it 
is stratigraphically late.

Slag Yes kg800

Preliminary analysis of 35 samples of furnace/hearth 'bottoms' 
from the site by Cherubini (2005) indicated good evidence for 
smithing but no clear evidence for smelting slags.

Heart YesFurnace No
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Two features were initially seen as bowl furnaces by the 
excavator. One of these was identified by both Scott 
(1990) and Cherubini (2005) as a probable smithing 
hearth. It is not clear what the function of the second 
feature was.

PossibleSmelting

A bath shaped pit in the central cutting seen as a 
possible ore roasting pit but without any signs of 
burning. Could also be a dump pit. Scott (1990) 
suggested some stones from the pit possibly 
haematite ore.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

The first phase of the ringfort involved the construction of a bank and ditch which was then levelled and 
replaced with a larger enclosure with a counterscarp bank topped by a pallisade. Evidence for stake and 
wattle houses was found, including figure of eight types. An ironworking dump was identified in the partially 
silted remains of the first ditch.

Location

Slag from all over site early on
Large dump of slag in the outer ditch to 
the SW of the site, stratigraphically late. 
Actual ironworking took place in the 
centre of the ringfort

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The bulk of the metallurgical evidence came from a slag dump 5m in length and 1.8m in maximum width, 40-
50cm in depth. The dump was located in the outer ditch and contained  slag lumps, furnace and hearth 
'bottoms', refractory clay lining (fired clay), vitrified clay, tuyeres and charcoal. The material was dumped in a 
short space of time with no silting.
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Scott ID: 29

SMR CO027-03000Name Lisleagh II

Co. CorkTownland Lisleagh

NGR 17882 10644

P.I. Monk, Michael Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Lisleagh II was probably built slightly 
later than Lisleagh I but they are broadly 
contemporary.

Slag Yes kg0

No analysis available for the slag.

Heart NoFurnace No
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It is posible that some of the pit features identified in the 
possible industrial area may be ironworking features.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The enclosure was multi-phase, starting with a bank and ditch, with the bank then being backfilled into the 
ditch. Next, a wooden pallisade was constructed inside the original enclosure with a ditch inside the palisade. 
At least four house structures were found in the enclosure as well as a souterrain and lots of postholes, 
stakeholes and pits.

Location

One large lump of slag came from beneath 
the early demolished fosse. A pit with 
associated slag was identified in the SE of 
the site. The fills of the pallisaded ditch 
had charcoal and ironworking debris in its 
fill in the SE.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

One pit, in the SE of the enclosure produced a concentration of slag and there was a general concentration 
of loose slag in the area, as well as a heavily iron-stained mixed spread.  The area was characterised by high 
magnetic suscepitbility readings.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Lisnagar Demesne 1

Co. CorkTownland Lisnagar Demesne

NGR 17972 92247

P.I. Murphy, Deirdre Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Two dates, both from oak charcoal 
indicate an Iron Age date

Slag Yes kg3.5

Fluid tapped slag, one 'PCB', amorphous slag, low density fuel ash 
slag, tuyere fragments and eight pieces of vitrified lining 
identified by the specialist. 3KG of Tap Slag listed and much 
smaller quantities of other materials.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Two features with metallurgical waste were identified 
(C27 and C41). C27, seen as a possible smithing hearth by 
the specialist, had a small amount of slag but no in-situ 
burning and its function is not clear. C41 is probably 
metallurgical but it is not certain if it relates to smithing 
and/or smelting.

PossibleSmelting

Not possible to confirm the identification of tap slag.

Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An apparent smithing SHC identified which was a 
small thin plate and represents material accumulated 
in a very short period within the smithing hearth. No 
evidence of bloom smithing.

An area of Iron Age activity centred on pits, some containing iron slag, and the remains of a shaft furnace.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A pit beside the furnace had a possible PCB and was therefore interpreted as a smithing hearth but no 
hammerscale mentioned.
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Scott ID: 30

SMR CO135-03100Name Lisnagun

Co. CorkTownland Darrary

NGR 14181 42110

P.I. O'Sullivan, Jerry Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

The souterrain was radiocarbon dated to 
cal A.D. 829-1018.

Slag Yes kg0

47 pieces of slag were excavated but were not analysed.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A univallate ringfort extensively excavated with evidence for a circular house, a number of souterrains and 
some other features. No ironworking features were found on the site.

Location

The slag was primarily from insecure 
contexts, with some exceptions, though 
these are secondary contexts.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Slag came from pit fills in Area I and several contexts in souterrain I, including upper, middle and lower fills, 
as well as back fills of a construction shaft and of the entrance.
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Scott ID: 15

SMR ANT 067:013Name Lissue

Co. AntrimTownland LISSUE OR TERAGHAFEEVA

NGR 32278 36325

P.I. Bersu, G. Organisation

Royal Irish AcademySite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Dated to the ninth/tenth century by 
Bersu and backed up using historical 
sources by Warner. Souterrain ware also 
broadly supports dating.

Slag Yes kg0

Iron slags and fused lumps of clay mixed with iron slag (from 
furnaces) were frequently found in habitation layer.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No furnace or smithy excavated

IndeterminSmelting

Consolidated bloom reported in Scott (1990). 
Tylecote (1986) refers to a heavy iron bar about 
15cm long.

Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A univallate enclosure with a modest first phase followed by the construction of a large bank and ditch 
together (though the interpretation is disputed) with a large roofed structure taking up the entire interior of 
the enclosure. A series of pits dating to the ninth century were excavated recently in a field next to the 
enclosure.

Location

Slag found in habitation layer

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Lots of souterrain ware. Substantial posts interpreted as a large structure. Earliest phase a small rath. 
Succeeded by a bigger one with large central structure. This was then reconstructed twice before being 
burned down.
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Scott ID: 44

SMR DOW 037:050Name Lough Faughan

Co. DownTownland BALLYROLLY

NGR 34464 34114

P.I. A.E.P. Collins Organisation

Ministry of Finance, NISite_Type Crannog

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Collins (1955) saw occupation as 
continuous 7th-10th century, 
contemporary with Lagore based on 
small finds. Doyle (2009) notes E-ware 
dating late sixth to early eight century 
and souterrain ware was  also found. 
The ironworking is not closely datable.

Slag Yes kg0

Iron slag found.

Heart NoFurnace No
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Many hearths, some large, but none clearly metallurgical.

PossibleSmelting

'part of a bloom' mentioned but Scott (1990) reports 
two blooms. Bog Iron ore also mentioned and 
specialist report mentions 'iron slag and iron blooms' 
to be analysed

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A well-preserved crannog site with hearths and a number of internal structures including wattle walls/paths 
and cut timber. A late revetment exists at the edge of part of the site. Only the northern half was excavated.

Location

Throughout occupation levels evidence of 
both bronze and ironworking. Excavations 
only in northern half. Impression that slag 
found throughout.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Stake holes reported in the vicinity of hearths but not clear if they are metallurgical hearths.
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Scott ID:

SMR KK019-040----Name Loughboy

Co. KilkennyTownland Loughboy

NGR 25145 15384

P.I. Cotter, Eamonn Organisation

Freelance - CommercialSite_Type Settlement/Cemetery

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Site dated by RC and artefactually to the 
early medieval period. It is not clear 
what contexts the RC samples were 
taken from but the human bone 
obviously dates a burial.

Slag Yes kg0.452

Slag was identified in small quantites from two charcoal spreads 
in the interior of the enclosure. Slag came from the middle fill of 
F12 " A total of 35 pieces were recovered, with a combined total 
weight of 452grms. The shape and texture of the pieces indicate 
that they had formed from small quantities of flowing molten 
metal which had solidified."

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Top-soil stripping uncovered a sub-rectangular enclosure (41m by 35m), which was later expanded. Two 
charcoal spreads produced small quantities of iron slag. A cemetery was also identified in the  south-east of 
the interior. The ditch produced large quantities of animal bones.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

c. 19 skeletons identified from the south-east quadrant of the site. Several of the skeletons were interred in 
the fill of the fosse, indicating that they post-dated the ringfort. F12 - Charcoal spread had some tiny 
fragments of slag and a comb.
F14 was a spread of charcoal and burnt clay tentatively identified as a hearth.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Lowpark

Co. MayoTownland Lowpark

NGR 14723 30064

P.I. Gillespie, Richard F. Organisation

Mayo County CouncilSite_Type Settlement complex

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Ironworking on the site was assigned to 
Phase 3, with Radiocarbon dates 
spanning cal A.D. 559-967. Although 
radiocarbon dates for Early Medieval 
settlement on the site span cal. A.D. 540-
1020 it is not clear how long ironworking 
actually lasted on the site, it is likely to 
have been far shorter than the 
radiocarbon spans suggest.

Slag Yes kg1371.7

28% (384.61kg) of the slag came from Souterrain 1, 23% from the 
fills of pallisade 1 and 13% from the topsoil. Slag is all from 
smithing and some was interpreted as potentially from bloom 
smithing.

Heart YesFurnace No
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Four distinct metalworking areas identified, each with at 
least one definite smithing hearth as well as ancillary 
pits. Other pits were identified in less defined area that 
may also have been smithing hearths. No evidence for 
smelting furnaces.

NoSmelting

There is no clear evidence for smelting furnaces or 
smelting slags. This calls into question the use of 
bullauns/mortars in the smelting process.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Yes

H/ Yes

A number of probable stone anvils identified as well 
as one large stone base for an anvil. Also a number of 
concave stones similar to bullauns associated with 
the ironworking.

Ironworking was present from the earliest, unenclosed phase on the site. The subsequent enclosures 
included three palisade trenches, ranging in diameter from 30m to 44m at 85m OD. Two of these were 
adjacent and are likely to have been contemporary. Palisade 1 enclosed the main area of archaeological 
activity, including a drystone-walled souterrain, a large sunken stone-lined chamber, a smaller stone-lined 
keyhole-shaped pit and a series of smaller features. There was extensive evidence for ironworking and an L-
shaped trench that may also have held structural elements. Four large stones with concave surfaces, which 
may have been used for crushing ore, were identified. A selection of corroded iron objects, blow hole 
blocks/tuyères, vitrified clay linings and hammer scale point towards significant ironworking industry.

Location

The ironworking evidence is clustered in 
the SE area of the site.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Ironworking was found in four areas representing probable structures as well as in some less well-defined 
areas. Area 1: two pits and seven post/stake holes delineating a circular structure. This area was only slightly 
sunken. Area 2: abuts Souterrain 1. A sunken pit containing 5 post holes and two pits, one a hearth. A tuyere 
block and a concave stone found between the pits. Area 3: A sunken rectangular pit. Had no surviving 
structural evidence though it is likely that there was a structure. Had three pits and a flat anvil stone. One pit 
a smithng hearth, one indeterminate. The other was dug to hold a large anvil stone. Area 4: A sunken area 
with postholes and a slot trench indicating a rectangular structure. Two conjoined pits C580 used for 
smithing and another ancillary pit. A concave stone mortar found beside the pits. Other Features: Eleven pits 
possibly  related to iron-working weren't directly linked to the four ironworking areas but may have been 
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Scott ID:

SMRName Mackney

Co. GalwayTownland Mackney

NGR 18374 22941

P.I. Delaney, Finn Organisation

Eachtra ArchaeologySite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Dates range from 8th - 17th century. 
Earliest date 728-949 AD from a pre-
bank feature. Next from the possible 
furnace 780-965 AD, final from 
rectangular feature 990-1150 AD. 
Medieval dates came from post-holes, 
pits etc. and cluster around 15th 
century. Excavator saw the 
metalworking taking place over a long 
period, this is possible but not definite.

Slag Yes kg43

Kearns (2007) origninally macro analysed the slag assemblage - 3 
types: large, heavy plano-convex with homogenous interior 
sections and metallic iron in a band at base - seen as smelting 
furnace bottoms. Similar but smaller and more heterogenous 
pieces thought to be smithing hearth bottoms, final group 
amorphous. Dolan (2008a) analysis (only four samples) - 
identified smelting slags and partially reduced ore.

Heart YesFurnace Yes
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Two probable furnace pits (937 and 950), possibly 
conjoined, were associated with another, unburnt pit 
(956) making a trefoil shape in plan. Evidence of re-cut. A 
rectangular pit with a probable anvil stone was identified 
as a smithing hearth.

YesSmelting

One sample of slag, on microscopic analysis, proved 
to be a possible partially reduced ore - probably bog 
ore.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Yes Sec. Possible

H/ Yes

A shallow rectangular pit with an angular stone 
thought to be an anvil was interpreted as a smithing 
hearth. A small pit beside the two furnaces also had 
an angular stone but with no adhering slag. 
Spheroidal and flake hammerscale came from soil in 
bags.

A large univallate ringfort with a well constructed souterrain. Dates from 8th to 17th centuries but not 
continuous. Numerous internal post-holes and features from a couple of phases. The ironworking is early 
and probably associated with a circular central structure and a rectangular smithy, also very substantial ditch 
and possibility of fortified gate. 15th century re-use, possibly for cereal processing.

Location

Ironworking took place in NE, just north of 
the entrance and very close to the bank, 
probably sheltered by it. A revetment of 
stone was built to line the bank, possibly 
after it was constructed.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Six pits were located within a radius of 5m of the bowl-furnaces. Had lots of charcoal, slag material, two end 
scrapers, a stone wedge and an iron nail head. Probably general dumping areas or rubbish pits. Eleven post-
holes in close proximity to the bowl furnaces are probably the remains of a building and associated 
divisions/supports, possibly even a bellows support. Not possible to make out a definite pattern. One of the 
post holes was reinforced using two angled stakes.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Manusmore

Co. ClareTownland Manusmore

NGR 13780 17233

P.I. Hull, Graham Organisation

TVAS Ireland LtdSite_Type Burial

Iron Age

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Radiocarbon dates from the site range 
from the Neolithic to the late Iron Age, 
suggesting the pit with the hammerscale 
is Iron Age.

Slag Possible kg0

Most of the slag not diagnostic of ironworking and may be from 
another process. Hammerscale found in one pit (38) consisted of 
only 1 flake & 3 spheres.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. Possible

H/ Yes

Twenty-seven cremation burial pits ranging in date from the late Neolithic to the Iron Age and associated 
with token deposits of pottery and lithics were excavated. Other features examined may indicate timber 
gravemarkers and possible structures associated with funerary activity.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Marlinstown

Co. WestmeathTownland Marlinstown

NGR 24630 25270

P.I. Keeley, Valerie J. Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Settlement/Cemetery

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Date based on site morphology.

Slag Yes kg0

Small amount of slag came from ditch 2

Heart NoFurnace No
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A "bowl furnace" and associated pits reported from the 
metalworking area. No details available.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An oval shaped bank on a glacial knoll. 52m x 46m. Eastern half fully excavated. The features uncovered 
included a bank with associated outer ditch, a secondary ditch, a series of pits and 14 burials.

Location

A metal working area was uncovered in 
the area of the northern bank.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The inner enclosing ditch contained animal bones, crucible fragments, iron slag, bronze artifacts etc.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Marshes Upper

Co. LouthTownland Marshes Upper

NGR 30564 30504

P.I. Mossop, Matt Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Date based on hazel charcoal. Calibrated 
to 538-197 cal. BC at 95.2% probablitiy 
with a 0.2% probablility of it lying 
between 702-698 cal. BC.

Slag Yes kg0

No specialist analysis was carried out but slag was found within 
the metallurgical feature. Further iron slag and bloom were 
discovered in the nearby medieval ditch, suggesting that the 
upper parts of the nearby furnace had been levelled.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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The excavator saw the neat circular shape of C11 as 
evidence of a superstructure. It could also be the result 
of truncation.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

An isolated 'furnace' dated by hazel charcoal to the Iron Age.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A circular patch of heat-affected earth beside the 'furnace' may be the heavily truncated remains of another 
furnace or some other ancillary feature. A stake-hole, 0.08m deep, was found 8m to the east of the furnace, 
inserted at roughly 45 degrees off the vertical. Two small pits filled with burnt stone and charcoal were also 
recorded in a lighting duct c. 60m south-west.
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Scott ID:

SMR ANT 052:047Name Meadowbank Rath

Co. AntrimTownland Jordanstown

NGR 33619 38506

P.I. Halpin, Eoin and Crothers, Norman Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Raised Rath

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Radiocarbon dates point to occupation 
between c.6th century - 9th century. The 
souterrain suggests occupation later on 
in this period. The ironworking is earlier 
rather than later in the history of the 
site.

Slag Yes kg0

No details

Heart NoFurnace No
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Within the rath, at the lowest level, was a structure 
enclosing an iron-working pit.

NoSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A large mound. Excavation revealed four phases of occupation. The first consisted of a univallate enclosure 
surrounded by a large ditch and a wide bank with possible remains of a pallisade/gate.  A post-built circular 
structure and associated ironworking pit, along with other truncated postholes and pits, appear to have 
been constructed at this time. A second occupation layer succeeded these features, but left little structural 
remains. The site was then deliberately raised and a souterrain was built into this mound. Finally the 
souterrain was deliberately destroyed, but occupation still carried on and is evidenced by structural traces 
and cobbled surfaces.

Location

Not clear

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Finds included lignite bracelets, a perforated whetstone, bone, iron and bronze pins, an iron spearhead, iron 
slag and tuyere fragments, and a large number of souterrain ware sherds.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Monganstown

Co. WestmeathTownland Monganstown

NGR 25800 24465

P.I. Lehane, John Organisation

Eachtra ArchaeologySite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Ironworking appears to be firmly Iron 
Age with the charcoal production 
occuring far later. All dates apart from 
the one from the furnace are on oak 
(mature). The one from the furnace is an 
unidentified diffuse/porous wood.

Slag Yes kg61

61 KG of industrial material. Slag initially analysed by Fairburn 
who identified tap slag. Further analysis by Martinon-Torres  
showed a non-tapped bloomery slag that had cooled slowly, 
probably in a slag pit furnace. Very little iron in the slag, 
suggesting an efficient smelt.

Heart PossibleFurnace Yes
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Six furnaces reported but one (C.74) is rectangular and 
very unlikely to be a furnace considering the shape of the 
others, it could possibly relate to smithing but this is not 
clear. The vitrified lining was sufficiently intact in one 
case to estimate the internal diameter of the furnace as 
c.30cm

YesSmelting

Some possible iron ore was identified in small 
quantities in natural deposits on the site. Not 
thought to be in sufficient quantities for smelting.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Yes Sec. No

H/ Yes

One small SHC found and thought to indicate primary 
smithing, along with some hammerscale.

An isolated ironworking site with 5 probable furnaces and a linear feature that might be a smithing hearth. 
Also some pits for clay extraction. Excellent preservation of superstructure and lining. Also two charcoal 
production platforms but these seem to date to a much later, early medieval period. The stratigraphic 
sequence was quite simple  with little or no intercutting implying a relatively short-lived phase of 
metalworking activity.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

One post hole and one stake hole. No clear structures. A number of pits were initially interpreted as possible 
ore extraction pits as they occured close to natural deposits of orange gravely clay with possible iron 
ore/manganese deposits. The small quantity of possible ore led to their interpretation as clay extraction pits 
back filled with dump material from ironworking including burnt clay, probably superstructure. Also charred 
seed, straw, hazelnut shell and fruit stone probably rubbish/kindling.
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IID: 155

Scott ID:

SMR CL042-07400Name Mooghaun South

Co. ClareTownland Mooghaun South

NGR 14077 17052

P.I. Grogan, Eoin Organisation

Discovery ProgrammeSite_Type Hilltop Enclosure

Iron Age

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Area A was dated artefactually through 
the quern fragments, a bronze pin stem, 
portions of a bone comb and the mould 
and crucible fragments to the first half 
of the first millennium AD. One 
radiocarbon date from the area 
supported this.

Slag Yes kg4.5

The iron slag (4.5kg total) was found over a wide area within the 
fills of bedrock hollows.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No furnace was identified but the stone hollows, possibly 
lined with sandstone, a large quantity of which was heat-
shattered, may have served as hearths/furnaces.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A large quantity of calcinated bone was found and 
was interpreted as being related to the 
metalworking, possibly being introduced to the fire 
to control temperature.

Mooghaun is a large hillfort constructed in the early part of the Late Bronze Age. The site appears to have 
been abandoned before being reused in the Iron Age for industrial activity in the form of ironworking, 
bronzeworking and the production of rotary querns.

Location

The metalworking evidence was found in 
Area A in the SE quadrant of the inner 
enclosure of the hillfort.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 46

SMR DOW 006:013Name Movilla Abbey

Co. DownTownland Movilla

NGR 35043 37447

P.I. Ivens, Richard Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Slag comes from EMED layers dated by 
souterrain ware. Slag from the medieval 
layers may be redeposited.

Slag Yes kg0

Large quantities of iron slag found in both early christian and 
medieval deposits - 'will be discussed by b scott in forthcoming 
publication'

Heart NoFurnace No
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A scoop in the ground identified as a possible hearth but 
very difficult to say for sure. No date.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A site excavated just north of a medieval abbey, located on the site of an earlier foundation. Intense 
occupation over a considerable period attested by numerous stake, postholes and gullies but no clear 
structures. Lots of slag and other industrial evidence.

Location

No certain industrial area found: probably 
outside the limits of excavation. Slag found 
all over excavated areas in almost all 
contexts.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

large numbers of stake and post holes, gullies and pits identified in the early medieval phase but no clear 
structure. Also thousands of fragments of souterrain ware. Flint was also frequent but appears to be out of 
context.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Moyally 2

Co. OffalyTownland Moyally

NGR 22100 23754

P.I. Bayley, David Organisation

Irish Archaeological Consultancy LtdSite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Securely dated by oak brushwood RC 
date to the Iron Age

Slag Yes kg1

1 KG of slag and 0.6KG of vitrified clay. A piece of 
lining/superstructure was recovered from the rectangular pit.

Heart PossibleFurnace Yes
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A figure of eight cut consisted of two distinct bowl-
shaped cuts side by side, each of which were interpreted 
as a seperate furnace. A rectangular pit with a dump of 
clay, including curved lining/superstructure possibly 
related to the other features may be related to smithing 
or may be a refuse pit.

YesSmelting

The ore is of the bog ore variety, namely iron oxy-
hydroxides.  No macro samples of ore but visible 
partially reacted in the slag.

Smithing Possible

Prim. Possible Sec. No

H/ No

The oval-shaped pit was identified as a bloom-
smithing hearth by the specialist but the evidence is 
tenuous at best.

Two features identified during testing with lots of slag. One consisted of two conjoined furnaces and the 
other a sub-rectangular feature interpreted as a smithing hearth.

Location

Very close to ballinderry

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 82

SMR ME005-099---Name Moynagh Lough

Co. MeathTownland Moynagh

NGR 28198 28556

P.I. Bradley, J. Organisation

National University of Ireland, MaynoothSite_Type Crannog

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

The site benefits from a number of 
dendrochronological dates. The iron slag 
came from phase Y, dated to c.748-c.780 
AD and was contemporary with a non-
ferrous furnace.

Slag Yes kg3.8

3.8kg of slag is reported from Phase Y. Specifically a 'small furnace 
bottom' and 'lumps of hydrated ferric oxide' were described.

Heart NoFurnace No
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Two furnaces were identified on the site but they were 
associated with non-ferrous metallurgy and there is no 
evidence to show ironworking was carried out in them.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The site was an exceptionally well preserved crannog with evidence for continuous occupation during the 
seventh and eight centuries. Extensive evidence for non-ferrous working and smelting was found along with 
glassworking, leatherworking, carpentry and a small amount of evidence for ironworking.

Location

The iron slag was found within the large 
round house of phase Y but no further 
details are available.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Phase Y had evidence for a large round house with a smaller house to its east. Both had central hearths.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Muckridge

Co. CorkTownland Muckridge

NGR 20837 79356

P.I. Noonan, Daniel Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Indeterminate

Iron Age

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

One pit on the site produced a Late Iron 
Age date. It does not appear to have had 
iron slag within it.

Slag Yes kg0

'fragments of slag' found, probably indicating a small quantity.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The site consisted of post-holes delineating a U-shaped structure that may or may not have been roofed. This 
surrounded a hearth and a stone-lined storage pit. A pit in the vicinity (C78) produced a blue glass bead and 
fragments of iron slag. A charcoal sample recovered from pit C5, close to C78 dated to the Iron Age.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The U-shaped structure: The structure had overall dimensions of 6m x 6m and was formed by regular post-
holes. It was open to the east. The slag came from a pit, circular in shape with heat fractured stone in upper 
fill as well as the slag and a small blue glass bead with a central perforation
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Scott ID:

SMRName Mullagh

Co. LongfordTownland Mullagh

NGR 21160 27560

P.I. Hull, Graham Organisation

TVAS Ireland LtdSite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

A piece of oak charcoal from Feature 1 
very closely dated to the Iron Age: 411-
384 cal. BC

Slag Yes kg0

Heart NoFurnace Possible
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Feature 1 is very likely to be a smelting furnace but 
without full excavation and analysis of the slag from the 
feature interpretation cannot be definitive.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A potential Iron Age furnace identified during testing and not fully excavated.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Given their proximity, it is very likely that Features 1 and 2 are contemporary.
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Scott ID: 98

SMR TYR 042:004Name Mullaghbane

Co. TyroneTownland Mullaghbane

NGR 23852 36613

P.I. Harper, A.E.T. Organisation

Ministry of Finance, NISite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Radiocarbon dates on humic acid 
indicate either LIA/EMED or medieval 
date. Artefacts and site morphology 
suggest EMED.

Slag Yes kg0

Slags occurred in considerable quantity over the site, the most 
important 'bodies' being found in the pit. One of these is 
identified as a 'furnace bottom'

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting

Specialist report saw slag as being from bog-ore due 
to manganese content.

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A univallate rath with gullys, post-holes and a charcoal spread. An unusual feature was a circular straight 
sided pit filled with stones with a small burnt deposit under the stones.

Location

Slag seems to have been found all over site 
based on location of samples analysed. 
One pit which cut the gully of a pear-
shaped structure in the interior had two 
large bodies of slag at its base. Pit located 
to the south of the rath. On the west of a 
gully that may mark a pear-shaped 
structure. Cuts the gully.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Two 'large bodies of slag' found from one layer in a large pit 1.5m deep. The pit also contained a large aount 
of wood, including one plank as well as clays and a basal layer of peat.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Navan

Co. MeathTownland Moathill

NGR 28595 26775

P.I. Giacometti, Antoine Organisation

Arch-Tech LtdSite_Type Settlement complex

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Ironworking securely dated to an early 
medieval phase broadly contemporary 
with the other acitivity on the hill. 
Charcoal from C41 the charcoal layer 
sealing the metallurgical features was 
dated to AD 668-862. Unlikely to be an 
old wood effect - dates actually younger 
than others from the site.

Slag Yes kg14.9

Slag found in a layer of charcoal sealing the metallurgical 
features. Above the layer of charcoal was a sandy silt filling the 
rest of the ditch and with lots of slag. Probably representing the 
denudation of a slag dump over time. Analysis identified 
secondary smithing slags.

Heart YesFurnace No
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One feature was identified with a slag fill and burning in-
situ and is very likely to represent a smithing hearth.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

A stone found beside the hearth and deliberately 
placed may have served as an anvil or possibly a 
bellows/tuyere rest.

A settlement, probably a ringfort, surrounded by field system and some external circular structures and 
rectangular enclosures. Evidence outside the ringfort enclosure for cereal processing, butchery and 
ironworking. Seperate excavations revealed a nearby enclosed cemetery that is probably contemporary with 
the settlement.

Location

Located outside the ringfort to the 
northeast in the partially silted up hollow 
of a ditch.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Two small circular pits were found next to one another (C62 and C64). One was identified as a probable 
smithing hearth (C62). A stakehole was identified beside the flat stone beside the hearth. West of the two 
pits, next to a gentle hollow, were another five stakeholes forming a rough line 40cm long. A small gully was 
located north of the cluster of metallurgical activity.
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IID: 163

Scott ID: 47

SMR DOW 017:005Name Nendrum

Co. DownTownland MAHEE ISLAND

NGR 35244 36363

P.I. Lawlor, H.C. Organisation

Freelance - Research; Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Excavation of the tidal mills dates the 
construction of the monastery probably 
to the early seventh century AD and it 
was in use to the ninth century at least. 
It is not clear when the evidence for 
ironworking dates to though it was 
stratigraphically early.

Slag Yes kg0

North of C2 and piled up against the outside of it was a large 
heap of kitchen refuse - contained animal bones, pottery, several 
lumps of iron slag, a large cube of pig iron and a number of 
rubbing or polishing stones. The later excavations also produced 
iron slag but no details are available. Slag also reported from 
excavations at the tidal mill.

Heart NoFurnace No
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PossibleSmelting

A number of nodules of ironstone found along with a 
circular stone, red on the bottom, as if it was used 
for crushing something of this colour - suggests an 
ironworkers crushing place. Cube of 'pig iron' found 
may possibly be a bloom.

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A brazed iron bell found - possibly imported 
considering lack of large-scale slag heaps.

A large multi-vallate ecclesiastical site which would have been an important centre in the seventh and eight 
centuries AD. The ironworking evidence was excavated during the early 20th century and is not well reported.

Location

Insufficient detail

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 164

Scott ID:

SMRName Newrath

Co. KilkennyTownland Newrath

NGR 25921 11446

P.I. Wilkins, Brendon Organisation

Headland ArchaeologySite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 0SD No

Chronology

Dates are from unidentified wood 
charcoal. Two dates given calibrated to 
2ơ: 397-207 cal B.C. and 351-209 cal B.C. 
But no BP date or standard deviation 
given in the final report.

Slag Yes kg2.9

A small amount of slag, all of which is suggestive of smelting. 
Mainly prills and slag droplets, some with charcoal impressions.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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Three of the pits associated with ironworking are very 
likely to be furnace pits, though some are heavily 
truncated. Interestingly, one of them was surrounded 
and covered by a low mound of metallurgical waste and 
soil.

YesSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Specialist report notes that there was no 
hammerscale identified.

Isolated iron smelting with five or six pits, some of which are surrounded by a 'work surface' made up of clay 
soils with burnt pieces of clay in them.

Location

isolated

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A cluster of small, slag filled pits was recorded in the northeast of the site. These comprised 5 pits associated 
with trample layers or floor surfaces.
The work surfaces consist of compacted clay with  frequent burnt clay and are 'very possibly the remains of 
furnace superctructure'.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Newtown 1

Co. WestmeathTownland Newtown

NGR 24516 25062

P.I. Stevens, Paul Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Bronze Age

D.Q. 0SD Yes

Chronology

Radiocarbon dating is reported which 
produced a probably erroneous date of 
between 2100-1750 Cal BC. No BP date 
or standard deviation available.

Slag Yes kg2.2

The original slag analysis was not available but 96 pieces of 
industrial residues were reported weighing 2.2kg. Both smelting 
and smithing slag were reported as well as vitrified clay lining.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Both of the features excavated may be furnace bases or 
they could represent a furnace pit with an associated 
shallower pit. Without clear evidence for tap slag it is not 
possible, or neccessary, to identify the second pit as a 
tapping hollow. Considering the reported evidence for 
smithing slags it is possible that the second pit may be a 
smithing hearth.

YesSmelting

The author notes large lumps of naturally formed 'pig 
iron' in the peat of the adjacent bog which are 
presumably bog iron ore.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

Smithing slag was reported. It is not clear if they 
were primary or secondary.

Phase 1 (04E0689-Part 1, fulacht fiadh) was sealed by a layer of silt, 0.23 m in thickness, cut by Phase 2, 
which consisted of two metalworking furnaces. The larger furnace (Furnace 1) was circular with straight sides 
and a flat base, measured 0.5 m in diameter and 0.51 m in depth, and contained an upper fill of burnt clay 
with abundant slag and charcoal inclusions and lower charcoal-rich fill. A second circular 'furnace bowl' was 
south of Furnace 1 and measured 0.35 m in diameter and 0.2 m in depth. A large quantity of slag and a 
charcoal rich matrix, identified to contain seven species of wood including oak and elm.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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IID: 166

Scott ID:

SMRName Ninch

Co. MeathTownland Laytown

NGR 31623 27195

P.I. McConway, Cia Organisation

Archaeological Development Services LtdSite_Type Settlement/Cemetery

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Phase 7 has e-ware in association with 
'metal slag' dating it to the late sixth or 
early eight centuries AD (Doyle 2009).

Slag Yes kg0

Appears to be a fairly small quantity of slag on the site though the 
quantity of charcoal, ash and slag in pits outside the enclosure 
dtich hought by excavator to be sufficient to indicate 'industrial 
areas'.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No features identified as possible furnaces or hearths.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A large multi-period enclosure complex and burial site that dated from prehistory until the late medieval 
period. The northern half of the site consisted of four large, roughly concentric, sub-circular enclosures 
dating between approximately the sixth and tenth centuries. Also present was a cemetery, circular house 
slots, two souterrains, a well, pits, slots, gullies, cobbled surfaces and animal enclosures dating up until the 
eleventh century. A series of large enclosures dominated the southern part of the site. At least eight early 
medieval phases were identified.

Location

Found in ditch/pit but probably not in 
original position.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Slag found in a large irregular shaped pit c.3.5mx2mx1.2m, not a metallurgical pit. Also found in fill of second 
phase ditch F3145. A number of pits outside this ditch also produced slag along with charcoal and ash.
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Scott ID: 31

SMR CO141-11800Name Oldcourt

Co. CorkTownland Oldcourt

NGR 10865 31489

P.I. O'Cuileanain, Conchubhar Organisation

Cork Historical and Archaeological Society)Site_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Date based on site morphology and 
artefacts. Leveling of site mixed up 
stratification making analysis difficult.

Slag Yes kg0

One almost complete 'furnace bottom' and fragments of eight 
others as well as fragments of light glassy slag reported.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No recognizable trace of a furnace, despite the presence 
of ore.

YesSmelting

Some fragments of rock limonite, one of which 
appears to be roasted. Highly suggestive of smelting.

Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The 'furnace bottoms' may be Smithing Hearth Cakes.

A univallate earthen ringfort with multiple post holes, two oval structures and multiple hearths. A souterrain 
on the site revealed a hidden brazed iron bell. Multiple post holes and a thick layer of charcoal blackened soil 
indicates relatively long period of occupation.

Location

No indication of where slag found

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Parksgrove 1

Co. KilkennyTownland Parksgrove

NGR 24352 17049

P.I. Stevens, Paul Organisation

Margaret Gowen & Co.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

C14 date spanning 746-262BC.

Slag Yes kg10

c.10kg of amorphous slag reported from the pit.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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No specialist analysis of the slag and no mention of in-
situ burning make it impossible to confidently identify a 
hearth or furnace.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ Possible

'ten pieces of hammerscale or scrap' noted.

The site conists of a a small pit that may be a furnace, a later circular spread of hard, mixed, coarse sand and 
clay and some gullys. Nearby another spread of material may be related or may be the remains of a burnt 
mound.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMR ME025-002---Name Randalstown

Co. MeathTownland Randalstown

NGR 28413 27144

P.I. Kelly, Eamonn P. Organisation

National Museum of IrelandSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Date of ironworking is not direct but 
there is early medieval material 
including B and E ware from the site.

Slag Yes kg0

"the discovery of metal slag suggested industrial activity"

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavation near a medieval church revealed extensive early medieval occupation evidence, finds and 
evidence for industrial activity.

Location

Unknown

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMR SL033-03900Name Rathdooney Beg

Co. SligoTownland RATHDOONY BEG

NGR 16612 31838

P.I. Count, Charles. Organisation

Office of Public WorksSite_Type Ring Barrow

Iron Age

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Site 3 was RC dated to 380-120 cal. BC

Slag Yes kg0

Fe Smelting slag found on site 3, a bowl barrow from context 51, 
the layer sealing the RC dated pit.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A barrow cemetery originally begun in the Neolithic period but with later Iron Age construction. Site 3, an 
Iron Age saucer barrow produced one piece of slag.

Location

Unknown

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 106

SMR WI037-016----Name Rathgall

Co. WicklowTownland Rath East

NGR 29021 17315

P.I. Raftery, B. Organisation

University College DublinSite_Type Hilltop Enclosure

Iron Age/Early Medi

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The ironworking feature is dated by a 
sample from hazel charcoal to cal. AD 
263-534. An earlier radiocarbon date 
from the Smithsonian reported by 
Raftery (1976) as "a.d. 265±70" can be 
re-calibrated to cal. AD 144-541.

Slag Yes kg16

A large quantity of waste products from the smelting process was 
scattered around the pit, amounting to as much as 30 or 40lb 
weight of slag (c.14-18kg). Rehren examined a small sample. The 
more complete samples were SHCs but no quantities given.

Heart YesFurnace No
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One pit found that must have been a smithing hearth.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

The macroscopic, chemical and microscopic evidence 
points both individually and in combination very 
clearly to smithing as the main, probably exclusive, 
activity. A stone, depicted on the plan, close to the 
smithing hearth, associated with another pit may be 
an anvil stone.

A multi-vallate hillfort revealed a central 'habitation area' surrounded by a ditch which was dug in the Late 
Bronze Age. A smithing hearth was cut into the completely filled ditch in the Late Iron Age. 2

Location

The furnace is located just inside the 
outside edge of the ditch that surrounded 
the central (Late Bronze Age) habitation 
area. This could also be seen as a central 
area depending on the use of the hillfort in 
this period.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 60

SMR GA095-009---Name Rathgurreen

Co. GalwayTownland BALLYNAMANAGH WEST

NGR 13786 22001

P.I. Duignan, M.V. Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Ironworking in both phases. One sherd 
of E-ware dates late fifth to early eight 
century but not sure of phase. An oil 
lamp dates to 4th or 5th centuries, 
beside furnace. Explained as a relic from 
an earlier occupation. Long period of 
occupation on the site from 5th century 
to maybe 10th. Phase 1 and 2 dated by 
RC. The furnace belongs to phase 2 (660-
860 AD). The other pits are undated.

Slag Yes kg23

23kg in total (currently being studied at bournemouth university). 
Included 5 frags of 'furnace-bottoms'.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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One hearth/furnace identified with a nearby  fire-
reddened flagstone. The pit was cut into the fill of a ditch

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

A heat-affected flagstone is potentially an anvil or 
possibly simply a flat workspace.

A two-phase bivallate ringfort. Defences made more visually significant in phase 2 at expense of interior 
space. Ironworking hearth in silted up fosse of second phase.

Location

Southern quadrant and entrance 
excavated. Largest piece? of slag found 
next to the flagstone in Fosse 2, adjacent 
to the hearth. 4.5kg of slag found in 
vicinity of furnace.  Slag also found at 
entrance and in small quantities 
elsewhere. Largest concentration from pit 
4 - 17kg.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A concentration of stones beside the hearth may suggest a work surface. Pit 4, in Trench 2 and outside the 
interior area of the rath produced bone (some burnt), charcoal, ash and slag. Was lined with small stones at 
top.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Ratoath

Co. MeathTownland Ratoath

NGR 30135 25215

P.I. Wallace, A. Organisation

Arch-Tech LtdSite_Type Settlement/Cemetery

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

The site can be broadly dated from the 
fourth to tenth centuries AD. Slag was 
found in a number of areas but was not 
closely dated with radiocarbon dates 
spanning the fifth to eight centuries.

Slag Yes kg73

The slag from the site was all related to smithing.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

The small amount of smithing slag and its context 
suggests secondary smithing.

A multi-phase settlement cemetery with evidence for a preceding Iron Age ring ditch and cereal kilns. The 
cemetery was partially excavated and produced burials with potential anglo-saxon influences. The 
settlement/cemetery had radiocarbon dates spanning the fourth to the tenth centuries.

Location

Most of the iron slag was found in the fills 
of ditches to the SE of the enclosure. A 
concentration was also found within the L-
shaped ditches to the north. The excavator 
suggested smithing activity was confined 
to specific areas outside the enclosure.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Some unusual burial rites were noted. Burial 34 was of an adult in the supine position with the legs tightly 
flexed on top of the stomach area; a piece of slag was found in the sacrum area. Burial 35 was an extended 
supine adult inhumation with grave goods of a small rectangular metal bar and a small rectangular copper-
alloy fragment. Burial 46 was an extended adult supine inhumation with evidence of ante-mortem injuries to 
the skull and grave goods of a metal knife blade and a small sub-spherical metal fragment. Burial 48 was an 
extended supine inhumation of a juvenile with associated grave finds of a metal needle and two pieces of 
slag. Burial 38 was an extended supine inhumation with a copper-alloy neck-ring; this burial cut across an 
earlier skeleton, Burial 41. Burial 38 has been dated (AMS Beta Analytic, Florida) to within the range of AD 
580-680 (2 sigma calibration, 95% probability).
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Scott ID:

SMRName Raystown (Part 1)

Co. MeathTownland Raystown

NGR 30497 25147

P.I. Seaver, Matthew Organisation

CRDS LtdSite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The ironworking features are well-dated 
by hazel and charred grain radiocarbon 
dates to the Iron Age.

Slag Yes kg1.139

The specialist analysis records only 1kg of slag from the area of 
Iron Age working. This slag consisted of small fragments of slag of 
various morphologies, it was not diagnostic  of either smithing or 
smelting.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Two features were identified as 'bowl furnaces' by the 
excavator. They are likely to be associated with 
ironworking  Their large size suggests they are more 
likely to have been related to smithing.

IndeterminSmelting

There was no clear evidence of smelting from the 
site. The specialist report suggests ore was found 
from this phase but the catalogue in the final report 
records the ore as belonging to the later phase of 
ironworking in the early medieval period.

Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The morphology of the features suggest that this was 
a smithing rather than smelting site.

The earliest phase on what was a primarily an early medieval site was consisted of two pits at the bottom of 
a hill, sealed by colluvial deposits. A spindle whorl and a lignite bracelet were recovered from one of the pits. 
Iron slag was also identified from the early medieval phase of the site (Raystown Part 2).

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Two postholes in the area of the the two possible hearths may be part of a structure. The hearth features 
were also associated with metalled surfaces.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Raystown (Part 2)

Co. MeathTownland Raystown

NGR 29579 25380

P.I. Seaver, Matthew Organisation

CRDS LtdSite_Type Settlement/Cemetery

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Slag and scraps of iron from the 
subrectangular enclosure were 
associated with a horse snaffle dated to 
the seventh century. The ironworking in 
this area dates to sometime in the 
seventh to ninth century. Other residues 
on the site are not clearly dated.

Slag Yes kg10.683

It is possible that some of the slag from this phase is residual from 
the earlier Iron Age activity. SHCs were found in the cluster of slag 
associated with the sub-rectangular enclosure.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No features associated with metalworking were found on 
the site.

PossibleSmelting

Dense slag with fragments of unreacted ore found in 
Phase 4, within the southern mill context. Also some 
from Phase 2, in gullies associated with the southern 
kilns. A fragment of bloom came from the Northern 
Habitation Area.

Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

An association of slag with broken iron artefacts/bar 
iron is suggestive of recycling/repair. This is 
particularly the case in the area of the sub-
rectangular enclosure where SHCs were also found.

A substantial site dating from the 5th-10th centuries AD. It post-dates an Iron Age smithing site (Raystown 
Part 1). The site began with a penannular enclosure around a burial site as well as settlement and grain 
processing. Later phases saw the construction of a large sub-rectangular enclosure and 7 water mills.

Location

Slag was found primarily in secondary 
contexts (ditches, occupation spreads etc) 
spread throughout the site. Some of the 
clusters of waste were associated with 
broken iron objects. A particular cluster of 
waste was found at the junction of the 
subrectangular enclosure and the gully 
running through the Northern Mill 1 
tailrace. A charcoal kiln was also found 
within this area.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 64

SMR 	KE042-0600Name Reask

Co. KerryTownland Reask

NGR 36685 10436

P.I. Fanning, T. Organisation

Office of Public WorksSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Site dated 5th-9th century. Only one RC 
date used as others contaminated by 
peat, dates 259-650 cal. AD. B-ware 
identified dating late fifth-mid sixth 
century. E-ware also identified dating to 
late sixth to early eight century (Doyle 
2009).

Slag Yes kg0

Three 'furnace bottoms' reported. Scott mentions analysis of 
smithing slags with lots of magnetite phases from Structure G 
(see Appendix 7 in Fanning 1981).

Heart YesFurnace No
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Features in Structures G and D are likely to relate to 
smithing, though the possibility that some of them are 
related to smelting cannot be ruled out without full 
analysis of the slag from the features.

IndeterminSmelting

The 'furnace bottoms' reported cannot be taken as 
good evidence for smelting without further analysis.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Yes

H/ No

The limited slag analysis is very suggestive of 
smithing.

Early church site with stone-built enclosure and clochans, early graves and a leacht, later stone-built oratory 
and later killeen. A number of cross slabs.

Location

Slag found throughout site but biggesr 
concentration in SW outside structure D. 
Clear evidence for ironworking features in 
Structures D and G, to the SW and NE 
respectively.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 38

SMR DG016-016---Name Rinnaraw

Co. DonegalTownland Rinnaraw

NGR 20391 43681

P.I. Fanning, Tom Organisation

National University of Ireland, GalwaySite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Ironworking is probably early, maybe 
9th century, and not later as it occurs 
under the house. Appears to be well 
associated with souterrain ware.

Slag Yes kg30

Slag divided into 'nodules' and 'furnace bottoms'. Found all over 
the site but concentrated in a few places. No furnace bottoms 
found inside the house, only nodules.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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One 'fire pit' that may be a hearth or a furnace but very 
poor description given. Also a hearth in the house but no 
indication this was used for metalworking.

PossibleSmelting

Reference to ore found on site but no details.

Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The furnace bottome are likely to be SHCs indicating 
smithing. No clear anvils but reference to shattered 
stone inside house might be relevant. An 
(unpublished) possible anvil stone was identified on 
the site (Robert Chapple 2011 pers. comm.).

An enclosure with a rectangular house inside. The house has stone foundations and is paved inside at one 
end. It has six internal post holes. Reminiscent of Hiberno-Norse houses. Finds include lots of shells, charcoal 
and slag as well as corroded iron, a few querns and some worked animal bone.

Location

A lot of the slag found within the wall fill. 
Suggests that the ironworking preceded 
the building of the house, a phase 
overlooked in the report. No SHCs in the 
house, only slag nodules: cleaning of the 
house? A concentration of slag and PCBs 
to the east of the enclosure near the fire 
pit may indicate working.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Association between iron slag and souterrain ware.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Roestown 2

Co. MeathTownland Roestown

NGR 29579 25380

P.I. O'Hara, Robert Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Settlement complex

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

The site is dated by artefacts and 
radiocarbon dates to the 6th-13th 
centuries. Ferrous residues were noted 
in each of the main phases of enclosure 
1.

Slag Yes kg10.35

No evidence for smelting slags. Nine definite and two possible 
broken smithing hearth cakes were
identified. They range from 0.15‐0.80Kg, quite a low
weight range for this type of material.

Heart NoFurnace No
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The majority of the slag from this site came from ditch 
fills and there was no evidence for any residues being 
closely associated with distinctive metalworking hearths 
or deposits.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

The small size of the SHCs from the site constitute 
evidence that only small-scale smithing was taking 
place: recycling and repair.

A large, probably high-status,  Early medieval settlement and agricultural complex.  Primary D-shaped 
enclosure constructed between 533-651 AD was recut in the eight and tenth centuries and activity on the 
site continued until the 13th century.

Location

Scattered randomly across the site

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Slag was recovered from ditches and other secondary contexts. No features associated with ironworking 
were identified.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Rossan 6

Co. MeathTownland Rossan

NGR 26029 24458

P.I. Murphy, Deirdre Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Bronze Age/Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Radiocarbon analysis of charcoal 
samples recovered from two pits 
returned dates of 894-592 cal. BC and 
361-52 cal. BC. The early date may be 
due to the old wood effect.

Slag Yes kg5.376

Slag from all features divided into two types a) dense and
viscous, and b) drippy. There was vitrified lining/superstructure in 
all contexts of the three ironworking pits.

Heart PossibleFurnace Yes
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Three pits contained slag. One (F084) is probably a 
furnace base. Of the other two, it is possible F086 could 
be a smithing hearth although there is no smithing slag 
from the site. F087 is very large and may represent a 
dump deposit.

YesSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

The hearth interpretation for pit F86 can only be 
tentative considering the lack of SHCs or other 
evidence for smithing in the pits.

Upon excavation features including seventeen pits, three of which contained slag inclusions, fourteen 
deposits, a field boundary and three cultivation furrows were exposed. All of the features were cut into the 
natural boulder clay.

Location

Three pits were located in close proximity 
at the southern end of the site and each 
contained 'substantial' slag inclusions.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

14 pits to the north of the metalworking pits had no slag or in-situ burning or finds. Approximately 5m to the 
east of F084 was a sub-oval pit (F086). It measured 1.48m by 0.73m and was 0.21m deep. Immediately west 
of F084 a large sub-circular pit (F087) which measured 3.54m by 3.22m and
0.44m in depth was evident. The break of slope at the top was sudden while the sides sloped down 
concavely and gradually. The break of slope at the base was imperceptible while the base was flat.
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Scott ID: 17

SMR ANT 056:054Name Shaneen Park

Co. AntrimTownland Ballyaghagan

NGR 33233 37844

P.I. Proudfoot, Bruce Organisation

Queens University BelfastSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Souterrain ware from souterrain and 
occupation layers gives site an early 
medieval date.

Slag Yes kg0

Some probable slag noted in the vicinity of a hearth and a small 
amount of slag elsewhere.

Heart NoFurnace No
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Potential evidence of a hearth was noted in Layer 1 
consisting of heat shattered stones, an ash spread and 
'an accumulation of material resembling waste products 
formed during smelting'.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A univallate enclosure and souterrain, largely destroyed prior to excavation. Two hearths found and large 
amount of souterrain ware.

Location

'smelting' debris found near possible 
hearth in the northern quadrant.  Slag also 
found 'elsewhere on the site'

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 18

SMR ANT 049:031Name Shane's Castle

Co. AntrimTownland Shanes Castle Park

NGR 31039 38781

P.I. Warhurst, Cynthia Organisation

Ministry of Finance, NISite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Multiple phases of occupation, not 
closely dated. Souterrain ware and glass 
beads give an early medieval date.

Slag Yes kg0

3 small pieces of 'cinder slag' found.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A univallate ringfort and souterrain with multiple phases of occupation, souterrain ware and a number of 
traces of rectangular buildings, a pallisade and some hearths.

Location

Slag found in the soil overlaying the paving 
near the entrance.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 83

SMR ME025-005---Name Simonstown

Co. MeathTownland Simonstown

NGR 28541 27083

P.I. Eamonn P. Kelly Organisation

National Museum of IrelandSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Site datedby morphology.

Slag Yes kg0

No details given.

Heart NoFurnace Possible
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A large ringfort with four periods of occupation from Neolithic to Late Medieval. Early christian phase had 
small circular house and an area of smelting activity and lots of artefacts.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A 'smelting area' identified but no details are available.
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Scott ID: 72

SMR LI013-038----Name Sluggary

Co. LimerickTownland Sluggary

NGR 15590 15354

P.I. Elizabeth Shee-Twohig Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Early medieval based on site 
morphology.

Slag Yes kg0

Four furnace bottoms or parts thereof identified. Also one piece 
of 'slag'. The sizes of the 'furnace bottoms' are quite small ranging 
from 124mm diameter to 63mm and 66mm to  23mm thick.

Heart NoFurnace No
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No traces of hearths or furnaces identified.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

Slag is likely  to represent secondary smithing

A large trivallate enclosure revealed internal habitation consisting mainly of a hearth, pits, stakeholes, animal 
bone and early medieval finds.

Location

One furnace bottom came from cutting B 
in the eastern quadrant of the  enclosure.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMR SL046-029----Name Sroove

Co. SligoTownland Lough Gara

NGR 17007 30001

P.I. Fredengren, C. Organisation

Discovery ProgrammeSite_Type Crannog

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Charcoal and animal bone from the 
stone floor contemporary with the 
ironworking was radiocarbon dated to 
cal. AD 663-775 and cal. AD 777-969.

Slag Yes kg0

Small amount of slag, concentrated in the area of the bowl-
shaped depression. Some pieces of slag had red clay adhering to 
them.

Heart PossibleFurnace No
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A bowl shaped depression was interpreted by the 
excavator as a bowl furnace. It is more likely to be a 
hearth, although no slag was found in its fill so 
confirmation of this is not possible.

NoSmelting

During the excavation a large number of pieces of 
'penny ore' found: small stones surrounded by iron 
pan. Identified as potential ore by Gert Magnusson.

Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ No

A large flat stone, possibly used as an anvil found 
beside the area of slag. The absence of evidence for 
smelting probably indicates a secondary smithing site.

A low cairn with four phases built on a pre-existing causeway. Phase with iron (4) covered with continuous 
layer of stones, possibly an outdoor platform.

Location

One small area of slag with a bowl shaped 
depression lined with stones.
Animal bones cluster around the 'furnace' 
spot.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A number of smooth white stones similar to those found at Bofeenaun found. Also found at Moynagh. Lots 
of animal bones that author suggests could be associated with the ironworking.
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Scott ID:

SMR ANT 013:089Name St Patrick's Church

Co. AntrimTownland Turnarobert

NGR 30760 43280

P.I. Nelis, Eimear Organisation

Queens University BelfastSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 3SD No

Chronology

Slag came from Phases 6-8. Phase 6 post-
dated, with a gap, the silting up of the 
ditch and showed evidence of intensive 
occupation. Phase 7 saw construction of 
a souterrain. Phases 6-8 have souterrain 
ware, dating them to 7th-10th century.

Slag Yes kg0

Slag reported.

Heart NoFurnace No
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A furnace or hearth was constructed in the remains of 
the souterrain in the medieval period, outside the scope 
of this study.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavations on a church/round tower site.  Found evidence for a ditch enclosure and 8 EMED phases of 
activity as well as a 9th Medieval phase. Earlier excavations nearby in 1991 revealed a souterrain with finds 
of 'furnace bottoms'.

Location

Slag seems to have been found throughout 
area of excavation. Not clear if slag is 
dumped or represents a work area.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Phases 6-8  yielded evidence of specialised lignite bracelet production, slag and metalwork and a bifacially 
decorated and perforated stone, possibly depicting a religious leader.
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Scott ID: 25

SMR CO058-03400Name St. Gobnet's House

Co. CorkTownland Glebe

NGR 11975 76844

P.I. O'Kelly, M.J. Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Two layers, both with metalworking, 
possibly no break in activity between 
layers. Dated artefactually and 
historically to the Early medieval Period.

Slag Yes kg0

Several pits produced large lumps of iron slag and numerous 
slightly bowl-shaped cakes of slag. 57 'furnace bottoms' and 
fragments of 80 others, evenly divided between primary and 
secondary strata. Size range between 9-18cm in diameter, 6-11cm 
thick.

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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Various heat-affected pits are referred to, including one 
with a stone lining and a circular base stone of shale. No 
further details are given in the report. Lumps of whitish 
clay were found that might have been used as lining and 
was certainly introduced to the site.

PossibleSmelting

Thick layers of iron pan (limonite) around the site 
may have been used as an ore.

Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

The 'furnace bottoms' fall into a range suggestive of 
smithing and can probably be safely interpreted as 
such. Whetstones may indicate the finishing of 
artefacts.

Site located just to the west of a medieval church and possible prehistoric mound dedicated to St. Gobnet. 
First phase un-enclosed with a few possible rectangular post-built structures, pits with slag and a series of 
drains. The second phase saw the raising of the ground level and construction of a large circular stone 
structure with a central post-hole. A well was also dug in front of the entrance. The second phase produced a 
large amount of slag, pits and a hearth.

Location

The 'bottoms' came mainly from the pits 
but also from all over the excavated area. 
Pits mainly on inside of the roundhouse.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Between and around the pits were numerous stake-holes and post-holes of small diameter forming no 
recognisable arrangement but appearing to be connected to the pits. Some may be supports for furnace 
superstructures
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Scott ID:

SMR DU021-03700Name Tallaght

Co. DublinTownland Tallaght

NGR 30931 22762

P.I. O'Brien, Elizabeth Organisation

Freelance - CommercialSite_Type Indeterminate

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

An RC date on one animal bone dated 
cal. AD 653-1013, indicating an EMED 
context for the ditch.

Slag Yes kg0

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A small section  (8m) of a curvilinear ditch with evidence of an inner bank identified during testing. The fill of 
the ditch contained iron slag, charcoal and animal bones. High voltage electricity cables prevented further 
excavation of the site.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMR N/AName Tara - Rath na Rí

Co. MeathTownland CASTLEBOY

NGR 29197 25975

P.I. Roche, Helen Organisation

Discovery ProgrammeSite_Type Hilltop Enclosure

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The metalworking area is sealed by the 
bank of Rath na Ri. A radiocarbon date 
from the layer gives an Iron Age date 
(371-106 cal. B.C.)

Slag Yes kg17

The size distribution of Tara slags is typical of small-scale 
secondary metalworking and the large number of low-density 
slag fragments seems to be a particular characteristic of non-
ferrous metalworking. Lists three types of slag: Low-density fluxed 
lining slags (FLS), Dense Slags and Amorphous Slags

Heart YesFurnace No
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F38 was identified as a probable hearth for both smithing 
and non-ferrous working. The specialist did note, 
however, that it was unusually large for a ferrous hearth.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Yes Sec. Yes

H/ Yes

A number of smaller slag cakes with diameters about 
5cm and thickness of 2-3cm, 150g. May be from 
short episodes of working or the working of small 
objects - may indicate a particular type of smithing 
on the site. 41 pieces of iron fragments found. All 
typical of forge waste, broken off during forging.

Seen as a workshop where high-temperature crafts were carried out together or in close succession. 
Precedes the construction of the ditch and bank at rath na ri. Extensive evidence for structures, probably 
rectangular. Most of the workshop not excavated.

Location

Located just to the north of Rath na Rí

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

190 stake holes found in and around the workshop area, the majority immediately south of the hearth. Also 
four substantial post holes. Authors suggest that high temp crafts would have been carried out under a 
roofed structure of some sort. Neccesary to keep everything dry.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Terryhoogan

Co. ArmaghTownland Terryhoogan

NGR 30540 34430

P.I. McSparron, Cormac Organisation

Queens University BelfastSite_Type Settlement - unenclosed

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Radiocarbon dates from the fill of the 
gully indicate an eight-ninth century 
date with possible use of the gully for 
more than a century.

Slag Yes kg0

The slag was all from secondary contexts and was not analysed.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavation within 200m of two early ecclesiastical sites. Revealed a probable drainage gully that would have 
surrounded a round house.

Location

Slag was found from the primary fill of the 
gully  (C7) and from C4 which overlay it.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A number of souterrain ware vessels were represented on the site and came from the same fills as iron slag.
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Scott ID:

SMR 	LI032-01401Name The Spectacles

Co. LimerickTownland Lough Gur

NGR 16465 14149

P.I. O'Riordain, S. P. Organisation

University College DublinSite_Type Settlement - unenclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

No chronological context for single slag 
find. Dated through spatial association 
with the site which is dated artefactually.

Slag Yes kg0

"A piece of iron slag gives evidence of iron-working at, or near the 
site"

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

One rectangular and two circular houses and some other structures situated within a relict field system.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

No information is given about the context of the slag find.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Tonybaun

Co. MayoTownland Tonybaun

NGR 12479 31231

P.I. Nolan, Joanna Organisation

Mayo County CouncilSite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

The ironworking material appears to be 
Iron Age, with the date for the furnace 
perhaps suffering from the old wood 
effect. The later dates are probably 
associated with reworking of the earlier 
material.

Slag Yes kg31.85

Smithing and smelting slag were identified on the site

Heart PossibleFurnace Yes
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One furnace was identified and other pits associated 
with metallurgiccal debris may have served as furnaces 
or hearths.

YesSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Possible Sec. Possible

H/ No

A large boulder in second ironworking area may be 
an anvil and was associated with smithing slags.

This was a known cilin burial site that upon excavation revealed earlier evidence for ironworking dating to 
the Iron Age. The evidence consisted of a very unusual stone lined furnace as well as a smithing area c. 17m 
NE of this with a large boulder that may have served as an anvil.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

A charcoal-flecked sandy horizon containing lumps of vitrified sand and iron slag was found underlying and 
cut by burials in SW of the site - Dated to 882-1015 AD, underlain by a layer dating to AD 772-969
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Scott ID:

SMR TS075-02300Name Toureen Peekaun

Co. TipperaryTownland Toureen

NGR 20051 12853

P.I. Ó'Carragáin, Tomás Organisation

University College CorkSite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval

D.Q. 3SD Yes

Chronology

Five radiocarbon dates from various 
contexts in Trenches C and D all 
produced very similar date ranges, 
centering on the late 7th to the first half 
of the 8th century.

Slag Yes kg23.9

Slag is heavily weathered. SHCs the most abundant type. Sixteen 
examples were intact enough to give original weight estimates:  
range of 104g - 1160g with a mean of 479g. Fragmentary material 
suggested the occurrence of some larger SHCs too.

Heart YesFurnace No
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One feature (C463) was identified as a smithing hearth, 
though with some reservations. Two small, similar, 
features also yielded microresidues: c320 and c340. They 
may possibly be the remains of hearths or possibly the 
hollows for wooden furnace blocks.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. No Sec. Yes

H/ Yes

Hammerscale was found in Trench D from pit c463, a 
probable smithing hearth, and spreads c320 and 
c340, possibly hearth waste redeposited into hollows 
on adjacent floors. Hammerscale was also observed 
in adjacent dump c378.

Monastic site with a c.200m diameter enclosure and multiple cross and incised slabs along with a stone 
church. The Excavations focused on a raised platform to the east of the site situated between two 
paleochannels. This was originally used for domestic activity but subsequently became a focus of 
irownorking activity.

Location

Ironworking on platform just inside the 
enclosure in Trench D. Macroresidues 
show a preferred distribution around the 
western side of the platform, with a 
particular concentration of material 
dumped within abandoned kiln c682. 
Much material was also deposited within 
the  enclosure ditch and in pit c161/c387 
towards the E side of platform.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Ironworking features reported dug into the fill of an old water channel. Some post-holes and other structural 
evidence were also reported. Some of theironworking residues were found dumped in a ditch.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Trantstown

Co. CorkTownland Trantstown

NGR 17488 81130

P.I. Sherlock, Rory Organisation

Sheila Lane and AssociatesSite_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

F5 RC dated to the Iron Age.

Slag Yes kg3.899

The total amount does not exceed c. 4kg. F1 produced three large 
pieces weighing 1.9, 2 and 0.4KG each along with 27 smaller 
pieces weighing c.0.4kg. Feature 5 produced c. 1.2kg of slag. The 
slag is of the black, dense drippy type which gives a clinkery 
metallic sound when tapped. While the bulk of the collection 
consists of small fragments, three large fragments were also 
recovered. These fragments were found at the uppermost layer of 
F1.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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One well-preserved pit furnace (Feature 5) alongside a 
pit (Feature 1) that may have served as a furnace but the 
evidence is not conclusive.

YesSmelting

The furnace and slag assemblage strongly suggest 
this was a smelting site.

Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

No evidence for smithing was reported

AR29 A total of 11 possible features were initially identified, but of these just F1, F5, F6 and F9 were found to 
be of archaeological significance. One was an intact furnace base.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Feature 6 was identified as a firm dark greyish-brown spread of material which overlay F5 and F9. It was 
composed of a silty clay, Context 9, which had moderate amounts of medium and large stones and 
occasional charcoal fragments within it. The spread measured up to 0.9m long (north-south) by 0.45m wide 
and was up to 40mm in depth. A number of the stones in the deposit measured over 0.15m in maximum 
extent and may once have been part of an ancillary feature, such as a shelter wall, related to the usage of F5, 
the large furnace. Feature 9 was identified as a circular deposit, Context 7, lying within a relatively shallow 
cut, Context 8, and was found beneath F6. Context 7 was up to 0.11m thick, measured 0.34m in diameter 
and was composed of a dark brown silty material with frequent charcoal inclusions which filled the shallow 
cut, context 8. The function of this feature is unclear.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Trumra 4

Co. LaoisTownland Trumra

NGR 23974 19397

P.I. O'Neil, Tara Organisation

Archaeological Consultancy Services Ltd.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Early Medieval

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

Two RC dates. One Bronze Age, seen as 
erroneous, though one piece of tuyere 
came from the feature. The other 
indicated an EMED date which tallies 
with the ironworking technology seen 
on the site.

Slag Yes kg116.6

A significant part (48%) of the analysed metallurgical debris was 
natural concretions or slag with attached concretions.

Heart PossibleFurnace No
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One pit (F5) may be a hearth but no evidence of 
scorching. Could be due to a deep fuel bed.

NoSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Yes Sec. No

H/ No

The specialist interpreted the site as a probable 
bloom-smithing site based on the size and character 
of the SHCs.

An isolated group of two features and two spreads resulting from smithing.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Two spreads were identified - F4 and F11, most of the archaeoetallurgical material from the site came from 
F4. F5 was cut through by a modern drain and was considered a possible smithing hearth by the specialist.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Tullerboy

Co. LimerickTownland Tullerboy

NGR 15490 13650

P.I. Dennehy, Emer Organisation

Margaret Gowen & Co.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Phase two produced three radiocarbon 
dates spanning the early medieval 
period.

Slag Yes kg0

Slag, in addition to charcoal and bone, was retrieved from Phase 
2 features.

Heart NoFurnace No
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IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A two phase site. First phase has a penannular ditch/gully thought to be domestic.This had gone out of use 
by the second phase from which evidence for ironworking came in the form of a number of pits with slag, 
charcoal and bone.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Earliest phase included a C shaped ring-ditch, max depth 30cm. Potentially a gully for some kind of 
structure.  Also a variety of sterile pits and  post-holes. Excavators interpretation is that the ironworking 
activity commenced after complete abandonment of the first phase. Phase 2: pits associated with this phase 
truncated the terminal of the 'ring-ditch' or gully.
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Scott ID:

SMR N/AName Tullyallen 6

Co. LouthTownland Tullyallen

NGR 30505 27624

P.I. Kieran Campbell Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Ring Ditch

Iron Age

D.Q. 4SD No

Chronology

Dated to the Iron Age based on a spatial 
association with a ring ditch.

Slag Yes kg0

In addition to the furnace slag material, a single piece of slag was 
recovered from the adjacent ring-ditch. Probably from smithing 
and not certainly from ironworking.

Heart NoFurnace Yes
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YesSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A solitary piece of tabular slag found in the ring-ditch 
is likely to be from smithing but it could potentially 
be non-ferrous.

A furnace pit identified which is spatially associated with a probable ring-ditch suggesting an Iron Age date. 
Six metres north of the enclosure, a 'bowl furnace', 0.47m in diameter and 0.18m deep, was filled with a 
metallic slag. West of the enclosure an undated gully, 0.8m wide and 0.28m deep, was recorded for a length 
of 15m.

Location

Located six metres north of the potential 
ring ditch/enclosure

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Possibly associated with an enclosure or barrow.
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Scott ID: 49

SMR DOW 026:005Name Tullylish

Co. DownTownland Tullylish

NGR 30827 34858

P.I. Ivens, R.J. Organisation

Dept of the Environment, NISite_Type Ecclesiastical

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

Industrial area dated stratigraphically by 
pottery and using radiocarbon dates to 
the early medieval period, probably not 
earlier than the eight century 
considering the finds of souterrain ware.

Slag Yes kg0

Considerable quantites of slag were retrieved. Analysed by Brian 
Scott but not yet published. Possible evidence for the use of 
burnt calcined bone in metallurgical processes.

Heart NoFurnace No
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A furnace bottom was identified in Trench 2 but the cut 
is irregular and unlikely to be a hearth or furnace.

IndeterminSmelting Smithing Indeterminat

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Excavation of an early medieval ecclesiastical and later medieval occupation site. Two massive, concentric 
but successive, enclosing ditches were revealed, together with a burial-ground and an industrial area. A late 
medieval corn-drying kiln was also excavated.

Location

Excavations covered the NW quadrant of 
the ditches only. Industrial area took place 
in shallow sheltered area where the 
primary ditch once was. Presumably after 
the outer ditch was cut. Western part of 
industrial area abandoned after a while 
and a wooden revetment used to protect 
the area that continued in use

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

4 phases: 1 digging and early use of ditch. 2 occupation of the largely infilled primary ditch 3 construction 
and early use of the outer ditch, rampart and industrial area. Postholes in the infilled ditch associated with 
the industrial area suggest a substantial structure. The industrial area was subsequently sealed by a layer of 
white clay.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Twomileborris (Part 1)

Co. TipperaryTownland BORRIS

NGR 21949 15763

P.I. Ó'Droma, Mícheál Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Enclosure

Iron Age

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

The ironworking debris from the fill of 
Enclosure D was dated 203–56 cal BC (Ó 
Droma pers. Comm) but further details 
of the date are not available.

Slag Yes kg0

The slag analysis for this site is not available

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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PossibleSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A large (c 100 m diameter) enclosure associated with cremation burial and the deposition of human cranial 
remains near the entrance is constructed in the Late Bronze Age. Extensive deposits of metalworking 
residues, iron slag etc are deposited in the upper levels of the enclosure ditch in the Iron Age.

Location

Ironworking residue and a crucible were 
found in the ditch fills of Enclosure B. 
Residues were also reported from the fill 
of the enclosure C ditches.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID:

SMRName Twomileborris (Part 2)

Co. TipperaryTownland BORRIS

NGR 21949 15763

P.I. Ó'Droma, Mícheál Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Settlement/Cemetery

Early Medieval

D.Q. 2SD Yes

Chronology

A number of areas of ironworking were 
identified from Period 4, the EMED 
phase of the site. Slag from the fill of 
enclosure B probably dates to EMEDA 
while further slag deposits were 
contemporary with Enclosures A (7th-
9th centuries) and C (8th-9th centuries) 
dated to the EMEDB period. An 
ironworking area dating to the 7th-9th 
century AD was identified in open 
ground between Enclosure C and the 
prehistoric Enclosure D.

Slag Yes kg142.74

Enclosure B had slag throughout its fills concentrated in different 
places totalling 39.96kg.The total amount of slag from Site AR33 
in Twomileborris was 142.74kg but it is not clear if this includes 
the unknown amount of Iron Age debris from Enclosure D

Heart PossibleFurnace Possible
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A possible smithing hearth and a possible furnace from 
Enclosure C are mentioned in the publication but no 
details are available.

PossibleSmelting Smithing Possible

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

Three enclosures: A, B and C. Enclosure B was earliest and consisted of a plectrum-shaped ditch with an 
elaborate entrance and pallisade. Subsequent to the ditch of Enclosure B silting up a ringfort (enclosure A) 
was built beside and partially cutting enclosure B. This contained four circular structures. The next phase saw 
the addition of a large rectangular enclosure (enclosure C) contemporary with the ringfort. This enclosure 
contained a possible furnace, a possible smithing  hearth, two cereal-drying kilns, several pits, a four-post 
structure and two circular structures. Metallurgical residues were recovered from its ditch fills. A cemetery 
contemporary with the ringfort phase and situated where enclosure B had been was also identified.

Location

Ironworking residue and a crucible were 
found in the ditch fills of Enclosure B. 
Residues were also reported from the fill 
of the enclosure C ditches.

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features
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Scott ID: 99

SMR TYR 009:003Name Urney Park

Co. TyroneTownland Urney

NGR 23122 39464

P.I. Scott, Brian Organisation

Queens University BelfastSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

The slag was found associated with a 
sherd of souterrain ware.

Slag Yes kg0

"a large fragment of cinder from smelting operations"

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A univallate ringfort site with faced bank and very few features in the interior. Some evidence of pre-
construction habitation under the bank.

Location

Unknown

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

The bank is made up of boulder clay with, near the base, a black layer containing a small amount of 
occupation debris. Three or four small lenses of the same material occurred just above the main layer, but 
these produced nothing apart from a few pieces of charcoal. It was from this black deposit that the only 
significant finds of the season were made, a large fragment of cinder from smelting operations, and a rim — 
sherd of coarse pottery. This layer also produced a large amount of charcoal, and a few tiny fragments of 
bone. At the interior end of the section, and covered by internal bank slip, a pit (93cm long, 31cm at the 
widest point, and 41cm deep) covered by two large flat slabs of slate, and filled with clean, sharp, angular 
stones and clean sand was found. As the pit contained absolutely nothing else, it is impossible to suggest a 
purpose for it.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Waterunder

Co. LouthTownland Waterunder

NGR 30629 27646

P.I. McQuade, Melanie Organisation

Margaret Gowen & Co.Site_Type Ironworking Site

Iron Age

D.Q. 1SD Yes

Chronology

While the 'furnaces' and the cereal 
drying kilns were assigned to the same 
phase, the 'bowl furnace' F12 dates to 
165 cal. BC - 54 cal. AD while the kilns 
appear to be a number of centuries 
later, dating between the fourth and 
sixth centuries AD.

Slag Yes kg0

The slag from the site derives from both smelting and smithing.

Heart NoFurnace yes
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A number of features, including three pairs and a single 
pit were identified as possible furnaces and had slag and 
in situ burning. The pair of features F11 and F13 had slag 
(probably dumped) in their fills indicative of smithing, as 
did F6. There is insufficient evidence to identify the other 
features as furnaces.

YesSmelting Smithing Yes

Prim. Yes Sec. Possible

H/ Yes

Flake and spheroidal hammerscale is identified in the 
specialist report indicating some smithing activity. 
The smelting on the site suggests some of this at 
least is likely to have been primary.

A multi-period site with evidence for Neolithic, Bronze Age and Iron Age settlement. Level 4 had evidence for 
ironworking in its final phase (Phase 4). Phase 1 was a penannular enclosure (Dated 770-360 BC), Phase 2 
included structure B - an arc of large post-holes (probably contemporary with Phase 1), Phase 3 was a 
curvilinear ditch cutting the penannular enclosure. Phase 4 included 7 possible furnaces and 16 cereal kilns.

Location

The bowl furnaces were located in the 
west of the site and, with the exception of 
one they were arranged in pairs

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

16 cereal drying kilns were thought to be broadly contemporary with the ironworking and a number of them 
had slag within their fills. Slag was also found in the fills of a number of pits of unknown use.
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Scott ID:

SMRName Whiterath

Co. LouthTownland Whiterath

NGR 30419 29852

P.I. Ó'Drisceoil, Cóilín Organisation

Valerie J. Keeley LtdSite_Type Settlement - enclosed

Early Medieval/Late

D.Q. 2SD No

Chronology

Site dated to the 9th - 10th centuries 
based on artefacts.

Slag Yes kg0

Iron slag all in secondary contexts.

Heart NoFurnace No
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NoSmelting Smithing No

Prim. No Sec. No

H/ No

A ringfort with a number of ditches and a souterrain excavated. Iron slag found in both the souterrain and 
the ditches. Also, a number of high status finds such as a bronze panel with enamel interlace decoration, ring-
pins and a broken blue glass armlet.

Location

Specialist_Report

Associated_Features

Souterrain ware found.
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Features Gazetteer 
 



Feature No. 1IID: 1 L 45 W 36D 8Furnace Hearth Indet.

N
o
te
s

F230 was an oval-shaped pit identified as a possible 'kiln' by the excavator. A photograph of the 
feature shows a halo of heat-affected soil.

F
ill It is filled with F227, a charcoal layer consisting of dark–blackish–brown, soft, silty clay with 

moderate charcoal flecks and occasional burnt clay. Sub–circular F226 (0.38 m x 0.30 m x 0.05 m) 
was cut into this fill and contained a dark–reddish–brown, loose, silty clay with moderate charcoal 
flecks, frequent lumps of burnt clay and occasional burnt stones (F195). Excavation of this fill also 
revealed a slag fragment (03E1215:195:1) and a possible heat–shattered grinding stone with a flat 
upper surface (03E1215:195:2). F195 was interpreted by the excavator as dump material or 
possibly the remains of the collapse of the furnace superstructure.
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Feature No. 2IID: 1 L 53 W 47D 15Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F223 was interpreted as a 'kiln structure'. It is elongated and sub-rectangular in shape although 
the photograph of the feature suggests one end may have formed a broadly circular feature 
originally with a shallower pit attached. No information is available regarding the profile of the 
feature.  A possible blowhole location suggested by one area of attached highly vitrified furnace 
wall on the slag cake would have been 80mm above the cake top and 50mm inside the maximum 
diameter. A second group of preserved vitrified wall fragments hint that there may have been 2 
blowholes, but this cannot be confirmed without restoration.

F
ill F223 contains four fills, the primary of which, F222, consists of mid–brownish–red, friable, silty 

clay with occasional charcoal flecks. F208 is the secondary fill containing material identical to F222. 
The third fill, F199, is comprised of a black, loose, silty clay with occasional charcoal flecks and the 
top fill, F194, constitutes 80 % iron slag material, 15 % burnt clay and 5 % charcoal. The slag from 
F194 combined with a piece from F102 could be reconstructed to form a slag block coming from a 
furnace pit originally c.45cm in diameter and c.15cm deep. A layer of adhering red clay on the 
centre of the upper face suggests the furnace collapsed on to the cake’s surface.
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Feature No. 3IID: 3 L 63 W 58D 18Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Feature 15: a tadpole shaped feature with a short 'flue' extending to the east of a circular bowl. U-
shaped in profile and best preserved on southern side. The sides were concave with a gradual 
break of slope, graduating towards a concave base. The flue extended 52cm, varying in width from 
30-40cm and was 1-8cm in depth, becoming shallower towards its terminus. There was marked 
heat alteration of the soil along the southern exterior of the feature extending over an area 1.05m 
x 0.25m.

F
ill Five seperate contexts were found: two filling the flue and three filling the bowl. The base of the 

bowl had a thin, compact and encrusted iron-rich slag-like deposit (C15:6). This was overlain by a 
loose ashy matrix (C15:2); a charcoal-rich, yellow mottled, mid-grey-brown silty sand with large 
charcoal fragments concentrated towards the bottom. The uppermost fill (C15:1) was a large 
round-bottomed mass of encrusted slag,  identified as a 'furnace bottom' by the excavator. It 
weighed 3-4 kg. The flue was largely filled by C15:3 (similar to C15:2), a mid-grey/brown, charcoal-
rich silt. C15:4 was related, a thin spread of the same soil at the terminus of the flue.
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Feature No. 4IID: 4 L 64 W 36D 5Furnace Hearth Indet.

N
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F59: a shallow depression interpreted as a 'bowl furnace'. Three stake holes found outside the 
'furnace' at W. And one at E. Possibly the base of a furnace lined with stones as at Kilpatrick.

F
ill Filled with charred soil and burnt clay together with a large quantity of iron slag. Three stones at 

base, surfaces whitened from heat and largest with slag adhering to upper surface.
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Feature No. 5IID: 4 L 130 W 85D 13Furnace Hearth Indet.

N
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F8, in NW cutting. An irregular shallow depression. Group of 14 stakes in bottom of uncertain 
purpose, possibly related to a superstructure. A probable smithing hearth blown from the east 
side. Too large to be a smelting furnace.

F
ill Filled with dark grey silt and much charcoal. Traces of burning in-situ on the east side. A large 

deposit of iron slag and a sherd of coarse pottery, burnt bones and carbonised hazel-nut shells
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Feature No. 6IID: 5 L 110 W 70D 14Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F12: pear shaped depression called a furnace

F
ill Filled with dark, charcoal-rich soil. Fragments of vitrified slag were found, together with non-

vitrified slag, some burnt bone and flints.
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Feature No. 7IID: 17 L 42 W 46D 16Furnace Hearth Indet.

N
o
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Possible 'bowl furnace' C136:  Its cut was oval and measured 0.42m east-west, 0.46m north-south 
and it had a maximum depth of O.16m. It had a sharp break of slope at its top and at the base and 
the sides of the bowl were vertical.

F
ill The interior of the bowl was stone-lined at the sides and base and oxidized clay was also evident in 

the base. Its fill (C131) was a loose dark brown-black silt clay, with frequent iron slag, occasional 
charcoal flecks and occasional small stones. The section of the feature (Murphy 2004; Fig. 25) 
indicates a possible clay lining and that the feature was truncated.
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Feature No. 8IID: 17 L 35 W 35D 19Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Possible 'bowl furnace' C150: The base and sides of the bowl were heavily oxidized indicating in-
situ burning. The circular cut measured 0.35m in diameter and had a depth of 0.19m. The break of 
slope at the top was sharp, more gradual at the base, with sloping sides.

F
ill The fill (C071) was a loose dark brown-black clay silt containing frequent charcoal flecks and 

frequent iron slag.
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Feature No. 9IID: 19 L 35 W 30D 35Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Hearth V was a stone built hearth formed by three upright slabs in a cist-like arrangement. It 
occured in the most concentrated grouping of post-holes. The side slabs were 12" (c.30cm) square  
and 3" in thickness, their faces 14" (35cm) apart. The third stone, which would have served as a 
back to the fireplace, was out of position. The rock within a radius of 2' (61cm) or 3' (91cm) was 
blackened and showed the effects of intense heat.

F
ill The filling consisted of powdered charcoal, comminuted fragments of calcined bone and some 

formless scraps of iron slag. The hearth was first noticed at 12" below the present ground level 
and it contained a further 14" of filling. This filling had overflowed into the rock pocket and in it, at 
a depth of 4" immediately outside the built-up portion, was found a blue glass bead (No. 73). To 
the north of the hearth the rock, which here showed a thicker bedding than was usual elsewhere, 
was severely burnt and split by the heat.
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Feature No. 10IID: 22 L 34 W 33D 58Furnace Hearth Indet.
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The larger furnace pit (C015) had steep sides that broke sharply to a flat base.  The upper edges of 
the cut exhibited evidence for substantial in-situ burning. The cut was very deep (0.58m) for a 
furnace pit but 0.25cm of this depth was made up of fill C022, a probable lining.

F
ill The basal fill (C022) was firmly compacted mid brownish-grey sandy clay containing occasional 

small stones.  It may have constituted a lining for the hearth and was 25cm in maximum depth.  
The second fill (C019) was firmly compacted light brownish-yellow silty clay containing occasional 
small pebbles and charcoal.  The final fill (C016) was loosely compacted dark mottled reddish-black 
and brown silty sand containing frequent pieces of charcoal and slag. The slag consisted of a very 
large number of pieces of prills, flow lobes and small stalagmitic slag masses (total 1554g), all of 
which are indicative of an origin in the basal pit of an iron-smelting furnace. An Iron Age date of 
2424±31 BP (750 – 402 cal BC; UBA-11709) was returned from a sample of oak from fill C019 of 
hearth C015.
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Feature No. 11IID: 22 L 28 W 28D 10Furnace Hearth Indet.

N
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The smaller pit (C017) had steep sides gently graduating to a flat base.

F
ill C017 contained a single fill (C018) consisting of loosely compacted mid-dark brown silty clay 

containing occasional large pieces of charcoal and slag.  According to the specialist report, C017 
yielded two, large, pieces of slag (total 218g) indicative of slag flowage down the wall and across 
the base of an iron-smelting furnace.
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Feature No. 12IID: 25 L 43 W 33D 9Furnace Hearth Indet.

N
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c139: Located in Quadrant X, on the inner side of enclosure bank was an oval cut with a sharp top 
break of slope; concave sides and gradual base break of slope. Its base was concave, but was 
largely obscured by a large piece of limestone. It had physical evidence of burning. The size of the 
pit is consistent with a smelting furnace pit but the fill contains smithing debris. The speciailist 
suggested it may also represent  the central slag collecting hollow of a smithing hearth that has 
not survived intact.

F
ill The pit had two fills: c133 and c135. The bottom layer, C133 was a red sandy clay. C135 was a 

black silty clay with slag inclusions. The slag was identified by the specialist as being from smithing. 
It is not clear if it was dumped or represents in-situ working.
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Feature No. 13IID: 25 L 38 W 34D 10Furnace Hearth Indet.
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c137: Located in Quadrant X, on the inner side of enclosure bank was an oval cut with a sharp but 
irregular top break of slope, concave sides and a gradual base break of slope. It has an irregular 
base and physical evidence of burning. The size of the pit is consistent with a smelting furnace pit 
but the fill contains smithing debris. The specialist suggested it may also represent  the central slag 
collecting hollow of a smithing hearth that has not survived intact.

F
ill The pit had two fills: c132 and c134. C132 was a red sandy clay and contained animal bone. C134 

was a black silty clay with frequent charcoal as well as shell and slag. The slag was identified by the 
specialist as being from smithing. It is not clear if it was dumped or represents in-situ working. 
Bone from the pit was dated to the early medieval period.
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Feature No. 14IID: 28 L 42 W 38D 30Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F4: An almost circular pit with steep sides cut into layer 3. Directly adjacent to the north  was a 
shallower circular pit F5 whch may be related. F5 (0.6x0.5x0.15m) was an almost circular pit also 
cut into layer (3). The features may overlap but it was not certain which one was the earlier.

F
ill The perimeter of the pit (F4) was lined with carbonised wood. An iron slag 'furnace bottom' lay in 

the base of the feature which was otherwise filled with charcoal and rich black soil and slag. F5 
was filled with  dark grey, charcoal-flecked, stiff clay.
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Feature No. 15IID: 37 L 38 W 18D 0Furnace Hearth Indet.
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A large, sub-circular, pit (C.8) measuring 1.9 m in length by 1.35 m in width by 0.35 m deep was 
found following the removal of a charcoal-rich layer. This was interpreted as the base of a furnace 
or hearth by the excavator but it is more likely to be a sunken pit associated with a smaller shaft 
furnace represented by C9,  a "side fill"  measuring 0.38 m by 0.18 m comprised of baked clay and 
fragments of iron slag.

F
ill C.9 is likely to be the in-situ remains of slag covered by fragments of furnace superstructure. C.11 

is a basal fill of the larger furnace hollow and appears to have formed a linear spread from the 
furnace to the centre of the hollow. This material appears to be from the raking out of the 
furnace, probably through an arch in its base. The lack of tap slags suggest the furnace was non-
tapping. The main fill of the furnace hollow (C.7) comprised a mid brownish black clay silt and a 
medium density of stone inclusions. It had a depth of 0.35 m. Fill (C.11) was a soft black charcoal-
rich layer, dominated by alder, with small pieces of burnt clay. A basal fill (C.10) was friable mid 
yellowish white residue which measured 0.50 m by 0.10 m and had a maximum depth of 0.25 m. 
This was interpreted as an ashy deposit during the excavation and the absence of charcoal from 
this sample indicated it could be a non-wood ash.
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Feature No. 16IID: 43 L 37 W 30D 9Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Sub-Circular in shape. 15m to the west of Structure 1. The feature was heavily truncated.

F
ill Base was scorched and its fills were chiefly of charcoal and slag-rich debris that was in-situ from 

the furnace's final use. All of the wood charcoal was slow-growth oak. RC dated to 360-100cal.BC 
but adjusted acording to Warner (1990) (250 years max age) to 320cal BC - 70 cal AD
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Feature No. 17IID: 44 L 115 W 77D 30Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C768 was located 1.80m to the north of the wall C786. It cut C733 and was oval in shape, 1.15m 
long and 0.30m deep. No burning in situ is recorded so identification of the feature as a smithing 
hearth is not completely certain.

F
ill It contained two fills C754 and C756 and an overlying deposit C748. C754 was soft, dark brown 

and black, sandy silt and charcoal and poorly sorted medium rounded and sub-angular stones. All 
of the charcoal from this deposit was identified as oak, likely from managed woodland. C756 was a 
stoney deposit over C754. 29 lumps of slag were found in the deposit some of which had burnt 
orange clay attached. C748 was a larger deposit of fine grained dark brown and black sandy silt 
with charcoal and stone (2.00m by 1.00m at the south and tapering to the north). 159 lumps of 
slag were found in this deposit mostly concentrated in the south. The slag from the feature all 
related to smithing.
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Feature No. 18IID: 44 L 77 W 77D 20Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C887: a circular furnace pit. Identification of in-situ burning and the adhesion of the sinter sheet to 
the fired clay substrate cleary indicate this was metallurgical although not 100% certainly a 
furnace. Fire scorched stones were visible on the south west side of the pit and the rest of the 
base was scorched up to 0.04m deep

F
ill The pit was filled with C888, C886 and C881. C888 covered the base of the cut and was 0.05m in 

depth. It was a hard packed deposit, dark grey and black with charcoal, slag and was stoney in 
parts. The second fill was C886. It was black and seemed to consist of soft slag. It was 0.08m thick. 
The final fill was C881, a loose, charcoal and slag deposit with burnt clay. The burnt clay was 
concentrated in the north-eastern part of the fill. The fill was dominated by large quantities of 
sintered material. A basal layer of hard sinter with a probable burr. This layer overlain by 
unconsolidated fines and charcoal, containing many small pieces of sinter. Uppermost fill was an 
unconsolidated deposit containing residue fines and several large pieces of tuyere.
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Feature No. 19IID: 44 L 50 W 50D 11Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C767 was found 1.80m to the north of wall C786 and c.0.10m north west of pit C768.  C767 was 
roughly 0.50m in diameter and 6cm to 11cm deep.

F
ill It was filled with C755, a soft, dark brown and black, sandy silt with charcoal and pebbles.  The fill 

of C767 contains a typical macro-slag assemblage from an  iron-smelting furnace, with prills of slag 
descending between large blocks of wood and just a small quantity of porous sintered fines. C767 
was thought by the excavator to be related to pit C768 but this was considered unlikely by the 
specialist.
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Feature No. 20IID: 45 L 60 W 57D 20Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Pit 2 was sub-circular in plan with steeply concave sides and a slightly rounded base. 
Morphologically  it could be a furnace pit but the small amount of hammerscale from its fill 
indicate use as a hearth.

F
ill The sides of the pit were oxidised in part, demonstrating in situ burning and the lower of the three 

fills (57) was almost entirely composed of charcoal. The middle fill of the pit (56) contained a 
moderate amount of iron slag whilst the upper fill (55) was similar to the overlying topsoil. A 
radiocarbon date of AD 687-937 was obtained from the pit fill.
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Feature No. 21IID: 51 L 68 W 57D 11Furnace Hearth Indet.
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A second pit F7 was discovered 30m southeast of F23.

F
ill F7 was filled with a layer of reddish brown burnt clay (F9) and black clay with frequent charcoal 

flecks, hammerscale and small quantities of slag (F8). F9 was not a lining and appears from the 
section to have occured at the lip of the hearth, perhaps related to the position of the tuyere. Two 
radiocarbon dates for this feature both came back with calibrated ranges in the early to mid Iron 
Age (401–206 BC; Beta 247164 and 386–183 BC; Beta 247165).
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Feature No. 22IID: 52 L 50 W 50D 12Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F2: A circular, bowl-like cut. The truncated base of a smelting furnace. A piece of alder from the 
furnace was dated 512-167BC

F
ill Lowest fill contained a good assemblage of horizontal slag flows. Uppermost fill yielded slag fines 

assemblage of  a sort to be expected to accumulate within the fuel and ash in the lower part of a 
smelting furnace. The specialist reports a clay lining from this feature.
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Feature No. 23IID: 52 L 54 W 40D 9Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F6: heavily truncated

F
ill Slags reported as indeterminate and in very small pieces. They may be from smelting or smithing 

and may relate to use.
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Feature No. 24IID: 52 L 48 W 48D 25Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F7: bowl shaped.

F
ill Fills related to the use of the feature. Slag predominately fines, with a significant proportion of 

descending prill, implying that usage was probably smelting. Flint included in fill.
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Feature No. 25IID: 55 L 0 W 0D 0Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Furnace 1 measured 40cm in diameter by 15cm deep. The clay lining showed signs of intense heat 
and Warner (1973) suggested it had been used multiple times.

F
ill The 'furnace' was lined with clay and contained large fragments of slag. The plan of the feature in 

Scott (1990) suggests it was dug into a working hollow.
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Feature No. 26IID: 55 L 0 W 0D 0Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Furnace 2 measured 40cm in diameter and 15cm deep. The clay lining showed signs of intense 
heat. This feature is only recorded by Scott and may be a duplicate of Furnace 1.

F
ill The furnace was lined with clay
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Feature No. 27IID: 55 L 60 W 60D 50Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Stone lined structure: A stone built and clay-lined structure located beside a massive flat-topped 
boulder that probably served as an anvil. Scott (1990) thought the clay lining and full height 
(50cm) of the structure had been preserved and interpreted it as an open smithing hearth. The 
measurements of the feature are estimated from a photograph of the feature

F
ill A photograph of the feature in Scott (1990) shows probable in-situ slag, possibly an SHC.
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Feature No. 28IID: 57 L 60 W 57D 32Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Pit (007) was circular in plan with vertical sides and a flat base. Around the sides of the feature 
evidence of in situ burning was identified in the form of heat affected clay. Photos of the feature 
suggest a possible clay lining and also suggest the feature cut measures the extent of burning 
rather than the original diameter of the furnace. A slab of lining was retrieved from one of the 
furnace fills.

F
ill The earliest fill within the cut was black, loosely compacted silty‐clay (006) which measured 0.11 m 

in depth. Overlying this deposit was friable silty‐clay (005) which was dark grey in colour and 
measured 0.1 m in depth. The tertiary fill, (004), measured 0.14 m in depth and consisted of a dark 
brown silty‐clay. The uppermost fill, dark grey silty‐clay (003), measured 0.13 m in depth. All 
deposits within pit (007) contained a high quantity of charcoal flecking, particularly the basal fill 
(006), and small pieces of slag were recovered from fills (006), (005) and (004).
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Feature No. 29IID: 58 L 98 W 90D 33Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Less than 2m to the south of [c464] was a second oval hearth [c437], also partially cutting through 
the large slag deposit dumped on the northern side of the river [c478]. This second circular hearth 
feature was oval in plan, concave in profile and measured 0.98m in length, 0.9m in width, 0.33m in 
depth and contained a circular blow-hole to the SE [c553], filled by a slag rich dark purple clay 
[c560].

F
ill The hearth was visibly fire reddened [c342] and contained three fills [c456, c457, c438]; the lowest 

fill [c456] was rich in fire-cracked limestone and also contained a small amount of slag and roasted 
limestone. However, nothing dateable was retrieved from this hearth, it was located at the same 
stratigraphic level as [c464].
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Feature No. 30IID: 58 L 121 W 110D 0Furnace Hearth Indet.
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A number of hearth features were noted in the eastern half of the site (Area E). The smallest and 
only dateable example was a truncated oval hearth [c464], which measured 1.21m in length and 
1.1m in estimated width. This feature cut into the amorphous slag deposit on the northern side of 
the river [c478].

F
ill It contained a silty deposit, rich in slag fill [c484 & c483] containing 10 smithing hearth cakes, and 

52 fragments of a large mould or ‘brazing shroud’, used in the brazing of wrought iron hand bells 
and two ferrous objects, possibly corroded nails. Animal bone from this deposit produced a 
radiocarbon determination of 1335 +35 BP, which calibrated to Cal AD 643-771.
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Feature No. 31IID: 60 L 50 W 50D 30Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F1a (Ó'Floinn and King 1998): This was a small bowl identified as a possible furnace. It was 50cm in 
diameter with a surviving depth of 30cm. There was a shallow crescent hollow to the south of the 
bowl and a trench encircled the bowl on the east and north, continuing away from the feature.

F
ill It had a burnt clay lining and was filled with a mixture of brown soil and charcoal. It is not clear 

how much slag was associated with the feature.
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Feature No. 32IID: 60 L 50 W 50D 15Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F22 (Murphy 2003):A small circular pit 55cm diameter x 15cm deep was identified as a possible 
'bowl furnace'. It consisted of a small circular pit cut into the natural sand. A large spread of 
charcoal and slag (F35) lay immediately east of the pit.

F
ill The base and sides of the pit were heavily oxidised, and the fill consisted of charcoal and iron slag.
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Feature No. 33IID: 66 L 120 W 50D 7Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F64: Appeared as a shallow depression. The plan of the feature appears to show a large stone 
making up one corner of the feature; a  possible anvil.

F
ill Base of the depression lined with a crust of charcoal while the underlying subsoil was burnt to a 

vivid orange colour. The overlying fill of greyish-brown soil contained a large quantity of iron slag 
together with burnt stones, unburnt bones and angular pieces of quartz.
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F36: Several small stakeholes were found in the vicinity together with a large posthole of greater 
size measuring 0.18x0.16x0.22cm deep

F
ill Filled with soft brown earth mottled with yellow sand, and the surface of the feature had become 

rather compacted. On this surface lay charcoal and slag, notably concentrated towards the centre 
of the feature.
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Feature No. 35IID: 66 L 90 W 53D 14Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F40: An oval depression aligned NE to SE.

F
ill On base of feature was a thin layer of rust-coloured sand, compacted and devoid of slag and 

charcoal. It was sealed by a light yellow sand almost devoid of slag and charcoal and covered in 
turn by a thin lens of golden-coloured sand. On this lay a concentration of charcoal, iron slag, 
burnt bone and a fragment of a tuyere
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F152: Two furnaces bases were situated beside each other. The reported cut-size for both furnaces 
was 0.66m x 0.6m x 0.6m (F151) and 0.5m x 0.48m x 0.55m (F152) but the specialist analysis 
suggested it was more likely to be c.30cm in diameter with a large halo of heat-affected soil. F152 
was sub-circular with steeply sloped sides and a concave base. Filled with F158, F159, F160 & F161.

F
ill F152 had three fills: a lower fill F159, charcoal-rich and containing 1.8kg of fine-grained slag 

residues, a middle fill F161 with abundant fired clay and only a small amount of slag, and an upper 
fill F158 also containing much fired clay. F159 was dated to the Iron Age.
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Feature No. 37IID: 71 L 66 W 60D 60Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F151: Two furnaces bases were situated beside each other. The reported cut-size for both furnaces 
was 0.66m x 0.6m x 0.6m (F151) and 0.5m x 0.48m x 0.55m (F152) but the specialist analysis 
suggested it was more likely to be c.30cm in diameter with a large halo of heat-affected soil. F151 
was sub-circular with steeply sloped sides and a concave and uneven base.

F
ill F151 had three fills: a lower fill F156 in the base of the pit contained a typical pit base slag 

assemblage, dominated by fine grained materials, a middle fill F155 described as being 50% fired 
clay and containing a block of wall with attached slag (it is unclear whether this was in-situ) 
together with flow slags, and an upper fill F154 with a slag assemblage that was coated in ash, as 
well as further pieces of vitrified wall.
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The pit was roughly circular. The magnetic slag and large size of the pit indicate it was a smithing 
hearth. Unfortunately its date is very uncertain and it may not be early medieval. Slag from the pit 
weighed c. 0.49kg. Charcoal from the pit was primarily hazel with some oak. A plan and section is 
given by Liversage showing the position of the tuyere and slag.

F
ill The ironworking pit was sealed by about 8cm of the rubbly material  found immediately under the 

topsoil. It was filled with black powder and charcoal.  Near its bottom there were two pieces of 
baked clay, vitrified on one side, and several lumps of slag. The two pieces of clay fitted together 
to give half of what appeared to be a tuyere broken vertically down the middle and capable of 
reconstruction on theassumption of  symmetry. Most of the slag was found at the lowest part of 
the pit in the form of separate lumps up to 5cm across, not as a large single lump taking the shape 
of the bottom of the furnace, a form of slag described as 'furnace bottom'. Apart from the tuyere, 
there was no sign of burned clay, and it is unlikely that the pit ever had a clay lining.
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Feature No. 39IID: 77 L 65 W 60D 45Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C225: C225 and C226, were a pair of abutting bowl furnaces. The furnaces were truncated by a 
later shallow pit C374. Context 225 was sub-oval in plan, and measured 0.65m NS x 0.60m EW x 
0.45m in depth with vertical sides and the base sloped downwards evenly from northwest-
southeast and included two closely set flat angular quartz blocks. On its eastern edge C225 
abutted C226, both C225 and C226 were covered by a spread C374. The base of the pit was 
circular and substantially smaller in diameter than the top of the cut.

F
ill C225 was filled with four deposits C239, C367, C270, and C240. The base deposit was C239; 

compact, reddish orange, fine grained oxidized clay silt that contained occasional charcoal flecking 
and rounded pebbles. This deposit formed on the base and the sides of the furnace pit. The 
second deposit was C367; compact, orangey-red brown to greyish-blue black, slag rich vitrified 
clay that partially lined the upper extent of C225. The third deposit was C270; loosely compacted, 
dark brownish black fine charcoal rich silt, with frequent slag. The fourth and uppermost deposit 
was C240; loosely compacted, greyish brown, fine silt with occasional charcoal and pebbles. The 
furnace contained 3000g of slag with C270/263 having the most slag.
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C393 was a single furnace, oval in outline and measured 0.50m NS x 0.44m EW x 0.17m in depth 
with concave sides and an uneven base.

F
ill It was filled with three deposits C556, C555, and C430. The base deposit was C556; compact, light 

brownish red, oxidized clay that formed an irregular, incomplete ring around the outer extent of 
C393. The second deposit was C555; compact dark greenish-grey, vitrified clay with occasional 
small pebble and formed an irregular, incomplete ring around the outer extent of C393. The third 
and uppermost deposit was C430; moderately compact, greyish-black, slag-rich, sandy-silt, with 
occasional charcoal flecks. The furnace contained 1800g of slag with C430/293 having the most 
slag.
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Feature No. 41IID: 77 L 40 W 32D 35Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C397: C397, C398, C399, C400, C492 bowl furnace complex and associated pits C399, C411 and 
C506 were located at the southeast area of the site. C397 was identified in the field as a sub-
circular bowl furnace measuring 0.40m EW x 0.32m NS x 0.35m in depth with concave sides and a 
flat base. It was lifted when partially excavated and fully excavated off-site. This revealed its true 
plan to be figure of eight, with the eastern slag-pit corresponding to the original cut C397. There 
was a further shallow pit to the west connected by a shallow waist 20cm wide (an arch).

F
ill C397 was cut into C003. The natural was variously altered to C404, a well compacted orangey-red 

oxidised clay or to reduced and variably vitrified material C405, which both formed incomplete 
zones around the outside of C397. The first deposit was C451 a loosely compacted black charcoal-
rich silt. The second deposit was C450 loosely compacted black very coarse mixed slag-rich silt. It 
was restricted to the eastem section of the cut and measured 0.34m in length, 0.40m in width, 
and 0.10m in thickness. The third deposit C452 was a mass of greyish-black slag attached to the 
southern and eastern walls of the eastern section of C397 and extending up to 0.20m into the pit 
and was up to 0.20m thick. The fourth deposit C403 was well compacted orange oxidised sandy-
clay, with frequent red oxidised clay lumps. C403 may have been the remains of the collapsed 
superstructure of C397. The fifth and uppermost deposit in the eastern section was C449 a well 
compacted medium brown clay with occasional charcoal inclusions. C402 was the lower fill of the 
shallow NW part of C397,  possibly equivalent to C451. C401 was a spread, or fill of C397 lying to 
the west of C402.
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Feature No. 42IID: 77 L 55 W 50D 32Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C226: C225 and C226, were a pair of abutting bowl furnaces (Figure of eight/conjoined). The 
furnaces were truncated by a later shallow pit C374. C226 was subcircular in plan, and measured 
0.55m EW x 0.50m NS x 0.32m in depth with vertical sides and a flat base. The base of the pit was 
circular and substantially smaller in diameter than the top of the cut.

F
ill It was filled with four deposits C239 C367, C271, and C242. The base deposit was C239; 

moderately compact, pale orange to vibrant red, fine grained oxidized clay that contained 
frequent lumps of vitrified clay, a moderate amount of charcoal and pebbles that lined the base 
and sides of C226. The second deposit was C367; compact, orangey reddish-brown to greyish blue-
black vitrified clay. C367 occurred in separate lumps and partially lined the upper extent of the pit. 
The third deposit was C271; loosely compacted, dark brownish-black, fine grained charcoal rich 
silt, with frequent slag. The fourth and uppermost deposit was C242; loosely compacted, fine 
grained greyish-brown silt with occasional charcoal, pebbles and oxidized clay. The furnace 
contained 5730g of slag with C271/170 having the most slag.
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Feature No. 43IID: 77 L 40 W 40D 27Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C266, a single furnace was circular in shape, and measured 0.40m in diameter x 0.27m in depth 
with concave sides and a flat base. The specialist analysis classified this as non-metallurgical based 
on magnetic sucepitbility testing. The presence of oxidised clay, slag and vitrified lining suggests it 
is in fact a furnace with a similar morphology to many others from the site.

F
ill It was filled with five deposits C311, C281, C286, C282, and C268. The base deposit was C311; 

compact, reddish-pink, oxidized clay that formed around the edges. The second deposit was C281; 
compact, dark greenish-grey, vitrified clay and formed an irregular, incomplete ring around the 
edge of C266. The third deposit was C286; loosely compacted, dark brownish-black slag-rich, 
sandy-silt with frequent charcoal. The fourth deposit was C282; compact, light yellowish-mid 
orange, oxidized clay with occasional charcoal and may be the remains of the collapsed clay 
superstructure of the furnace. The fifth and uppermost deposit was C268; loosely compacted, 
brown silt with charcoal. The slag from this feature was not analysed by the specialist.
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C398: C397, C398, C399, C400, C492 bowl furnace complex and associated pits C399, C411 and 
C506 were located at the southeast area of the site. C398 was sub-circular in plan and measured 
0.54m in length x 0.50m in width x 0.44m in depth with concave sides and base. A shallow pit in 
front of C398 (C506) may be associated with the furnace.

F
ill It was filled with five deposits C407, C576, C575, C574, and C459. The base deposit was C407: 

compact, orangey-red, oxidized silty-clay that formed an incomplete ring around the extent of 
C398. The second deposit C576 was moderately compact, orange-pink, oxidized silty-clay, with 
occasional charcoal flecks. The third deposit was C575; loosely compacted, black, sandy-silt, with 
frequent charcoal. The fourth deposit was C574; compact, orange, oxidized clay with occasional 
charcoal and slag. The fifth and uppermost deposit was C459; moderately compact, mid brownish-
black, clay-silt with moderate inclusions of charcoal. The furnace contained 8249g of slag with 
C574/439 having the most slag.
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Feature No. 45IID: 77 L 41 W 41D 25Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C126: C125, C126, CI27 and C299 formed a complex; CI26 was 0.20m west of C125, CI27 bordered 
the westem edge of C126, and C299 bordered C126 on its northern edge. C126 was circular in plan 
and measured 0.41m in width x 0.25m in depth with vertical sides, and a flat base. A flat topped 
stone seperated C125 and C126.

F
ill It was filled with two deposits C383 and C326. The base deposit C383 was moderately compact, 

red, silty-clay that formed an irregular ring around the extent of C126. The second and upper 
deposit was C326; loosely compacted, creamy-brown to black, silty-clay that contained frequent 
charcoal flecking and occasional small stones. The furnace contained 400g of slag.
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Feature No. 46IID: 77 L 58 W 40D 12Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C168: C133, C134, C135 and C168 were part of a complex of 'bowl furnaces' at the eastem edge of 
the  site. C168 abutted C133 at its eastern edge, C134 was 0.25m north of C133 and C135 was 
0.15m west of C133. C168 was sub-circular in plan, and measured 0.58m NS x 0.40m EW x 0.12m 
in depth with concave sides and a flat base. Photographs show a saddle between C168 and C133 
that may indicate they were conjoined or connected in some other way (e.g. With an arch). It is 
possible that C168 acted as an ancilary pit for the adjacent furnace C133.

F
ill It was filled with three deposits C542, C541, and C169. The base deposit was C542; compact, mid 

reddish-brown mottled oxidized silt that contained frequent charcoal, coarse sand, and round 
pebbles. The second deposit was C541; loosely compacted, mid-brown, silty-clay with mottled 
lumps of oxidized clay and occasional charcoal flecks. The third and uppermost deposit was C169; 
compact, charcoal rich, dark brownish black silt. The base of the feature had a large irregular 
stone. The specialist report records no slag from this feature, although there were fragments of 
metallurgical ceramic.
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Feature No. 47IID: 77 L 48 W 45D 10Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C422:  C420, C421, C422 and C437 were part of a complex of small 'bowl furnaces' located to the 
south of the site that had been truncated by later activity. C422 was sub-circular in plan and 
measured 0.48m NS x 0.45m EW x 0.10m in depth with sloping sides and an uneven base. No 
specialist analysis is available for this feature.

F
ill It was filled with two deposits C457 and C453. The base deposit was C457; compact, orangey-red, 

oxidized clay with small pebbles that formed an incomplete ring around the outer extent of C422. 
The second and upper deposit was C453; loosely compacted, brownish black, clay with a moderate 
amount of slag and charcoal. The photograph and plan of the feature suggest a large stone was 
adjacent to orincorporated into  the fill of this feature.
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Feature No. 48IID: 77 L 50 W 40D 30Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C400: C397, C398, C399, C400, C492 bowl furnace complex and associated pits C399, C411 and 
C506 were located at the southeast area of the site. C400 was sub-oval in plan and measured 
0.50m in length x 0.40m in width x O.30m in depth with concave sides and base. Photographs of 
the feature suggest it had a rough lining of small and medium sized pebbles/stones that had 
become vitrified and slag covered. The pit was directly adjacent to C492.

F
ill It was filled with five  deposits C412, C410, C553, C561 , and C409. The base deposit was C412; 

moderately compact, orange-red, oxidized clay that formed an incomplete ring around the edge of 
C400. The second deposit was C410; heavily compact greenish-grey vitrified clay. C410 occurred in 
separate pieces, and formed an irregular, incomplete ring around the outer extent of C400. The 
third deposit was C553; moderately compact, dark black, sandy-silt with frequent slag and 
charcoal. The fourth deposit was C561; compact, grey-orange, silty-sand. The fifth and uppermost 
deposit was C409; compact, orange, oxidized silty-sand, with a moderate amount of oxidized clay 
lumps that may have been the remnants of the collapsed roof/cover for C400.
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Feature No. 49IID: 77 L 30 W 30D 10Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C427: C427, C429, and C432 formed a complex of 'bowl furnaces' that were situated at the 
southeast end of the site. Associated with these features were a series of pits C428, C433, C434, 
C435, C436 and C438. Context 427 was circular in plan and measured 0.30m in diameter x 0.10m 
in depth with sloping sides and a flat base. No specialist analysis is available for this feature.

F
ill It was filled with three deposits C509, C508, and C507. The base deposit was C509; compact, 

reddish pink, oxidized silt that formed an irregular ring around the sides of C427. The second 
deposit was C508; compact, red, oxidized-vitrified silt-clay that was present on the base and sides 
of the cut. The third and uppermost deposit was C507; compact, dark brownish black, silt with 
frequent vitrified clay.
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Feature No. 50IID: 77 L 46 W 43D 16Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C429: C427, C429, and C432 formed a complex of 'bowl furnaces' that were situated at the 
southeast end of the site. Associated with these furnaces were a series of pits C428, C433, C434, 
C435, C436 and C438. C429 was circular in plan, and measured 0.46m NS x 0.43m EW x 0.16m in 
depth with sloping sides and a flat base. It appears to have been heavily truncated.

F
ill It had been truncated by later activity and was filled with five deposits C557, C558, C559, C448, 

and C447. The base deposit was C557; compact, red oxidized clay that formed on the sides and 
base of C429. The second deposit was C558; compact, greyish-green, vitrified clay. C558 formed an 
irregular, incomplete ring around the outer extent of C429. The third deposit was C559; compact, 
greyish green, vitrified clay with frequent slag. The fourth deposit was C448; loosely compacted, 
dark black, sandy-silt with a moderate amount of charcoal. The fifth and uppermost deposit was 
C447; loosely compacted, dark brown, silty-sand with a moderate amount of charcoal. The furnace 
contained 1700g of slag with C559 having the most slag.
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Feature No. 51IID: 77 L 50 W 50D 10Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C432: C427, C429, and C432 formed a complex of 'bowl furnaces' that were situated at the 
southeast end of the site. Associated with these furnaces were a series of pits C428, C433, C434, 
C435, C436 and C438. C432 was circular in plan and measured 0.50m in diameter x 0.10m in depth 
with sloping sides and a flat base.

F
ill It was filled with six deposits C475, C477, C474, C473, C471, and C444. The base deposit was C475; 

compact, dark orangey-red, oxidized silt that formed an incomplete ring around the outer extent 
of C432. The second deposit was C477; compact, dark red, oxidized clay with occasional pebbles. 
C477 lined the edge of C432, but was absent on the north edge where C432 was truncated by 
C425. The third deposit was C474; compact, dark greenish-grey, vitrified clay that lined the edges 
to form an irregular incomplete ring around C432. The fourth deposit was C473; compact, dark 
brown, silt with occasional slag. The fifth deposit was C471; a single deposit of dark brown-grey 
slag (0.30m in diameter x 0.05m in depth). This deposit was interpreted by the specialist as a failed 
atempt at firing the furnace C432. The sixth and uppermost deposit C444 was compact, dark 
brown, silt with occasional slag.  The furnace contained 4455g of slag with C471/474 having the 
most slag.
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C609: A pair of (figure of eight/conjoined) bowl furnaces C609 and C656 was located to the 
northeast end of the excavation. C609 bordered C656 and the continuation of oxidized clay and 
vitrified material suggests that both were contemporary in use. C609 was oval and measured 
0.80m NS x 0.60m EW x 0.33m in depth with steep sides and a concave base. Specialist analaysis 
suggested slag from the feature was not in-situ.

F
ill It was filled with five deposits C663, C662, C661 , C660, and C659. The base deposit was C663; 

compact, red, oxidized clay that formed a ring around the outer extent and sides of C609. The 
second deposit was C662; compact, greenish-grey, vitrified clay that formed a very irregular, 
incomplete, fractured ring around the upper edge of C609. The third deposit was C661 ; loosely 
compacted, mottled yellow-grey, ash silt that contained occasional charcoal, coarse griitty sand, 
and lumps of oxidized clay. The fourth deposit was C660; loosely compacted, charcoal rich black, 
silt with occasional slag and coarse sand. The fifth and uppermost deposit was C659; moderately 
compact, brown-grey silty sand, with charcoal, coarse sand and small pebbles. A radiocarbon date 
of 100BC - AD 80 was obtained from this feature.
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Feature No. 53IID: 77 L 95 W 50D 30Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C656: A pair of (figure of eight/conjoined) bowl furnaces C609 and C656 was located to the 
northeast end of the excavation. C609 bordered C656 and the continuation of oxidized clay and 
vitrified material suggests that both were contemporary in use. C656 was oval in plan and 
measured 0.95m in length, 0.50m in width x 0.30m in depth with concave sides and base. 
Specialist analaysis suggested slag from the feature was not in-situ.

F
ill It was filled with five deposits C666, C663, C665, C660, and C659. The base deposit was C666; 

compact, red, oxidized clay that formed an irregular ring around the outer extent and sides of 
C656. The second deposit was C663; compact, dark red, oxidized silty-clay, located on the outer 
edge of C666. The third deposit was C665; compact, greyish-green, vitrified clay that formed an 
incomplete, irregular, ring around the outer extent of C656 and was located mostly on its 
southeast edge. The fourth deposit was C660; loosely compacted, black, silt with frequent 
charcoal and infrequent slag and coarse sand. The fifth and uppermost deposit was C659; finely 
compact brownish grey, silty-sand with occasional pebbles. C659 was the single largest deposit 
within C656.
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C492: C397, C398, C399, C400, C492 bowl furnace complex and associated pits C399, C411 and 
C506 were located at the southeast area of the site. C492 was sub-circular in plan, and measured 
0.70m in length x 0.65m in width x 0.52m in depth with vertical sides and a concave base. This 
feature does not appear to have been analysed by the specialist. The pit was directly adjacent to 
C400 and it is possible that C492 and C400 together represent a figure of eight furnace similar to 
C397.

F
ill It was covered by an archaeological spread C506. The base deposit C493 was moderately compact, 

red, oxidized silty-sand that formed an incomplete ring around the outer extent of C492. C545; 
compact, orange, oxidized sand. C546; compact, green-grey, vitrified clay and occurred in separate 
areas that formed an irregular, incomplete, ring around the outer extent of C492. C547; 
moderately compact, brown, sandy-silt with a green hue, possibly slightly vitrified and contained 
occasional charcoal flecking. C535; loosely compacted, dark brown-black, slightly sandy-silt with 
moderate-frequent amount of charcoal and slag. C520 was loosely compacted, medium brown-
orange, slightly sandy-silt with occasional charcoal. C519; compact, orange-yellow, sand that 
contained frequent lumps of oxidized clay and was the largest single deposit within C492. C511; 
moderately compact, dark brown-black, very sandy-silt, with frequent charcoal and occasional 
slag. C510; moderately compact, light brown, sandy-silt with occasional charcoal. C494; 
moderately compact, medium dark brown, silty-sand, with moderate-frequent charcoal inclusions.
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C080: C080, C081 and C082 were a complex of three furnaces; C081 was 0.30m west of C080, C082 
was 0.20m east of C080, and an associated pit C086 was 0.20 east of C082. Context 080 was 
circular in plan, measuring 0.25m in diameter x 0.07m in depth with concave sides and a flat base.

F
ill It was filled with two deposits C255, and C249. The base deposit was C255; compact, orangey-red, 

oxidized clay with occasional pebble that formed an irregular ring around the outer extent of 
C080. The second and upper deposit was C249; compact, light brown evenly mixed charcoal-silt, 
with occasional pebbles. The furnace contained 1550g of slag with C113/034 having the most slag.
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C017: C017, C018 and C019 were a group of three associated/conjoined furnaces, C018 was 
immediately east of C017, and C019 immediately east of C018, forming a line of three furnaces 
side by side. C017 was sub-circular in plan and measured O.74m NS x O.66m EW x 0.34m in depth 
with concave sides and a flat base.

F
ill It was filled with six deposits C370, C366, C357, C310, C317, and C309. The base deposit was C370; 

compact, reddish orange oxidized clay with occasional pebble that formed around the edge of the 
cut. The second deposit was C366; compact, greenish-grey vitrified clay with frequent slag that 
formed an incomplete irregular ring around the outer extent of C017. The third deposit was C357; 
loosely compacted, greyish black, clayish silt that contained frequent slag and charcoal. A
radiocarbon date of Cal BC 10 to Cal AD 250 was obtained from this fill. The fourth deposit was 
C310; compact, reddish-orange, oxidized clay with frequent slag and occasional vitrified clay. C310 
may have represented the collapsed superstructure for C017. The fifth deposit was C317; 
compact, greyish brown, sandy silt that contained light yellow clay, charcoal flecking and a 
moderate amount of slag. The sixth and uppermost deposit was C309; loosely compacted, light 
brown, sandy clay that contained occasional slag, stone pebbles. The furnace contained 8787g of 
slag with C357/366/310317 having the most slag.
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C018: C017, C018 and C019 were a group of three associated/conjoined furnaces, C018 was 
immediately east of C017, and C019 immediately east of C018, forming a line of three furnaces 
side by side. C018 was circular in plan and measured O.54m NS x O.53m EW x O.19m in depth with 
concave sides and rounded base.

F
ill It was filled with five deposits C369, C295, C288, C287, and C237. The base deposit was C369; 

compact, reddish-orange oxidized clay with moderate amount of pebbles. The second deposit was 
C295; compact, greenish grey vitrified clay with occasional pebbles that formed an irregular 
incomplete ring aroumd the edge of C018 but was absent on the western edge. The third deposit 
was C288; compact, dark greyish black clayish silt that contained frequent slag and a moderate 
amount of charcoal. The fourth deposit was C287; loosely compacted, dark greyish-brown, sandy-
silt that contained frequent charcoal and a moderate amount of slag. The fifth and uppermost 
deposit was C237; loosely compacted, light brown, sandy clay with occasional slag pieces. The 
furnace contained 4764g of slag with C287 having the most slag.
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C019: C017, C018 and C019 were a group of three associated/conjoined furnaces, C018 was 
immediately east of C017, and C019 immediately east of C018, forming a line of three furnaces 
side by side. C019 was sub-circular in plan and measured O.75m NS x O.70m EW x O.32m in depth 
with concave sides and a flat base.

F
ill It was filled with five deposits C368, C258, C233 , C236, and C237 The base deposit was C368; 

compact, reddish orange oxidized clay with occasional pebble. The second deposit was C258; 
compact, greenish grey, vitrified clay with occasional pebbles that formed an incomplete irregular 
ring around the extent of C019. The third deposit C233 was loosely compacted, greyish black, 
clayish-silt with frequent slag. The fourth deposit was C236; loosely compacted, light brownish-
red, clay with occasional pebble. The fifth and uppermost deposit C237 was loosely compacted, 
light brown, sandy clay with occasional slag. The furnace contained 9090g of slag with 
C233/234/227 having the most slag.
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C020: C020, C021, C022, and C023 formed a complex of small furnaces (of variable size) set in an 
east-west line, located towards the centre of the site. Associated with these furnaces was pit C024. 
Context 020 was oval in plan and measured O.38m NW/SW x 0.32m NE/SW x O. 12m in depth. 
Vertical sides and a flat base formed by a single large stone.

F
ill It was filled with two deposits C260, and C259. The base deposit was C260; compacted. Light 

pinkish-red, silty-clay that formed around the base and sides of C020. The second and upper 
deposit was compact slag rich, dark brownish/grey mottled clayish-silt with occasional charcoal 
flecking. The furnace contained 1349g of slag with C259/162 having the most slag. A large flat 
stone was embedded in the base of the pit.
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C021: C020, C021, C022, and C023 formed a complex of small furnaces (of variable size) set in an 
east-west line, located towards the centre of the site. Associated with these furnaces was pit C024. 
C021 was sub-circular in plan and measured 0.30m EW x 0.28m NS x0.15m in depth with steep 
sloping sides and an even stony base.

F
ill It was filled with two deposits C272 and C273. The base deposit was C272; compacted, black 

clayish, silt that contained a moderate amount of slag and occasional charcoal flecking and formed 
an incomplete ring around the extent of C02 I. The second and upper deposit was C273; loosely 
compacted, slag rich sandy-silt with occasional charcoal flecking. The furnace contained 2234g of 
slag with C273/174 having the most slag. Photographs show the base of the feature had 
moderately large stones embedded in it; a possible lining.
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C016: C014, C015 and C016 were associated furnaces, C015 was O.5m south of C014, and C016 
was 0.3m east. C016 was circular in plan and measured 0.55m in diameter x 0.20m in depth with 
sloping sides and a flat base. C014 and C016 were directly adjacent with C015 opposite.

F
ill It was filled with six deposits C213, C212, C211 , C296, C297, and C298. The base deposit was 

C213; compact, red oxidized clay with a moderate amount of stone. The second deposit was C212; 
compact, dark greenish-grey, vitrified clay. C212 formed an incomplete irregular ring around the 
extent of C016. The third deposit was C211; loosely compacted, light reddish-brown, clayish silt 
with occasional burned clay. The fourth deposit was C296; compact, dark brown, slag with a 
moderate amount of oxidized clay. C296 probably represents in-situ slag, possibly 'a failed attempt 
at firing in the bowl furnace'. The fifth deposit was C297; loosely compacted, mid-brown clayish-
silt. The sixth and uppermost deposit was C298; loosely compacted, dark reddish-brown, clayish-
silt with a moderate amount of charcoal flecks and slag pieces. The furnace contained 7191g of 
slag with C296/205 having the most slag.
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C135: C133, C134, C135 and C168 were part of a complex of 'bowl furnaces' at the eastem edge of 
the site. C168 abutted C133 at its eastern edge, C134 was 0.25m north of C133 and C135 was 
0.15m west of C133. C135 was circular in plan, and measured 0.40m in diameter x 0.34m in depth 
with vertical sides and a flat base. Mid-ex photographs show a large amount of stone in the base 
of the feature which may have formed part of a possible lining. They also show a small lip of 
potential superstructure.

F
ill It was filled with three deposits C318, C253, and C171. The base deposit was C318; well compact, 

reddish-pink, oxidized clay that formed an irregular ring around C135. The second deposit was 
C253; compact, greenish-grey, vitrified clay that formed an incomplete irregular ring around C135. 
The third and uppermost deposit was C171; loosely compacted, dark brownish-black, slag-rich 
sandy-silt, with occasional charcoal flecking. The furnace contained 5875g of slag. A chisel-pointed 
post of unknown size was also recovered from the pit.
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C023: C020, C021, C022, and C023 formed a complex of small furnaces (of variable size) set in an 
east-west line, located towards the centre of the site. Associated with these furnaces was pit C024. 
C023 was very unusual and potentially very important: circular in plan, it measured 0.70m in 
diamete:r x 0.55m in depth with sloping sides and a concave base. It had a stakehole (C375) in its 
base, though it was unclear if this predated or was contemporary with the furnace. It also had in-
situ remains of a domed superstructure. The excavated cut was funnel shaped, with a central pit 
and a shallower upper sloping edge.

F
ill It was filled with seven deposits C362, C343, C342, C341, C340, C339, and C338. The base deposit 

was C362; dark rusty-brown oxidized clayish silt that formed the outer extent of  C023, an 
incomplete, irregular ring. The second deposit was C343 ; compact, reddish orange oxidized clay 
that formed an incomplete ring around the extent of C023. The third deposit was C342; compact, 
bluish-grey, vitrified clay that formed an irregular, incomplete ring around the extent of C023. The 
fourth deposit was C341:. Compact, blackish dark grey, clayish silt that contained frequent 
charcoal flecking and a moderate amount of slag. The fifth deposit was C340; loosely compacted, 
dark rusty brown, clayish silt. The sixth deposit was C339; a mix of loosely compacted, dark brown, 
silty-sand and heavily compacted, slag with occasional charcoal flecking. The seventh and 
uppermost deposit was C338; loosely compacted, light brown, siltysand with occasional slag. The 
furnace contained 8412g of slag with C339/246 having the most slag.
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C421:  C420, C421, C422 and C437 were part of a complex of small 'bowl furnaces' located to the 
south of the site that had been truncated by later activity. C421 was sub-circular in plan and 
measured 0.27m NS x 0.23m EW x 0.07m in depth with sloping sides and an uneven base. No 
specialist analysis is available for this feature.

F
ill It was filled with two deposits C446 and C445. Tbe base deposit was C446; moderately compact, 

orangey-red, oxidized clay and formed an incomplete ring around the outer extent of C421. The 
second and upper deposit was C445; loosely compacted, reddish brown-black, silty-clay with 
frequent charcoal and occasional slag.
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C082: C080, C081 and C082 were a complex of three furnaces; C082 was oval in plan, and 
measured 0.34m NS x 0.28m EW x 0.08m in depth with vertical sides and flat base. C086 was an 
associated pit located 0.2m east of C082. The pit was circular in plan, and measured 0.31m in 
diameter x 0.18m in depth with sloping sides and rounded base. It was filled with a single deposit 
C185; compact, dark black, charcoal-silt mix, with frequent slag.

F
ill C082 was filled with two deposits C251, and C209. The base deposit was C251; compact, orangey-

red, oxidized clay that formed an irregular incomplete ring around the outer extent of C082. The 
second and upper deposit was C209; compact, dark brownish-black, silt-charcoal mix with 
occasional pebbles. The furnace contained 75g of slag.
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C119: C119, C120 and C121 formed a complex of three bowl furnaces layed out in a triangular 
plan; C120 was 0.65m west of C119, and CI21 was 0.40m south of C119. Context 119 was sub-
circular in plan, and measured O.72m in diameter x 0.38m in depth with concave side and a flat 
base. It is very significant as photos show a substantial portion of overhanging furnace wall 
survived intact. The actual furnace pit would appear to have had a substantially smaller diameter 
than the excavated cut. A large stone embedded in its side may have been associated with the 
placement of the bellows and its opposite face forms part of the face of furnace C121.

F
ill It was filled with seven deposits C416, C415, C294, C324, C293, C292, and C291. The base deposit 

was C416; compact, red, oxidized clay that formed an incomplete irregular ring around the outer 
extent of C119. The second deposit was C415; compact, greenish-grey, vitrified clay. C415 
occurred in separate pockets, and formed an incomplete irregular ring around the edge of C119. 
The third deposit was C294; loosely compacted, dark black, sandy silt that contained frequent slag 
and charcoal. The fourth deposit was C324; loosely compacted, dark brown, sandy-silt with 
frequent slag and charcoal. The fifth deposit was C293; compact, reddish orange, oxidized clay 
that contained pockets of dark brown clay and slag and may be the remains of the collapsed 
superstructure of C119. The sixth deposit was C292; compact, light to pale-brown, silty-sand that 
contained occasional oxidized clay. The sixth deposit was C292; compact, light to pale-brown, silty-
sand, with occasional oxidized clay. The seventh and uppermost deposit was C291; loosely 
compacted, dark brown, sandy-silt that contained moderate-frequent slag and charcoal. The 
furnace contained 15425g of slag with C293/425 having the most slag.
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C120: C119, C120 and CI21 formed a complex of three bowl furnaces layed out in a triangular plan; 
C120 was 0.65m west of C119, and CI21 was 0.40m south of C119. CI20 was circular in plan, 
measuring 0.67m in diameter x 0.24m in depth with concave sides and a rounded base. Photos of 
this furnace show a substantial amount of in-situ overhanging furnace wall.

F
ill It was filled with four deposits C389, C390, C388, and C387. The base deposit was C389; compact, 

light reddish, oxidized clay that formed an irregular ring around the extent and base of C120. The 
second deposit was C390; compact, light blackish green, vitrified clay that formed an irregular 
incomplete ring around the outer extent of C120. The third deposit was C388; loosely compacted, 
dark brownish black, charcoal rich sandy-silt. The fourth and uppermost deposit was C387; loosely 
compacted, mid orange, oxidized clay that may represent the collapsed superstructure of C120. 
The furnace contained 14755g of slag with C390/291/503/120 having the most slag.
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C121: C119, C120 and CI21 formed a complex of three bowl furnaces layed out in a triangular plan; 
C120 was 0.65m west of C119, and CI21 was 0.40m south of C119. Context 121 was circular and 
measured 0.90m NS x 0.78m EW x 0.37m in depth with concave sides and a flat base. Photographs 
show in-situ upstanding furnace walls with a possible opening/arch/blowhole in the west which is 
not shown on the plan. This canal was subject to magnetic susceptibility analysis by the specialist 
and was interpreted as an air inlet.

F
ill It was filled with five deposits C481, C480, C264, C262, and C263. The base deposit was C481; 

compact, light red, oxidized clay that formed an irregular ring on the sides and base. The second 
deposit was C480; loosely compacted, black, charcoal-rich silty-sand. The third deposit was C264; 
compact, red, oxidized clay. The fourth deposit was C262; loosely compacted, dark brownish, silty-
sand with frequent slag and charcoal. The fifth and uppermost deposit was C263; compact, 
orange, oxidized clay, probably representing the collapsed superstructure of C121. The furnace 
contained 8775g of slag with C483/484 having the most slag.
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C125: C125, C126, CI27 and C299 formed a complex; CI26 was 0.20m west of C125, CI27 bordered 
the westem edge of C126, and C299 bordered C126 on its northern edge. C125 was circular in plan 
and measured 0.55m in diameter x 0.25m in depth with sloping sides and a v-shaped base. 
Photographs of the feature suggest some superstructure may have survived on the northern edge 
of the feature. A flat topped stone sat between C125 and C126.

F
ill It was filled with nine deposits C385, C595, C325, C244, C515, C514, C323, C516, and C517. The 

base deposit C385 was a compact, red, oxidized silty-clay that formed an irregular incomplete ring 
around C125. The second deposit was C595; moderately compact, mid brownish yellow, silty-clay. 
The third deposit was C325; compact, greenish-grey, slag-rich, vitrified clay that formed an 
irregular ring around the outer extent of C125. The fourth deposit was C244; loosely compacted, 
black, charcoal rich silty -clay. The fifth deposit was C515; loosely compacted, black, charcoal rich 
silty-clay. The sixth deposit was C514; loosely compacted, brown, grainy silt with a moderate 
amount of slag. The seventh deposit was C323; loosely compacted, red, oxidized silty-clay, with 
frequent slag and charcoal. The eighth deposit was C516; moderately compact, slightly vitrified, 
greyish green, silty-clay. The ninth and uppermost deposit C517 was loosely compacted, grey silty-
clay with occasional pebble. The furnace contained 10814g of slag with C514/325/244 having the 
most slag.
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C022: C020, C021, C022, and C023 formed a complex of small furnaces (of variable size) set in an 
east-west line, located towards the centre of the site. Associated with these furnaces was pit C024. 
C022 was sub-circular in plan and measured O.70m NS x 0.63m EW x 0.25m in depth with vertical 
sides and a concave base.

F
ill It was filled with five deposits C280, C279, C278, C283, and  C277. The base deposit was C280; 

compact, stone rich, pinkish-orange red oxidized clay that formed a complete irregular ring around 
the outer extent of C022. The second deposit was C279 compact, bluish-grey, vitrified clay with 
frequent silt that formed an irregular, incomplete ring around C022. The third deposit was C278; 
moderately compact, dark greyish-black, clayish silt with moderate amount of charcoal flecking. 
The fourth deposit was C283; compact slag rich (35%) dark brown silt that contained occasional 
charcoal and rusty-coloured clay. The fifth and uppermost deposit was C277; compact, orange 
oxidized clay with frequent slag. The furnace contained 3740g of slag with C277/283 having the 
most slag.
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C299: C125, C126, CI27 and C299 formed a complex; CI26 was 0.20m west of C125, CI27 bordered 
the westem edge of C126, and C299 bordered C126 on its northern edge. C299 was circular in plan 
and measured 0.50m in diameter x 0.30m in depth with sloping sides and V-shaped base. It had a 
large flat-topped stone embedded in one of its edges, potentially used for crushing ore. 
Photographs also show a short lip of vitrified clay superstructure.

F
ill It was filled with six deposits C386, C314, C330, C313, C3 12, and C300. The base deposit was 

C386; compact, red, oxidized silty-clay that formed around the base, sides and formed a ring 
around the outer extent of C299. The second deposit was C314; compact, greenish-grey, vitrified 
slag that formed an incomplete irregular ring around the outer extent of C299. The third deposit 
was C330; loosely compacted, light grayish, sandy-silt, located on eastern side that contained 
occasional slag and pebble. The fourth deposit was C313; loosely compacted, black, silty-clay with 
frequent charcoal and slag. The fifth deposit was C312; loosely compacted, red, oxidized clay and 
may have represented the remains of the collapsed superstructure of C299. The sixth and 
uppermost deposit C300 was loosely compacted, black silty-clay with frequent charcoal. The 
furnace contained 13040g of slag with C313/314/598 having the most slag.
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C015: C014, C015 and C016 were associated furnaces, C015 was O.5m south of C014, and C016 
was O.3m east. C015 was a circular in plan with sloping sides and a flat base. It was notably 
smaller in plan than C014 and C016. C014 and C016 were directly adjacent with C015 opposite.

F
ill It was filled with seven deposits C331 , C178, C177, C176, C175, C174, and C173. The base deposit 

was C331; compact, red oxidized clay with occasional pebbles. This deposit formed along the base 
of C015. The second deposit was C178; greyish-green vitrified clay that formed an incomplete ring 
around the outer extent of C015. The third deposit was C177; loosely compacted, blackish dark-
brown, clayish silt with frequent charcoal flecking. The fourth deposit was C176; loosely 
compacted, dark brown, clayish silt with occasional vitrified clay. The fifth deposit was C175; 
loosely compacted, dark blackish-brown with frequent charcoal and slag. The sixth deposit was 
C174; loosely compacted, dark brown, clayish silt with occasional slag. The seventh and uppermost 
deposit was C173 ; loosely compacted, light-reddish brown, clayish silt with occasional oxidized 
clay pieces. The furnace contained 1015g of slag with C176/115 having the most slag.
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Feature No. 73IID: 77 L 75 W 46D 40Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C014: C014, C015 and C016 were associated furnaces, C015 was O.5m south of C014, and C016 
was O.3m east. C014 was circular in plan and measured O.75m NW/SW x 46m NE/SW x 0.40m in 
depth with sloping sides and a flat even base. C014 and C016 were directly adjacent with C015 
opposite.

F
ill It was filled with nine deposits. C333; compact, red oxidized clay that formed around the outer 

extent of C014. C192; compact, dark greenish-grey vitrified clay that contained occasional pockets 
of light red clay small pebbles, and slag pieces. C192 lined the outer edge of C014 and formed an 
incomplete ring. C193; compact, dark reddish-brown clayish-silt with occasional oxidized clay 
flecks and pebbles. C194; compact, dark greenish-grey vitrified clay, occasional slag fragments. 
C194 occurred in pockets within C014. C269; a mottled mix of loose dark brownish-black clayish-
silt and (8S%) heavily compact bluish-black slag. C269 may be 'the result of a failed attempt at 
firing, the slag choking the bowl furnace and forming a plano-convex bottom'. C276; loosely 
compacted, mix of dark brownish-black, clayish silt and dark black charcoal (70%), with occasional 
slag. C332; compact, orange-red oxidized clay that may be the remains of the collapsed 
superstructure of C014. C191; loose, dark brownish-black, clayish-silt with frequent charcoal. 
C190; loose, light reddish-brown, clayish-silt with occasional oxidized clay. The furnace contained 
14454g of slag with C269/192/194 having the most slag.
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C133: C133, C134, C135 and C168 were part of a complex of 'bowl furnaces' at the eastem edge of 
the site. C168 abutted C133 at its eastern edge, C134 was 0.25m north of C133 and C135 was 
0.15m west of C133. Context 133 was circular in plan, and measured 0.70m in diameter x 0.15m in 
depth with concave sides and a flat base. It was situated next to, and possibly connected with 
C168.

F
ill It was with filled by seven deposits C206, C560, C537, C524, C536, C207, and C170. The base 

deposit C206 was compact, reddish-orange, oxidized clay with inclusions of coarse sand. It formed 
the base and ringed the outer extent of C133. The second deposit was C560; compact, greenish-
grey, vitrified clay that formed an incomplete irregular ring around the extent of C133. The third 
deposit was C537; moderately compact, mottled dark brown, sandy-silt that contained frequent 
charcoal and coarse pebbles. The fourth deposit was C524; compact, mid-brown , silty-sand, with 
occasional flecks of charcoal and oxidized clay. The fifth deposit was C536; compact mottled lumps 
of orangey-yellow brown, redeposited clay that contained inclusions of coarse sand, fine pebbles 
and charcoal. The sixth deposit was C207; compact, orangey-red, oxidized clay that contained 
occasional yellow clay, gritty sand and charcoal and may possibly be the remains of the collapsed 
superstructure. The seventh and uppermost deposit was C170; charcoal rich, dark brownish-black, 
silt with a moderate amount of slag. No weight is given in the specialist report for slag from this 
feature.
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Feature No. 75IID: 77 L 16 W 16D 13Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C081: C080, C081 and C082 were a complex of three furnaces; C081 was sub-circular in plan, 
measuring 0.16m in diameter x 0. 13m in depth with vertical sides and a flat base. Photographs of 
the feature do not indicate extensive burning but the feature was interpreted as a furnace by the 
excavator and the specialist. Its small size and the small amount of slag in its fill make its 
identification as a furnace uncertain.

F
ill It was filled with two deposits C252 and C229. The base deposit was C252; compact, orangey-red, 

oxidized clay that formed an irregular incomplete ring around the outer edge of C081. The second 
and upper deposit was C229; compact, charcoal and slag rich brownish-black silt. The furnace 
contained 234g of slag with C229/130 having the most slag.
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C127: C125, C126, CI27 and C299 formed a complex; CI26 was 0.20m west of C125, CI27 bordered 
the westem edge of C126, and C299 bordered C127 on its northern edge. C127 was sub-circular in 
plan, and measured 0.63m EW x 0.40m NS x 0.20m in depth with sloping sides and a flat base. It is 
not clear from the photos or descriptions what its relationship with C299 was, although they are 
very close to one another they do appear to be seperate features.

F
ill It was filled with four deposits C389, C329, C327, and C328. The base deposit was C389; compact, 

light red, oxidized clay formed an irregular ring around C127. The second deposit was C329; 
compact, greenish grey, vitrified clay with occasional pebbles that formed an irregular, incomplete 
ring around the upper edge and outer extent of C127. The third deposit was C327; loosely 
compacted, black, silty-clay with frequent charcoal and slag. The fourth and uppermost deposit 
was C328; moderately compact, dark grey, clay with some charcoal. The furnace contained 1000g 
of slag with C327 having the most slag.
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Feature No. 77IID: 77 L 75 W 40D 28Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C004 was the most westerly furnace at Derrinsallagh 4, and was partially destroyed by later 
activity. It was sub-oval, measured 0.75m NS x 0.40m EW x 0.28m in depth, and had six separate 
deposits.

F
ill The base deposit C100 had moderately compact, mid-orangey-red, fine grained oxidized silty-clay 

with occasional pebbles. The second deposit C114 had compact cemented greyish dark-blue-green 
vitrified clay. C114 lined the north, south and east edges of C004. The third deposit C104; 
compact, yellowish-red to black-brown, pebble rich silty-clay contained a moderate amount of 
slag. This deposit occurred sporadically throughout C004, but was concentrated mostly towards 
the centre of the bowl furnace. The fourth deposit, C102; loose, brownish-black, silty-clay had 
oxidized clay. The fifth deposit C101 had compact, orange-paleyellow, silty-clay with occasional 
small pebbles. C101 occurred sporadically in lumps within the other deposits, throughout C004. 
The sixth and uppermost deposit was C096; compact, mid to dark-brown, silty-clay with a 
moderate amount of charcoal flaking and frequent vitrified clay. The furnace contained 20535g of 
slag with C102 having the most slag.
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C005/C057 bowl furnace was c.20m southeast of C004. It was partially stonelined, ovular in plan 
with vertical sides and a rounded base. C005 measured 1.21m SW/NE x 0.64m NW/SW and was 
0.43m in depth. This could represent two conjoined but seperate furnaces or they pits may have 
formed seperate functions. The smaller pit C057 (c.35cm diameter) may potentially have related 
to an arch in the larger C005 (c.40cm in diameter). Magnetic susceptibility analysis indicated one 
bowl had been heated to a much lesser degree than the other.

F
ill C005 contained eight separate deposits C395, C394, C382, C381, C055, C054 and C056. The base 

deposit was C395; yellowish/orange oxidized clay. The second deposit was C394; stone lining that 
measured on average 0.25m in height x 0.15m in length x 0.05m in width. The stones were set on 
edge and pressed against the sides of C005. The intense heat of the furnace had fractured the 
stone. The third deposit was C382; compact, greenish black, vitrified clay. This deposit lined the 
edges of the stone at the western end of C005. The fourth deposit was C381; compact, light 
orange to red, oxidized clay-silt and was only present at the western end of C005. The fifth deposit 
was C055; compact, light red, oxidized silty-clay. The sixth deposit was C054; friable, dark 
brownish-black, charcoal rich silt, and contained frequent slag. The eight and uppermost deposit 
was C056; moderately compact, dark brownish-black, sandy-silt, with frequent slag and occasional 
charcoal. The furnace contained 20560g of slag with C54 having the most slag.
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Feature No. 79IID: 77 L 60 W 62D 35Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C008: Thee bowl furnaces C008, C009 and C010 formed a triangle of bowl furnaces. C008 
bordered C009 to the northwest and C010 was situated 0.50m north of C008. Context 8 was 
circular in plan and measured 0.60m NS x 0.62m EW x 0.35m in depth with vertical sides and a flat 
base. Photographs of the feature show large amounts of probable superstructure collapse.

F
ill It was filled with seven deposits C150, C131, C130, C151, C139, C115, and C132. The base deposit 

C150 was a pinkish-red, oxidized sandy silt-clay. This deposit formed a ring around the edge of 
C008. The second deposit was C131; compact, reddish-orange, oxidized clay. The third deposit was 
C130; compact, bluish-grey, vitrified clay that lined the edge of C008. The fourth deposit was C151; 
loose, blackish-grey, charcoal rich silty-clay. The fifth deposit was C139; compact layer of broken 
blackish green slag pieces. The sixth deposit was C115; loosely compacted, blackish dark brown, 
clayish-silt with occasional charcoal flakes. The seventh and uppermost deposit was C132; loose, 
blackish-grey, silty-clay-slag mix that included occasional charcoal. The furnace contained 12850g 
of slag with C132 having the most slag.
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C010: Thee bowl furnaces C008, C009 and C010 formed a triangle of bowl furnaces. C008 
bordered C009 to the northwest and C010 was situated 0.50m north of C008. C010 was a sub-
circular pit measuring 0.65m NW/SW x 0.55m NE/SW x 0.35m in depth with vertical sides and a 
rounded base.

F
ill It was filled with six deposits C246, C222, C223, C22 1, C220 and C117. The base deposit was C246; 

compact, pinkish-red, sandy silt-clay and formed an irregular ring around the outer extent of C010. 
The second deposit was C222; compact, greyish blue, vitrified clay and formed an incomplete ring 
around the outer extent of C010. The third deposit was C223; loosely compacted, slag rich, dark 
grey, clayish-silt that contained occasional charcoal flecking. The fourth deposit was C221; loosely 
compacted, slag rich, dark-grey clayish silt that contained frequent charcoal flecking. The fifth 
deposit was C220; compact, red oxidized clay with dark grey and black clay. C220 may have been 
the remains of the collapsed superstructure over the furnace C010. The sixth and uppermost 
deposit of C010 was C117; loosely compacted, dark black clayish silt with light brown clay, 
charcoal flecking and slag pieces. The furnace contained 1130g of slag with C117/221 having the 
most slag.
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Feature No. 81IID: 77 L 70 W 50D 25Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C009: Thee bowl furnaces C008, C009 and C010 formed a triangle of bowl furnaces. C008 
bordered C009 to the northwest and C010 was situated 0.50m north of C008. C009 was a sub-
circular, elongate bowl, measuring 0.70m SE/NW x 0.50m SW/NE x 0.25m in depth with sloping 
sides and an uneven base.

F
ill It was filled with seven deposits C214, C184, C182, C183, C199, C186, and C116. The base deposit 

was C214; compact, pinkish-red, oxidized clay that formed around the cut of C009. The second 
deposit was C184; moderately compact, reddish-orange silty-clay that included frequent compact 
firm red clay. The third deposit was C182; compact, greyish-blue, vitrified clay which lined the 
upper extent of C009. The fourth deposit was C183; slag rich, compact, mottled reddish-orange 
clay and blackish-green vitrified clay pieces. The fifth deposit was C199; loose, brownish-black, 
charcoal rich clay-silt that included occasional slag inclusions. This fill was radiocarbon dated to Cal 
BC 50 to Cal AD 240. The sixth deposit C186 was a loose, greyish black, slag rich clayey-silt with 
occasional charcoal. The seventh and uppermost deposit of C009 was C 116; loose, greyish brown-
black, silty clay that included occasional charcoal. The furnace contained 4050g of slag with 
C183/186 having the most slag. The specialist identified large quantities of clay lining but 
suggested they might also be partially reacted ore.
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The 'bowl furnace' C070 feature was circular in shape. The edge of the bowl furnace was 
highlighted by a halo of red oxidised clay. It had a sharp break of slope at the top, sloping sides 
and a sharp break leading to a V-shaped base.

F
ill C070 had one fill C081. It contained frequent charcoal flecking and small pieces of iron smelting 

slag. Oak charcoal dated the furnace to the 6th – 3rd centuries BC.
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Feature No. 83IID: 81 L 40 W 32D 30Furnace Hearth Indet.
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C7:  Sub-circular in plan, almost vertical, very steep sides. Hammerscale in fill may be redeposition 
or could be re-use of the furnace as a hearth.

F
ill The principal fill of the furnace C6 produced debris from the smelting process, including charcoal, 

moderate amounts of iron slag and hammerscale. This fill produced a radiocarbon date of cal. AD 
410-600. An area of oxidised natural clay, noth within and beyond the limit of the feature, 
indicated in situ burning (only around 3/4 of the circumfrence).
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An oval hollow uncovered when a section dug through the defensive bank. Sealed by an old turf 
line on which the bank lay.

F
ill Lined with an apparently natural iron pan deposit up to 2cm thick. On this lay a jet black charcoal 

spread containing individual lumps of vesicular iron slag.
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Feature No. 85IID: 88 L 160 W 160D 50Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Pit F253 was circular in plan. The pit showed evidence of in situ burning on northern and western 
sides where the earth had been oxidised to an orange-red colour.

F
ill The fill was charcoal-enriched partly oxidised sand/silt (F252) with some fire-shattered sandstone 

fragments. The charcoal was predominately oak with minor quantities of hazel and willow/poplar. 
Several fragments of unidentifiable burnt bone, saddle quern fragments, charcoal, iron slag, a 
bichrome (yellow and brown) glass bead and a blue glass bead were recovered from the fill.
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A furnace depression (1082)

F
ill The depression cut into the loam of the mound and had as its basal fill a charcoal layer with 

ferrous slag.  Above this was a similar charcoal layer and above that a deposit of clay which may 
have originally been annular in form. This was sealed by a deposit spreading out from Hearth 1. 
Cereal grains found in upper fill but may be a disturbed context.
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Feature No. 87IID: 103 L 0 W 0D 0Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Period II, Furnace 3: Iron smelting had been carried on at at several points within the enclosure in 
Period II in the common pit-furnace, of which six examples were recorded. These were simple 
circular hollows, varying in diameter from 1' (30cm) to 1'6'' (45cm) and in depth from 9'' (22cm) to 
1' (30cm), their sides being heavily burnt.

F
ill In and around them quantities of iron slag were found, as well as frags of their original lining.
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Period II, Furnace 1: Iron smelting had been carried on at at several points within the enclosure in 
Period II in the common pit-furnace, of which six examples were recorded. These were simple 
circular hollows, varying in diameter from 1' (30cm) to 1'6'' (45cm) and in depth from 9'' (22cm) to 
1' (30cm), their sides being heavily burnt.

F
ill In and around them quantities of iron slag were found, as well as frags of their original lining.
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Feature No. 89IID: 103 L 0 W 0D 0Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Period II, Furnace 5: Iron smelting had been carried on at at several points within the enclosure in 
Period II in the common pit-furnace, of which six examples were recorded. These were simple 
circular hollows, varying in diameter from 1' (30cm) to 1'6'' (45cm) and in depth from 9'' (22cm) to 
1' (30cm), their sides being heavily burnt.

F
ill In and around them quantities of iron slag were found, as well as frags of their original lining.
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Period II, Furnace 2: Iron smelting had been carried on at at several points within the enclosure in 
Period II in the common pit-furnace, of which six examples were recorded. These were simple 
circular hollows, varying in diameter from 1' (30cm) to 1'6'' (45cm) and in depth from 9'' (22cm) to 
1' (30cm), their sides being heavily burnt.

F
ill In and around them quantities of iron slag were found, as well as frags of their original lining.
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Feature No. 91IID: 103 L 0 W 0D 0Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Period II, Furnace 6: Iron smelting had been carried on at at several points within the enclosure in 
Period II in the common pit-furnace, of which six examples were recorded. These were simple 
circular hollows, varying in diameter from 1' (30cm) to 1'6'' (45cm) and in depth from 9'' (22cm) to 
1' (30cm), their sides being heavily burnt.

F
ill In and around them quantities of iron slag were found, as well as frags of their original lining.
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Period I furnace, just beyond NW corner of House II. Built directly on OGL, earliest phase of 
occupation. Built 'above ground'   with a maximum overall diameter, including the walls of 
c.122cm. Survived to a height of c.18cm. Central hollow c.30cm in diameter and 10cm deep. Looks 
rectangular in photographs.   A blob of glass found beside this pit may suggest it was also used for 
glassworking. Immediatley south of the furnace a dump of yellow clay was identified. A 
considerable amount of iron slag surrounded the furnace. Also associated crucibles and glass 
suggest furnace used for iron and non-ferrous working.

F
ill The bottom of the hollow consisted of a 3-inch layer of clay laid on the OGL. Whole of the furnace 

base (both clay and stones) was burnt to a red colour, the inner layers of clay being partly vitrified. 
The walls were constructed from layered stones and clay and were quite substantial.
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Feature No. 93IID: 103 L 0 W 0D 0Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Period II, Furnace 4: Iron smelting had been carried on at at several points within the enclosure in 
Period II in the common pit-furnace, of which six examples were recorded. These were simple 
circular hollows, varying in diameter from 1' (30cm) to 1'6'' (45cm) and in depth from 9'' (22cm) to 
1' (30cm), their sides being heavily burnt.

F
ill  In and around them quantities of iron slag were found, as well as frags of their original lining.
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A largely intact ceramic cone-shaped shaft furnace built into the side of a large oval hollow 2.20m 
in length and 1.10-1.60m in width with a depth of 0.66-0.88m. It seems the funnel shaft was 
erected within the pit and then fine clay was backfilled around it. The exact thickness of the 
superstructure is difficult to discern due to the backfilled clay being heat-affected. It appears a 
large hole was broken at the base of the shaft in order to rake out the contents. There was no 
evidence for a deliberately created furnace arch. The base of the hollow is reddened by heat and 
the opposite end may be a roasting area.

F
ill Fill C37 was a black charcoal concentration in the lower section of the furnace cut.  The floor of 

the northeastern half of the oblong cut was located at a lower level than that of the southwestern 
section, with a slope running from the cylindrical shaft furnace in the southwest to the northeast 
The subsoil of the cut was fired red in the lower eastern half of the elongated oval furnace feature 
and was also fired red around the cylindrical shaft furnace, where the fills were extremely hard 
and compacted, indicating high temperatures in these areas.
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Feature No. 95IID: 110 L 70 W 70D 30Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Pit C063, Burning C016, Fills C024, C060, C061, C062 and C070. This feature consisted of a circular 
pit c.0.70m in diameter (but smaller if burnt lining excluded or C070 is accepted as a clay lining) 
and with a maximum depth of c.0.30m, the deeper part being a depression in the eastern part of 
the pit. The sides and base of the pit had been burnt red (oxidised) by extreme heat (C016).

F
ill From the top, the fills consisted of: C024 Compact orange clay with slight yellow hue and 

inclusions of off-white and grey clay. Slag fragments were found at the interface between this 
layer and the underlying layer. C060 Medium-brown clay with a red hue. The deposit contained 
frequent flecks of charcoal and only occasional small stones. C061 Dark-grey/brown (black) silty 
clay with a high concentration of charcoal inclusions. C062 Compact blue/grey clay with occasional 
small stone inclusions. This layer occurred at the top of the pit and ran around the entire 
perimeter (A possible lining). C070 Soft brown sandy clay with a red hue and occasional small 
stone inclusions. This deposit would appear to be silting within the pit prior to its use as a hearth. 
Slag from contexts C060 and C024 was analysed but this is likely to be redeposited/dumped and 
not directly related to the original use of the pit. C062 may be the remains of an un-fired clay 
lining, later cut through at its base before C070, C061, C060 and C024 were deposited. Slag from 
the feature included porpous drippy types as well as one 'furnace/smithing bottom'. Fragments of 
vitrified clay were also identified.
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Fire pit F348 was a rectangular pit located at the east end of Cell B, south of the entrance wall.  
The east and western sides of the pit were defined by upright stones, the eastern stone forming 
part of the cell wall. The two stones lay 0.38m apart. They were exposed for only 0.18m length, as 
their northern ends were obscured by one of the in situ slabs from the hearth floor (826). The 
sides of the fire pit were close to vertical but the base was irregular and pitted. It measured 6-9cm 
deep and was filled with a dark brown to black deposit of moist charcoal and silt and some mica 
schist stones (F347). Due to the presence of the hearth floor slab, the full extent of the fire pit is 
unknown.

F
ill The “hearth pit” was compared by the specialist (Young 2006) with a similar feature and slag 

assemblage from Ballydavis 2 Site A (Ballydavis 2; IID:021) and a feature at Coolamurry Site 7, Co. 
Laois (Not included in this study). The slag consisted of fines from the smithing process including 
some hammerscale. Several varied and insubstantial, but closely contemporary, deposits of 
compacted schist (F343, 842, F339) were identified close to the level of the fire pit and to the 
surface of the clay into which it was set (836). These deposits may be the remains of the 
stonemasons residue from finishing cutting and corbelling the stones indicating the pit pre-dated 
construction of the cell.
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The circular pit F558 was located north of F560. Cut into the natural gravel F2 and the enclosure 
ditch F4, this feature was sealed by the spread F857. The sides of this feature were very steeply 
sloped to almost vertical and the base was concave and of smaller diameter than the top. The 
sides of the feature were also oxidised and the sides and base contained stones that were heat-
affected which was indicative of in situ burning.

F
ill The primary fill of this feature consisted of a black sandy silty clay that contained very occasional 

angular and subangular small stone inclusions and infrequent inclusions of oxidised clay and had a 
maximum thickness 0.06m. The secondary fill consisted of an oxidised clay layer that contained 
infrequent charcoal staining and very occasional angular gravel inclusions and had a thickness of 
0.03m. The uppermost fill consisted of a very dense silty charcoal layer that contained infrequent 
inclusions of oxidised clay and small pebbles and had a maximum thickness of 0.05m. An 
unidentified iron fragment (02E0462:558:1) and a large quantity of slag (13.85kg) were recovered 
from this feature. A sample of charcoal recovered from this feature submitted for radiocarbon 
analysis returned a date of Cal AD680 to 980. No detailed analysis of slag from this feature is 
available.
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Grid A. The smelting pit F38 was located south of the possible stakehole F41. Cut through the 
spread F37 into ditch F4/F124 (uncertain as this pit occurs at the junction between two ditches), 
this feature was suboval in shape. The sides of this feature were steeply sloped to a concave base.

F
ill The primary fill of this feature consisted of a mottled orange, black and reddish-brown coarse silty 

sand that contained occasional inclusions of subangular and angular pebbles. This fill had a 
maximum thickness of 0.07m. The secondary fill consisted of sandy silt with fine ash/charcoal 
inclusions and very occasional tiny fragments of stone. This fill had a maximum thickness of 0.06m. 
The base of this feature was also oxidised which would suggest in situ burning. Slag (0.1kg) was 
recovered from the fill of this feature. The inclusions of ash, charcoal, in situ burning and the 
recovery of slag from the fill of this pit would suggest that it functioned as an ironworking pit.
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Grid A. The pit F39 was located south of the pit F48 and southeast of the pit F40. Cut through the 
spread F37 into the ditch F4, this feature was oval in shape. The sides of this feature were steeply 
sloped to the north, south and west and a more gradual slope was visible to the south-southwest. 
The base of this feature was also slightly concave.

F
ill The fill of the pit F39 consisted of a mottled dark, reddish brown/orange and black coarse sandy 

silt that contained moderate to frequent inclusions of fine charcoal and ash and frequent tiny iron 
slag inclusions. The base of this feature was also oxidised which would suggest in situ burning. Slag 
from the feature appears from the specialist analysis to consist of SHCs and it is therefore likely 
that this pit was related to smithing. The final report reports one 'furnace bottom' weighing 
25.85kg and measuring 30x15cm from the feature. However, the specialist report records a total 
weight of slag from the feature of 25.85kg with ten or more slag cakes of varying morphology.
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The oval-shaped pit F1070 was located south of F1105. Cut into the base of the 'smelting area' 
F684 and into the natural boulder clay F28, this feature was cut by F1171. The sides of this feature 
sloped gradually towards a concave base.

F
ill The primary fill of this feature consisted of a compact dark-brown/black silty clay that contained 

inclusions of charcoal and slag and had a maximum thickness of 0.05m. The secondary fill of this 
feature consisted of a moderately-compact mid-brown silty clay that contained frequent flecks of 
charcoal and moderate inclusions of tiny stones (0.05m by 0.05m) and had a maximum thickness 
of 0.09m. Slag was recovered from the fill of this feature (4.05kg). Specialist analysis showed a 
large amount of magnetic material from this feature.
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The oval-shaped pit F1105 was located west of F1040 and north of F1070. Cut into the base of the 
'smelting area' F684 and into the natural boulder clay F28. The sides of this feature were 
moderately sloped and the base was concave.

F
ill The primary fill of this feature consisted of oxidised clay and had a maximum thickness of 0.04m 

(lining?). The secondary fill of this feature consisted of a black charcoal layer and had a maximum 
thickness of 0.08m. The uppermost fill of this feature consisted of a loose red to brown clay that 
contained frequent inclusions of charcoal and oxidised clay and moderate inclusions of small 
angular stones and had a maximum thickness of 0.15m. The base and sides of this feature were 
oxidised and burnt stone was visible at the base. Eleven pieces of slag (1.6kg) were recovered from 
the fill of this pit. A sample of charcoal recovered from this feature submitted for radiocarbon 
analysis returned a date of Cal AD249 to 538. A fragment of a 'blowhole' (which looks like a length 
of tuyere) from this feature is illustrated in the specialist report. Unfortunately no breakdown of 
the slag from this feature is given in the specialist report.
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The oval-shaped pit F1015 was located west of F660. Cut into the redeposited natural boulder 
clay/gravel mix F237. The sides of this feature were steeply sloped and the base was slightly 
concave.

F
ill The fill of this feature consisted of a dark-brown/black clay that was flecked with charcoal and 

contained inclusions of small stones and oxidised clay. The base of this feature was also slightly 
oxidised. Slag (3.15kg) was also recovered from the fill of this feature. No breakdown of the slag 
found in this pit is given in the specialist report.
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The pit F660 was located east-southeast of the pit F1015 and was cut by the grave cut F599. Cut 
into the re-deposited natural boulder clay/gravel mix F237. The sides of this feature were steeply 
sloped and a more gradual steep slope was visible to the northwest and southeast and the base 
sloped from northwest to southeast.

F
ill The fill of this feature consisted of a grey/black clay that contained frequent inclusions of small 

angular stones (0.04m by 0.03m) and medium-sized angular and rounded stones (0.06m by 
0.08m). The base of this feature was also slightly oxidised to the northwest. Animal bone, flecks of 
charcoal and slag (22.4kg) were also recovered from the fill. This feature was located in close 
proximity to  pit F1015. Slag from the fill is not diagnostic apart from one SHC but the oxidised 
base (from the photography this oxidisation appears to be localised at one end of the feature) and 
morphology support its interpretation as a smithing hearth.
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The smaller of the two furnaces was C005. It had a sharp break of slope at the top, steep oxidised 
sides leading to a concave base.

F
ill There was no evidence for superstructure remaining and it contained just a single fill C003, loose 

dark-brownish/grey clay composed of slag (c.20% of deposit), metal (c.10%) and charcoal (c.15%). 
There were occasional small angular stones within the matrix showing signs of heat fracture. A 
radiocarbon date of cal BC 420–230 was returned for this feature, however the dated sample was 
oak and caution may be advised due to the old wood effect.
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The larger furnace C004 was oval in shape. It had a sharp break of slope at the top and steep 
heavily oxidised sides leading imperceptibly to a concave base.

F
ill It contained just a single fill C002, loose mid-brownish grey clay. It was composed mostly of slag 

(c.25% 1.602kg) and charcoal (c.10%) but a significant amount of reddish-brown clay at the top of 
the deposit is almost certainly the remains of superstructure.
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861 (N.W. Bowl): This bowl was part of a larger feature with a figure of eight shape in plan, 
orentated NW-SE orientation. Overall the base was undulating and concave, getting deeper 
towards SE end. Sharp break of slope at top of cut, gradual break of slop at NE end, sharp at SW 
end.   Two bowls vary in width between  0.31m – 0.97m. The upper fills were interpreted as 
probable dump material.

F
ill The lowest fills (936) and (965) represent clay lining of the (figure of eight) feature around its base. 

A distinct layer of burnt clay (937) overlay this, but only in the southern (deeper) half of the 
hearth. The layer of charcoal (916) directly overlay this burnt clay; a distinctive layer with close to 
100% concentration of (ash ) charcoal. The charcoal was sealed by a layer of clay (891), overlain by 
a thick deposit of metallurgical waste (890). This layer (890) was evident throughout the length of 
the feature itself and was sealed by upper fills (888) and (889). Slag layer (890) contained the 
highest quantity of slag (9087g). Slag was also found in clay deposit (891; 970g) and charcoal 
deposit (916; 121g). Two radiocarbon dates were obtained from charcoal deposit (916), which 
place the workings of the hearth in the later stages of the main activity at Killickaweeny. Charcoal 
from the charcoal layer (916) was sent to two separate radiocarbon labs returning dates of AD 790 
to 1030 and 1320 +/- 50 BP AD 620 to 860 on ash charcoal. Two small fragments of animal bone 
(both cattle) were found (un-stratified) in this feature. These were thought to be residual pieces.
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437: Oval in plan, slope gradual, base flat. Beside pit 540. Cut by gully 435. A probable 
metallurgical pit but its function is unclear.

F
ill Fill 436: Charcoal and silt, occasional slag, under this context the soil is heat-affected (fill 550).
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540: Circular in plan, sides steeply sloped, base flat. Beside pit 437. Cut by gully 435. It is not clear 
what type of slag was in the fill or why it was seen as in-situ.

F
ill Fill 539: Charcoal and slag with 'In situ smelting waste'. Fill: 551 - Light red/brown clay In situ 

representing in-situ burning. Slag not morphologically characterised, although hammerscale is 
reported from the feature.
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861 (S.E. Bowl): This bowl was part of a larger feature with a figure of eight shape in plan, 
orentated NW-SE orientation. Overall the base was undulating and concave, getting deeper 
towards SE end. Sharp break of slope at top of cut, gradual break of slop at NE end, sharp at SW 
end.   Two bowls vary in width between  0.31m – 0.97m. The upper fills were interpreted as 
probable dump material.

F
ill The lowest fills (936) and (965) represent clay lining of the (figure of eight) feature around its base. 

A distinct layer of burnt clay (937) overlay this, but only in the southern (deeper) half of the 
hearth. The layer of charcoal (916) directly overlay this burnt clay; a distinctive layer with close to 
100% concentration of (ash ) charcoal. The charcoal was sealed by a layer of clay (891), overlain by 
a thick deposit of metallurgical waste (890). This layer (890) was evident throughout the length of 
the feature itself and was sealed by upper fills (888) and (889). Slag layer (890) contained the 
highest quantity of slag (9087g). Slag was also found in clay deposit (891; 970g) and charcoal 
deposit (916; 121g). Two radiocarbon dates were obtained from charcoal deposit (916), which 
place the workings of the hearth in the later stages of the main activity at Killickaweeny. Charcoal 
from the charcoal layer (916) was sent to two separate radiocarbon labs returning dates of AD 790 
to 1030 and 1320 +/- 50 BP AD 620 to 860 on ash charcoal. Two small fragments of animal bone 
(both cattle) were found (un-stratified) in this feature. These were thought to be residual pieces.
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420: Sub-circular in plan, sides steeply sloped, base mostly flat. Located in metalworking Area A. 
No details available on the slag from this feature making interpretation difficult.

F
ill Fill 419: Dark brown/grey silty clay with charcoal flecks and burnt clay, frequent slag, large stones 

and occasional sub-rounded. Fill 422: Mid brown orange silty clay, charcoal flecks, occasional 
pebbles representing in-situ burning.
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An oval smithing hearth 2862 measuring 0.8 m from north to south by 0.66 m by 0.14 m in depth 
contained a large heat cracked stone 2857. The sides of cut 2862 were heat reddened to an 
average depth of 0.02 m. The large stone 2857 is interpreted either as an anvil stone or as a basal 
lining of the smithing hearth.

F
ill The main fill of the pit 2848 had a very high charcoal content (greater than ninety percent) but 

also contained moderate amounts of iron slag. No evidence of lining material.
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C769 Identified as a possible 'bowl furnace'. It was cut into an earlier, larger refuse pit. C523/C652 
is a recut of the feature and was seen as a  clearing out episode. The specialist report records it as 
circular with a diameter of 75cm, contra the final report. A depression in its side was interpreted 
by the specialist as the position of the bellows and the stone in its base as a bellows support. The 
sides were mostly concave with a flat base. Unfortunately no section drawing is available making 
interpretation very difficult.

F
ill The feature had 13 fills. Contained slag and pieces of clay lining. Cut Context 523/652 is a re-cut 

similar in shape to, and slightly smaller, than basal cut Context 769. It had a series of fills 
representing backfill, destruction/disuse, in-situ structural remains and remnants of furnace 
activity, and post-depositional processes. A ridge, particularly evident around the west  border of 
the cut was thought to indicate that some sort of baked clay and stone structure enclosed the 
feature. Small amounts of slag were embedded along the edge of the re-cut and there was a large, 
flat stone found at the base of the feature with another quantity of slag coming from beneath a 
shallow depression on the side of the feature wall. Two water-rolled pebbles may be 
hammerstones. Slag analysis ‘indicates that feature 759 was being used to smelt iron’. A 
photograph of C523 shows a keyhole-shaped plan with a shallow linear pit leading off the main 
bowl of the feature which was much deeper. Without more detailed information it is impossible to 
say for certain whether the feature was associated with smelting or smithing, and it could be non-
metallurgical (e.g. A cereal drying kiln).
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A forging area was identified cut into the boulder clay and surrounded by a deposit of heavily 
burnt yellow clay, and by a wider area forming a trampled surface with a mantling of pebbles and 
small stones.

F
ill The upper levels consisted of a deposit of soft dark fill containing some stones, much charcoal and 

large quantities of burnt material, while the basal layer consisted of iron slag mixed with charcoal 
and vitrified material. The bottom of the depression was lined with a yellow daub or clay, showing 
evidence of exposure to intense heat.
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Furnace A (Plate 4, Swan 1995, 10; Plate 6.5.2, Scott 1990, 163): the largest of two furnaces in the 
same area. More intact than Furnace B. Appeared as a fairly regular, circular area, defined by an 
almost black fill of clay with dense concentrations of charcoal. The furnace had been truncated so 
that nothing of the upper portions survived. It consisted of a shallow bowl-like depression.

F
ill The depression was lined with a deposit of clay or daub, about 2cm thick, into which a careful 

setting of small flat stones had been placed forming an inner lining. Some of the stones had 
cracked from heat. An intact 'furnace bottom' as well as quantities of slag, vitrified matter and 
charcoal were among the contents recovered.
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Furnace B  Positioned within a few centimetres of Furnace A but almost completely destroyed. It 
was clear that after it had last been used it had been cut into by the circular depression which 
formed the bowl of Furnace A.

F
ill Nothing survived but the burnt clay which might have formed the lining, partly overlaid by a dark 

fill containing clay mixed with much charcoal and burnt matter. No stone lining was evident.
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Feature 4 was identified as a truncated 'bowl furnace'. Context 17, the cut of the bowl furnace, 
was a sub-circular cut measuring 0.38m (north-south) by 0.31m and was up to 80mm in depth, 
though the original extent of the feature could not be established due to the level of truncation 
the feature had suffered. The sides were slightly concave at the north, gently sloping at the east 
and almost vertical at the south, while the western side did not survive due to truncation.

F
ill The uppermost deposit, Context 16, was a soft black deposit composed of moderate charcoal and 

iron slag inclusions within a soft silty soil. It measured 0.34m (north-south) by 0.3m, was up to 
30mm in depth and overlay Context 18, a firm red scorched clay deposit, which had apparently 
been introduced into the furnace to line the inside of the cut. The red clay was generally between 
20mm and 30mm thick around the northern and southern sides of the feature, while the base of 
the feature was also lined with a mottled red/grey clay to a depth of c. 40mm.
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Feature 2 was identified as a truncated 'bowl furnace'. C6, the cut of the furnace, was circular. The 
sides were almost vertical at the north, west and east, while the southern side sloped more gently 
down to a lip and then dropped steeply to the base, which in turn sloped slightly towards the 
southern end.

F
ill The uppermost deposit, C2, was a soft dark brown/black deposit with frequent charcoal and iron 

slag inclusions within the soft silty soil. It measured up to 0.37m in diameter, was up to 0.16m in 
depth and overlay C4, a soft olive-green/black silty material which had frequent charcoal 
fragments and small slag pieces within it. This thin layer, which was generally less than 10mm 
thick, appeared to act as an interface between C2 and C5, the clay lining of the furnace. C5 was a 
moderately soft red clay deposit, which had apparently been introduced into the furnace to line 
the inside of the cut and was generally between 10mm and 20mm thick around the sides of the 
feature, where it survived best.
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Feature 1 was identified as a truncated 'bowl furnace'. Context 10, the cut of the furnace, was a 
sub-circular cut measuring 0.57m by 0.5m at the surface and 0.27m by 0.28m at the base, with an 
excavated depth of 0.2m. The sides sloped steeply at the south and east, were more gently sloping 
at the west and north, and the feature had a level, stoney base. No flues were noted during the 
excavation of the feature.

F
ill The uppermost deposit (C1), was a very soft black deposit with frequent charcoal and more 

frequent iron slag inclusions within the soft silty soil. It overlay (C3), a soft olive-black silty material 
which had frequent charcoal fragments and occasional slag pieces within it. This thin layer, which 
was generally less than 10mm thick, appeared to act as an interface between C1 and C8, the clay 
lining of the furnace. C8 was a moderately soft red clay deposit, which had apparently been 
introduced into the furnace to line the inside of the cut and was generally 30mm thick around the 
sides. It was not found at the base of the feature, where C9 was evident instead. C9 was a soft 
beige deposit with frequent charcoal inclusions and though it comprised a sandy silt, it may have 
served a similar purpose to C8, the clay lining around the sides of the feature.
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Feature 3 was identified as a truncated 'bowl furnace'. Context 13, the cut of the furnace, was sub-
circular, the sides were slightly concave at the north, south and east, while the western side was 
almost vertical, and the base was slightly undulating.

F
ill The uppermost deposit C7, was a very soft black deposit composed of frequent charcoal and iron 

slag inclusions within a soft silty soil. It measured 0.38m (north-south) by 0.41m, was up to 90mm 
in depth and overlay C11, a very soft olive-green/grey silty material which had occasional charcoal 
fragments and small slag pieces within it. This thin layer, which was generally less than 10mm 
thick, appeared to act as an interface between C7 and C12, the clay lining of the furnace. C12 was 
a moderately compact red scorched clay deposit, which had apparently been introduced into the 
furnace to line the inside of the cut. The red clay was generally between 10mm and 30mm thick 
around the northern, eastern and southern sides of the feature, while it was up to 60mm thick at 
the western side. In addition, a yellow clay, also identified as C12, was noted only at the western 
side, where it overlay the red clay and was up to 50mm thick. The western side of the base of the 
feature was also lined with red clay to a depth of c. 10mm.
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F
ill The possible 'bowl furnace' had three fills. The basal fill of charcoal-rich clay was the remains of 

the lower firing layer of the furnace and contained large amounts of slag. The subsoil around the 
pit had oxidised to a deep red. There were two upper natural layers of brown clay with little 
charcoal and large pieces of slag protruded up from the basal layer.
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F025 was an irregular shaped pit with straight cut vertical sides and an uneven base. The main 
structure was almost square in shape 0.95m north-south and 0.93m east-west with the exception 
of an eastern extension of 0.45m to the pit (possibly where the bellows was placed). As a result 
the pit had a maximum length of 1.38m. The pit was shallow to the north, south and west sides 
(depth 0.15m) and appeared almost stepped before dropping near the centre to a much deeper 
almost bowl shaped pit (0.45m deep). The dimensions of the bowl shaped pit are not clear from 
the plan or report but photographs suggest it is c.50cm in diameter.

F
ill The section of the pit to the east was heavily oxidised and a thin layer of charcoal (F035) was 

evident in the centre of the oxidised clay. The pit was filled with a dark brown clayey silt with 
charcoal flecks and 1.575kg of slag were recovered from the bowl pit near the base. F25 produced 
a fragment of porous slag in addition to two fragments of platy cake and drippy slag, these are not 
diagnostic.
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Feature 7 (part of double furnace structure): steep sides and flat bases. Cut into the natural 
geology and partially overhanging the large pit in front. Four small postholes 12, 13, 14, 15 were 
located flanking the furnaces where they faced onto the large  pit. Cut into the large pit (3) were 
two shallow depressions immediately adjacent to the furnaces. These showed signs of intense 
heat and had slag concentrated in their primary fills (Possible tapping pits).

F
ill A flat stone was placed into the base of each of the furnace pits and they were both then lined 

with clay. It is probable that a gap was left in the lining at the base on the NW side over the large 
pit. Slag was found adhering to the the linings and the base stones. The upper fills were mixed 
deposits of silty clay and burnt material including slag and fragments of fired clay similar to the 
linings.
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Feature 8 (part of double furnace structure): steep sides and flat bases. Cut into the natural 
geology and partially overhanging the large pit in front. Four small postholes 12, 13, 14, 15 were 
located flanking the furnaces where they faced onto the large  pit. Cut into the large pit (3) were 
two shallow depressions imediately adjacent to the furnaces. These showed signs of intense heat 
and had slag concentrated in their primary fills (Possible tapping pits). Dimensions are estimated 
from the plan.

F
ill A flat stone was placed into the base of each of the furnace pits and they were both then lined 

with clay. It is probable that a gap was left in the lining at the base on the NW side over the large 
pit. Slag was found adhering to the the linings and the base stones. The upper fills were mixed 
deposits of silty clay and burnt material including slag and fragments of fired clay similar to the 
linings.
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The cut of feature F3 was roughly circular in plan and measured 0.42m (N-S) in length by 0.40m in 
width by 0.15m deep. The cut had a sharp break of slope along the top and base of the feature, 
steep sides and a flat base. Burning in situ was evident along the base and sides of the cut and was 
also evident on natural subsoil around the southern and western edges of the cut.

F
ill The cut was filled with brown black silty sand with inclusions of frequent charcoal and fragments 

of heat shattered stone (F4). The fill was of loose compaction with frequent slag deposits 
concentrated centrally towards the top. The slag was identified as drippy slag. Charcoal analysis 
identified oak and hazel within the deposit, with the charcoal assemblage clearly dominated by 
oak. This deposit was selected for radiocarbon dating and yielded a date of 375-182 cal. BC (UB 
7239). One large piece of vitrified furnace wall indicated an internal diameter of 20-25cm and an 
external diameter of 35-40cm.
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Circular pit F007 (0.4 x 0.4m x 0.1m) with scorching.Cut of circular smelting furnace pit. Measured 
0.40m x 0.40m x 0.10m. Had a sharp break of slope, concave sides and a gradual break of slope 
leading to a rounded base.

F
ill It contained a single deposit of oxidised clay including charcoal flecks and fragments of iron slag. 

The slag was characteristic of iron smelting.
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C584 was a sub-rectangular pit in Industrial Area 2.  The pit was constructed of small stones lining 
its side [584] and clay [517] and was set in narrow cut [516] that was more prominent on the east 
side. Its edges were fire-reddened. At the point beside the hearth there were two larger granite 
stones (part of the stone kerb C434) set with a v-shaped hollow between them and it is thought 
that these may have supported the bellows.

F
ill Its fills, from surface to base, are C510 (yellow clay), 515 (a charcoal layer), C571 (a charcoal layer) 

and C517 (clay).
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Hearth C537 was the focus of Industrial Area 1. Its reported dimensions are 0.94 x 0.79 x 0.39m.  It 
was circular in shape with sides varying from vertical to sloping and appears to have been used on 
multiple occasions.

F
ill Its fills include from surface to base: C260 (ash and charcoal), C683 (ash and charcoal), C532 (a C-

14 date of C660-880 AD, ash and charcoal), C275/C691 (relining of the furnace layer), C685 (a C-14 
date of 660-880 AD, ash and charcoal), C696, C686, C690 (a charcoal layer), C692 (an oxidised 
layer). C275 is a large layer of clay lining one side of the furnace, whose purpose appears to have 
been to reduce the size of the hearth after its first use.
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A feature interpreted as an iron smelting pit furnace and an adjacent pit (C32) which were dug 
into the natural gravel were located inside the levelled bank and the band of stones C33 at the 
southern side of the site. Length and width estimated from plan.

F
ill The pit furnace which was clay lined (C46) was 0.17m deep. Between the furnace bottom (C43) 

with its attached slag and smelted iron nodules and the burnt clay lining was a band of charcoal 
(C45) up to 0.10m wide. Context 45 produced some iron slag and fragments of the clay lined 
furnace. Two fragments of the furnace bottom contexts 43a and 43b had a peaty texture with 
abundant traces of burnt out organic matter and a low iron content.
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The possible hearth is truncated by a later feature. It is sub-circular to oval in shape and would 
have had a larger maximum dimension when complete. Three post pits around the feature may 
indicate a triangular structure.

F
ill The fills were rich in charcoal and ashy deposits, dark in colour with some slag pieces. A large 

stone, interpreted as an anvil stone was set into the side and was capped with burnt clay and slag.
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C041, sub-circular in shape, steep sides, a gradual break of slope and curved base. There was 
oxidized clay along the sides of the furnace.

F
ill There was oxidized clay along the sides of the furnace. The fill, C014 was mid-dark brown silty 

sand with occasional charcoal flecks, occasional small limestone, tiny amount of burnt bone, a 
piece of a 'clay lid' and an abundance of iron slag. Charcoal from this context was identified as oak 
and produced a radiocarbon date of 390-50BC. 3kg of slag from the feature is described as tap slag 
but no photographs are provided and, considering the very early date of the feature, the slag may 
simply be dripply, flowed slag, probably relating to smelting. However the presence of a probable 
SHC on the site leaves open the possibility that the feature relates to smithing.
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Area 1: The main pit (C8) measured 0.9 m by 0.7 m by 0.26 m deep. Three evenly spaced stake-
holes (C228, C262 and C270) flanked the edge of the pit and must have been functionally related.

F
ill  It contained iron slag (2.86kg), magnetic dust, charcoal, oxidised soil and two flat stones. The 

surrounding sandy subsoil was a reddish orange colour indicating in situ burning in an oxidising 
environment. This, combined with the presence of magnetic dust and other iron-working debris, 
suggests that it was an iron-working pit. The presence of two smithing hearth cakes  within this pit 
indicates iron smithing. The base of the pit also contained two large flat sandstoen stones, 
probably used as anvils.
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Area 2: One pit (C306), adjacent to post-hole C305 was subrectangular in plan, aligned north to 
south and measured 1.61 m by 0.67 m and was 0.2 m deep.

F
ill It contained a large quantity of iron slag (29.46kg) in charcoal-flecked soil and magnetic dust. This 

fill must have accumulated after the pit went out of use. A stone (E3338:258:140:) with a worn 
concave surface, interpreted as a reused saddle quern, occurred in the lower fill (C258) between 
the two pits and may have been used as an anvil stone or for grinding or breaking up iron bloom 
or reused metal. A clay tuyère block (E3338:258:138) occurred at a similar level directly over the 
north-western side of pit C306 and a radiocarbon-date of cal. AD 720–970 (Beta-231651)was 
returned from young oak charcoal from this pit.
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Area 3: The central pit (C319) was circular in plan with steep sides. It had a diameter of 0.47 m and 
depth of 0.21 m.

F
ill The fill was a solid, almost concrete, deposit to the south but looser to the north. It consisted of 

charcoal-blackened baked clay mottled with grey specks and included magnetic dust. There were 
also remnants of grey clay lining bordering the cemented and looser fills. A tuyère block 
(E3338:313:371) occurred at the southern edge of this pit adjacent to the large flat stone. Sand at 
the base of this pit represented an interface between the pit fill and sandy natural layer. Oak 
charcoal from the fill of pit C319 returned a radiocarbon-date of cal. AD 650-770 (Beta 231653), 
which is earlier than but overlaps the date range of Areas 1 and 2.
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A cluster of four iron-working pits/hearths (C22, C380, C389 and C394) was located to the west of 
Iron-working Areas 2 and 4. The most significant of these (C380) was circular in plan with a 
diameter of 0.95 m and was 0.24 m deep.

F
ill It was filled by two distinct deposits (C21 and C381) containing iron slag (0.4kg), hammerscale and 

vitrified clay lining. The lower fill (C381) contained a well-preserved clay tuyère block. Oak charcoal 
from the lower fill (C381) of this pit C380 produced a radiocarbon-date of cal. AD 710-960 (Beta-
234461), an almost identical date range to Iron-working Area 2.
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Area 4: The main iron-working feature (C580) consisted of two conjoined pits, 0.9 m in diameter 
by 0.55 m deep and 0.8 m by 0.62 m by 0.14 m deep.

F
ill The central pit (C580) was dug into loose sandy subsoil and the south-west side was lined with a 

large flat stone, possibly for support. It was the centre of intense activity with high temperatures 
evidenced by scorched and oxidised clay and a heat-affected notch broken out of the upper 
surface of the lining stone. Baked clay along this stonemay be the remains of a superstructure 
incorporating a tuyère and bellows on the west side of the pit for iron smelting or smithing.
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C30: A cluster of five iron-working features was located near the centre of the area enclosed by 
Palisade 1, between Souterrains 1 and 2. They included two substantial iron-working pits/hearths 
(C30 and C31) and three shallow pits/depressions (C32, C205 and C206) that contained charcoal in 
their fills. Pit/hearth (C30) was sub-oval in plan with a relatively flat base. It measured 0.37 m by 
0.45 m and was  0.1 m deep.

F
ill It was filled with loose charcoal-flecked, mid-brown sandy-silt with some orange and black mottled 

soil. It had frequent inclusions of iron slag (0.12kg) and hammerscale and scorching and 
oxidization of the surrounding subsoil suggests burning.
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C31: A cluster of five iron-working features was located near the centre of the area enclosed by 
Palisade 1, between Souterrains 1 and 2. They included two substantial iron-working pits/hearths 
(C30 and C31) and three shallow pits/depressions (C32, C205 and C206) that contained charcoal in 
their fills. Pit/hearth (C31) at this location was a subcircular, bowl-shaped pit with a diameter of 
0.45 m and a depth of 0.3m.

F
ill The fill consisted of moderately compacted, charcoal-flecked silty-sand, which was black with 

some orange and red mottled soil with frequent inclusions of hammerscale and iron slag (0.5kg). 
The oxidization of the surrounding subsoil suggests in situ burning.
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Area 4: The main iron-working feature (C580) consisted of two conjoined pits, 0.9 m in diameter 
by 0.55 m deep and 0.8 m by 0.62 m by 0.14 m deep. A hollowed stone (E3338:424:303/304) was 
placed near the edge of the slope adjacent to pit C580, 0.24 m to the south-west of the large 
upright lining stone.

F
ill The larger pit (C580) was lined on one side by a large upright flat stone, which gave it a D-shaped 

plan. This stone measured 0.55 m by 0.85 m by 0.08 m, and and had a heat affected notch on the 
upper surface. Burnt clay occurred along this stone lining and its surface was blackened from 
intensive burning. The lower 0.14 m of the pit was filled with a dense charcoal layer (C579). The 
upper fill (C572) consisted of a loose, black charcoal-rich deposit with frequent inclusions of clay 
lining and iron slag (7.24kg). This fill was irregular in shape and continued beyond the limit of the 
pit (C580) on the surface. It was 3.4 m by 2.2 m and 0.23 m thick and was aligned south-
west–north-east. A radiocarbon date of cal. AD 560-660 (Beta-231662) was returned from oak 
charcoal from C572.
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Bowl furnace (937), (950) and annexe (956) varied in length from 0.4 to 0.55 m, varied in  width 
from 0.39 to 0.45 m and in depth from 0.2 to 0.25 m. Furnace 937 lay to southeast of 950 and may 
have been conjoined. It was heavily heat-affected and the fill description indicates it was recut.

F
ill The primary fills of (937) and (950) were orange or orangish red silty sands (936) and (949). Fire 

affected stone was recovered from fill (949). Annexe (956) contained a large angular stone. Ash 
deposits (932) and (942) were a dark grey silty sand and overlaid (936) and (949) respectively. Fire 
affected stone was recovered from both fills. Slag and a 'furnace bottom' were also recovered 
from fill (942). Layer (915) was a dark brown clayey sand which overlay deposits (932) and (942) 
from the double bowl furnace and filled annexe (956). Slag and fired stone was recovered  from 
this  layer. Above these  features  lay  two  later  furnace  recuts. The primary  recut  (910) was 
circular in shape with a concave profle and was filled by (907). The secondary recut (902) 
measured 0.57 m in length, 0.42 m in width and 0.12 m in depth, was sub-circular in shape with a 
concave profle and was filled by (893). The fills of these pits varied from an orangish black to dark 
black silty sand. Charcoal and slag material was recovered from fill (907) of the primary recut. 
Charcoal, fired stone, slag material and a furnace bottom were recovered from fill (893) of the 
secondary recut.
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The pit was located approximately 0.3 m to the south of the double bowl furnace (937) and (950). 
The pit (809) was rectangular in shape, measuring 0.9 m in length by 0.29 m in width, with a depth 
of 0.13 m. This pit was aligned north-east to south-west and had a flat base with fairly steep sides.

F
ill The fill (808) was a brownish black sandy silt and contained a fair quantity of slag material as well 

as an angular stone that ftted into the north east end of the pit (809). Slag material was attached 
to this stone in situ. A sample from pit fill (808) contained a small amount of charcoal, including 
oak (6 fragments), alder (twig) (1 fragment) and difuse porous  (2 fragments).
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Bowl furnace (937), (950) and annexe (956) varied in length from 0.4 to 0.55 m, varied in width 
from 0.39 to 0.45 m and in depth from 0.2 to 0.25 m. Furnace 950 was heavily heat-affected and 
had an adjacent, possibly associated circular pit 956 to its north East. Pit 956 does not appear to 
have been heat-affected, though it did contain metallurgical debris and the specialist report 
records a stone found in situ at its base. The furnace appears to have been recut.

F
ill The primary fills of (937) and (950) were orange or orangish red silty sands (936) and (949). Fire 

affected stone was recovered from fill (949). Annexe (956) contained a large angular stone. Ash 
deposits (932) and (942) were a dark grey silty sand and overlaid (936) and (949) respectively. Fire 
affected stone was recovered from both fills. Slag material and a furnace bottom were also 
recovered from fill (942). Layer (915) was a dark brown clayey sand which overlay deposits (932) 
and (942) from the double bowl furnace and filled annexe (956). Slag and fired stone was 
recovered  from this  layer. Above these  features  lay  two  later  furnace  recuts. The primary  
recut  (910), measured 0.46 m  in length, 0.41 m in width and 0.17 m in depth, was circular in 
shape with a concave profle and was filled by (907). The secondary recut (902) measured 0.57 m in 
length, 0.42 m in width and 0.12 m in depth, was sub-circular in shape with a concave profle and 
was filled by (893). The fills of these pits varied from an orangish black to dark black silty sand. 
Charcoal and slag material was recovered from fill (907) of the primary recut. Charcoal, fired 
stone, slag material and a furnace bottom were recovered from fill (893) of the secondary recut.
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The shallow remains of a 'furnace' (C11) was situated towards the west end and 2m south of the 
central ditch. The feature was 0.38m in diameter by 0.9m deep with a sudden break of slope at 
the top to concave sides with an imperceptible break of slope to a flat base. The natural into 
which it was cut was heavily oxidised up to a depth of 0.02m. It was heavily truncated.

F
ill The furnace was filled with a soft black sandy silt (C10) with occasional small to medium burnt 

stones, a large quantity of iron slag intermixed with possible iron finds and at least 25g of hazel 
charcoal with a RC of 420-200BC.
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The most southerly furnace (C.47) measured 0.54 m in length and 0.5 m in width.

F
ill The lower fill (C.46) was composed of burnt clays that were interpreted as being part of the 

superstructure of the furnace. A total of 8 kg of slag were also retrieved from this deposit and 
chemical analysis indicated that this slag was from a bloomery furnace. The second fill (C.48) was 
topsoil-like and probably accumulated in the furnace after the original furnace contents were 
removed.
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The smallest furnace on the site (C.57) measured 0.4 m by 0.3 m in plan.

F
ill  It contained two fills (C.58 and C.59); the lower fill (C.59) consisted of various slag and oak 

charcoal elements. The upper fill (C.58) was a layer of slumped topsoil that filled the furnace 
following removal of the original contents.
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Feature No. 145IID: 154 L 78 W 61D 42Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Feature c.60 was sub-circular in shape and located adjacent to C.74 and c.50. Two furnaces (C.60 
and C.63) were of similar size and morphology; both were sub-circular with average dimensions of 
0.78 m by 0.61 m by 0.42 m.

F
ill The furnace C.60 contained two fills (C.61 and C.62). The basal fill (C.62) was a charcoal-rich 

deposit found at the base of the cut and interpreted as the remnants of the original charcoal 
(identifed as ash) used as fuel in the furnace to attain the high temperature necessary for 
smelting. A total of 9 kg of slag were retrieved from this deposit. The upper fill (C.61) was similar to 
the upper fills of other furnaces, and contained topsoil-like sediments as well as 12 kg of slag.
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Feature c.63 was sub-circular in shape and located adjacent to C.57. Two furnaces (C.60 and C.63) 
were of similar size and morphology; both were sub-circular with average dimensions of 0.78 m by 
0.61 m by 0.42 m.

F
ill The furnace C.63 differed from all the other furnaces in that it contained three fills (C.64, C.65 and 

C.75). The basal fill (C.75) was a  layer of nearly pure charcoal that was recorded at the bottom of 
the cut and it contained 14 kg of slag. It was similar to C.62, the basal fill in furnace C.60. This basal 
layer was overlain by a deposit of burnt clay (C.65) with possible structural elements (burnt clay 
and charcoal) that may imply a superstructure that collapsed into the furnace when it was broken 
to extract smelted ores. A total of 15 kg of slag remained in the deposit. The uppermost fill of this 
furnace (C.64) contained small amounts of slag and some oak charcoal and was probably 
disturbed furnace fill that accumulated in the furnace after its use.
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Feature No. 147IID: 154 L 55 W 55D 32Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Furnace c.40 was attached to the larger, rectangular feature c.74. C.74 was an elongated, sub-
rectangular pit/furnace (C.74) with a small circular furnace (C.40) at its southern end. This was 
found on the western edge of the main grouping of features in the centre of the site. It is not lear 
how C.74 relates to C.40 and if they were contemporary.

F
ill C.40 was c. 0.55 m in diameter and 0.32 m in depth and it contained two fills (C.39 and C.38). The 

primary fill (C.39) was a dark slag rich mix, with 15 kg of slag retrieved along with charcoal from a 
difuse-porous wood type. This context returned an Iron Age radiocarbon date of BC 361-113 (UB 
6940). The upper fill of the furnace (C.38) was interpreted as a mix of topsoil and collapsed 
materials (including 3 kg of slag and ash, hazel and yew charcoal) that filled the furnace 
subsequent to the use of the feature. Recovered from this fill were two large pieces of vitrifed clay 
lining that were originally part of the furnace; they may have formed part of a shaft. One of these 
pieces has a small round hole towards its base for the insertion of bellows.
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(Southern Bowl) The larger cut of the 'double bowl furnace' was given the number C7 with overall 
dimensions of 98cmlong and 15cm deep. C6 was interpreted as a natural layer by the specialist. 
The two seperate bowl shaped pits were cut into C5, a sandy clay with moderate charcoal flecks 
and soft compaction. The southern bowl measured 0.35 x 0.30m and the northern bowl 0.37x 
0.32m. There was a possible small flue between the two bowls, a grey ash which measured 0.25m 
x 0.15m.

F
ill The southern bowl's basal fill (C13) consisted of a black sandy silt, 70% charcoal flecks and lumps, 

occasional slag inclusions.  It was overlain by C12, a dark brown silty sand with frequent charcoal 
fleck, occasional small stone and oxidised clay fleck and slag inclusions.
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Feature No. 149IID: 157 L 37 W 32D 12Furnace Hearth Indet.
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(Northern Bowl) The larger cut of the 'double bowl furnace' was given the number C7 with overall 
dimensions of 98cm long and 15cm deep. The dimensions are far too large and represent over-
cutting into C6, interpreted as natural by the specialist. The southern bowl measured 0.35 x 0.30m 
and the northern bowl 0.37x 0.32m. There was a possible small flue between the two bowls, a 
grey ash which measured 0.25m x 0.15m.

F
ill The basal fill (C3) of the northern bowl was circular and meaured c. 40cm in diameter. It was 

overlain by C11, a dark brown silty sand with frequent charcoal fleck, occasional small stone and 
oxidised clay fleck and slag inclusions 6cm in depth.
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Feature No. 150IID: 162 L 78 W 78D 13Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Pit C62, close to unburnt pit C64.  Steep sides and very well defined flat base. Circular/oval. The 
base  was heavily burnt (C67) a bright red colour. A mid-sized flat-topped stone (measuring 180-
250mm across and 60mm high) was found immediately beside the pit with the burnt base. It 
appeared to have been intentionally placed in this location. Next to the stone was a stakehole 
(C65) measuring 0.05m in diameter and 0.09m in depth, filled by a dark grey silt packed with 
charcoal.

F
ill The base was heavily burnt. Filled by the overlying material and contained frequent iron slag.
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Feature No. 151IID: 164 L 42 W 40D 11Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Feature [35008] was a small subcircular pit with a shallow concave profile and rounded base. It 
was 0.42 m long, 0.40 m wide and 0.11 m deep. The photo of the feature shows clear evidence of 
in situ burning.

F
ill It was filled with mid grey brown silty clay with orange flecks [35009]. This deposit contained 395 g 

of spherical slag, droplets and prills.
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Feature No. 152IID: 164 L 45 W 40D 0Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Immediately to the southwest of 35008 was [35010], a subcircular pit with moderately sloped 
sides. The photo of the feature shows clear evidence of in-situ burning and a clay lining. No 
dimensions given but similar in size to 35008. Dimensions estimated from the plan.

F
ill It contained mid grey brown silty clay with orange flecks and inclusions [35011]. It contained 725 g 

of fired clay, slag droplets and prills.
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Feature No. 153IID: 164 L 30 W 30D 25Furnace Hearth Indet.
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A circular pit [35050] was 0.3 m in diameter and 0.25 m deep. It was situated in the centre of layer 
[35024], a possible working surface, 2.2 m long, 1.20 m wide and 0.15 m deep. The working 
surface consisted of a raised oval shaped ridge/mound consisting of light red brown firm silty clay 
and containing inclusions of burnt red clay. It was compact, possibly as the result of trampling. No 
scorching is reported for this feature.

F
ill The pit contained dark brown silty clay fill [35049], which included a large quantity of slag and 

burnt clay. This comprised 307g of cinders and prills, as well as inclusions of burnt red clay that 
could relate to an upper furnace structure that had been demolished or removed after smelting 
operations had ceased. Some charcoal from this pit was subject to radiocarbon dating which 
returned a determination of 351‐209 BC calibrated to two sigma.
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Feature No. 154IID: 165 L 50 W 50D 51Furnace Hearth Indet.
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The larger feature was located to the north and was circular in plan, with straight sides, sharp 
breaks of slope and a flat base. It measured 0.5m in diameter and 0.51m in depth. A second pit 
was 0.1m to the south of the first, also circular in plan, concave in profile and measured 0.35m in 
diameter and 0.2m in depth. This was interpreted by the excavator as a possible tapping pit for 
the other furnace.

F
ill This contained a charcoal-rich matrix, 0.4m in thickness, overlain by a friable orange burnt clay fill 

with abundant slag and charcoal.
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Feature No. 155IID: 171 L 50 W 40D 25Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Dug into the fill of the ditch round the circular house at a time when the ditch had become 
completely filled up with refuse and silted material. See Scott (1990) for a plan and section of the 
pit. The plan shows a possibly similar pit directly beside this one with a stone set into its edge.

F
ill The base of the pit was filled with c.10-14cm of clay, above this was a thick layer of charcoal with 

iron slag inclusions including an SHC that appears to have been in-situ, although this part of the pit 
is truncated by later damage.
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Feature No. 156IID: 172 L 0 W 0D 0Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Pit 10. situated on the south facing slope of infill material in fosse 2.  "Appears to have functioned 
as an ironsmelting furnace ". No scale, section or plan is available for the feature making 
interpretation difficult

F
ill The pit had a clay baked edge and contained charcoal and iron slag with a fire-reddened flagstone 

and ashes on its northern edge
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Feature No. 157IID: 174 L 105 W 96D 29Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F2996: This was a bowl shaped feature. It had a 'possible flue' (F3903) extending from it to the SE. 
The bowl was heavily scorched. It is clear that F2996 pre-dated F2213. It was cut into an earlier 
gully. Two postholes were associated with this furnace.

F
ill The feature was filled by interweaving layers of charcoal and burnt clay (F3901, F3902, F2997)) 

from which, a fragment of lignite bracelet, possible tuyere and a spindle whorl and a quantity of 
slag were recovered. The fills contained high quantities of oak and hazel charcoal. Hazel charcoal 
was dated to 400-220 Cal BC
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F2213: This was a bowl shaped feature. It had a 'possible flue' (F2254; 0.40m x 0.25m x 0.05m) 
extending from it to the SE. The bowl was heavily scorched. It is clear that F2996 pre-dated F2213.

F
ill The furnace was filled by interweaving layers of charcoal and burnt clay (F2215, F2256, F2214, 

F1676, F1679) from which, a fragment of lignite bracelet, possible tuyere and a spindle whorl and 
a quantity of slag were recovered. The fills contained high quantities of oak and hazel charcoal. A 
cereal grain from this furnace was radiocarbon dated to 356-54 Cal BC.
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Feature No. 159IID: 176 L 100 W 0D 22Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Pit D in Structure D. A sub-rectangular curving pit. Adjacent to the shallow pit E. Pit E was a small 
irregular oval, measuring 40cm in maximum diameter and 10cm in depth. It had a thick crust of 
iron slag adhering to some stones which divided it from pit D on the north. The lower fill consisted 
of a light charcoal mix and small stones. As finally excavated, pit D had an irregular shape with a 
maximum diameter of lm and a depth of 22cm.

F
ill Pit D, on excavation, had a similar dark crust on top containing slag and charcoal. Below this was a 

layer of purplish silt which in turn overlay a layer of pure charcoal 5cm thick. A fired clay fragment 
with a rim-like appearance was recovered from this pit. It was seen as a bloom-smithing hearth 
relating to the 'bowl furnaces', pits A-C. Smelting and smithing slags were reported by Scott but no 
details were given.
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Pit A in Structure D. Pits A and B appear to have one side each with a steeper slope, with the 
opposite sides having more gentle slopes.

F
ill Upper fill ring of charcoal enclosing layer of redeposited red sandy clay clearly subjected to 

intense burning; interpreted as possibly part of the furnace cover thrown back to fill the pit. 
Charcoal layer underlay this 5-8cm thick. 'Furnace bottom' under this, in situ, fused to the 
underlying bedrock.
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Feature No. 161IID: 176 L 42 W 42D 10Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Pit B in Structure D. Formed fig. Of 8 with Pit A. Pits A and B appear to have one side each with a 
steeper slope, with the opposite sides having more gentle slopes.

F
ill Within pit B and close to junction with pit a a deposit of clean glassy slag found in situ . Found 

near edge so not a furnace bottom., possibly built up around a tuyere
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Feature No. 162IID: 176 L 65 W 65D 30Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Northern shallow Pit, Structure G. The pit cut through the layers of charcoal and ash that are 
above and surround it. East of this pit was a deeper pit which cut it.

F
ill The charcoal and ash layers yielded pieces of slag-like vitrified clay some of which were possibly 

tuyere fragments. Crucible fragments indicate possible non-ferrous as well as ferrous working.  
Lower fill a layer of redeposited sandy clay over-lying some flat stones set on a very thin layer of 
brown earth flecked with charcoal. An apparent drain curving off to the west. Slag from this 
structure was identified as magnetite rich by Scott, suggesting smithing.
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Feature No. 163IID: 176 L 30 W 30D 13Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Pit C in Structure D. Seperated from Pit B by a lump of redeposited clay which had been subjected 
to intense heat and had charcoal adhering to one side.

F
ill Upper fill a brownish black crust, prob peat charcoal, which had a certain iron content. Fine 

charcoal/coil mix under this.
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Feature No. 164IID: 179 L 78 W 76D 42Furnace Hearth Indet.
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F084 was a pit with a sub-circular (oval) shape. The break of slope at top was very sharp and the 
sides were almost vertical. The break of the slope at the base was gradual while the base itself was 
concave. The centre of the base had a small linear hollow with sharp sides. It measured 0.05m by 
0.07m and was 0.03m deep with an orientation from east to west.

F
ill It was filled with F079, F082 and F083. The tertiary fill F079 was friable mid-brown fine sand with 

occasional inclusions of small rounded pebbles and a 'substantial' amount of slag. F082 was the 
secondary fill and it consisted of firm brownish-orange clayey sand with very occasional inclusions 
of small pebbles and a large amount of slag; the largest individual piece was 0.22 by 0.12 by 
0.12m. F083 was the primary fill of the pit and it consisted of soft dark brownish/black clayey silt. 
It contained frequent inclusions of charcoal chunks. A substantial amount of slag was contained 
within this deposit also. Slag from the fills was interpreted as smelting slag by the specialist.
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Feature No. 165IID: 188 L 110 W 96D 30Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Feature 38. A shallow bowl-shaped feature. The base and sides burnt orange-red. Only half 
excavated. None of the lining was in-situ. The size of the pit is way to big for normal ferrous 
forging or non-ferrous melting but the back of the hearth may have been used to dry moulds or 
crucibles. Arc of stakeholes around the south side may have been to support a clay superstructure.

F
ill Fill a series of well-defined areas, some with both ferrous and non-ferrous debris. Lower layers 

may have formed in situ but the upper layers show alternate charcoal and clay indicating 
dumping. Lots of furnace lining was reported, none in situ. In some instances there is potential 
evidence for the repair/preparation of lining using different grades of clay.
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Feature No. 166IID: 191 L 40 W 40D 29Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Pit F214 was circular in shape, formed from five upstanding boulders, with a sixth slab forming its 
base. Dimensions are not available but the photographic scale suggests an internal diameter of 
c.40cm. The stones were set in an excavated pit measuring 0.91m x0.89 m x 0.29m.

F
ill All of the stone slabs were fire-cracked and gaps between the uprights were filled with a fine silt or 

'daub like' clay. The fill consisted of almost pure charcoal  with flecks of charcoal and 18.45 kg of 
slag.
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Feature No. 167IID: 192 L 87 W 54D 14Furnace Hearth Indet.
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The principal feature that may have been of metallurgical origin is pit c463. Young (2010) 
suggested the shape is relatively elongate compared with most other examples he had studied but 
he was, overall, willing to accept it as a smithing hearth.

F
ill This feature yielded hammerscale from two fill contexts. However, the amount of material 

recovered was very small and "some qualification must be attached to the identification of this 
feature as a smithing hearth".
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Feature No. 168IID: 193 L 55 W 55D 35Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Feature 5  consisted of a 'clay lid', three distinct fills and a clay lining within a deep cut (Figure 12). 
The cut of the feature, Context 14, was sub-circular in plan, measured 0.55m in diameter and was 
up to 0.35m in depth. The sides of the cut were generally straight, the west side being somewhat 
overhanging, and the base was flat. There was no conclusive evidence for a flue associated with 
this feature, though a shallow (40mm) channel on the surface to the east of the cut may represent 
a flue or perhaps the remains of the raking out of material through a furnace arch.

F
ill The 'lid', Context 10, was uncovered beneath F6 and was identified as a soft orange silty clay 

deposit which measured 0.56m long (north-south) by 0.37m wide and was up to 0.10m in depth. 
The upper surface of the deposit sloped downwards from east to west and the material was 
thickest towards the centre of the feature. The lid was found to overlie Context 13, a firm black 
deposit of iron slag which appeared to be the principal deposit of the furnace. Context 12 was 
found to underlie C13 and was identified as a black silty deposit with moderate to frequent 
charcoal inclusions. This deposit directly overlay the clay lining of the furnace, C15, in the centre of 
the feature, but also overlay the intervening mixed deposit, C11, around the sides. Context 11 was 
identified as a mixed deposit of yellow and orange clays and a grey silty material with slag 
inclusions and was generally concentrated around the sides and base of the furnace between C12 
and the clay lining, C15, particularly in the area under the overhanging west side of the feature. 
C11 did not cover the entire base of the feature and C12 directly overlay C15 in the centre. The 
clay lining of the furnace, Context 15, was generally pale yellow in colour, except where an orange 
band of the material had clearly been subjected to more intense and direct heat than the 
remainder. The lining was generally 30mm to 45mm in thickness around the sides and base of the 
cut.
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Feature No. 169IID: 196 L 50 W 47D 18Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Sub-circular. The break of slope at the top was sharp with vertical sides at the east and west and 
more concave sides to the north and south. This broke quite sharply onto a flat base, which was 
pitted with linear depressions up to 20mm deep, possibly where timber had burnt out. The natural 
subsoil around the rim of the cut was oxidised to an orange-red but this was not apparent on the 
sides or base.

F
ill Contained an ashy upper fill with 1.7KG of mixed fragmented slag pieces (10% of the slag 

assemblage from the furnace), and below which lay an apparently in-situ tabular slag cake up to 
0.08cm thick. The cake weighs approximately 11.2kg (64% of the slag recovered from the furnace). 
One edge of the cake shows a greater degree of slag flowage than the remainder, and also a 
greater degree of slag interaction with the wall (although a large burr is not present). The opposite 
side of the furnace shows a decrease in intensity and possibly absence of sub-soil reddening. The 
main slag cake extends approx. 60% of the width of the furnace at this side. The slag cake contains 
evidence for quite large pieces of charcoal (or just possibly wood). Below the main slag cake  an 
ashy deposit contained a slag assemblage of slag prills indicating  vertical slag descent through 
large charcoal/wood pieces and in some cases limited along-floor flowage. The prills total some 
4.4kg, equivalent to 26% of the overall slag assemblage. 17.3KG total slag
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Feature No. 170IID: 201 L 75 W 75D 31Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Bowl furnaces F11 and F13: (F13) - Two more circular bowl furnaces F11 and F13 were located 
approximately 40m south of the bowl furnaces F6 and F8. Both pits had u-shaped profiles and 
oxidisation at their edges suggest that burning had taken place within each of them. F13 was 
located approximately 0.20m to the east of F11. It was slightly larger, measuring 0.75m in 
diameter and between 0.15m and 0.31m in depth.

F
ill It was filled by F12 dark brown red silty clay of loose compaction, with frequent inclusions of 

charcoal and non-ferrous slag. A sample of charcoal from F12 was identified as alder and returned 
a radiocarbon date of 170 BC - 60 cal AD. A large amount of tap slag was recovered from the 
remains of this bowl furnace.  Specialist analysis identified baked clay, possibly lining fragments 
and heat affected stones. Tap slag was also identified but photographs suggest it is in fact fluid 
smelting slag from a  non-tapping furnace. A tiny amount of potential hammerscale was also 
identified, this could also be micro-residue from smelting, particularly considering the tiny amount 
(0.02g) identified.
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Feature No. 171IID: 201 L 60 W 50D 21Furnace Hearth Indet.
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Bowl furnaces F6, F8 and Rake out F9: (F6) - There were two sub-circular furnaces on the 
northwestern end of the site. They were located 18m northwest of Kiln # 3 (F37) and 22m 
northeast of Kiln # 4 (F31). Both pits had u-shaped profiles and oxidisation around their edges 
shows that burning had taken place within them. F6 measured 0.6m by 0.5m and had a sharp 
break of slope and an uneven base. It had a maximum depth of 0.21m.  Another bowl furnace F8 
was located 0.40m to the northeast of F6.

F
ill F6 was filled by F5. F5 was a black, carbon rich silty sand of moderate compaction, which 

contained frequent flecks of charcoal and large pieces of slag. Specialist analysis identified tap 
slag, undiagnostic slag, spheroidal hammerslag and flake hammerscale but photographs of the slag 
suggest they actually represent typical fluid and amorphous smelting slag from a non-tapping slag-
pit furnace.

Arch/Opening Sunken

Base Irregular Side Indeter

In ditch

Plan Oval/Sub-Circul Lining NoneContext Single

Flue/Pit

M.I.D. 60

Stake/Post Holes

Feature No. 172IID: 201 L 50 W 50D 25Furnace Hearth Indet.

N
o
te
s

Bowl furnaces F11 and F13: (F11) - Two more circular bowl furnaces F11 and F13 were located 
approximately 40m south of the bowl furnaces F6 and F8. Both pits had u-shaped profiles and 
oxidisation at their edges suggest that burning had taken place within each of them. F11 measured 
0.50m in diameter and was between 0.12m and 0.25m in depth.

F
ill F11 was filled by F10 loosely compacted dark brown silty clay with infrequent flecks of charcoal. 

Approximately 50% of the fill comprised ferrous slag which was mainly found at the base of the 
pit. The specialist analysis recorded a large amount of 'tap slag', some baked clay and a tiny 
amount of flake hammerscale. Photographs suggest this is all in fact typical fluid slag from a non-
tapping slag-pit furnace.

Arch/Opening Sunken

Base Flat Side Steep

In ditch

Plan Circular Lining NoneContext Pair

Flue/Pit

M.I.D. 50

Stake/Post Holes

Feature No.IID: L WD M.I.D.



Feature No. 173IID: 201 L 78 W 30D 30Furnace Hearth Indet.

N
o
te
s

Bowl furnaces F6, F8 and Rake out F9: (F8) - There were two sub-circular furnaces on the 
northwestern end of the site. They were located 18m northwest of Kiln # 3 (F37) and 22m 
northeast of Kiln # 4 (F31). Both pits had u-shaped profiles and oxidisation around their edges 
shows that burning had taken place within them. F8 was located 0.40m to the northeast of F6. It 
measured 0.78m in length (north-south) and 0.30m in width. It had a flat base and was a 
maximum of 0.30m deep. To the immediate north of the furnace F8 was F9 a deposit of rake-out 
material. It was moderately compacted dark black brown silty clay, with a large piece of slag. F9 
measured 1.40m in length (north-south), 0.40m to 0.60m in width and from 0.02m to 0.20m in 
depth.F

ill It was filled by F7 dark charcoal-rich sandy silt of moderate compaction with frequent inclusions of 
ferrous slag. A sample of charcoal from the fill F7 was identified as alder. The specialist report does 
not refer to slag from this feature.

Arch/Opening Sunken

Base Flat Side Steep

In ditch

Plan Figure of eight Lining NoneContext Pair

Flue/Pit

M.I.D.

Stake/Post Holes

Feature No. 174IID: 134 L 78 W 57D 21Furnace Hearth Indet.

N
o
te
s

Sub-circular pit C1086 was located 0.72m south of C1066, it measured 0.78m x 0.57m x 0.21m 
orientated north to south. The upper break of slope was sharp to the north, east and west and 
gradual to the south. The lower break of slope was gradual all over. Its sides were steep and the 
base was flat to concave.

F
ill It contained three fills, F1087, F1088 and F1089. The basal fill, F1089, measured 0.78m x 0.57m x 

0.21m and was coarse, loosely compacted, greyish beige clayey sand, which contained occasional 
flecks of charcoal, small sub-rounded stones, one very large sub-angular stone and a piece of flint. 
It was overlain by F1088, compact, light pinkish orange sandy clay. It measured 0.53m x 0.50m x 
0.14m and contained occasional flecks of charcoal throughout. F1087 was contained within F1088 
and measured 0.23m x 0.40m x 0.08m. It was fine, loosely compacted, black charcoal rich silt, 
which contained occasional lumps of vitrified stone and small pieces of slag throughout, and two 
pieces of fired clay one of which appeared to have the impression of wattle. Soil samples 
processed by QUB returned small 'solidified droplets of iron' from F1088, the upper fill of C1086.  
A radiocarbon date of 2230±40 BP (Beta-271040) was obtained from unidentified wood charcoal 
from F1088. This gave a date range, when calibrated to 2 sigma, of 390-180 Cal BC.

Arch/Opening Sunken

Base Side

In ditch

Plan Lining NoneContext

Flue/Pit

M.I.D.

Stake/Post Holes



 

 

 

Chronology Gazetteer 
 



IID: 2Chronology ID: 1 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1551 Standard Deviation: 33

From 425 To 580

Context:

Iron-working area on top of palisade trench fill

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3454

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 2Chronology ID: 2 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1552 Standard Deviation: 49

From 410 To 606

Context:

Iron-working area on top of palisade trench fill

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3459

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 2Chronology ID: 3 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1073 Standard Deviation: 45

From 874 To 1034

Context:

Iron working in enclosure interior

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3452

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 3Chronology ID: 4 Feature: 208

B.P. Date: 1361 Standard Deviation: 34

From 610 To 766

Context:

Sample 7, F15

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type AMS

Lab No.

UB-6172

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 3Chronology ID: 5 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 837 Standard Deviation: 29

From 1155 To 1266

Context:

F9 - charcoal kiln.

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-6222

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 4Chronology ID: 6 Feature: 23

B.P. Date: 1475 Standard Deviation: 60

From 433 To 658

Context:

F6 (Furnace)

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-2565

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 5Chronology ID: 7 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1585 Standard Deviation: 70

From 261 To 619

Context:

Fs 9-12 (combined)

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-2564

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 6Chronology ID: 8 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2349 Standard Deviation: 20

From -486 To -383

Context:

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (unidentified)

Date Type

Lab No.

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 9Chronology ID: 9 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1219 Standard Deviation: 68

From 666 To 969

Context:

Ring-ditch

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-3769

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 10Chronology ID: 10 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1660 Standard Deviation: 80

From 172 To 575

Context:

Phase 1 (base) of ditch

Substance Dated:

Small uncarbonised twigs

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-283

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 10Chronology ID: 11 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1430 Standard Deviation: 85

From 426 To 771

Context:

Phase 3 of ditch, after ditch filled in

Substance Dated:

carbonised twigs

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-285

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 10Chronology ID: 12 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1845 Standard Deviation: 65

From 25 To 338

Context:

Phase 3, above burial and bank fill

Substance Dated:

Charcoal?

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-284

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 13Chronology ID: 13 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1990 Standard Deviation: 60

From -166 To 129

Context:

bowl shaped pit

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN 29486

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 16Chronology ID: 14 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1830 Standard Deviation: 40

From 80 To 318

Context:

C990 -  heat affected clay, ditch of enclosure 4

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (Unidentified)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta - 201052

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 16Chronology ID: 15 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1310 Standard Deviation: 70

From 612 To 883

Context:

C936 - ditch of enclosure 4, above RC date 54

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (unidentified)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta - 203724

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 16Chronology ID: 16 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1340 Standard Deviation: 50

From 604 To 778

Context:

Corn Drying Kiln

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (unidentified)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta - 201043

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 17Chronology ID: 17 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2090 Standard Deviation: 60

From -355 To 51

Context:

Spread C139

Substance Dated:

Charred Material

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta - 191304

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 17Chronology ID: 18 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1290 Standard Deviation: 60

From 649 To 878

Context:

Pit 163

Substance Dated:

Charred Material

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta - 178773

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 18Chronology ID: 19 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1220 Standard Deviation: 60

From 669 To 961

Context:

F172, basal fill of pit F160

Substance Dated:

Charred Material

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-178774

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 20Chronology ID: 20 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2140 Standard Deviation: 50

From -360 To -46

Context:

Ring-ditch 1

Substance Dated:

Cremated bone

Date Type

Lab No.

GrA- 13594

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 22Chronology ID: 21 Feature: 196

B.P. Date: 2424 Standard Deviation: 31

From -750 To -402

Context:

Area 2. Sample 6, (c19).  Fill of hearth (c15)

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UBA-11709

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 22Chronology ID: 22 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1188 Standard Deviation: 24

From 772 To 937

Context:

Area 1. Sample 9, (c24).  Basal fill of pit (c8).

Substance Dated:

Charcoal: hazel

Date Type

Lab No.

UBA-11711

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 24Chronology ID: 23 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2065 Standard Deviation: 70

From -354 To 77

Context:

Gully H

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-943

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 24Chronology ID: 24 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2155 Standard Deviation: 435

From To

Context:

Pit V

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-944

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:



IID: 24Chronology ID: 25 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1355 Standard Deviation: 40

From To

Context:

Bottom of inner ditch

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-945

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 24Chronology ID: 26 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 760 Standard Deviation: 65

From To

Context:

Midway up inner ditch

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-946

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 24Chronology ID: 27 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1055 Standard Deviation: 30

From To

Context:

Bottom of outer ditch

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-947

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 25Chronology ID: 28 Feature: 199

B.P. Date: 1479 Standard Deviation: Unk

From To

Context:

From lower layer of c137

Substance Dated:

Bos cranial fragments

Date Type

Lab No.

UBA-8343

Date Quality: 0

Calibrated Date:

IID: 26Chronology ID: 29 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 905 Standard Deviation: 75

From To

Context:

hollow in clay floor of House 2

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (oak)

Date Type C14

Lab No.

UB-2624

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 28Chronology ID: 30 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1305 Standard Deviation: 65

From 624 To 883

Context:

A deep narrow trench F13

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-2729

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 28Chronology ID: 31 Feature: 6

B.P. Date: 1365 Standard Deviation: 70

From 543 To 858

Context:

F4: possible hearth

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-2728

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 29Chronology ID: 32 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1142 Standard Deviation: 59

From 722 To 1017

Context:

Charcoal spread

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-4228

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:



IID: 29Chronology ID: 33 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1063 Standard Deviation: 51

From 829 To 1148

Context:

fill context 37

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-4229

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 29Chronology ID: 34 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1259 Standard Deviation: 52

From 665 To 880

Context:

fill context 70

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-4230

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 29Chronology ID: 35 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1186 Standard Deviation: 25

From 773 To 937

Context:

fill context 160

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-4231

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 31Chronology ID: 36 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: Standard Deviation:

From To

Context:

Palisade Post

Substance Dated:

Date Type Dendro

Lab No.

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 34Chronology ID: 37 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2145 Standard Deviation: 35

From -356 To -54

Context:

from pit

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (alder and hazel)

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC 18001

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 37Chronology ID: 38 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2009 Standard Deviation: 25

From -87 To 60

Context:

C.7 the main fill of the furnace hollow

Substance Dated:

Hazel Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-11284

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 37Chronology ID: 39 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2021 Standard Deviation: 23

From -92 To 53

Context:

C11 basal charcoal fill of the furnace hollow

Substance Dated:

Hazel Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-11285

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 38Chronology ID: 40 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1470 Standard Deviation: 40

From 467 To 655

Context:

Enclosure Ditch

Substance Dated:

Cattle Bone

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-211571

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:



IID: 38Chronology ID: 41 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1430 Standard Deviation: 40

From 559 To 663

Context:

Structure foundation slot

Substance Dated:

Cereal grain

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-211572

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 43Chronology ID: 42 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2165 Standard Deviation: 30

From -361 To -112

Context:

Fill of smelting furnace

Substance Dated:

Oak charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Poz-11607

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 44Chronology ID: 43 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1120 Standard Deviation: 35

From 782 To 1013

Context:

C887 - Furnace

Substance Dated:

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-27393

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 44Chronology ID: 44 Feature: 70

B.P. Date: 1060 Standard Deviation: 35

From 895 To 1025

Context:

C767 Furnace

Substance Dated:

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-27392

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 45Chronology ID: 45 Feature: 148

B.P. Date: 1210 Standard Deviation: 40

From 687 To 937

Context:

Fill of Pit 2

Substance Dated:

Short lived charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-211593

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 48Chronology ID: 46 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1420 Standard Deviation: 40

From 565 To 666

Context:

'Bowl Furnace' 943

Substance Dated:

Hazel Charcoal

Date Type Convention

Lab No.

beta 246945

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 48Chronology ID: 47 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 880 Standard Deviation: 40

From 1035 To 1225

Context:

Charcoal Production Pit

Substance Dated:

Charcoal - Maloideae (apple)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta 246938

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 50Chronology ID: 48 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: Unkn Standard Deviation: Unk

From To

Context:

C161 'furnace'

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

ub-4980

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 51Chronology ID: 49 Feature: 153

B.P. Date: 2270 Standard Deviation: 40

From -401 To -206

Context:

Smithing hearth (F8)

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-247164

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 51Chronology ID: 50 Feature: 153

B.P. Date: 2210 Standard Deviation: 40

From -386 To -183

Context:

Smithing hearth (F9)

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-247165

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 51Chronology ID: 51 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2230 Standard Deviation: 40

From -389 To -202

Context:

F4 - fill of pit

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-247163

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 52Chronology ID: 52 Feature: 50

B.P. Date: 2271 Standard Deviation: 67

From -512 To -167

Context:

F2

Substance Dated:

Alder

Date Type RC

Lab No.

WK-12816

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 55Chronology ID: 53 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1555 Standard Deviation: 45

From 414 To 599

Context:

Unknown

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type Unknown

Lab No.

Unknown

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 56Chronology ID: 54 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1740 Standard Deviation: 60

From 135 To 415

Context:

a 'forging pit'

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 56Chronology ID: 55 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1780 Standard Deviation: 80

From 68 To 421

Context:

a 'bowl furnace'

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 57Chronology ID: 56 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2158 Standard Deviation: 34

From -360 To -94

Context:

Fill of pit

Substance Dated:

Oak charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-8278

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 58Chronology ID: 57 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1579 Standard Deviation: 20

From 425 To 540

Context:

backfill of linear ditch (c600-602)

Substance Dated:

Oak quercus

Date Type

Lab No.

UBA-8680

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 58Chronology ID: 58 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1187 Standard Deviation: 23

From 774 To 934

Context:

C498 Charcoal/slag/tuyere spread/dump

Substance Dated:

Oak and Ash twig

Date Type

Lab No.

UBA-8221

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 58Chronology ID: 59 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1165 Standard Deviation: 35

From 775 To 972

Context:

C498 Charcoal/slag dump

Substance Dated:

Animal Bone

Date Type

Lab No.

GrA-33803

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 58Chronology ID: 60 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1215 Standard Deviation: 35

From 689 To 891

Context:

C498 Charcoal/slag dump

Substance Dated:

Animal Bone

Date Type

Lab No.

GrA-33804

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 58Chronology ID: 61 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1335 Standard Deviation: 35

From 643 To 772

Context:

C464 furnace with large brazing mould

Substance Dated:

Animal Bone

Date Type

Lab No.

GrA-33802

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 65Chronology ID: 62 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1388 Standard Deviation: 37

From 584 To 687

Context:

Enclosure 4, F76

Substance Dated:

Charcoal: oak and hazel

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3635

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 66Chronology ID: 63 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: Dend Standard Deviation: Den

From To

Context:

Substance Dated:

Date Type Dendro

Lab No.

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 68Chronology ID: 64 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 970 Standard Deviation: 40

From 994 To 1160

Context:

From C15, fill of ditch

Substance Dated:

Ash charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta-201024

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 68Chronology ID: 65 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1340 Standard Deviation: 40

From 635 To 774

Context:

from C32, fill of ditch

Substance Dated:

Willow charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta-201026

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 68Chronology ID: 66 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 700 Standard Deviation: 60

From 1218 To 1399

Context:

from C29, fill of ditch

Substance Dated:

Alder and willow charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-201025

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 71Chronology ID: 67 Feature: 294

B.P. Date: 1870 Standard Deviation: 50

From 25 To 253

Context:

F159, secondary fill of Furnace F152

Substance Dated:

Alder Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-218641

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 75Chronology ID: 68 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1258 Standard Deviation: 22

From 673 To 810

Context:

Ring ditch

Substance Dated:

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-4192

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 77Chronology ID: 69 Feature: 244

B.P. Date: 1920 Standard Deviation: 70

From -91 To 252

Context:

C199, Fill of C009

Substance Dated:

Charred Material

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta - 218645

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 77Chronology ID: 70 Feature: 249

B.P. Date: 1890 Standard Deviation: 60

From -37 To 250

Context:

C357, fill of C017

Substance Dated:

charred material

Date Type Standard

Lab No.

Beta - 218649

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 77Chronology ID: 71 Feature: 285

B.P. Date: 2005 Standard Deviation: 35

From -99 To 75

Context:

C659, fill of C609

Substance Dated:

Ash Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC·17011

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 77Chronology ID: 72 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2255 Standard Deviation: 35

From -396 To -206

Context:

C644 fill of slot trench

Substance Dated:

Ash Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC-17009

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 78Chronology ID: 73 Feature: 233

B.P. Date: 2335 Standard Deviation: 35

From -519 To -237

Context:

from 'bowl furnace' c070

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (oak)

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC 17283

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 78Chronology ID: 74 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2020 Standard Deviation: 35

From -155 To 64

Context:

from fill of pit c009

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (hazel and ash)

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC 217282

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 79Chronology ID: 75 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1262 Standard Deviation: 38

From 666 To 870

Context:

underwater timber

Substance Dated:

Alder

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-3719

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 80Chronology ID: 76 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2175 Standard Deviation: 35

From -370 To -115

Context:

from bowl furnace

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (oak)

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC 17599

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 80Chronology ID: 77 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1975 Standard Deviation: 35

From -49 To 120

Context:

from posthole fill

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (alder and hazel)

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC 179595

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 81Chronology ID: 78 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1571 Standard Deviation: 31

From 420 To 556

Context:

Fill of larger pos. refuse pit

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-6087

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 81Chronology ID: 79 Feature: 146

B.P. Date: 1560 Standard Deviation: 40

From 415 To 585

Context:

Principal fill of bowl furnace

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-179185

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 83Chronology ID: 80 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1303 Standard Deviation: 90

From To

Context:

from bottom of ditch, site 2

Substance Dated:

small twigs

Date Type

Lab No.

UB 2675

Date Quality: 4

Calibrated Date:



IID: 88Chronology ID: 81 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1520 Standard Deviation: 30

From 432 To 610

Context:

F342 (Gully fill)

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (unknown wood)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

GrN 23798

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 88Chronology ID: 82 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1480 Standard Deviation: 25

From 545 To 637

Context:

Fill of pit F44

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (unknown wood)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

GrN23797

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 92Chronology ID: 83 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1430 Standard Deviation: 54

From 465 To 686

Context:

Ditch Fill

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3389

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 92Chronology ID: 84 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1309 Standard Deviation: 70

From 612 To 884

Context:

Gully

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3410

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 92Chronology ID: 85 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1314 Standard Deviation: 28

From 655 To 772

Context:

Roundhouse

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3392

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 92Chronology ID: 86 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1233 Standard Deviation: 39

From 684 To 885

Context:

post-hole, square house wall

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3391

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 92Chronology ID: 87 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1193 Standard Deviation: 33

From 713 To 947

Context:

post-hole

Substance Dated:

square house

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3390

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 92Chronology ID: 88 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1141 Standard Deviation: 32

From 781 To 982

Context:

Unknown

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3412

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:



IID: 94Chronology ID: 89 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1230 Standard Deviation: 80

From 658 To 971

Context:

2.94, fill of a hearth/furnace in Trench 2

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

HAR-6831

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 99Chronology ID: 90 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2565 Standard Deviation: 35

From To

Context:

Dating the pottery (LBA)

Substance Dated:

charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

GrN-21255

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 105Chronology ID: 91 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1440 Standard Deviation: 40

From 551 To 659

Context:

F622 - fill of ditch C189

Substance Dated:

charcoal

Date Type AMS

Lab No.

Beta-262108

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 105Chronology ID: 92 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1330 Standard Deviation: 40

From 643 To 774

Context:

F488 - fill of ditch C189

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type AMS

Lab No.

Beta-262107

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 108Chronology ID: 93 Feature: 291

B.P. Date: 1700 Standard Deviation: 24

From 257 To 410

Context:

C37 Furnace pit Fill

Substance Dated:

Oak (Coppice Material)

Date Type AMS

Lab No.

UB-12077

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 108Chronology ID: 94 Feature: 291

B.P. Date: 1561 Standard Deviation: 24

From 427 To 555

Context:

Fill of Furnace pit

Substance Dated:

grain

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-12079

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 109Chronology ID: 95 Feature: 147

B.P. Date: 2187 Standard Deviation: 46

From -386 To -112

Context:

Fill of C19108 - pos. Hearth

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UBA-9326

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 110Chronology ID: 96 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2170 Standard Deviation: 50

From -379 To -61

Context:

Pit C052

Substance Dated:

Oak charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-177445

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:



IID: 110Chronology ID: 97 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1190 Standard Deviation: 40

From 695 To 967

Context:

From charcoal kiln C055

Substance Dated:

Alder Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-177446

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 110Chronology ID: 98 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1180 Standard Deviation: 40

From 716 To 971

Context:

From charcoal kiln C055

Substance Dated:

Alder charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-177447

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 110Chronology ID: 99 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 360 Standard Deviation: 40

From 1450 To 1635

Context:

C044

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-177444

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 111Chronology ID: 100 Feature: 216

B.P. Date: 1987 Standard Deviation: 42

From -95 To 123

Context:

F97 - fill of pos. 'Bowl furnace' F96

Substance Dated:

Date Type

Lab No.

Wk-18196

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 112Chronology ID: 101 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1560 Standard Deviation: 30

From 424 To 565

Context:

cxt 199, fill of stone-lined pit in barrow ditch

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-20479

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 112Chronology ID: 102 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 4190 Standard Deviation: 40

From -2895 To -2634

Context:

Basal fill of east of barrow ditch

Substance Dated:

black ashy material

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-20481

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 112Chronology ID: 103 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1920 Standard Deviation: 30

From 2 To 206

Context:

fill of rect pit south of barrow

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-20482

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 117Chronology ID: 104 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2220 Standard Deviation: 70

From -402 To -99

Context:

Charcoal layer within pit with slag F912

Substance Dated:

Oak charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta - 176806

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 117Chronology ID: 105 Feature: 116

B.P. Date: 1660 Standard Deviation: 60

From 249 To 538

Context:

From metallurgical pit F1105

Substance Dated:

Oak charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta - 184701

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 117Chronology ID: 106 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1540 Standard Deviation: 60

From 408 To 638

Context:

From metallurgical pit F912

Substance Dated:

Oak charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta - 181479

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 117Chronology ID: 107 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1280 Standard Deviation: 60

From 652 To 882

Context:

Metallurgical dump F768 sealing second ditch

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (unidentified)

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta - 176809

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 117Chronology ID: 108 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 380 Standard Deviation: 60

From 1438 To 1641

Context:

Phase three enclosure ditch F124

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta - 177961

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 117Chronology ID: 109 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1200 Standard Deviation: 60

From 681 To 971

Context:

F558

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta - 184700

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 117Chronology ID: 110 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 810 Standard Deviation: 60

From 1045 To 1288

Context:

F553 a possible working hollow

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta - 176807

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 118Chronology ID: 111 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2320 Standard Deviation: 50

From -706 To -206

Context:

From furnace

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-177442

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 120Chronology ID: 112 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1285 Standard Deviation: 32

From 659 To 799

Context:

Fill of Phase III ditch, area D1

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6457

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 120Chronology ID: 113 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1317 Standard Deviation: 31

From 653 To 772

Context:

Fill (C34) of pit C31, phase III

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6458

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 120Chronology ID: 114 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1222 Standard Deviation: 34

From 689 To 888

Context:

C27, fill of ditch C21: Phase Ivb

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6486

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 120Chronology ID: 115 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1226 Standard Deviation: 32

From 689 To 885

Context:

C10, fill of ditch C8: Phase Ivc

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6456

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 120Chronology ID: 116 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1185 Standard Deviation: 34

From 720 To 965

Context:

C85, fill of pit C70: Phase IVc

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6487

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 120Chronology ID: 117 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 970 Standard Deviation: 33

From 1015 To 1158

Context:

C92, fill of dsitch C21: Phase V

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6488

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 122Chronology ID: 118 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1260 Standard Deviation: 50

From 665 To 879

Context:

From gully in metalworking area A

Substance Dated:

Ash charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-185556

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 122Chronology ID: 119 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1320 Standard Deviation: 50

From 617 To 855

Context:

From smithing hearth (861)

Substance Dated:

Ash charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

GU-11625

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 122Chronology ID: 120 Feature: 144

B.P. Date: 1090 Standard Deviation: 60

From 778 To 1033

Context:

Keyhole smithing hearth 861

Substance Dated:

Ash Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-185558

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 122Chronology ID: 121 Feature: 144

B.P. Date: Standard Deviation:

From To

Context:

DELETE THIS RECORD

Substance Dated:

Date Type

Lab No.

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 123Chronology ID: 122 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1450 Standard Deviation: 70

From 430 To 679

Context:

From pits C24 and C31

Substance Dated:

Oak and Yew branches

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-120521

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 124Chronology ID: 123 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 940 Standard Deviation: 60

From 995 To 1216

Context:

Fill of Corn-drying Kiln

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (unidentified)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta-170156

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 124Chronology ID: 124 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1220 Standard Deviation: 80

From 662 To 974

Context:

Fill from hearth C2788

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (unidentified)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta-170157

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 125Chronology ID: 125 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1460 Standard Deviation: 80

From 414 To 760

Context:

Furnace/hearth C769

Substance Dated:

charcoal (Unidentified)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta - 170155

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 125Chronology ID: 126 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1330 Standard Deviation: 40

From 643 To 774

Context:

fill of C309

Substance Dated:

charcoal (unidentified)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta-174297

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 127Chronology ID: 127 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2120 Standard Deviation: 40

From -353 To -43

Context:

Feature 2, Context 2

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN 29487

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 127Chronology ID: 128 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2120 Standard Deviation: 40

From -353 To -43

Context:

Feature 5, Context 19

Substance Dated:

Oak charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN 29488

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 128Chronology ID: 129 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1219 Standard Deviation: 28

From 693 To 887

Context:

Fill of oval pit

Substance Dated:

Date Type

Lab No.

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 130Chronology ID: 130 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2530 Standard Deviation: 60

From -805 To -417

Context:

From pit with pottery (F19)

Substance Dated:

Alder charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-177427

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 130Chronology ID: 131 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2530 Standard Deviation: 70

From -806 To -415

Context:

From pit with pottery (F12)

Substance Dated:

Alder Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-177426

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 130Chronology ID: 132 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2270 Standard Deviation: 40

From -401 To -206

Context:

Layer within furnace (F25)

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-177428

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 130Chronology ID: 133 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2270 Standard Deviation: 40

From -401 To -206

Context:

Charcoal layer (F35) within furnace (F25)

Substance Dated:

Oak charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-177429

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 131Chronology ID: 134 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1790 Standard Deviation: 50

From 91 To 382

Context:

Cut 3 deposit 60 Sample 3

Substance Dated:

Oak charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-202182

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 131Chronology ID: 135 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1420 Standard Deviation: 40

From 565 To 666

Context:

Cut 3 Deposit 61 Sample 3

Substance Dated:

Hazel charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-207372

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 131Chronology ID: 136 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1680 Standard Deviation: 40

From 245 To 505

Context:

Cut 5 Deposit 58 Sample 2

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-210880

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 132Chronology ID: 137 Feature: 198

B.P. Date: 2199 Standard Deviation: 34

From -376 To -181

Context:

Bowl furnace F3

Substance Dated:

Oak sapwood

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-7239

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 132Chronology ID: 138 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2138 Standard Deviation: 44

From -358 To -47

Context:

Ditch gully F8

Substance Dated:

Hazel charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UBA-7842

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 134Chronology ID: 139 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2230 Standard Deviation: 40

From -389 To -202

Context:

F1088, fill of C1086 (Area 10C)

Substance Dated:

Unidentified Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-271040

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 134Chronology ID: 140 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2230 Standard Deviation: 40

From -389 To -202

Context:

F435, fill of C294 (Area 7)

Substance Dated:

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta 271036

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 134Chronology ID: 141 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2300 Standard Deviation: 40

From -414 To -206

Context:

F451, spread of slag (area 12)

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-271038

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 138Chronology ID: 142 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2205 Standard Deviation: 35

From -382 To -186

Context:

from pit F004

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (oak)

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC-16945

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 138Chronology ID: 143 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1975 Standard Deviation: 35

From -49 To 120

Context:

from pit

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (alder)

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC 16941

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 138Chronology ID: 144 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2075 Standard Deviation: 35

From -191 To 1

Context:

F003, fill of F008

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (Alder)

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC-16940

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 139Chronology ID: 145 Feature: 337

B.P. Date: 1275 Standard Deviation: 36

From 660 To 860

Context:

C685 (fill of C537)

Substance Dated:

Alder Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Wk 18351

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 139Chronology ID: 146 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1228 Standard Deviation: 37

From 687 To 886

Context:

C532, fill of C537

Substance Dated:

Alder Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Wk 18352

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 140Chronology ID: 147 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2071 Standard Deviation: 36

From -191 To 4

Context:

House 1 C106 - from wall-trench

Substance Dated:

Charred material (no i.d.)

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3764

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 140Chronology ID: 148 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1996 Standard Deviation: 81

From -202 To 215

Context:

House 2

Substance Dated:

Charred material (no i.d.)

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3765

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 140Chronology ID: 149 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2050 Standard Deviation: 49

From -191 To 54

Context:

from wall-trench House 3

Substance Dated:

Charred material (no i.d.)

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3766

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 141Chronology ID: 150 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: Unkn Standard Deviation: See 

From To

Context:

From Slag Dump in outer ditch

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type Unknown

Lab No.

Unknown

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 143Chronology ID: 151 Feature: 159

B.P. Date: 2210 Standard Deviation: 60

From -396 To -112

Context:

From 'bowl furnace' C041

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (oak)

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta - 201099

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 143Chronology ID: 152 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2050 Standard Deviation: 60

From -342 To 74

Context:

A pit beside furnace

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (oak)

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta - 201098

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 144Chronology ID: 153 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1110 Standard Deviation: 35

From 829 To 1018

Context:

Backfilled entrance of Souterrain 1

Substance Dated:

 Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-3178

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 147Chronology ID: 154 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1408 Standard Deviation: 42

From 564 To 675

Context:

Unknown

Substance Dated:

Animal Bone

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-4465

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 147Chronology ID: 155 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1589 Standard Deviation: 55

From 346 To 596

Context:

Unknown

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-4466

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 147Chronology ID: 156 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1345 Standard Deviation: 42

From 616 To 773

Context:

Unknown

Substance Dated:

Human Bone

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-4467

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 148Chronology ID: 157 Feature: 171

B.P. Date: 1180 Standard Deviation: 40

From 716 To 971

Context:

C306; Ironworking Area 2, pit

Substance Dated:

Young Oak

Date Type AMS

Lab No.

Beta-231651

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 148Chronology ID: 158 Feature: 173

B.P. Date: 1320 Standard Deviation: 40

From 647 To 775

Context:

C319; Ironworking Area 3; pit

Substance Dated:

Oak

Date Type AMS

Lab No.

Beta 231653

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 148Chronology ID: 159 Feature: 176

B.P. Date: 1430 Standard Deviation: 40

From 559 To 663

Context:

C572; Ironworking area  4; pit

Substance Dated:

Oak

Date Type AMS

Lab No.

Beta-231662

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 148Chronology ID: 160 Feature: 179

B.P. Date: 1190 Standard Deviation: 40

From 695 To 967

Context:

C381; fill of ironworking pit

Substance Dated:

Oak

Date Type AMS

Lab No.

Beta-234461

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 148Chronology ID: 161 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1270 Standard Deviation: 40

From 662 To 869

Context:

Ironworking Area 1, pit

Substance Dated:

Oak

Date Type AMS

Lab No.

Beta-231648

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 149Chronology ID: 162 Feature: 74

B.P. Date: 1173 Standard Deviation: 30

From 775 To 965

Context:

'Bowl furnace'

Substance Dated:

hazel/alder charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-7371

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 149Chronology ID: 163 Feature: 75

B.P. Date: 991 Standard Deviation: 31

From 987 To 1155

Context:

Rect smithing hearth

Substance Dated:

Alder Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-7376

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 152Chronology ID: 164 Feature: 76

B.P. Date: 2300 Standard Deviation: 60

From -702 To -197

Context:

Furnace C11

Substance Dated:

Hazel Charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

Beta -170304

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 154Chronology ID: 165 Feature: 81

B.P. Date: 2168 Standard Deviation: 31

From -361 To -114

Context:

Cxt 39 (Fill of C.40), Sample 8 (Furnace)

Substance Dated:

Diffuse-porous wood (hazel/alder??)

Date Type

Lab No.

UB6940

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 154Chronology ID: 166 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1050 Standard Deviation: 29

From To

Context:

Cxt. 14, Sample 2 (Charcoal Production)

Substance Dated:

Oak

Date Type

Lab No.

UB 6937

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 154Chronology ID: 167 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1056 Standard Deviation: 30

From To

Context:

Cxt. 13, Sample 3 (Charcoal Production)

Substance Dated:

Oak

Date Type

Lab No.

UB 6938

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 154Chronology ID: 168 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2110 Standard Deviation: 31

From -339 To -46

Context:

Cxt. 1, Sample 4 (clay extraction pit)

Substance Dated:

Oak

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6939

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 155Chronology ID: 169 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1963 Standard Deviation: 35

From -43 To 123

Context:

Unknown

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-4314

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 157Chronology ID: 170 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2076 Standard Deviation: 24

From -173 To -40

Context:

Cxt. , Sample 1 (double furnace)

Substance Dated:

Oak brushwood

Date Type AMS

Lab No.

QUB-8594

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 158Chronology ID: 171 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: N/A Standard Deviation: N/A

From To

Context:

Substance Dated:

Date Type Dendro

Lab No.

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 159Chronology ID: 172 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1860 Standard Deviation: 70

From 2 To 337

Context:

Pit C5

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta 165312

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 160Chronology ID: 173 Feature: 184

B.P. Date: 2340 Standard Deviation: 19

From -411 To -384

Context:

Possible Furnace

Substance Dated:

Charcoal - oak

Date Type

Lab No.

UBA-10498

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 161Chronology ID: 174 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 825 Standard Deviation: 85

From To

Context:

from upper 2cm of soil

Substance Dated:

Humic Acid

Date Type Unknown

Lab No.

UB-268

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 161Chronology ID: 175 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1715 Standard Deviation: 100

From To

Context:

from lower 4cm of soil

Substance Dated:

Humic acid

Date Type Unknown

Lab No.

UB-390

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 161Chronology ID: 176 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: Erron Standard Deviation:

From To

Context:

Soil from top to 4cm down

Substance Dated:

Charcoal from Soil that the humic acid came fro

Date Type Unknown

Lab No.

UB-391

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:



IID: 162Chronology ID: 177 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1262 Standard Deviation: 31

From 668 To 862

Context:

C41, sealing metallurgical activity

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-7575

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 164Chronology ID: 178 Feature: 191

B.P. Date: Not gi Standard Deviation: Not 

From To

Context:

from pit 35053

Substance Dated:

Unidentified wood charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

OxA-6317

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 164Chronology ID: 179 Feature: 187

B.P. Date: Not gi Standard Deviation: Not 

From To

Context:

Pit 35050

Substance Dated:

Unidentified wood charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

OxA-6316

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 165Chronology ID: 180 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: Unkn Standard Deviation: Unk

From To

Context:

Unknown

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type Unknown

Lab No.

Beta-202528

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 168Chronology ID: 181 Feature: 192

B.P. Date: 2360 Standard Deviation: 45

From -746 To -262

Context:

'Furnace' Pit

Substance Dated:

Charcoal (oak)

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-25788

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 170Chronology ID: 182 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2183 Standard Deviation: 38

From -380 To -118

Context:

Cxt54 a pit under the barrow

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-3825

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 171Chronology ID: 183 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1685 Standard Deviation: 70

From 144 To 541

Context:

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type C14

Lab No.

Smithsonian Insti

Date Quality: 3

Calibrated Date:

IID: 171Chronology ID: 184 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1645 Standard Deviation: 35

From 263 To 534

Context:

iron smelting pit

Substance Dated:

GrN-27103

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-27103

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 172Chronology ID: 185 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1925 Standard Deviation: 30

From 2 To 134

Context:

Phase 1

Substance Dated:

Shell (Dog Whelk)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-4331

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 172Chronology ID: 186 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1275 Standard Deviation: 36

From 660 To 860

Context:

Phase 2

Substance Dated:

Animal bone

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB-4323

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 173Chronology ID: 187 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: Unkn Standard Deviation: Unk

From To

Context:

Burial 38

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

Unknown

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 174Chronology ID: 188 Feature: 193

B.P. Date: 2249 Standard Deviation: 32

From -394 To -206

Context:

Furnace F2996 from upper fill F3901

Substance Dated:

Hazel

Date Type

Lab No.

Wk16305

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 174Chronology ID: 189 Feature: 240

B.P. Date: 2145 Standard Deviation: 35

From -356 To -54

Context:

F1676 from upper fill

Substance Dated:

Charred grain

Date Type

Lab No.

UBA-10321

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 176Chronology ID: 190 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1565 Standard Deviation: 90

From 259 To 650

Context:

Primary oc layer, under internal dividing wall

Substance Dated:

two samples of wood charcoal

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB 2167

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 176Chronology ID: 191 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1815 Standard Deviation: 105

From To

Context:

Furnace pit Structure G

Substance Dated:

charcoal (contaminated by peat charcoal)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB2168

Date Quality: 6

Calibrated Date:

IID: 176Chronology ID: 192 Feature: 12

B.P. Date: 2440 Standard Deviation: 55

From To

Context:

Furnace pit structure G

Substance Dated:

charcoal (contaminated by peat charcoal)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB2169

Date Quality: 6

Calibrated Date:



IID: 176Chronology ID: 193 Feature: 19

B.P. Date: 2220 Standard Deviation: 80

From To

Context:

Furnace pit structure G

Substance Dated:

Wood charcoal (contaminated by peat charcoal)

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB2170

Date Quality: 6

Calibrated Date:

IID: 176Chronology ID: 194 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2210 Standard Deviation: 40

From To

Context:

Structure G

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

MASCA ??

Date Quality: 6

Calibrated Date:

IID: 177Chronology ID: 195 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 910 Standard Deviation: 50

From 1025 To 1217

Context:

Midden

Substance Dated:

Shell

Date Type C14

Lab No.

GrN-18078

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 177Chronology ID: 196 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 790 Standard Deviation: 50

From 1059 To 1292

Context:

Midden

Substance Dated:

Shell

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-18079

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 177Chronology ID: 197 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1330 Standard Deviation: 60

From 601 To 864

Context:

Hearth

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-18080

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 177Chronology ID: 198 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1085 Standard Deviation: 25

From 895 To 1015

Context:

House Wall

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-19755

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 177Chronology ID: 199 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1160 Standard Deviation: 35

From 777 To 972

Context:

North Midden

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-19756

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 177Chronology ID: 200 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1070 Standard Deviation: 35

From 895 To 1022

Context:

House Wall

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-19757

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:



IID: 177Chronology ID: 201 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1055 Standard Deviation: 35

From 895 To 1027

Context:

Hearth

Substance Dated:

Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-19758

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 179Chronology ID: 202 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2610 Standard Deviation: 40

From -894 To -592

Context:

From pit F087

Substance Dated:

Oak charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-177434

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 179Chronology ID: 203 Feature: 106

B.P. Date: 2150 Standard Deviation: 50

From -361 To -52

Context:

From furnace F084

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-177435

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 184Chronology ID: 204 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1290 Standard Deviation: 30

From 663 To 775

Context:

F18 fire-cracked stone floor

Substance Dated:

Animal bone (cattle)

Date Type

Lab No.

Gr-25306

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 184Chronology ID: 205 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1160 Standard Deviation: 30

From 777 To 969

Context:

F18 fire-cracked stone floor

Substance Dated:

Charcoal/charred wood

Date Type

Lab No.

Gr-23305

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 187Chronology ID: 206 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1210 Standard Deviation: 100

From 653 To 1013

Context:

Ditch fill

Substance Dated:

Animal Bone

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-18244

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 188Chronology ID: 207 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2170 Standard Deviation: 40

From -371 To -106

Context:

F33 (workshop layer)

Substance Dated:

Bone

Date Type RC

Lab No.

OxA-8824

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 188Chronology ID: 208 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2090 Standard Deviation: 60

From -355 To 51

Context:

Fill of hearth F38

Substance Dated:

oak

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UCD9822

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 189Chronology ID: 209 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1192 Standard Deviation: 29

From 722 To 940

Context:

C4 fill of gully C3

Substance Dated:

Cereal grain

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6994

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 189Chronology ID: 210 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1287 Standard Deviation: 29

From 665 To 775

Context:

C4 fill of gully C3

Substance Dated:

Hazelnut shell

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6995

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 189Chronology ID: 211 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1193 Standard Deviation: 29

From 721 To 939

Context:

C7 fill of gully C3

Substance Dated:

Hazelnut shell

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6996

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 191Chronology ID: 212 Feature: 89

B.P. Date: 2309 Standard Deviation: 35

From -479 To -210

Context:

Furnace F214

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB - 6765

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 191Chronology ID: 213 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 2045 Standard Deviation: 33

From -166 To 25

Context:

Fill of pit F66 (smithing area)

Substance Dated:

Ash and Willow Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6763

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 191Chronology ID: 214 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1107 Standard Deviation: 32

From 881 To 1016

Context:

Metalworking residue underlying burials

Substance Dated:

Willow and Hazel charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6767

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 191Chronology ID: 215 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1176 Standard Deviation: 33

From 731 To 969

Context:

Activity layer underlying burials + metalworking

Substance Dated:

Willow and hazel charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6766

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 193Chronology ID: 216 Feature: 90

B.P. Date: 2220 Standard Deviation: 40

From -388 To -197

Context:

F5 - furnace

Substance Dated:

Oak

Date Type RC

Lab No.

GrN 29489

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:



IID: 194Chronology ID: 217 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 3750 Standard Deviation: 35

From -2285 To -2036

Context:

F3:S4

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC-18522

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 194Chronology ID: 218 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1595 Standard Deviation: 35

From 396 To 547

Context:

F8:S2

Substance Dated:

Oak Charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

SUERC-18526

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 195Chronology ID: 219 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1480 Standard Deviation: 40

From 441 To 652

Context:

Phase 2

Substance Dated:

Date Type

Lab No.

Beta-179173

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 195Chronology ID: 220 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1245 Standard Deviation: 25

From 682 To 870

Context:

Phase 2

Substance Dated:

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6088

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 195Chronology ID: 221 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1249 Standard Deviation: 25

From 679 To 866

Context:

Phase 2

Substance Dated:

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-6089

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 197Chronology ID: 222 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1520 Standard Deviation: 100

From 260 To 676

Context:

2.53 (charcoal rich layer, base of industrial area

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB 2670

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 197Chronology ID: 223 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1475 Standard Deviation: 60

From 433 To 658

Context:

2.142 (mid. Charcoal layer in inner ditch)

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB 2671

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 197Chronology ID: 224 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1210 Standard Deviation: 60

From 675 To 966

Context:

6.19 (Near bottom of outer ditch)

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB2672

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:



IID: 197Chronology ID: 225 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1590 Standard Deviation: 75

From 259 To 617

Context:

2.152 (lower fill in inner ditch)

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB 2673

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 197Chronology ID: 226 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1330 Standard Deviation: 70

From 596 To 877

Context:

3.22  (layer sealing inner ditch)

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type RC

Lab No.

UB 2674

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 199Chronology ID: 227 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1580 Standard Deviation: 35

From 410 To 559

Context:

basal fill of enclosure B

Substance Dated:

cattle bone

Date Type

Lab No.

Poz-25204

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 199Chronology ID: 228 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1275 Standard Deviation: 20

From 675 To 775

Context:

basal fill of enclosure A

Substance Dated:

cow bone

Date Type

Lab No.

UB-9100

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 201Chronology ID: 229 Feature: 205

B.P. Date: 2034 Standard Deviation: 38

From -165 To 54

Context:

'bowl furnace' F12

Substance Dated:

Alder charcoal

Date Type

Lab No.

Wk-17456

Date Quality: 1

Calibrated Date:

IID: 36Chronology ID: 230 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1310 Standard Deviation: 40

From 647 To 779

Context:

cxts over earliest domestic features

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-28341

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:

IID: 36Chronology ID: 231 Feature: 0

B.P. Date: 1425 Standard Deviation: 35

From 570 To 661

Context:

cxts over earliest domestic features

Substance Dated:

Unknown

Date Type

Lab No.

GrN-28342

Date Quality: 2

Calibrated Date:


